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II. ASSEMBLY OF THE MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM (MPTS
A.	 INTRODUCTION
The MPTS is part of the Satellite Solar Power Station
(SSPS). The SSPS, shown in Figure IIA•-1, will operate in
geosynchronous orbit and will convert solar energy into micro-
wave energy, which is beamed to a receiving station on earth.
It is then converted back into electrical power for domestic
use.
Figure IIA-1 Satellite Solar Power Station
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The MPTS is the 1 km diameter "disk" shown at the center
of the SSPS in Figure IIA-1.
This chapter discusses the requirements, conceptual design,
tradeoffs, procedures and techniques for orbital assembly of
the support structure of the MPTS. We begin by describing the
Raytheon/Grumman design and design requirements which is used
as a baseline or starting point for our redesign for assembly
in orbit. In Section B our assembly design is followed by
thermal and stress analvses and discussions of the packaging,
alignment and subsystems requirements. A discussion of man-
ned vs. automated and transportation tradeoffs are discussed
in Section C of this chapter.
B.	 REQUIREMENTS (TASK 1)
Figure IIB-1 is a drawing of the baseline SSPS showing
the 1 km diameter MPTS.
CONTINUOUS SUPPORT
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The Raytheon/Grumman design concepts are shown in Figure IIB-2
through IIB-5. Since the microwave generators, waveguide
panels, and gimbal structure were not well defined at the time
of need, our study was confined to design concepts and assembly
techniques for only the antenna support structure.
The microwave (M q) antenna, depicted in Figure IIB-2, is
composed of a structural grid to which amplitrons, waveguides,
and associated microwave electronics are attache c..
iL.,;
`
x'igure IIB-2 Raytheon/srumman Antenna StructuraZ Arrangement
The MW antenna rotates on the main structure mast to main-
tain earth pointing as the solar cell structure maintains sun
pointing. Power is transferred to the antenna through the ro-
tating joint. The antenna is pointed in elevation by actuators
at the elevation joint. Figure IIB-3 depicts the rotary joints.
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The transmitting array at the face of the antenna is
brf)ken into 18-meter squares (2,454 in number). Each square
section is pointed independently, by use of screw jacks con-
trolled by the pointing circuitry. Pointing accuracy require-
ments for the transmitting array panels are 1 arc minute.
Figure IIB-4 presents a. detailed view of one of the Ray-
theon/Grumman 108 x 40 m structural elements which make
up the 1 km microwave antenna. The base structure is composed
of 36 modules approximately 18-m square by 5 m deep.
Ant. Pitch	 Azimuth
Axis	 Motor Driven
Truck Assy
Rower
Drive
-Power
Antenna
Figure IIB-3 Raytheon/Gruman Two-Axis Antenna Pointing GimbaZ
Grumman
Figure IIB-4 Raytheon/Grumman Typical Antenna Construction Technique
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Figure IIB-5 presents a cross section detail of a segment
LI the Raytheon/Grumman microwave antenna structure. This
de-..gn uses four basic beam sizes: 18 m (59 ft) x 3 m (9 ft);
35 m (115 ft) x 3 m (9 ft); 18 m (59 ft) x 1 m (3 ft); and
5 m (15 ft) x 1 m (3 ft). Each of the beam segment junctions
are supported by tension cables that must be emplaced after
the beams are assembled. This drawing shows both the support
structure and waveguide array. The following discussions only
consider the support structure for space assembly and does not
include the waveguide assembly. Other MPTS baseline design
factors and requirements will be discussed, where appropriate
in the conceptual design section II.C.
Antenna
	 auuarray zpuosecuan
Figure IIB-5 Raytheon/Grumman Antenna Cross Section
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C.	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN (TASK 2)
This section consists of 4 parts: (1) Structure and
Mechanisms, (2) Packaging for Delivery to Orbit, (3) Structural
Alignment Concept and (4) Assembly Support Subsystems. Emphasis
is placed here on design concepts with only passing reference
to manned vs. automated tradeoffs, transportation and assembly
procedures. These latter subjects are treated in more detail in
Section D and E of this chapter.
1.	 Structure and Mechanisms
This part is divided into 4 sub-parts: (a) Structural
Configuration, (b) Raytheon, Grumman/Martin Marietta Structural
Comparison, (c) Mobile Assembler and (d) Stress and Thermal
Analysis.
a.	 Structural Configuration - The objective of this task
is to conceive and design an assembly technique for the MPTS
microwave antenna support structure. Initially, the Raytheon/
Grumman (GAC) structural design and several other concepts were
reviewed and their proposed assembly procedures analyzed. We
found that these structures and their assembly procedures were
not designed for easy assembly in orbit and not totally compati-
ble with the presently defined Space Transportation System (STS).
We, therefore, chose to redesign the support structure and develop
a detailed assembly technique. (In Section 2, we discussed the
Raytheon/GAC approach). Our guidelines were:
(1) Compatible with the STS
(2) Building block approach
(3) Adjustable joints
(4) Universal usage
To understand some of the problems involved in orbital
assembly of large structures, one can start by considering the
"assembly" of large buildings on earth. These structures are
made up of prefabricated members that are transported to the
building site and temporarily stored. The building crews posi-
tion the members through the use of large cranes one floor at
a time. Ironworkers are available to align hole patterns prior
to the installation of fasteners at each joint. Each level of
structure is accurately aligned with surveying equipment. Mem-
bers are braced at this point and final fastener installation is
made before proceeding with the next level of construction.
1I-6
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j%ffien this procedure is translated into orbital structural
assembly, it is obvious than an orbiting structure must compare
structurally in many ways with an earth structure regardless of
the means used to accomplish the end product. It must be (1)
assembled rigidly at each joint so the total structure will not
exhibit looseness when completed, and (2) alignment must be
maintained within some predetermined tolerance throughout the
assembly period. There are many shapes and types of structural
concepts which may be considered for orbital structures, but in
any case, these two requirements must be satisfied. For earth
assembled structures, alignment and rigidity entail_ a small part
of the task at hand. Many people are available to properly in-
stall fasteners, operate cranes, check structural alignment and
make the necessary corrections. On structures as large as
proposed for an orbiting power station, for instance, the support
of such large numbers of workers for long periods of time in the
space environment does not appear practical. However, we antic-
ipate the use of man in space for LEO alignment tasks during
initial assembly, for repairs during the inevitable failures of
assembly equipment, and for maintenance during the operational
phase. This philosophy is the basis for the MMC design of
large support structures.
Figure IIC-1 is a view of a typical structural section of
the total structure. The upper and lower trusses are triangular
shaped, constructed from tubular members. Each member is attach-
ed to the previous truss member at each of the three legs. By
doing this each member is truly continuous, which not only is
structurally desirable, but also simplifies the joint design as
well as the design of the total member. Note, that as the trus-
ses cross, their neutral axes do not intersect. Earth structures
would not be designed this way as this occupies too much space.
For the space application, assembled volume is not a constraint.
The minor eccentricities of this arrangement have minimal struc-
tural effect. The upper and lower trusses are tied together
with similarly constructed but square-shaped columns. Each leg
of the column 4ntersects the centerline of the two crossing legs
J`	 of the intersecting triangular truss members.
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Figure IIC-1 Typical Structural Section
The connection at this intersection is an important part of
this design. Figure lIC-2 shows a closeup view of how the mem-
bers are fastened. Flat surfaces are utilized as the common
member interface with a form of welding being used as the fasten-
ing technique. The purpose of the flat surface interface is to
allow the members to be Esaifted for final alignment prior to
final fastening. In a few cases, a pin at one end of a truss
will be used for initial positioning. In most cases, the three
leg attachment of the continuous member will adequately locate
one end of the truss.
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Telescoping tubular tension members (cross bracing) are
used to stabilize the structure in all planes.
Figure IIC-3 shows the entire antenna support structure,
consisting of 2709 cubes.
r
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Figure IIC-3 Total Microwave Antenna Support Structure
Table IIC-I gives the approximate weight statement.
Table IIC-1 Microwave Antenna Support Structure Weight Statement
	
Member ^	
,—	
--Weight T ------------._.._^.^
	Quantity t	 Member Type	 per Member	 Total Weigh*_	 }
	
11,056	 Triangle Members	 91 lbs	 1,006,096 lbs
	
2,820
	
Square Members
	
101 lbs	 284,820 lbs M
	
21.884	 f "X" Braces	 30 lbs	 656,520 lbs
1
TOTAL	 32,700
	
1,947,436 lbs
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It appears feasible to perform many of the structural
assembly tasks by a mobile assembler, as shown in Figure IIC-4.
These tasks would include transporting beams over long dis-
tances, installation of the beams, and positioning the beams.
The mobile assembler is discussed more fully in Section 3.
Figure IIC-4 Assembly With Mobile Assembler
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The central core system concept was conceived to initiate
the assembly process and to provide the necessary system support
for continued operation of the construction operation. Figure
ITC-5 is a general arrangement drawing showing the primary items
which make up this assembly.
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Figure IIC-5 Core Structure Assembly
This part of the structure is delivered to Shuttle orbit
by one Shuttle mission. The 8-foot diameter central core cyl-
inder will support the four folding box beams and braces and
form an alignment fixture to start the first square assembly.
The Shuttle remote manipulating arms will be used to deploy this
assembly and to place the remaining members necessary for the
first 60-foot structural cube. Mobile assemblers will be placed
on both faces of the completed core structure and the structure
will be deployed from the orbiter. This first 60-foot cube will
actually be an active orbital vehicle with all systems necessary
for self-support. It will have electrical power system solar
panels, attitude control and a complete communications system.
At this point, the assembler can be directed from the ground
or Shuttle.
Techniques for fastening structural elements in an orbital
assembly must be optimized for the mission and design concept.
Reliability, safety, and feasibility are the primary criteria
for choosing fastening techniques. However, weight, volume,
repetitive manned activity, and time should be minimized. Eli-
gible fastening methods can be placed in three general cate-
gories: mechanical, chemical, and metallurgical.
Mechanical fastenings, such as standard bolts, rivets, etc
require extensive use of man and compensation for tolerance
buildup (redrilling, etc.). Mechanical couplings require pre-
cise alignment to prevent binding during insertion and they do
not provide rigid attachment.
Chemical bondings are less efficient than metallurgical
bondings and therefore require greater structure to provide
more faying surface. Mixing and applying two-part bonders,
waiting for setting, and outgassing present other problems.
Metallurgical bonding processes, which include explosive,
friction, and fusion welding, appear to be the most feasible
fastening techniques for assembly in orbit. Welding processes,
in general, have the disadvantage of not being separable in the
event that readjustment is latex needed. For welding processes,
support equipment becomes a major consideration. Means must be
provided to hold the joints in contact and apply the welding
energy source. Resistance welding (spot) is the most simply
applied process, requiring only the supply of a high electrical
current (300,000 amps for 0.5 cm material). In space, this
short duration (0.5 second) current would most probably be
11- 13
supplied by capacitors. However, this method would require heavy
conductors. Fusion welding requires the formation of a puddle of
molten metal between two structural parts by a concentrated heat
source. Simple arc welding will not apply since the arc is a plasma
column of an inert gas and the gas cell will not be sustained in
space. Electron beam applies well because of the advantage of the
ready-made vacuum. However, this method requires periodic mainte-
nance, calibration, and adjustment. Assembly in space offers a
possibility of using solar flux, in concentrated form, as a heat
source. The solar energy can be conducted to the weld site through
heat pipes or in direct focusing.
Thermite-type fusion welding, electrically activated through
the manipulators, has been assumed as the fastening technique for
the support structure in this study. More investigations and
analyses should be conducted to define fastening techniques in
greater detail.
Figure IIC-b is an artist's concept of the MPTS support
structure in the final phases of construction.
b. Raytheon, Grumman/Martin Marietta Structural Comparison -
During the initial stages of this study, a review was made of the
Raytheon/GAC MPTS antenna support structure design. The purpose
was to identify assembly procedures and techniques and the struc-
tural characteristics of the design. From the operational standpoint,
the structure appears to be more than adequate to resist deflections
due to gravity gradient imposed loads. A good understanding of the
thermal distortion and stress problems was shown.
As this study proceeded into the more detailed aspects of
orbital structural construction, the design of member joints,
alignment and member handling began to impose more of an impact
on member design and construction techniques. For example, it is
important that as members are joined together, the attachment be
rigid, otherwise the desire for a total rigid structure is lost.
Also, some reasonable structural plane flatness should be maintained
which means that the member attachment joints should be designed
with adjustment and alignment instruments employed to indicate
proper alignment prior to final attachment of the member. The mem-
bers should be of a reasonable length to facilitate handling.
Our analysis determined that some modification to the GAC
structure was necessary to realize a more workable fabrication
and assembly technique.
l
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In orc:er to establish a design philosophy, it is important
that a few l:rsic considerations be examined so that the final
concept will not exceed practical limits. These considerations
should be:
1) The structural concept developed should be universally
appl`.c.able, if possible, to many large space structures.
2) Due to the proposed size of these structures, all, aspects
of beam design, joint design, and assembly methods must
be of the simplest form.
3) The us,:, of man in EVA tasks should be limited t o the area
of main.-enance and corrective action types tasks, if possi-
ble. Tie actual assembly tasks are repetitive and can be
assigned to semi-automated machine activity controlled
from the ground.
ur analysis :i_ndicated that the GAC orbital beam fabrication
ch^rLu imposed a complexity level on the orbital work effort, that
exceeded our desire for simplicity. Our approach utilizes pre-
fabricated foldable members.
This structural member fabrication technique limits member
lengths to slightly less than 60 feet to accommodate the cargo
bay length. As a result, the GAC structure required considerable
modification. Analysis shows that to maintain a given structural
stiffness, the GAC 35-meter primary structure plus the 5-meter
secondary structure could be reduced to one 18-meter structure,
providing the primary structural members were repeated in every
bay rather than every sixth bay. Our approach eliminated the double
secondary structure, as shown in Figure IIC-7. This modification
reduced the total number of members as well as the weight per member,
while not sacrificing the structural integrity. Cable cross-bracing
was replaced by telescoping rigid tubular members for the sake of
assembly simplicity. 'Stringing and adjusting cables would be partic-
ularly difficult when considering the lengths and quantity proposed
by GAG.
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We recommend the use of an adjustable, welded member Joint
attachment, rather than the slip joint ball lock type proposed
by GAC, (see Figure IIC-8). To assemble a tube within a tube
appears to be difficult, considering 115-ft beam lengths, unless
considerable gap is allowed between the I.D. and O.D. of the
respective tubes. This coupled :eith the ball lock device would
result in a very loose joint. This concept also does not allow
for adjustments required for tolerance build-ups and structural
alignments.
To summarize, the variations in the GAC/14MC structures are
shown in Table IIC-2.
The MMC weight number exceeds the GAC number. The GAC tri-
angular shaped beams are composed of open-cross-section members
rather than the round closed-tube members used by MMC which
accounts for the additional weight. In the course of our study,
additional loading conditions were identified and analyzed over
the operational gravity gradient load which sized the Grumman
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Figure IIC-8 Raytheon/Grumman Structural Joints
structure. Additional loads include, 1) the forces applied by the
assembler, as members are placed in poz-^tion, 2) resupply docking,
and 3) thermal stresses experienced during antenna operation. We
feel that the Grumman structure would require additional consider-
ation to satisfy ti,ese conditions.
Tablo IIC-2 ,;um-,avy of Key Antenna Design Changes for Assembly
ITEM RAYTHEONIGRUMMAN MMC
Support structure Two tier One Tier
•	 Support structure depth 131.2 ft 64 ft
• Beam Sizes (4) 114.8 ft x 9 ft max (1) 56.2 ft x 30 in.
16.4ftx3 ft min
• Adjustment for structural None Adjustable beam inter-
tolerance buildup sections
•	 Compatibility with Shuttle Beams must be assembled All beams less than 60 ft
in space long and collapsible
11-19
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The MMC structure consists of two types of main beam members
and cross-braces for a total of three discrete types of members.
The two beam members have common crossing interfaces which are flat
surfaces. This allows angular and side movement to accommodate the
continual alignment required as each cube is constructed. These
flat contact surfaces will contain pre-prepared welding material
that can be activated on command, after the member is placed within
its alignment tolerance. Each cross-brace is a telescoping tube
which can be final locked on command, as alignment is obtained.
This structure is approximately 60 feet thick and is a con-
tinuous array of 60-foot squares, as shown in Figure IIC-9. This
building block approach can be constructed to any shape desired,
over the plane, such as square or essentially round (microwave
antenna), triangular or rectangular. Our stress analysis shows
that the microwave antenna support structure thickness can possibly
be reduced from 60 feet. This concept could be applied to the
solar array support structure.
Figure IIC-9 Typical 60-foot Cube
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C.	 Mobile Assembler - A unique Mobile Assembler (MA)
was conceived Juring this study. This assembler, shown in
Figure IIC-10, is remotely controlled from the earth by man.
The DLL. syst-,m consists of a 72--foot, 7 degree-of-freedom man-
ipulator with a grasp type end-effector, a manipulator base,
and two mobile carriages. Figures IIC-10 and IIC-11 show
the MA. The manipulator base can be positioned anywhere along
one mobile carriage. Beam pallets are docked to the other
mobile carriage. Support subsystems for the MA are discussed
in part 4 below. These include communications, power, align-
ment cameras, etc.
The manipulator is the prime component of this system.
This 72-foot long manipulator has a reach of 70 feet. We are
presently analyzing the manipulator requirements. Preliminary
analysis indicates a manipulator joint ordering as shoulder
yaw, pitch and roll; elbow pitch; and wrist pitch, yaw and
roll. The shoulder roll complicates the manipulator control
system; however, our assembly analysis indicates that this
shoulder roll is probably needed to reach in and around beams
and X braces as the assembly progresses. Since the manipula-
tor shoulder structure travels the length, approximately 60
feet, of the mobile base; it allows the manipulator to work
on either side of 4he structure or to reach either beam pallet.
The manipula tor end--effector is a unique design, configured
to handle the triangular and square beams used in the MPTS
structure. The end-effector encloses the beam and contacts
at four points, thereby, eliminating normal, single point,
grasping problems. Two video cameras are located in the end-
effector jaws, each pointing 180' apart. These cameras are
used by the operator to view the beam end alignment aids while
the final emplacement and alignment takes place.
The manipulator mobile carriage is self propelled and
has the capability to move along the structure as the assembly
progresses. This is accomplished by making the legs at each
end of the carriage foldable and pivoting. The legs fold down
to clamp to the tubular structure on both ends. By releasing
the folding legs on one end and allowing them to retract 900,
the carriage is cantilevered from the opposite end. The oppo-
site end leg assembly rotates the carriage 900 until the open
legs are positioned over the opposite corner structure. The
open legs are then closed onto the structure. By repeating
this process, the carriage can travel over any of the previously
as.:embled structure. Video cameras are located on each end
of the mobile assembler base. These cameras are mounted on
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remote controlled pan/tilt units and have 10 to 100 mm remote
controlled zoom lens. These cameras are used primarily for
beam translations from the pallet to the assembly site and
are also utilized as part of the beam alignment system (dis-
cussed in part 4 below). The 38 structural squares to be
assembled in LEG will require artificial lighting. The ac-
tual requirements are yet to be defined.
The beam pallet mobile carriage is a similar device which
has identical operational characteristics to the manipulator
mobile carriage. Two docking receptacles are located on the
base as shown in Figure IIC-11. This allows a Tug to dock a
resupply beam package and then remove an empty canister.
Further study is required to examine ways to utilize the
empty beam canisters as part of the MPTS structure. There will
be 57 of these 15-foot diameter x 60-foot long canisters that
have considerable structural strength. Their use should not
be ignored.
The assembly procedure requires a minimum of two sets
of mobile assemblers for the 60-foot thick structure since
the manipulators cannot easily reach through the structure
for assembly on the opposite surface. Obviously, the addition
of more assembler sets reduces the assembly time. The assem-
bly procedure is discussed more fully in Section h of this
chapter.
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d.	 Thermal and Structural Analysis - This section re-
ports on three specific areas of analysis:
(1) Preliminary stress analysis of the MPTS support
structure during the non-operating periods such as load expe-
rienced during fabrication and boost. The deflection analysis
due to gravity gradient is also reported as cold structure
values.
(2) Thermal effects on the completed structure due
to antenna radiated heat to the support structure and solar
heating.
(3) A second stress analysis based on the high tem-
perature operating conditions.
The study plan for this study does not include a specific
task for thermal analysis. On completion of the preliminary
stress analysis RASA-JSC suggested that a preliminary thermal
evaluation be made due to the interest in this particular
structural application. After completion of the thermal anal-
ysis, a thermal stress analysis was conducted. This additional
analysis revealed a need for new material considerations not
included in the first preliminary stress analysis (Item 1 above).
Normally Item 1 would be modified to include the new conditions.
In this case it was determined that the cold condition analysis
should not be altered because of its value in cold structure
design. By leaving Item 1 intact, this structural design can
possibly be related to the much larger solar panel structure
of the microwave power station.
Preliminary (Cold) Stress Analysis - This preliminary
loads and sizing analysis was performed on the microwave an-
tenna structure not exposed to the high temperature of the
antenna radiating surface. Aluminum is the material chosen
for this analysis. Steel and composites were considered in
the later analysis.
This analysis will show that a spacing of 60 feet between
upper and lower caps is much larger than necessary to maintain
stiffness for a structure of this size. However, the analysis
looked at loads induced to the support structure alone. The
waveguide assembly structure must be analyzed at some later
time.
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An ultimate factor of safety of 3.0 was used in the anal-
ysis. The following four loading conditions were considered:
• Gravity gradient
• Orbit transfer - Low earth to intermediate altitude
•	 Tug/Pallet orbital docking
• Assembly manipulating arm loads
The bending moment used to analyze the gravity gradient
torque condition was 2000 newton-Meters as quoted in the Ray-
theon/Grumman study l . The shear and bending moments from this
condition was not critical from a strength consideration in
the assembled array as shown in Figure IIC-12. A deflection
check for this condition showed a rotation of the outer ele-
ment of the array of .03 minutes. Figure IIC-13 shows the
magnitude of these deflections over a range of beam depths.
• 4 Beams Assemblies Reacting Total load
• 3.0 Safety Factor
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Figure IIC-12 Beam Loads Due to Gravity Gradient Bending
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For boost loads on the MPTS structure, the following was
used:
	
two Tugs (in tandem) boosting 38 completed cubes plus
a central core from LEO to HEO.	 This orbit transfer condition
gives a limit thrust load of 15,000 lbs. 	 The array of 39 cub-
ical sections has a total weight of approximately 6,•,G00 lbs.
The central core section has a center cylinder and supporting
truss structure (that interfaces with the orbit change booster)
designed to react the 15,000 lbs of thrust load.	 This condi-
tion resulted in the most critical shear load in the bay just
outboard of the core section and established the size of the
cross struts between the upper and lower triangular column
meober. .
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Figure IIC-13 Antenna Deflection Due to Gravity Gradient Wwninwn)
During construction, the Tug will deliver beam pallets
to the work site and dock the pallet to the pallet holder. i
docking procedure will impose loads on the already assembled
structure.
The Tug/Pallet docking condition was based on an assume(
minimum docking weight of 30,000 lbs and a velocity of 1.0 fl
sec. The stiffness of the structure was calculated and the
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energy of the orbiter was applied resulting in excessive loads
and deflections in the structural columns and cross braces. It
is recommended that a "soft" docking interface be incorporated
that would reduce the level of the docking loads to a level not
exceeding the other design conditions. Analysis shows that a
spring rate of 30 lbs/in. at the docking interface would result
in a maximum force of 581 lbs and a docking mechanism deflection
of less than 20 inches. An energy absorber (damper) would be
required to limit spring back rate. A constant force system
could also be designed to reduce the deflection to less than
10 inches at 581 lbs force if this would be more desirable.
Another loading condition considered in the analysis was
the manipulating arm load. A manipulator tip force of 30 lbs
(max.) is our present design requirement. This force will norm-
ally be exerted 70 feet from the manipulator base. This would
enable the cantilevered manipulator column to be deflected ap-
proximately 3 inches at the tip under maximum load conditions.
The force applied laterally to the end column, before
supporting struts are attached, produces a bending moment in
the column of (30 lbs) x (681 inches) = 20,430 in.-lbs. limit.
(61,300 in--lbs ultimate) .
The material initially selected for the structural elements
was 6061-T6 aluminum. The material has good resistance to
stress corrosion and is readily weldable. This material should
present no procurement problems at a reasonable cost. Steel
tubing was later recommended for thermal reasons discussed
below.
The columns were checked for overall stability and local
stability of each element. The curves in Figure ITC-14 were
developed to aid in determining the required member spacing
and the member length requirements. The members were limited
to 12,000 P.S.I. maximum stress level to prevent yielding at
welded joints.
Thermal Analysis -- The orbital structural concept presented
here is applicable to many space structures; however, the concept
was developed specifically for the 1APTS. Thermally, the micro-
wave antenna becomes a unique application due to the very high
temperatures being radiated from the transmitting surface and
the high degree of pointing accuracy required. ry making a pre-
liminary thermal and resultant thermal stress analysis of this
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extreme microwave antenna application, it was felt that a better
understanding of all orbiting structural applications was pos-
sible. Preliminary thermal analyses concentrated on determining
the temperature and the temperature gradients in tubular members
of the antenna truss as a function of distance from the center
of the 1 km diameter antenna.
The factors affecting the temperature and temperature
gradients in an orbiting structure are incident solar radiation
and the heat generation within the structure. The influence
of solar radiation is neglected in this analysis by assuming a
"white" coating on the tubes ([OC 0.3, F_ = 0.9). Because of
the extensive infrared radiation area relative to the struc-
tural members and the high antenna temperature, the heat gen-
erated within the structure is the major factor affecting the
temperature and the temperature gradients. The waste heat flux
r,,_^Liiated from the antenna surface to the structure and the
associated "effective" antenna radiation temperature are
gi:,en in Figure TIC-15 as a function of distance from the
center.
Figure .SIC-15 Antenna Waste Heat FZux
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From Figures IIC -15 and TIC--16, the effective antenna
temperature near the center of the structure is in the
vicinity of 6000K. Any truss member receiving radiation
from this surface on one side and radiating to space on the
other will,attain an average steady state temperature given
by 600/(2) = 500 oK. Because the use of aluminum is in-
adequate for this application (500 0K), the structural members
analyzed here are steel tubing having a wall thickness of
0.018 inches. Material selection is discussed after the
thermal stress analysis below.
Columns - Because vertical tubular columns are equally
radiated from all sides over their entire length, bot l i the
longitudinal and circumferential temperature gradients will
be small (<30K). The actual temperatures will vary between
the center and the edge of the antenna as shown in Figure
IIC-17 because of the radial temperature gradient in the
antenna surface itself.
Tubes -- Circumferential temperature gradients within
the horizontal tubular members were analyzed by the finite
difference model shown below.
D = tube diameter
S = wall thickness
(A) refers to antenna
The steady--state energy balance equations for the model,
assuming internal radiation is negligible relative to circum-
ferential wall conduction, are
0"(r'D/8) F
n 
 C,n (Tn4 - T a4^ + (8 k (/irD) (Tn-Tn+l) - (Tn-1-Tn)
+ce(7YD/8) Fns 6n (Tn4 ) = 0
where n = 1 through 8
S refers to space
CY = Stephen -- Boltzmann constant
F].A = 1.00	 F2A = F8A = 0.75	 F3A = F7A = 0.50
F4A = F6A = 0.25
	
F5A = 0	 F1S = 0	 F2S = F8S = 0.25
1.00	 1.00
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This set of 8 equations is solved for the 8 Tn's. The
resulting numerical values of T (bottom surface) and T (top
surface) are plotted in figure IIC--17 as a function of Le
distance from the center.
The set of energy balance equations can be written in the
form
(Tn - Tn+l) = r& (VD /8) 2 Sn IF T 4 - T 4] -f (Tn-1 - Tn)k r	 na a	 n
which indicates that the temperature gradient is a function
of the square of the tube diameter.
The basic asumption that internal radiation is negligible
relative to circumferential wall conduction is valid if
d(0/8) 2 F1., (T 22 - T 12 } (T 2 + T1) {{
k 
d	
1
In this case, this ratio has the numerical value of
(0.1713) (1.5 /96) 2 (0.2)(6 2 + 52)(6+5)(1.8) 3  10--2 = 0.083
26 (0.018/12)
which indicates that internal radiation is small relative
to circumferential wall conduction.
The temperature gradient between the upper and lower
cap has particular significance in the determination of over-
all structural deformation. Due to the high heat flux in
close proximity to the structure, this value is small, about
3 o K.
The consideration of the use of white coatings on struc-
tures that must have a long useful life should be evaluated.
The ability of existing white coatings to survive the space
environment for as long as 50 or more years is not understood.
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It is felt that other coatings more likely to remain effective
over these long periods should be evaluated. If coatings of
a higher absorbtivity are used, solar heating becomes more
prominent as can be seen in Figure IIC-18. The increase in
the average truss temperature at the center of the antenna
is shown to be about 26 0K, at an oC of 1.00. In view of
this small temperature increase it is felt that coatings
other than white should be given strong consideration.
The two heating cases, solar and antenna radiation pro-
duce two conditions that affect the proper operation of the
antenna. Antenna radiation is a constant heat source that
once applied will cause structural deformations and stress
that will remain constant as long as the antenna is being
operated. Solar heating affects the structure on a 24 hour
cyclical basis. Both heat sources must be considered when
evaluating the structural loads imposed on the structure.
The structural deformation caused by antenna heating is per-
manent and antenna surface aiming to correct for this error
will only occur once. This occurs when the power station is
turned on. The daily structural changes caused by the change
in solar incidence and which are of a much lower magnitude
will require the use of the active panel aiming system pro-
posed by Raytheon.
Thermal Stress Analysis - The result of the antenna
heating is that the center of the disk becomes hot (4560F)
and the periphery of the disk stays cool (110 0F), as shown
in Figure IIC-19. A second effect is that the individual
tube members experience a gradient from one side to the other
of about 117 0 V, maximum at the center of the disk. A third
effect is that the disk experiences a gradient from upper
to lower surface of about 5.40F.
The effect of these temperature gradients was evaluated
for (a) thermal stresses and required strength and (b) dis-
tortions of the disk surface.
Two out of the three thermal gradients previously men-
tioned create internal stresses. First, when the total
structure is viewed as an isotropic disk, the symmetrically
heated center and cool periphery cause symmetrical radial
and tangential stresses as shown in Figure IIC--19. Because
of the fact that this is a free or unsupported disk, the
internal fight within the structure takes the form of a
peripheral band of hoop tension, reacted by a central zone
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of radial and tangential compression. The second effect
is the induced bending in individual tube members due to
temperature differential across the tube itself. This
effect is additive on one side of the tube to the "overall"
stress created by the first effect. The third effect, tem-
perature differential across the thickness of the total disk,
creates only free distortions with no stress.
The stresses mentioned above were determined and are
plotted in Figure IIC-20. The max stress shown for the tube
is the additive effect of axial tube stress due to the "over-
all" dish: loads and the local bending stress in the tube. It
should be noted that the overall disk analysis assumes an iso-
tropic circular plate. This assumption is believed to be
sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this study.
w.
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Figure IIC-20 also compares the computed stresses with
allowable stresses. The allowable stresses shown are (a)
compressive buckling allowables applicable in the high com-
pression zone of the disk and (b) the tension allowable
applicable for the hoop loads in the peripheral zone.
Allowables for all significant failure modes were com-
puted. The compression allowables, ranging from the largest
failure mode to the smallest, include the overall disk buck-
ling, buckling of the 60 foot horizontal triangular columns
which make a the disk, buckling of individual 40 inch tub-
ular members which make up the 60-foot columns, and the local
wall buckling, or crushing, of the 1-1/4 x .018 inch thin-
wall tubes, which make up the horizontal tubular members.
These modes of failure are shown pictorially in Figure IIC-21.
The tension allowable is simply the weld allowable of
welded alloy steel. All allowables account for reduced ma-
terial properties due to temperature.
Structural distortions are produced by the temperature
gradients. The nature and magnitude of these distortions
are shown in Figure IIC-22.
The 5.40F temperature differential across the 60-foot
thickness of the disk causes a bowing or dishing effect, which
resembles a spherical segment of very large radius.
The hot center and cool periphery cause a shifting effect
or shear displacement, and also a thickness change of the
overall disk. The shifting effect is caused by the fact
that the diagonal X-braces near the center of the disk should
develop compression along with the main horizontal members.
However, their compression capability is so low, they will
buckle and a slight lateral shift of the bay will occur, until
equilibrium is established. The accumulation of these shifted
bays results in a total displacement of the center with re-
spect to the periphery.
The effect of local moments in the tube members due to
At across the tubes was checked and found to be insignificant,
approximately 1/3 inch.
The maximum angular displacement is calculated to be
4.3 minutes at the outer. edge.
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In summary, the thermal/structural problems of a point
design of an antenna support structure have been studied in
sufficient depth to understand the problems and to gain con-
fidence that the design is workable. A structure built of
alloy steel tubing was analyzed for internal stresses and
distortions due to thermal gradients. For the point design
analyzed, positive strength margins exist at all points in
the structure. Structural displacements due to temperatures
are within reasonable bounds. Total out-of-plane deflection
is calculated to be 21.9 inches and angular displacement is
4.3 minutes.
It should be emphasized that these results apply to a
given design and thermal environment. If the design or
environment were to change, it may be desirable to make
configuration changes which would result in lower stresses
and deflections. The stresses could be lowered to only a
fraction of values in this study by selectively deleting
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cross braces in the "corner" areas of the disk. In fact,
due to the potential desirable results of brace deletions,
further study is believed to be warranted on this subject.
Material Selection - The high temperature (456 0F) in
the central area of the disk dictates the use of a material
having good dimensional stability and high temperature
strength. Aluminum, steel, borylli.um, titanium, and non--
metals, such as graphite polyimide, were considered as can-
didate materials as shown in Table ITC-3. Aluminum has in-
adequate strength and stability properties at the required
temperatures. Beryllium and high temperature non-metals are
expensive and not as versatile as aluminum, steel, and
titanium from the standpoint of assembly and fabrication.
Thermal stresses are high in beryllium, intermediate in steel
and aluminum, and low in graphite composites or titanium.
Thermal distortions are high for aluminum, intermediate for
beryllium, steel and titanium, and low for graphite compos-
ites. Cost and ease of fabrication of alloy steel and
aluminum are superior to all other candidates. Weight is
not critical for this application due to volume limitations
in the Shuttle cargo bay.
Fable -TIC-3 Materials Comparisons
Material	 E 10, 6
 ps
	
10-6 in.lin.°F
	 Eon	 Foy ► ksi -
Aluminum (2219) 8.6 13.5 116 18
5 (Weld)
Steel (Alloy) 26 7.5 195 61
Titanium 14 5.3 74 97
Beryllium 40 7.7 308 22
Graphite Poly 20 1.0 20 35
This thermal and stress analysis of the microwave an-
tenna structural application points out the need for the proper
selection of materials and coacings. The high operating
temperatures of this application indicate that steel with
some type of oxide coating would be a good choice for several
reasons. They are:
(1) High strength at high temperature
(2) Low cost
(3) Ease of manufacturing
(4) Minimum weight penalty over other high tem-
perature materials
(5) Manageable thermal expansion properties
GraphiLC/Polyimid has been suggested as a material that
exhibits good strength and thermal expansion properties. MMG
has done a substantial -mount of work with this composite
material over the last several years and has gained much
experience in the proper use, fabrication and assembly tech-
niques. With this understanding, we believe that a more
thorough evaluation of this material for the microwave
antenna application is indicated as an alternate to steel.
For applications other than the microwave antenna, alum-
inum would be considered providing high temperatures were
not involved and a proper long life thermal coating is avail-
able.
i
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2.	 Packaging for Deli-ery to Orbit
a. Structural Members - The length of the cube design discussed
above was strongly influenced by the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay dimen-
sions. A ground rule of this study specifies Shuttle as the
transportation vehicle since future launch vehicle conceprs are not
well defined at this time.
In order to maximize the available Shuttle payload, some form
of efficient packaging of structural members during transport is
required. Three basic approaches were studied.
The first approach looked at was to transport totally fabri-
cated rigid beams in the Shuttle cargo bay. While this approach
assures the structural integrity of each member and reduces the
fabrication cost of the structural members, it appears to be
unsuited for the task. The geometry of the structural members
creates an extremely volume-limited payload condition, which
would not be cost effective in terms of the number of Shuttle
flights required to transport the members to orbit.
The second approach to the problem is to use collapsible
members for fabrication of the antenna support structure. While
in transit, the structural members are folded down on themselves
as depicted in Figures IIC-23 and IIC-24. This is accomplished
by means of pivots on two sides of each beam, allowing the upper
side (in the zc- of the square beam) or upper corner (in the case
of the triangular beam') to lie flat against the lower side.
In order to permit collapsing the beams in this manner, the
cross braces of two sides of each beam must be capable of varying
in length. This is accomplished by using telescoping members for
the braces (Figure IIC-25 top). Once in the deployed position,
pyrotechnic locking devices, which are discussed later, lock the
telescoping braces into rigid members. This fixes the beam in
its deployed configuration.
Also, in this approach, the cross braces required for the
fabrication of the antenna sup port- structure are of a telescoping
design, with pyrot P c l iu is devices employed to lock the brace after
final alignment of the beam. The stowed cross braces (Figure
EC-26), 57 feet in length, are attached to a beam on one end
prior to assembly of that beam into the structure.
i
z
a
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Once the beam has been positioned, the brace is extended and
the other end attached to the structure. The beam is then aligned
into its final position and once verified, the pyrotechnic device
in tree cross brace is activated, locking both the brace and the
beam in position.
With the introduction of telescoping members into the struc-
tural design, it became necessary to utilize a device for locking
those members once in the proper configuration. This is accom-
plished by means of pyrotechnic pin throwers located in the
telescoping members (Figure IIC
-27)• This device, when activated,
pushes two pins through holes in the wall of the inner tube and
through the wall of the outer member. The device is activated
only when proper alignment of the members involved has been veri-
fied.
The pin throwing technique has advantages over many others,
as it allows infinite adjustment of the member prior to locking;
i.e., there are no incremental restrictions placed on length,
as would be the case if holes in each telescoping member had to
be lined up prior to locking.
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b. Beam Packaging and Dispensing Pallet - Due to the packag-
ing and dispensing requirements of the structural members with
this approach, a specialized pallet was developed to serve as a
storage package on the ground, in transit (Shuttle), and in orbit
as a beam dispensing ua it for the mobile assembler.
The pallet (Figure IIC-28) basically consists of a central
tube with docking rings at each end. Four structural dividers
extend radially outward from the central support tube to a diameter
of 180 inches.
Collapsed beams and cross members are stowed in each of the
four qua(...ants as shown in Figure 'IIC-28. Proper mixing of the
structural members is predetermined and the quadrants are packed
so that the member needed by the mobile assembler is available
in the proper sequence. Each pallet (or Shuttle payload) con-
tains 192 triangular beams, 96 square beams, and 288 cross
braces. This results in a total structural member weight of
35,870 pounds. Adding an estimated 2000 pounds for the weight
of the pallet;, the total Shuttle payload becomes 37,870 lbs.
With this system of packaging, a payload density of 3.59
lb/ft 3 is attained. Shuttle has a payload density capability
of 6.15. Therefore, this approach is still volume limited.
The beam packaging and dispensing pallet follows behind the
mcbile assembler base. A docking port is located at each end
of the base, permitting docking of a full pallet without necessi-
tating removal of the empty pallet until the Tug is free of the
new pallet. Each docking port rotates to bring the proper
pallet quadrant into position to permit access by the assembler.
A possible supplemental transport method for the structural
members may be to transport a portion of them in the external
Shuttle tank. With 35,000 lbs of beams in the caro bay, an
additional 30,000 lbs of beams would be stowed in the external
tank, thereby forming a full payload for Shuttle. In the
present configuration, however, the structural members would
reduce the fuel capacity of the external tank by approximately
25%, and the presence of pyrotechnic devices in a fuel tank
would be undesirable. It seems feasible to assume, however,
that with some modification of the structural members, this
approach could prove to be effective from a cost savings point
of view.
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The third approach looked at involves the fabrication of
structural members in an orbiting "factory" (probably manned)
from raw material transported to the factory by Shuttle. This
approach makes full use of the Shuttle payload capability (i.e.,
payload capability is no longer volume limited) and eliminates
the need for rendering the beams collapsible. A cost study must
be made to determine whether this approach is more cost effective
than the collapsible beam approach.
3.	 Alignment Concept
Accuracy of alignment of the central core is assured by two
methods: (1) ground test erection and alignment with precision
tools, and (2) verification of alignment (and necessary adjustments)
when assembled at the orbiter, through optical sightings by EVA
crewmen.
Alignment of the outlying cubes will be achieved by adjustments,
based on optical sightings, as the beams are fastened. The assembly
will proceed in a spiraling manner such that two types of cube-
assemblies will occur. Referring to Figure IIC-24, cube 1 (full
cube) will require assembling 3 sides. Cubes such as 2 and 3
(partial cubes) require assembling 2 sides.
Figure IIC-29 Structure AssembZy Progression
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The cubes directly in line with the core section will be
assembled very accurately. This is achieved by use of sighting
points (bench marks) installed on the core section. Video cam-
eras are installed on each end of the assembler bases (see Figure
IIC-30). These cameras will have 5 degrees of freedom (+ X, + X,
± Z, pitch, yaw). When the assembler is at a location in line with
the core, the cameras will be adjusted to perfectly align with the
core bench marks. The cameras can then be pointed to desired
points-in-space for defining required beam placement during assembly
(see Figure IIC-31). These sightings will assure that_ installed
beams are aligned with the core section. No alignment procedure
prevents distance discrepancies due to beam length tolerance buildup.
A tolerance of +0.030 in. at each beam would result in +1 in. error
at the rim. However, tolerances would be random and the net error
should be slight, and acceptable.
The partial cubes may be less accurately aligned, with greater
reliance on the accurate installation of the full cubes and on
manufacturing accuracies. The partial cubes will be leveled rela-
tive to the central core. This is achieved-by first leveling the
cameras with the core bench marks (see Figure lIC-32). The beams
will be aligned by cross-sightings of both assembler end cameras.
Final cross-sightings will be taken of the assembled cube. Errors
will be stored in a computer base and used to correct alignment
sightings when that beam is later used as the assembler base loca-
tion.
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Figure TIC-30 Assembler Camera Installation
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4.	 Assembly Support Subsystems
Requirements for subsystems to sup-)ort the assembly opera-
tions were investigated to the extent viecessar.y to determine
system feasibility and any problem areas.
a. Coulmunications - Uplink commands are transmitted from
the remote ground stations, either in the NASA Satellite Track-
ing Data Network (STDN) or the Air Force Space-Ground Link Sub-
system (SGLS) network. Selection of the respective ground sta-
tion network will determine the type transponder to be used in
the core instrumentation. The STDN system provides communica-
tion interface capability with the Shuttle Orbiter and the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). Although both
the STDN and the SGLS utilize pseudo random noise (PRN) coding
for identification and acquisition, transponder application is
restricted to only one system due to the modulation format.
The STDN uses staggered quadriphase PSK while SGLS uses bi-phase
PCM. Selection of the STDN provides the use of standard NASA
components such as the transponder and the AOP computer. In
addition, communications support is available from two relay
satellites in synchronous orbit to provide uplink commands or
down-link telemetry data.
Referring to Figures IIC-33 and IIC-34, commands are re-
ceived by the omni antennas simultaneously by being arrayed
through the power combiner. The antennas are broad-beam, circu-
larly polarized with an on-axis gain of +4 db and a HPBW of 120
degrees. The uplink commands have a discrete PRN code that is
verified by the transponder and assures link acquisition through
the down-link telemetry. On acquisition, commands are trans-
mitted in real time to the on-board computeL for storage or
distribution via the command data bus.
The core antennas are deployed to extend beyond the faces
of the structure. Dual systems are provided to prevent struc-
ture RF interference. The antenna boom mechanisms incorporate
capacitive coupled rotary joints.
Commands for the assembler are transmitted through a second-
ary core transmitter and helix array subsystem to the ancenna
arrays, diametrically stationed such that commands are available
to either assembler. Since the maximum transmission distance from
the core to the assembler will be approximately 1/2 kilometer, 2
watts of RF power (or less) will close the link.
Reception of commands is provided by the command control sub-
system provided for each assembler (Figures IIC-35 and IIC-36).
Each subsystem will be activated by its assigned discrete address
code. A total of 288 commands are available for assembly functions
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Ewhich are activated by relay logic. Monitoring of the command
functions is available from the TV cameras and the down-link tele-
metry which is remotely transmitted to the core communications
system for processing and retransmission to the ground station with
other housekeeping data. The down-link antennas are unfurlable,
parabolic antennas, 4 to 6 feet in diameter (Figures IIC-34 and
JIG-36).
Table IIC-4 presents the equipment list for the core and
assembler instrumentation.
Areas Needing Further Definition
1. Data rate requirements for commands and down-link
engineering data;
2. Communications interface requirements with Shuttle
Orbiter, STDN, SGLS, TDRSS;
3. Storage capability of on-board computer based on the
degree of autonomy required;
4. Degree of redundancy in the communications system to
provide backup functions;
5. Extent of instrumentation and onboard monitoring of
housekeeping functions;
6. Amount of TV resolution since this has impact on TLM
bit rate and bandwidth;
7. Perform preliminary link calculation to establish
baseline for data rates, antenna gain, and RF power
requirements.
b.	 Electrical Power Systems - Electrical power must be
provided at the core for operating subsystems; at the beam car-
riages for carriage translation, beam pallet rotation, and sub-
systems; and at the assemblers for carriage translation, manipu-
lator operation, and subsystems operation. Estimated power re-
quirements are presented in Table I?C-5.
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Fable 11C-4 Comnanieations Equiprnent List
CORE INSTRUMENTATION
COMPONENT DIMENSION WEIGHT POWER
- Receive omnis, turnstile =	 3.5 in.	 diam.	 x 3.0	 in. 6 oz Passive
over cone antennas
2. Power combiner 2z in, x	 1'2 in,	 x 0.5	 in. 3 oz Passive
3. Transponder:	 NASA/MSFC 7	 in. x 4.5	 in.	 x 2.75 6 lbs 6 w @ 28vdc
Std.	 Single Access or in. for RF out-
Multiple Access Options put of 21mv
for Acquisition
4. Command Decoder/Processor TBD TBD
5. Computer Interface Unit TBD TBD
6. Input/Output Processor 5	 in. x	 3.5	 in.	 x 1.6	 in. = 2 lbs (= 4 w)
7. Advance Onboard Computer 10	 in. x 6	 in.	 x 2.5	 in. = 5 lbs (= 9 w)
(AOP)	 8K work cp.pability,
plated wire memory, i
^'ASA Std.	 Component.
8. Digital	 Interface Unit 6	 in. x 4 in,	 x 3 in. 2.5	 lbs j	 = 4 w
9. Modulation Processor TBD TBD TBD
10. Transmitter, 5 w RF 5.7	 in. x	 4.7	 in. x	 1.4 32 oz 2.5 amps @
1750-1781 GHz in, 28 vdc
11. Duplex/Di!p lex 5	 in. x	 3	 in.	 x	 1.5 in. = 10 oz Passive
12, Receiver 5.5	 in. x	 3.6	 in. x 6	 in. 5 lbs 1.5 w
13. Power Divider/Combiner 212 in. x	 11^	 in.	 x 0.5	 in. 3 oz Passive
14. Helix Antenna Array Array dimensions TBD. = 2 lbs per Passive
(upper and ;ewer) with Each helix = 3 to 4 i n. array and
multicoupler long and 1/2 in. diam. multi-coupler
15. Traveling-'slave-Tube 6	 in. x 15	 in.	 x 4	 in. 9,5	 lbs 145 w
Ampl ifier ( 50 w)
ASSEMBLER INSTRUMENTATION ( BEAM CARRIAGE SIMILAR)
1. Receive Antenna Mono- A/4; = 1.5"L x a"D = 3 oz Passive
poles
1	 2. Transmit Antenna mono- h/4;	 = 1.2"L x 4"D = 3 oz Passive
poles
3. Power Combiner 2z in. x 12 in.	 x 0.5	 in. = 3 oz Passive
4. Power Divider 22 in. x	 1z	 ire.	 x 0.5	 in. ~ 3 oz Passive
5. Command Receiver Demod- 5.5
	
in. x	 3.6	 in.	 x	 6	 in. 5	 lbs 1.5 w
ul ator
6. Command Decoder 5.2	 in. x 7	 in,	 x	 3	 in. 4 lbs 6.8 w
7. Relay Assembly TBD (KIC) TBD TBD
8, TLM Baseband Oscillator (= 5	 x 4 x 1)0 (25	 lbs) (3.75 w)
9. TV Camera TBD TBD TBD
10. Quantizer, A/D Converter, 6	 in.	 x	 4	 in.	 x	 4	 in. 3 lbs w 2 w
Processor
11. TLM Transmitter (5 w) 5.7	 in. x	 4.7	 in,	 x	 1.4 32 oz 2.5 amps @
in. 28 vdc
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Table IIC-5 Assembly Support Power Requirements
Power (waits)
Assembler (each)	 3780
Manipulator and carriage	 3000
Subsystems	 250
Power conditioning and line losses 100
Battery charging	 250
Solar array degradation allowance 	 180
Beam Carriage (each)_	 970
Carriage translation and pallet 	 750
rotation
Subsystems	 75
Power conditioning and line losses	 5
Battery charging	 100
Solar array degradation allowance 	 40
Core	 425
Communications	 250
ACS	 100
Power conditioning e. line losses 	 5
Battery charging	 50
Solar array degradation allowance 	 20
Solar arrays are employed at each using site (Figure lIC-37).
Based on a heginn'.ng-of-life (BOL) output of 8.15 watts/ft
the following array sizes are required:
Core (redundant arrays each side of structure)	 52 ft 
Assembler (each)	 465 ft2
Beam carriage (each)	 120 ft
The assembler solar array is installed on the manipulator
shoulder to prevent,inadvertent contact between the array and
the manipulator, as shown in Figure IIC-37. This requires two-
axes motion of the array for tracking the sun. The beam pallet
array is mounted on the carriage and will rotate on one axis to
track the sun.
Table IIC-6 presents the electrical power systems weights.
.
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Figure IIC-37 Assembly Electrical Power Sources
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Table IIC-6 E'ZectricaZ Power Sustem Weights
---Weight	 (lbs)
Core '`.10
Solar Arrays 50
Batteries
	
(2 at 20 amp-hr) 120
Structure and Distribution 40
Beam Carriage	 (pair) 846
Solar arrays 126
Batteries	 (4 at	 50 amp--hr) 560
Structure and Distribution 160
Assembler (pair) 2270
Solar arrays 490
Batteries	 (10 at 50 amp-hr) 1400
Structure and distribution 380
3326
One area of concern in the electrical power system that
needs further investigation is the transfer o' power and data
between the assembler carriage and the subsystems in the snanipu-
lator shoulder area. The shoulder moves about 60 feet. flexible
take-up cables might be used but the effects of the space en-
vironment might be detrimental. Other methods should be in-
vestigated.
C.	 Attitude Control S. ter:: - The central core section
requires attitude stabilization i. ­n deployed from the Shu^tle
Orbiter. No problems are envisio: d to provide attitude sen-
sors and propulsion thrusters for co-ltrolling the cer a] zre
and a portion of the structure. Thraisters could be iiiiti 	 v
installed in the core cross beams.
Attitude control requirements increase in magnitude G.:. .he
support structure becomes larger. Table IIC-, presents mas=
property data for the structure in the low-earth-orbit (U 0)
and geosynchronous completed phases.
Table TIC-7 MPTS Support Structure Mass Properties
	LEO 	 Geosynchronous
Dumber of cubes	 35	 2709
Weight, lbs
(with core at.d one set of 	 53,164	 1,967,436
assembly equipment)
Ixx , ft-lbs-sec t	8.8 x 106	4.1 x 1010
I	 ft-lbs-sect	 1.5 x 10 7	4.2 x 1010
yY
IYy ft-lbs-sec t	2.4 x 107	8.4 x 1010ZZ
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Although the structure is assembled in a spiraling fashion
to maintain symmetry as much as possible, there will exist con-
ditions where there will be a difference between the edges of
the structural disc. Assuming a difference of one row of cubes
between the edges, solar pressure (0.94 x 10- 7 lb /f-t 2 ) would
create, in the worst case, a torque of 3.5 ft--lbs on the com-
pleted structure and 0.03 ft--lbs on the LEO structure.
Gravity gradient forces provide the potential. for the
greatest torques an the structure. Assuming the worst case
(structure tipped 45 o to the earth), the gravity gradient torque
would be 336 fz-lbs on the completed structure and 29.6 ft-ibs
on the LEO structure.*
To attempt to stabilize the structure to some controlled
attitude would require considerable thruster propellant use and
attendant resupply requirements. Moving propulsion modules
radically outward (or installing new ones periodically) as the
assembly progresses would create unnecessary problems. It is
proposed that the structure be allowed to seek gravity gradient
stabilization. This would result in an attitude where the disc
would be edge-on to the earth. This attitude would also mini-
mize solar pressure torques. The proposed communications an-
tenna and power system solar array configurations would be com-
patible with this attitude.
An active attitude control system would be required to
stabilize the structure from other disturbances. The require-
ments were investigated for stabilizing the structure from the
mass momentum transfer occurring when a full beam pallet is
docked to the structure.
For the worst case of docking a beam pallet at the rim of
the full support structure, the resultant disc rotational velo-
city about the X axis (in the plane of the disc) would be about
0.16 dag/min, as determined by the equation:
= MPL V L
Pl L }
	
	
v
 
xx°
where:
Co 
= rotational velocity, rad/sec
MPL = docked payload mass = 43000 lbs
T	 = 3/2 ^
	
(I -I ) sin 20
zz xx
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I1	 a
V	 = docking velocity = l ft/sec assumed
L	 = docking radius = 1630 ft
I	 = moment of inertia = 4.1 x 10 10 ft-lbs-sect
xx
This disturbance could be stabilized by 5-lb thrusters in-
stalled two cubes out from the central core section (edge of
LEO assembled structure). This would give a thruster moment arm
of 140 feet. Based on:
Wt = 1 T t
2 I
where:
t = time, seconds
T = thruster torque = 1400 ft-lbs
I = moment of inertia of structure, including docking
load = 4.5 x 10 10 ft-lbs-sect
the disturbance co.:ld be nulled in 52 minutes. Assuming storable
propellants with an I s of 450 seconds, about 69 lbs of propel-
lant would be consumed. Thruster requirements would be less
for payload dockings earlier in the assembly. Assuming an aver-
age propellant expenditure of 35 lbs per docking and 60 dock-
ings, a total expenditure of 2100 lbs of propellant would accrue.
Requirements for thruster control of other minor disturb-
ances would exist but should also be relatively small. There-
fore, an attitude control system using thrusters at the edge of
the LEO structure appears sufficient.
5.	 Structural Model
As part of Task 2 (Conceptual Design) we designed and fab-
ricated a 1/40th scale model of the core section and one adjoin-
ing cube, figure IIC-38 is a photograph of the model fully
assembled. Figure IIC-39 shows the core section and a partially
assembled cube. This model has improved our insight to the as-
sembly procedure. In addition it has aided in establishing the
reach and degrees-of-freedom requirements for the mobile assem-
bler manipulator. The model is presently being enhanced with
the addition of the mobile assembler, including two mobile car-
riages, a manipulator arm, and beam pallet.
This will allow demonstration of the mobile assembler car-
riage "walking" concept in addition to the study of physical
interference problems during assembly.
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D.	 TRADEOFFS
1.	 Manned vs Automated
Trade-offs were conducted to deterriine the most feasible
approach to the assembly of the MPTS structure. We evaluated
mans direct utilization in an EVA direct mode, in an indirect
mode controlling the task from a nearby orbiting space station
and from the ground.
Our definition of manned activities has two basic subcate-
gories: manned direct and manned remote. Manned direct means
the astronaut can physically contact the task, generally requiring
EVA. Manned remote means the astronaut controls the task remotely
from within the Shuttle, space station or from the ground. Within
the manned remote ca=egory, there are further breakdowns of levels
of manned control, For example, man can have full control of a
remote task, he can have computer aiding or can act as a monitor
with over-ride capability. Of course, there are further break-
downs within these categories.
In this study, we analyzed the assembly procedure for the
MPTS supncrt structure, which, in fact, is only a small portion
of the *,0L11 Solar Power Station. Our assembly approach is based
only on the t%IPTS support structure. As the total power station
assembly procedure evolves in the future the need for an on-site,
manned station may become necessary. We based our decision to
minimize manned direct activities because of-the size of the beams
and the repetitiveness of the tasks. The support structure con-
tains 2709 identical 60-ft cubes, which in turn contain 32,700
beams and "X" braces. The assembly contains only three different
types of components. This concept creates an assembly procedure
that is extremely repetitious. Our timeline analysis showed that
using the mobile assembler, it will take 9-months at 24 hours a
day to complete the MPTS support structure. In addition, the
beams are 60 ft long and can weigh up to 100 lbs each. Transla-
tion and alignment of thousands of beams by EVA astronauts in a
MMU type vehicle has enormous logistics problems for both the
astronauts and the MMU resupply. An MMU type vehicle would also
have difficulty handling the inertias of the 60-fL beams.
We also considered using a free-flying teleoperator system
for beam handling. Again, the logistics problems plus the
problems associated with the remote control of a dynamic free-
flying vehicle in and around the existing structure strongly
influenced the rejection of this approach.
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We have concluded that the assembly tasks as defined by our
structural concept, are best accomplished with an on-site machine.
This machine, the mobile assembler, has both manual and automated
control functions. Since the beam alignment task requires making
tolerance buildup adjustments, this phase is best accomplished
by remote (via TV) manned control. The major translations of
the beams, from the beam pallet to the installation site, are
best controlled by preprogrammed compucer control mode.
The core section of the assembly (in LEO) is unique and will
depend strongly on EVA/MMU astronaut activities for initial
alignment, inspection of assembled components. These tasks will
take place near the Shuttle orbiter. During the HEO phase no
astronaut is present for the basic assembly tasks, although in-orbit
use of man will be required for the all-to-likely breakdowns that
will probably occur in assembly equipme.at during the 9-month
assembly period. In addition, we anticipate the use of astronauts
in HEO for maintenance during the operational phase of the MPTS.
guides assemblies,
units, etc. have not
directly involved in
Procedures for the installation of wave
screw jacks, electrical wiring, gimbal drive
been evaluated. These tasks may require man
the assembly in HEO.
2.	 Transportation, Logistics and Cost
A very basic and important tradeoff to be addressed '-s that of
the transportation logistics required for the assembly of the MPTS
and the associated cost. The problem can be simply stated as
follows: How can we best boost the antenna parts from the ground
to geosynchronous orbit? What are the constraining parameters and
what work has to be done in order to better assess the alternatives?
Figure 1ID-1 pictorially describes the problem in terms of the
class of transport vehicle available to perform the task of moving
the parts. Shuttle will be used from the ground to low earth orbit
(LEO, nominally 160 n miles). Tugs will provide the transportation
from LEO to HEO (high earth orbit, nominally geosynchronous orbit}
with the possibility of using a Solar Electric Propulsion System
(SEPS) from some intermediate earth or lbiz (IEO) to HEO to more
efficiently use the boost capability of the Tug.
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Figure IID-1 Basic Transportation OrbitaZ Regimes
SEPS is described in detail elsewere l , but some of its more
important parameters relating to this problem are summarized in
Figure IID-2. The parameters which impact assembly transporta-
tion are SEPS lifetime (700 days) and its performance capabilities
in terms of the mass that can be transported in some period of
time. Problem areas such as sun occultation (both by the earth
and by the payload to be moved) and the overall control limita-
tions of SEPS are mentioned as items to be studied at a later
time,
Tug has the capability to boost the parts to HEO, but due to
the large number of 'Pugs needed, cost becomes a significant factor.
The following is a discussion of the various methods to use each
boost vehicle and the rationale behind the finalized concept.
Variations of payload weights that can be packaged into the
Shuttle cargo bay will be factored into the following discussion
of Tug options featuring the performance characteristics of the
full capability Tug.
1, 'Concept Definition and Systems Analysis Study for a Solar
Electric Propulsion Stage," Rockwell International, SD74-SA-
0176-1.
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Intended Ilse:
	 1 ncrease Tug Payload 50 to 100% and On-Orbit Servicing
Developmental Status: Concept Development, Components Tested, Not Presently
Baseli ned for Shuttle
Size (Not Deployed) 10 x 15 ft
Stage Weight - 2590 lb
Hg Propellant Weight -3270 1 
Solar Array Procedures - 25 kw
Thrusters - (9) ton, Total Thrust = 0.206 lb, 1SP = 3000 sec
Typical Mission - Tug to EEO, SEPS to HEO
	
Docking Mechanism
Support Structure
Mission Durations: 	 1 to 2 Months (Or More) 	 \
Thr
Payload
Dock! ng
Mechanism
Figure IID--2 Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS)
Figure IID-3 describes the various modes in which the Tug can
be used. Single Tug represents the case where one Tug boosts a
payload up to some desired altitude. Parallel-Tug features the
case where two Tugs thrust a payload simultaneously all the way
to its desired altitude. Both of these modes can be considered
with Tugs reused (returned to LEO) or Tugs expendable (the latter
being the higher performing case).
The tandem combination features two Tugs (Tl and T2) where
T1 boosts T2 and the payload up to some intermediate altitude
at which time T2 is activated and continues boosting the payload
while T1 has enough fuel to return to LEO. T2 has enough fuel
left to boost the payl:?ad to the desired orbit and still return
to LEO also.
J
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Figure IID-3 Tug Combinations for FayZoad Docking
The ladder approach is similar to the tandem approach except
that T1 remains at some intermediate orbit with sufficient fuel
to carry itself and the expended T2 (which has boosted the payload
to HEO and come back to the TI altitude) back to LEO. Single,
parallel, and tandem Tugs can be considered with the Tugs assumed
expendable, which yields substantially higher performance. One
must, of course, recognize the higher costs to be suffered in the
expendable case in terms of the higher Tug and Shuttle prices if
they are not !o be reused. Table IID-1 below demonstrates the
performance of the various Tug modes in terms of the payload that
can be delivered from 160 n miles (Shuttle nominal orbit) to geo-
synchronous altitude (19,300 n miles) or to various intermediate
altitudes such as 10,000, 12,500, 15,000, and 17,500 n miles.
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I Table ITD-1 Delivery Capabilitu of Various Tvg Combinations W,$)
From 160 n miles	 Tandem	 Ladder Tandem
to:	 2 Stage	 2 Stage	 2 Stage	 One Stage	 One Stage
Altitude (n miles) I Delivery	 Delivery	 Expendable	 Delivery	 Expendable
8000 71000 72000 85000 1	 28000 4?000
10000 65000 66000 77000 25000 38000
12500 54000 57500 70000 20000 35000
15000 47000 52000 65500 19000 31000
17500 45600 51000 62500 18000 28000
18200 44000 49000 62000 17000 27000
Ceosynchronous 35000 41000 53000 8000 26000
Weight of Unfueled TUGS = 6050 lbs
Isp of TUG Propellant = 450 sec
Wei.ght of TUG Propellant = 50190 Lbs
Calculations of the total transportation cost: to boost 5.8 x 106
lbs of payload into geosynchronous altitude resulted in the informa-
tion depicted in Figure IID-4. The two-Tug-Ladder reusable mode is
shown to be the best approach from a cost standpoint, assuming $5.9M
per expendable Tug and $1M for a reusable Tug cost. It should be
mentioned that the numbers justifying the two Tug Ladder reusable
scheme are only slightly higher than the two-Tug-tandem expendable
approach and should the assumed reusable or expendable Tug costs
change, the costs should be recalculated to he sure the lowest
approach is considered.
The three curves shown are parameterized in one sense to demon-
strate the cost d;ffereucc. as a function of Shuttle payload capability.
As one can boast more in each Shuttle, the total number of shuttles
needed decreases. Shuttle costs are assumed to be $IOM each.
The other parameter to be varied is the intermediate altitude
at which SEPS can relieve Tug and perform the final transportation
phase. The right hand portion of the curve represents the total
costs when the intermediate altitude is geosynchronous (i.e., no
SEPS are used). One can see that 290 Tugs are needed and no SEPS.
As the SEPS begins being considered, one notices a substantial
savings with the optimum altitude in the 15,000 to 17,000 a mile
range. An apparent $0.6B to $0.713 saving seems attainable, even
though there are a few negative factors with this approach.
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Figure ITV--4 Transportation Costs to Boost S.8 x 10 0 lbs to Geosynchronous Orbit for
Va ging Intermediate Altitudes and Shuttle Payloads
These curves all assume that SEPS total lifetime of 700 days
will be used, which effectively adds 700 days to the total transporta-
tion time. Tugs can deliver the payloads in a matter of hours. As
an example, if 400 Shuttle flights are needed and one Shuttle is
launched every day, it will take 400 days to get all the payload to
LEO. The last payload can then be delivered to HEO on the 400th day
using Tug. Using SEPS, the last payload would not get to HEO until
the 1100th day.
A number of factors must be considered. If Shuttles cannot be
launched every day and may be launched only every third or sixth
day, the Shuttle transportation time may be as high as 2400 days.
The extra 700 days for SEPS becomes lower percentage-wise and may
be more attractive when considering the cost savings. SEPS elso
still has practical performance problems that must be studied.
While large payloads can theoretically be boosted by SEPS (e.g.,
hundreds of thousands of pounds), the occultation of SEPS solar
panels by the very large structure (it is effectively transparent,
however), may limit the SEPS power output. The ability of SEPS to
provide control torques to so large a structure must be analyzed,
the analysis as to the optimum time to perform plane and phase changes
must be performed, and the use of SEPS in a mode requiring less than
700 days may be attractive and should be investigated.
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iWith these factors in mind, the latter approach was studied
to show the advantages and disadvantages of using SEPS for less
than its 700 days lifetime. Effectively, one sacrifices some cost
savings for a shorter total transport time.
Table IID-2 is used to demonstrate this example. It shows
total transportation time and cost to deliver 5.8 x 10 6 lbs to geo-
synchronous orbit, for Shuttle launches once a day and once every
three days versus Tugs only and Tugs and SEPS combinations with
different SEPS lifetimes. The reference intermediate orbit is
assumed to be 15,000 n miles. Shuttle costs were assumed to be $10
million; Tugs $1 million and SEPS $10 million.
Table IID-2 TotaZ Transportation Time vs Cost to Boost 5.8 x Z0 6 Zbs
to Geosynchronous Orbit
SEPS N0. OF N0. OF NO. OF ELAPSED TIME TOTAL TRANS- TOTAL TRANS-
RAVEL
t
TUG SHUTTLE SEPS FROM 1st TO LAST PORTATION PORTATION
TIME FLIGHTS FLIGHTS FLIGHTS SHUTTLE FLIGHT TIME COST, $BILLIONS
SHUTTLE (No SEPs) 290 423 0 423 423 4.5
LAUNCH 700 228 357 23 357 1057 4.0
EVERY 350 234 363 46 363 713 4.34
DAY
SHUTTLE (No SEPs) 290 423 0	 ! ;.269 1269 4.5
LAUNCH 700 228 357 23 1071 1771 4.0
EVERY 350 230 359 28 1077 1427 4.05
THREE
DAYS
NOTE:	 All SEPS usage assumes 15,000 nautical miles intermediate earth orbit.
The table demonstrates in the top portion, in which Shuttles are
launched every day, that 423 Shuttles are needed when no SEPS are used
(more Shuttles are needed because more Tugs are used). At one flight
per day all the payload can be boosted to LEO in 423 with the Tugs
boosting the final payload to HEO within the same day as the last
Shuttle flight. When SEPS are used in their 700-day mode, $0.5B can
be saved in either the Shuttle launch every day or every third day
cases. The difference is the 700 days added to the 357 days (one
for each Shuttle flight, reduced now because there are less Tugs)
and/or 700 days added to the 357 x 3 days for Shuttle flights every
third day.
Cl-
i
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When SEPS are used in a 350-day mode, they cannot boost as
much payload so more of them are needed to do the task. Thus,
while 350 days are saved totally in the top example (one Shuttle
flight per day), only $0.16B is saved. An interesting point is
made from the bottom example in which Shuttles are launched every
third day. Transport time of 350 days is still being gained but
since Shuttle times are up to 1071 days, the SEPS now can be
reused, still using them for 350 days per trip. A substantial
savings can be realized in this reuse capability. As is shown,
the cost savings is $0.45B from the $4.5B total without SEPS.
The generalized conclusion is that by considering SEPS in
conjunction with other mission constraints, such as how often a
Shuttle can be used, may offer substantial savings at not too
great a percentage loss in transport time. This should justify
the more detailed study of the SEPS performance capability prob-
lem areas as well as the added justification that the SEPS cost
has a good chance of being reduced more drastically than Shuttle
or Tugs over the next few decades.
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E. PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES (TASK 5)
1. Phase 1 - LEO Assembly
The MPTS support structure is assembled in two phases. In the
first phase, a core structure is constructed while attached to the
Shuttle Orbiter. The Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and
manned extravehicular activity (EVA) is used in the process. Accuracy
of alignment of the central core is assured by two methods: (1)
ground erection and alignment with precision tools, and (2) veri-
fication of alignment (and necessary adjustments) when assembled at
the orbiter, through optical sightings by EVA crewmen. Mobile assem-
blers and communications and attitude stabilization equipment are
installed and the assembly is deployed. Figure TIE-1 shows the steps
in constructing the core section.
After the core section is deployed, the assemblers continue
building cubes until the structure is a rectangle 5 cubes by 7
cubes in size (including the gimbal support structure). This
center segment of the antenna structure is then boosted to geo-
synchronous orbit. The detailed steps and timelines for Phase 1
are outlined in Table IIE-1.
In Phase. 2, the support structure assembly is completed through
the addition of structure cubes until the required size and shape
is attained. The additional structure elements, contained in beam
pallets, are transported to orbit by Shuttle and 'lug vehicles, and
docked to the structure.
2. Phase 2 - EEO Assembly
In the second phase, we assemble the remaining 2670 cubes in
geosynchronous orbit. Figure IIE-2 presents views of the sequence
for assembling an in-line cube (full-cube). It should be noted
that although no astronauts are shown in these figures, EVA astro-
nauts wil.1 be required when breakdowns or malfunctions occur in the
assembly equipment or associated subsystems. At present, our con-
cept for beam alignment and fastening during assembly does not
include an astronaut, but we have not completely verified that this
can be done remotely. In addition, the operational maintenance of
the completed power station very likely will require EVA astronauts.
Assembly procedures and times are outlined in Tables IIE-2 and
IIE-3. The following nomenclature is used in the procedures. Figures
IIE-3 and IIE-4 present views of the assembled cubes and the elemsnt
definition symbols.
L
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Core
Cross Beams
Decking
Module
16
Step 1. Deploy and Dock Core (Shuttle No. 1) .
The first phase in the total construction process is to assemble the riddle 60-ft cube of the
microwave antenna. The first Shuttle flight contains the basic core structure with folding
alignment and support members,12 beam members with X brzces, and two sets of mobile assem-
blies and beam holders.. During Step 1, the center core is extracted from the Cargo Bay, posi-
tioned and docked on the Shuttle docking module with the RhtS.
um.n.y un.ni.19 1 imr im,c
Step 2. Extend Cross Braces IShuttle No. 1}
During Step 2 of the antenna core assembly, the alignment bearrs are unfolded from besid
the core structure and the tension rods are positioned. Each beam is checked and vernier ad-
justments are made for precise alignment. A rotary docking interface is required at the dockir
port since the RMS cannot reach completely around the core structure. This rotary docking
ring can be an unpowered slip rinq since the RMS can position the core beams by pulling the
structure around.
­V,
Step 6. Install Beam Packages (Shuttle No. 21
The second Shuttle flight contains two beam packages. These are noestandard in that they
are split longitudinally so that a package can be placed on each side of the 'A-ti core cube. The
beam packages are 60-ft long and fill the cargo bay. This eliminates the use of the docking
module kit. A second RAtS is used to capture and stabilize the antenna core while the primary
Rh1S places the beam package in the assembler beam package holders. This task is repeated on
'he opposite Eide. The antenna core is now ready to self-erect additional 60-ft cubes.
Step 5. Rotate Assembly, Emplace Upper Beams,
and Install AssemblerEqui;imenl
(Shuttle No. 11
The second set of assembler equipment is in-
stalled on the bottom side.
Figure IIE-1 Core Structure AssemvZy Steps
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FMMED
Vertical B
Beam
Assem
Step 4. Emplace Vertical Beams, Cross Bracing, and Assembler Equipment (Shuttle No. 11Step 3. Emplace horizontal Beams (Shuttle No. 11
ing Docking Interface
to alignment beams are unfolded from beside
ied. Each beam is checked and vernier ad-
y docking interface is required at the docking
I the core structure. This rotary docking
Can position the core beams by putting the
Beam Package
'here are nonstandard in that they
:h side of the 6D-It core cube. The
ninales the use of the docking
to antenna core white the primary
holders. This task is repeated on
.t additional 60-11 cubes.
Step 3 consists of extracting the beams from the
cargo hay and placing these lower trianqular teams
onto the alignment beams and welding them in place,
one at a time.
Step 7. Construct LEO Structure
Thirty eight more rubes are constructed usinq the
assemblers. When this structure is completed, the as-
sembly equipment is stowed and the structure is readied
for boost.
Step 4 consists of placing and welding the vertical beams plus placement of a set of assemb-
ler equipment. The vertical beams used for this core segment are special tubular members
which also contain two adjustable tension tubes, hinged from the top. Each vertical beam is
placed on its adjoining corner receptacle and welded. The tension tube is extended in its plane
and welded on the unattached end. The beam is then aligned in that plane with the Rfr1S aril
the pyro-pin is activated within the telescoping segment of the tension tube to lock the tension
tube in that position, wh9th in turn holds the beam in alignment. This sequence is repeated
?or each vertical beam. One mobile assembler and one mobile beam package holder are l.daced
on their receptacles on the lower core structure.
i Alain Antenna
Assemblerhtechanism
Ix
Structure
Beam	 (Stowed)—fie	 1
Holder-
/X\ `^ . X
nssemure+ ma.nonisni id
	
_ -	 — Beam Holder+
(Stowed)	 ^-
Two Tugs Boost 60, 000 lb As sembly	 SEPS 1 & 2	 GO ft Cube
to I ntermediate Orbit 110, ODOMD	 Typical
Two SEPS Boost from Intermediate to
	
Tugs 1 &2
Geos y nchronous Orbit
Step S. Structure Ready for Boost to HEO
The 39 cube structure is readied for boost by dock' rig two Tugs and two SEPS.
This assembly will then be boosted to intermediate orbit with two Tugs. The Tugs
will return and the two SEPS will boost the assembly to high earth orbit.
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Table IIE-1	 Gore Assembly Procedures
Task Time Orbiter	 Component Task Control Support
Primary Function Secondary Function (hours) Mission Time payload Wgt_	 Wgt. & Size Center Location Equip. needed
J N
First Shuttle Orbiter 0.00, Day 1
1.0 Deploy and Dock Core 1.1 Maneuver core structure to docking part 0.5 0.5 15K	 10'x40' Orbiter RMS and docking
with RMS 10,000 lbs module
4
►^ 1.2 Align & attach 0.1 0.6 -	 10K "
1.3 Extend telescoping section with RMS 0.2 0.8 -	 TBD Force
►►►,,,^^^
2.0 Extend Cross Braces 2.1 Unfold four "X" beams & lock with RMS 0.5 1.3 -
919 3.0 Emplace Horizontal 3.1 Extract, maneuver and empi?ce 60-ft 0.3 1.6 -	 31x601,	 150 LbsBeams lower horizontal beam
3.2 Align beam ends & attach "X" braces 0.2 1.8 -	 " " RMS and EVA
3.3 Rotate assembly with RMS 0.2 2.0 -	 - " Routing docking
ring and RMS
3.4 Repeat 3.2 and 3.3 for three more lower 2.1 4.1 -	 3'x60',	 150 Lbs " RMS
beams
H4.0 Emplace Vertical (Seams 4.1 Extract, maneuver & emplace four 56- 2.5 6.9 -	 2'x56', 250 Lbs
1 and Assembler Equip- ft vertical beams on corners
ment
N 4.2 Extend, align & attach cross bracing 4.0 10.9 -	 4"x70', 50 lbs " RMS and EVA
between vertical and horizontal beams
4.3 Emplace pair of assembler and beam 2.0 12.9 -	 2'x4'x60' " RMS
holder mechanisms 2500 lbs each
Day 2
4.4 Activate and checkout assembly ACS 0.5 24.5 -
5.0 Rotate Assembly and 5.1 Ondock assembly and deploy communica- 0.1 24.6 -	 11K " -
Emplace Upper Beams tions antennas and solar array on one
side
5.2 Maneuver Shuttle to dock on opposite 2.0 26.6 -	 - " -
aide of assembly
5.3 Lock Shuttle to assembly 0.5 27.1 -	 11K
5.4 Extract, maneuver & empLace 60-ft Lower 112 28.3 -	 3'x60',	 90 Lbs " RMS
horizontal beams (4 reqd)
5.5 Align beam ends & attach to verticals O's 29.1 -	 " " RMS and EVA
5.6 Rotate assembly with RMS 0.8 29.9 -	 - " RMS
i
Table IIE-1	 (Continuer)
Task TLma arbiter	 Component Task Control Support
Primary Function Secondary Function (hours) Hission Time p ayload Wgt.	 Wgt . & Size Center Location Equip. needed
First Shuttle Orbiter
5.0	 Rotate Assembly and 5.7 Attach "%" bracing from lacking ring 1.6 3L.5 -	 41100', 30 lbs Orbiter RTLS and rotating
Emplace Upper beams co. 	 structure corners (4 regd) docking ring
(Cont'd)
5.8 Emplace pair of assembler and beam 2.0 33.5 -	 3'x4'x6O' " RMS
holder mechanisms 2500 lhs each
5.9 Undock, deploy communications antennas 0.5 34.0 -	 12K " Docking port
and solar array, and verify ACS
5.10 Activate assembler electrical power and L.5 3515 -	 - " -
checkout aLl mechanisms
Day 3
Second Shuttle Orbiter
6.0	 Install beam packages 6„L Rendezvous, capture and position antenna 2.0 50.0
core assembly with RMS
6._ Extract, maneuver & emplace first beam 0.8 50.8 32K	 11K " (2) RMS
package (half) an assembler beam holder
H}A 6.3 Rotate assembly 1800 with RfiS and 2.5 53.3 "	 33K „
E stabilizeDD
6.4 Repate 6.2 for second beam package O.B 54.1 "	 44K
6.5 Attach second RMS to antenna assembly 0.2 54.3
6.6 Activate & checkout mobile assemblers 4.0 58.3 32K	 44K
(elect. power)
6.7 Activate assembly ACS, release & verify 0.5 5B.B
stabilization & beam holders
6.8 Extract beams from beam holders & begin 0.5 59.3 -	 - Ground Possible EOTS
assembly process.	 (ground control -
check comm. network & timeline)
Dny 4
r,0	 Construct LEO 7.1 Build 38 more cubes (see Tables IIE-2 86.4 182.4
Structure and IIE-3)
7.2 Shuttle crew monitor assembly & aLign- - - -	 - - EVA
ment of beams, and possible EVA repair
7.3 Stow antennas and solar arrays and 2.0 184.4 -	 - - -
deactivate nssembler and holder
mechanisms for TUG boast
Day 9
Task Time Orbiter Component Task Control Support
Primary Function Secondary Function (hours) Mission Tuna Payload Wgt. Wgt. & Size Center Location Equip. needed
Third Shuttle
8.0	 Prepare Structure for 8 . 1 Rendezvous Shuttle with antenna assembly 2.0 194 . 0 65K 60K TUG Orbiter (1) EMS
Boost to HEO 5K SEPS
8.2 Extract TUG/SEPS from cargo bay with 2.0 196.0 " 65K
RMS
8.3 checkout TUG/SEPS 0.5 196.5 '+ It
8.4 Position & release TUG /SEPS 0.2 196 . 7 01 " +'
8.5 Maneuver TUG/SEPS to antenna assembly 0.5 197.2 - - Orbiter & Ground -
- 8.6 Align & dock TUG /SEPS to upper antenna 0.3 197.5
FFFrrrAAAV^^^11
assembly docking ring
^y ^] 8 . 7 Undock TUG & maneuver to lower docking 0.4 197 . 9 - - It	 IF
VYj^ ring
F^ 8 . 8 pock TUG to lower docking ring 0.3 198.2 - - "	 "
Fourth Shuttle
8.9 Rendezvous Shuttle with antenna assembly 2.0 200 . 2 65K 60K TUG Orbiter (1) RMS
SK SEPS
B.10 Extract second TUG /SEPS from cargo bay 2.0 202 . 2 It 65K '+
VJ Vith RMS
8.11 Checkout TUG/SEPS 0.5 202.7 " " 10
8.12 Position & Release TUG/SEPS 0.2 202.9 " 10 it
B.13 Maneuver TUG/SEPS cc upper docking area 0.5 203.4 - - Orbiter & Ground
on antenna
8.14 Align & dock SEPS to aft end of first 0.3 203.7
SEPS ducked on antenna
8.75 Maneuver TUG to lower docking area on 0.4 204.1
antenna
8.16 Align & dock second TUG to aft end of 0.3 204 .4
first TUG
8.17 Verify operational integrity of all
systems & deactivate for boost
8.18 Align & initiate TUG boost
I^
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Table IIE-1 (Concluded)
Day 10
7Step 3
Step 3 places the crossing, triang616F Fx
and welded in place. The manipulator arm K
with alignment pins. It will then move to tb
along the other horizontal beam. Once 1n IN
I	 k 
\1
i^ AlignmentSightings
Steps 1 and 2	 -^
This series of assembly sequences shows the typical beam placement tasks required to
complete each 60-ft structural cube. The first triangular beam is placed on the end of the
previously constructed beam end and welded in place. The horizontal telescoping tension
tube is extended to the opposite corner and welded. The manipulator positions the beam to
align in the plane of the tension tube. The pyro-pins are activated to lock the telescoping
tension tube segment and in turn holds the beam in place. This procedure is repeated for
the vertical tension tube. By locking the tubes in this manner, proper alignment of the
beam is assured. This is repeated for the second horizontal cap beam.
Step 6
Step 6 places the lower triangular cross beam at the
lower ends of the vertical beams. I t is aligned and welded
on each end.
Figure 11E-2 StructuraZ Section Assembly Steps
Steps 7 a
The twf
are individi
They are at
lower tensl
end of eat
^l^ ^^N'G ^Pk^E ^ANg NUT
FOLWUT FRv~W I
Step 4 anc
These steps places the two vertical (square) beams on the cube end.
Their ends are welded in place and again aligned with the cross braces.
Both the top and bottom manipulators will be used for this task.
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places the r ossinq, trianquMr` T)eam at the outer beam ends. This beam is aligned
in place. The manipulator arm will hold the beam in the center and locate one end
rent pins. It will then move to the other end of the beam and locate the cross beam
Aher horizontal beam. Once in position both ends will be welded in place.
The two lower horizontal beams are now put into.place. They
are individually abutted to the adjoining beam end and welded.
They are aligned on the outer end and also welded in place. The
lower tension tubes are locked as the manipulator locates the
end of each horizontal beam.
NOMENCLATURE
P	 Corner join: positions
A-T	 Top assemblef (base from P-1 to P-2)
A-B	 Bottom assembler (base from P-3 to P-4)
B-T	 Top beam pallet (assumed in tine with P-1)
B-B	 Bottom beam pallent (assumed in line with P-4)
A	 Automatic action after ground command
M	 Manual remote control from ground (TV assist)
T	 Triangular beams
T - nominal 56.2 ft beam
Tx - extended beam to span beyond 56.2 ft centers
R	 Rectangular beams
C	 Cross braces (A indicates brace for adjacent cube)
Cameras designated by assembler end position, e.g., A-T-1 is
camera on A-T at P-1 end.
The tables also designate those tasks that would be manually
directed (M) by remote control by a ground operator and those tasks
that are automated (A) and directed by the on-board computer.
The discrete task times are analytical estimates. Two of the
tasks were simulated and are discussed in Chapter II. The simula-
tions verified several of these analytical estimates and in one
case, the simulated task time was approximately 15% less than the
estimates.
Assembly of the in-line cubes (full-cube) is estimated to take
2 hours and 51 minutes. Assembly of the cubes in the quadrantp
(partial-cube) is estimated to take 2 hours and 11 minutes.
Total assembly time for the entire antenna support structure
will be about 259 days, assuming full time activity using one pair
of assemblers, excluding the time for transport of the partial
assembly to geosynchronous orbit. Obviously, additional pairs of
assemblers, constructing cubes, will decrease the total assembly
time proportionally.
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Figure IIE-:5 FUZZ-Cube Structure
1.0	 Install Beam T1	 1.1 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1
1,2 Position A-T end effector at B-T A
1.3 Route B-T to expose proper quadrant A 2
1.4 Extrac^. T1 M 2
1.5 Open Tl M 1
1.6 Lock opened T1 (pyro) A -
1.7 Extract C1 and attach to T1 M 3
1.8 Extract C3A (for next cube) and attach M 3
to TI
1.9 Separate T1 from BT M 1
1.10 Position T1 at P-1 A 2
1.11 Insert T1 into P-•1 M 1
1.12 Fasten Tl in place A -
1.13 Extend C2 to opposite corner (C2 ini•- M 2
tially attached with last cube)
1.14 Weld C2 end A -
1.15 Extend Cl to opposite corner M 2
1.16 Weld C1 end A -
1.17 A-T-1 and A-B-3 cameras aligned with A 1
core bench marks
1.18 Point A-T-1 and A-B-3 cameras for T1 A -
alignment and leveling
1.19 A-T manipulate Tl to alignment M 2
1.20 Lock C1 (pyro) A -
1.21 Lock C2 (pyro) A -
Tl Installed - Task Time	 23 minutes
Total Accumulated Time 	 23 minutes
2.0	 Install Beam T2	 2.1 Position A-T end effector at B-T A 2
2.2 Extract T2 M 2
2.3 Open T2 M 1
2,4 Lock opened T2 (pyro) A -
2,5 Extract C3 and attach to T2 M 3
2,6 Extract CIA and attach to T2 M 3
2.7 Separate T2 from B-T M 1
2.8 Position T2 at P-2 (shoulder travel) A 3
2.9 Insert T2 into P-2 M 1
2.10 Fasten T2 in place A -
2.11 Extend C4 to opposite corner M 2
2.12 Weld C4 end A -
2.13 Extend C3 to opposite corner M 2
2.14 Weld C3 end A -
2.15 A-T-2 and A-B-4 camera aligned with core A 1
bench marks
2.16 Point A-T-2 and A-B-4 cameras for T2 align- A -
ment and leveling
2.17 A-T manipulate T2 to alignment M 2
2.18 Lock C3 (pyro) A -
2.19 Lock C4 (pyro) A -
T2 Installed - Task Time	 23 minutes
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Table III'-2 FUZZ-Cube Assembly Procedures
Task Time
Primary Function	 Secondary Function 	 Mode	 (Minutes)
Table IIE-2 (Continued)
Task Time
Primary Function Secondary Function Mode (Minutes)
3.0	 Install Beam T 3	 3.1 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1X	 3.2 Position A •T end effector at B-T A 2
3.3 Extract TO M 2
3.4 Open Tx3 M
3.5 Lock opened Tx3 (pyro) A -
3.6 Separate Tx3 from B-T M 1
3.7 Position Tx3 at ends of TL and T2 A 3
3.8 Place Tx3 into locator position at T1 M 1
(Locator pins at opposite ends at
alternate cubes)
3.9 Weld Tx3 to TI A -
3.10 Point A-T-1 camera for Tx3 alignment A -
3.11 Position A-T shoulder at P-2 A 1
3.12 Position A-T end effector at TX3 A 1
3.13 A-T manipulate Tx3 to alignment M 2
3.14 Weld Tx3 to T2 A -
Tx3 Inscalled - Task Time	 16 minutes
Total Accumulated Time 	 1 hour 02 minutes
4.0	 Install Beams R1 	 - Following steps 4.1 through 4.12 are
and R2	 simultaneously performed by A-B to
prepare R2 for installation -
4.1 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1
4.2 Position A-T end effector at B-T A
4.3 Rotate B-T to expose proper quadrant A 2
4.4 Extract R1 M 1
4.5 Open R1 M 1
4.6 Lock opened R1 (pyro) A -
4.7 Extract C5 and attach to R1 M 3
4.8 Extract C2A (for next cube) and attach M 3
to R1
4.9 Extract C8A and attach to Rl M 3
4.10 Extract C6 and attach to R1 M 3
4.11 Separate RI from B-T M 1
4.12 Position R1 at end of T x3 (R2 is now at T2) A 3
4.13 Hold R1 to Tx3 at weld pads M 1
4.14 Weld Rl to Tx3 A -
4.15 Position A-T shoulder at P-2 A 1
4.16 Position A-T end effector at R2 A 2
4.17 A-T grasps R2 and holds R2 to Tx3 pads M 1
(A-B releases R2)
4.18 Weld R2 to Tx3 A -
4.19 A-T extend C7 to opposite corner M 2
4.20 Weld C7 end A -
4.21 A-T extend C8 to opposite corner M 3
4.22 Weld CS end A -
4.23 Point A-B-4 and A-B-3 cameras for R2 A -
alignment
4.24 A-B manipulate R2 to alignment M 2
4.25 Lock C7 (pyro) A -
4.26 Lock C8 (pyro) A -
4.27 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A
4.28 Position A-B shoulder at P -3 A 1
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Table IIE-2 (Continued)
Task Time
Primary Function Secondary function Mode (Minutes)
4.29 A-T extend C5 to opposite corner M 2
4.30 Weld C5 end A -
4.31 Extend e.6 to opposite corner M 4
4.32 Weld C6 end A -
4.33 Point A-B-3 and A-B-4 cameras for R1 A -
alignment
4.34 A-£ manipulate R1 to alignment M 2
4.35 Lock C5 (pyro) A -
4.36 Lock C6 (pyro) A -
Ri and R2 Installed - Task Time	 42 minutes
To tal Accumulated Time	 1 hour 44 minutes
5.0	 Install Beam Tx4	 5.1 Position A-B shoulder at P-4 A 1
5.2 Position A-B end effector at B-B A 2
5.3 Extract Tx4 M 2
5.4 Open Tx4 M 1
5.5 Lock opened Tx4 (gyro) A -
5.6 Separate Tx4 from B-B M 1
5.7 Position Tx4 at ends of R1 and R2 A 3
5.8 Place Tx4 into locator position at R2 M 1
5.9 Weld Tx4 to R2 A -
5.10 Position A-B shoulder at P-3 A 1
5.11 Point A-T-1 and A-B-4 cameras for T X A -
alignment
5.12 A-B manipulate Tx4 to alignment M 3
5.13 Weld Tx4 to R1 A -
Tx4 Installed - Task Time	 15 minutes
Total Accumulated Time 	 1 hour 59 minutes
6.0	 Install Beam T5	 6.1 Position. A-B shoulder at P-4 A 1
6.2 Position A-B end effector at B-B A 2
6.3 Extract T5 M 2
6.4 Open T5 M 1
6.5 Lock opened T5 (pyro) A -
6.6 Extract C9 and attach to T5 M 3
6.7 Extract C10A and attach to T5 M 3
6.8 Separate T5 from B-B M 1
6.9 Position T5 at P-3 A 3
6.10 Insert T5 into P-3 M 1
6.11 Fasten T5 in place A -
6.12 Extend C9 to opposite corner M 3
6.13 Weld C9 end A -
6.14 Point A-B-3 to align T5 A 1
6.15 Point A-T-1 to align T1 A 1
6.16 A-T manipulate T1 to level M 2
6.17 A-B manipulate T5 to alignment M 2
6.18 Weld T5 to TX4 A -
6.19 Lock C9 (pyro) A
T5 Installed - Task Time	 26 minutes
Total Accumulated Time	 2 hours 25 minutes
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flable IIE-2 (Concluded)
Task Time
Primary F<
	
Lon Secondary Function Mode (Minutes)
7.0	 Install Beam T6	 7-1 Position A-T shoulder at P-2 A
7.2 Position A-B shoulder at P-4 A 1	 ^---
7.3 Position A-B end effector at B-B A 2
7.4 Extract T6 M 2
7.5 Open T6 M 1
7.6 Lock opened T6 (pyro) A -
ri	 7.7 Extract C10 and attach to T6 M 3
~	 7.8 Extract C9A and attach to T6 M 3
N	 7.9 Separate T6 from B-B M 1
7.10 Position T6 at P-4 A 3
7.11 Insert T6 into P-4 M 1
7.12 Fasten T6 in place A -
7.13 Extend CIO to opposite corner M 3	 --
7.14 Weld C10 end A -
7.15 Point A-B-4 to align T6 A 1
7.16 Point A-T-2 to align T2 A 1
7.17 A-T manipulate T2 to level M 2
7.18 A-B, manipulate T5 to alignment M 2
7.19 Weld T6 to Tx4 A -
7.20 Lock CIO (pyro) A -
T6 Installed - Task Time	 26 minutes
Total Accumulated Time
	
2 hours 51 minutes
k
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Figure 111-,-4 Part is Z-Cube Structure
Table 1IE-3 Partial-Cube Assembly Procedures
Task Time
Primary Function Secondary function Mode (Minutes)
1.0	 Install Beam T1	 1.1 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1
1.2 Position A-T end effector at B-T A
1.3 Rotate B-T to expose proper quadrant A 2
1.4 Extract Tl M 2
1.5 Open T1 M 1
1.6 Lock opened T1 (pyro) A -
1.7 Extract CL and attach to Tl M 3
1.8 Extract C3A (for next cube) and attach M 3
to TL
1.9 Separate Tl from B-T M 1
1.10 Position T1 at P-5 A 2
1.11 Insert TI into P-5 M 1
1.12 Fasten TI in place A -
1.13 Extend C2 to opposite corner (shoulder M 3
travel)	 (installed with original Rl)
1.14 Weld C2 end A -
1.15 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1
1.16 Extend C3 to opposite corner (instilled M 2
with original T2)
1.17 Weld C3 end and lock C3 (pyro) A -
1.18 Extend CL to opposite corner M 2
1.19 Weld C1 end A -
1.20 A-T-1 camera leveled with core bench marks A 1
1.21 Point A-T-1 and A-T-2 cameras for T1 A -
alignment
1.22 A-T manipulate TI to alignment (shoulder M 3
to P-2)
1.23 Lock C2 (pyro) A -
1.24 Lock C1 (pyro) A -
Ti Installed - Task Time	 28 minutes
2.0	 Install Beam T3	 2.1 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1
2.2 Position A-T end effector at B-T A 2
2.3 Extract T3 M 2
2.4 Open T3 M 1
2.5 Lock opened T3 (pyro) A -
2.6 Separate T3 from BT M 1
2.7 Position A-T shoulder at 11 -2 A 1
2.8 Position T3 at P-2 A 2
2.9 Insert T3 into P-2 M 1
2.10 Fasten T3 in place A -
2.11 Extend C8 to opposite corner (C8 initially M 2
attached)
2.12 Weld C8 end A -
2.13 Point A-T-1 and A-T-2 cameras for T3 A -
alignment
2.14 Manipulate T3 to alignment M 5
2.15 Weld T3 to TL A -
2.16 Lock C8 (pyro) A
T3 Installed - Task Time	 18 minutes
Total Accumulated Time	 46 minutes
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Table TIE-3
	 (Continued)
Task Time
Primary Function Secondary Function Mode (Minutes)
3.0
	 Install Beam Rl
	
3.1 Position A-T shoulder at P-1 A 1
3.2 Position A-T end effector at B-T A 2
3.3 Extract R1 M 1
3.4 Open Rl M 1
3.5 Lock opened R1 (pyro) A -
3.6 Extract C5 and attach to R1 M 3
3.7 Extract C2A and attach to R1 M 3
3.8 Extract C8A and attach to Rl M 3
3.9 Extract C6 and attach to Rl M 3
3.10 Separate R1 from B-T M 1
3.11 Position R1 at end of T3 (shoulder to P-2) A 4
3.12 Hold Rl to T3 at weld pads M 1
3.13 Weld R1 to T3 A -
3.14 Extend C6 to opposite corner M 2
3.15 Weld C6 end A -
3.16 Move A-T carriage to span P-1 to P-5 A 5
3.17 Extend C5 to opposite corner M 2
3.18 Weld C5 end A -
RI Installed - Task Time	 32 minutes
Total Accumulated Time	 1 hour 18 minutes
4.0	 Install Beam T4
	
4.1 Position A-B end effector at B-B A 2
4.2 Extract T4 M 2
4.3 Open T4 M 1
4.4 Lock opened T4 (pyro) A -
4.5 Separate T4 from B-B M 1
4.6 Position T4 at P-4 A 2
4.7 Insert T4 into P-4 M 3
4.8 Fasten T4 in place A -
4.9 Hold T4 to Rl at weld pads M 1
4.10 Weld T4 to R1 A -
4.11 A-B-3 camera leveled with core bench marks A 1
4.12 Point A-B-3 and A-B-4 cameras for T4 A -
alignment
4.13 Manipulate T4 to alignment M 5
4.14 Lock C6 (pyro) A -
4.15 Lock C5 (pyro) A -
T4 Installed - Task Time	 18 minutes
Total Accumulated Time	 1 hour 36 minutes
5.0	 Install Beam T5	 5.1 Position A-B end effector at B-B A 2
5.2 Extract T5 M 2
5.3 Open T5 M 1
5.4 Lock opened T5 (pyro) A -
5.5 Extract C10A and attach to T5 M 3
5.6 Extract C9 and attach to T5 M 3
5.7 Separate T5 from B-E M 1
5.8 Position T5 at P-6 A 2
5.9 Insert T5 into P-6 M 1
5.10 Fasten T5 in place A -
5.11 Position A-B shoulder at P-3 A 1
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Task Time
Mode	 (Minutes)
M 2
A -
A -
M 2
A -
A -
M 5
A -
A -
A -
A 10
Fable 119-3 (Concluded)
Primary Function
	
	 secondary Function
5.12 Extend CIO to opposite corner
5.13 Weld CIO end
5.14 Lock C10 (pyro)
5.15 Extend C9 to opposite corner
5.16 Weld C9 end
5.17 Point A-B-3 and A-B-4 cameras for T5
H	 alignment
ri
5.18 A-B manipulate T5 for alignment
5.19 Weld T5 to T4
5.20 Lock C9 (pyro)(T5 installed)
5.21 Cameras A-T-2 and A-B-4 read angles to
opposite corners for error inputs
into computer base
5.22 Move assemblers and beam pallets to next
cube
T5 Installed - Task Time 	 35 minutes
Total Accumulated Time 2 hours 11 minutes
rF.	 SIMULATION OF ASSEMBLY IN ORBIT (TASK 7)
1.	 Introduction
A series of simulations has been conducted in accordance
with the Simulation Plan. The intent of the contract is to study
and derive designs and methods to (1) assemble very large space
structures, and (2) maintain geosynchronous satellites. Several
approaches to both assembly and maintenance tasks have been
developed as part of the analysis and design tasks. Analysis of
the requirements for simulation in maintenance showed that most
major tasks have been previously simulated. Due to the magnitude
of the assembly tasks and the fact that these structures are
planned well into the future, there is little existing related
data from which to draw. As our assembly approaches have evolved,
anticipated problem areas have come to light. These anticipated
problem areas have formed the basis for simulation tasks.
Our primary concern is related to remote handling of large,
60-ft long, beams in space. This handling includes extraction
from a stowage area, translation and alignment, and attachment
on one or both ends. We know of no simulations which have
addressed this activity in total. The main objective of t
assembly simulation is to determine whether or not the bea
handling tasks can be accomplished while utilizing the pro
equipments and techniques, to develop recommendations for
manipulator design, alignment aid design, and to determine
further simulations.
Compounding the actual assembly problem is the fact
the support equipment or 'tools' have not yet been develop
This creates a situation where we are planning the use of
hardware e.g., a mobile assembler (MA), Shuttle Remote Ma
for System (RMS), from which our performance requirements
in fact, create driving design requirements for this suppo
equipment.
We have included in this chapter both the Radio Astr.
Telescope and Microwave Antenna simulations,
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2.	 Objectives
The primary simulation objective was to demonstrate the
usefulness of (1) the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System .(RMS)
for assembly of the Radio Astronomy Telescope (RAT) core, and (2)
the Mobile Assembler (MA) for handling of long beams in assembly
of the Microwave Power Transmission System (MPTS). Secondary
objectives were (1) to demonstrate the feasibility of beam and
attachment designs for space assembly, (2) to evaluate support
hardware and task parameters such as TV camera locations and
configurations, Cimelines, etc., (3) to evaluate the MA control
system, (4) to determine the operator's displayed information
requirements, (5) to determine the requirements for supplemental
alignment aids at the attachment interface, and (6) to develop
preliminary requirements for manipulator design parameters such
as maximum joint angle positions and rates.
The resulting data showed all tasks to be not only feasible
but fairly easy for the trained operator to perform within the
constraints of the simulations. The secondary objectives were
met as well. Details will follow in this report.
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3.	 Description_ and_ Operation of the Simulation Facility
The simulation facility consists of a Slave Manipulator Arm,
a Test Conductor's Control Console, an Operator's Console, Video
and Audio Communications System and Analog Computers located in
four adjoining rooms as shown in Figure IIF-1. An information
flow block diagram identifying the signals going to and from each
piece of hardware is shown in Figure IIF-2. This section discusses
each of these items of equipment.
a. Slave Manipulator Arm - Martin Marietta has designed
and fabricated a 12-ft counterbalanced Slave Manipulator Arm
(SMA), to be used for resolving the questions of operational
applications, capabilities and limitations for such remote manned
systems as the Shuttle RMS, the EOTS, the Advanced Space Tug and
Planetary Rovers. As a developmental tool for the Shuttle RMS,
the SMA represents an approximate one-quarter scale working model
for simulating and demonstrating payload handling, docking assist-
ance, satellite assembly, and servicing.
The design of the SMA was based on concepts developed for
a 40-ft NASA technology arm to be used for zero-g Shuttle manipu-
lator simulations.
1) Description of arm and counterbalance system -
The SMA uses an articulated counterbalance scheme for shoulder
and elbow and a self-counterbalanced design for the wrist.
The articulated counterbalance scheme is essentially a second
arm at the end of the shoulder extension with one or two counter-
balance weights which are driven (via mechanical linkage) in
phase with the lower arm (elbov, to wrist). This system provides
an arm whose shoulder and elbow torques need not, in any orien-
tation, overcome the force of gravity on either the upper or
Lower arm, and whose motion is completely unrestricted. The SMA
with its articulated counterbalance is shown in Figure IIF-3.
A moment diagram for the arm showing the relationship between
the main portion of the arm and the counterbalance is given by
Figure IIF-4.
The SMA counterbalance linkage configuration is a three-bar
direct-drive system that was selected to meet the design require-
ments for low friction and high stiffness. Each of the three
bars is mounted on a separate crank plate. These assemblies were
put together to form a crankshaft-rod type system. The pin lo-
cations in the plates are 120 degrees apart. Figure IIF-5 is
a schematic of the linkage system.
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Figuxre I1F-5 Counterbalance Linkage Concept
Table IIF-1 illustrates the general joint capabilities. The
drives are the most significant portion of the design because of
their close approximation to flight hardware. All joints contain
60 vdc motors, potentiometers, tachometer-generators and fail safe
28 vdc friction brakes. The gear ratios are in the range of
115:1. Each joint is servo-controlled, and may accept commands
from manual or computer sources. Of particular interest in the
drives during simulations are joint flexibility stiffness, gear
backlash/backdr.ive, finite motor torque, friction/stiction and
response.
f
The wrist consists of 3
degrees of freedom. Counter-
balancing is accomplished by
the proper placement of equip-
ment around each axis, as shown
in Figure IIF-6. By placing
the pitch axis at the center
of gravity of the roll drive
and the end effector/TV cam-
era assembly, the pitch axis
is balanced. By locating the
yaw axis at the center of
gravity of the pitch motion
equipment, and the pitch,'yaw
drive assembly, the yaw axis
is balanced. The pitch and
yaw drives are separated from
their respective drive centers
by the use of steel drive tapes.
All equipment is mounted on the
main wrist support member which
Figure IIF-7 is a photograph of
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Figure IIF-6 Self-CounterbaZanced
Wrist Assembly
pivots around the yaw axis.
the SMA wrist and end effector.
xc I1
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2) SMA Characteristics - The SMA static deflection data
is presented in Table IIF-2. The table shows the deflection due
to both structural and gear train flexibility. The natural fre-
quency of the arm (when fully extended and brakes engaged) is
approximately MHz with a critical damping factor of 15%.
The motion resolution of the SMA was determined by measur-
ing the minimum possible movement of the thermal device for very
small input commands. It was found that all control systems could
input commands smaller than that required to move the arm.
Eventually, the snu ll commands (inputted by small pulses) in-
creased the joint 'torque until stiction was overcome and the arm
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Table IIF--1 EZectromechanicaZ Joi;2t Capabilitiea
SHOULDER ELBOW
PITCH ROLL
WRIST
PITCH. YAWYAW PITCH
9 s IE OW eW VWs
Stall Torque 110 110 66 33 33 15(Ft-lb)
Gear Ratio 110 110 112.7 112.7 112.7 112.7
Angular Travel
+200 + 75
+ 10
+130 +80 +200(Degrees) — -150 -160 — — —
Maximum Angular 30 30 30 30 30 30
Rate	 (Deg/Sec)
Joint Backlash
(Arc Min) 3 2 2 0 2 1
Backdrive Torque 18 2.5 3.5 1.07 0.9 1.5
Brake Off (Ft-lb)
Backdrive Torque 69 60 75 40 42 40
Brake On (Ft-lb)
Table IIF-2 SiVA Static Deflection
DEFLECTION (IN/LB)
SEGMENTS DEFLECTED (TOTAL WITH GEAR TRAINS)
Shoulder 'to Wrist .130
Shoulder to Elbow .015
Elbow to grist .045
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moved. This resulting motion for all six degrees of freedom is
listed in Table IIF-3. The SMA static force resolution was
determined in the same manner, i.e., by small pulse input commands,
when the arm was rigidly attached to a load cell array. In this
case, the minimum force change from an impulse was better than
the resolution of the load cell array. It is estimated that SMA
forces at the terminal device can be controlled to less than
0.2 lbs and the torques to less than 0.4 ft-lbs.
Table IIF-3 SMA Motion Resolution
Range -	 3/16 inch Wrist Pitch 0.1 degrees
Azimuth -	 1/16 inch Wrist Yaw 0.2 degrees
Elevation -	 1/8 inch Wrist Roll 0.5 degrees
b. Test Conductor's Control Console - The Test Conductor's
Control Console (TCCC) provides the equipment necessary to (1)
power up the SMA, (2) select operating modes, (3) monitor system
operation and provide limit warnings, (4) allow manual SMA con-
trol, (5) bring the SMA to a safe stop in an emergency, (6) con-
trol the associated analog computer, and (7) house the system
electronics. Figure IIF-8 is a photograph of the TCCC.
The TCCC was designed to be as flexible as possible to
accommodate experimental configuration changes and operational
improvements. Plug-in circuit boards are used extensively and
all cabling is terminated in connectors so that large sections
(such as an entire panel) can be completely removed for modifi-
cation or maintenance. System reliability is enhanced by the
use of solid state switching in all signal circuits.
Power for the SMA and TCCC is obtained from 117 vac and
28 vdc mains. The internal power supplies provide dc,voltages
of +60, +15, -15, -+-10, --10, and +5.
The TCCC makes provision for several modes of operation
including both rate and position servo control. In the normal
operating situation with an analog computer in the loop, the
command signals (either rate or position) from controllers located
in the Operator's Station (OS) are routed to the computer. The
computer represents a servo rate command which is amplified in
the TCCC and applied to the proper joint servomotor. As an
alternative, the computer may utilize the joint position poten-
tiometer outputs to produce a servo signal based on arm position.
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There is also a MANUAL mode, in which mode position commands
come from 3-turn potentiometers on the TCCC Main Control Panel.
SMA joints may be placed in the MANUAL mode individually while
other joints remain under computer control.
Other provisions are included for system safety. A power
interrupt circuit removes servomotor power and applies the electro-
magnetic joint brakes when activated. Power interrupt can be
initiated manually by observers located in various parts of the
facility or automatically when a joint angle limit occurs. When
a joint angle is approaching its limit, an early warning is pro-
vided by the limit circuitry. An audible beeping sound occurs
and a red warning light flashes to indicate an approaching limit.
At this time, the operator can reverse the action and drive norm-
ally back to a safe condition at which time the warnings cease.
If the limit is exceeded, however, the power interrupt will be
initiated as described above. It is then necessary to bring
the SMA out of the limit under manual control.
C. Operator's Console - This control station was designed
and laid out for optimum manned interface characteristics, such
as controller reach and visual angle limits for our mono and
stereo TV monitors. The console panels are removable, which
allows various control and display layouts to be evaluated. The
present configuration, which will be used for this in-space assem-
bly simulation, is laid out around the two video monitors shown
in Figure IIF-9. These monitors are the operator's only visual
feedback since there can be no direct vision in this task. The
visual displays located on the center console are as follows:
1) Two 10-inch video monitors;
2) Three displays for SMA tip applied force data, + X Y Z
axis;
3) Three displays for SMA tip applied moment data, + pitch,
yaw, roll;
4) A display for terminal device closure force and one for
percent closed;
5) Seven displays for SMA joint angle readout;
6) Caution and warning lights including:
a) Terminal device contact,
b) SMA commanded velocity, IO°! and 100%,
c) Position controller override.
The controls located on the overall console include:
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1) Video camera pan-tilt and lens zoom, iris and focus
(manual and auto) for two cameras;
2) Set of Apollo-type rate controllers;
3) Position control ratio select, 1:1 to 1:10;
4) Rate control ratio select, translation (ft/sec) and
rotation (deg/sec);
5) Position control force ratio 1:1 to 1:4;
6) Position control torque ratio 1:1 to 1:15;
7) Wrist angular ratio 1:1 to 1:4;
8) Terminal device closure rate 0.25 to 1.0 in./sec;
9) Control mode select (position or rate);
10) Control axis select, tip or shoulder cameras;
11) "Hawk" mode select (full, range, or off);
12) hazard avoidance, on-off (computer controlled);
13) Video camera select.
d. Video and Audio Communications - The SMA tasks require
both audio and video communications for their accomplishment.
Direct viewing by the operator cannot be employed because the
arm and mockups are scaled down. The SMA itself has provision
for two cameras in the vicinity of the wrist and one at the elbow.
TV cameras can be placed at other locations on the mockups as
needed for a particular simulation. The SAI 525-line, 30 frame-
per-second standard applies to all facility cameras and monitors.
Two monitors each are located in the TCCC and the operator's
console. Cameras are selected by the test subject and controlled
either manually by the test subject or by the computers.
Audio communications are accomplished by a programmable
system located in the Control Room. Two-way voice communications
will be provided between the test subject, the TCCC operator, the
test conductor, the computer room, and other areas as needed dur-
ing the simulation exercise. The communications system will
operate either from headsets with attached boom microphone or
from speakers and separate microphones.
e. Analog Computers
,
- Two EAI 231-R analog computers are
used in the simulation. The computers are used to program the
control law equations, to close control loops around the manipu-
lator joints, and to interface with inputs from the operator's
console. The analog program includes approximately 120 summing
and inverting amplifiers, 120 potentiometers, 30 multipliers,
20 integrating amplifiers, and 8 resolvers..
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4.	 Control Laws
a. Introduction - Control laws refer to the equations used
to interface the control input devices with the manipulator arm
gimbal actuators. These laws can range from very simple to quite
complex, depending upon the desired versatility to be designed
into the manipulator system. Evaluated in a previous simulation
were a set of Martin Marietta conceived contxol equations that
are not only comparatively simple but alsi extremely versatile
in that they accommodate both unilateral rate controllers and a
bilateral force feedback position controller. The control tech-
nique is somewhat unique in that the operator has control of
certain selectable variables, an example being the variable
rotational and translational rate ratios (or gains) for the rate
controller commands. These same control laws were used in the
orbital assembly simulation with additional features--such as
switchable control axes, to be described later. Until only
recently, it was commonly believed that certain space related
manipulator tasks, such as.module retraction-replacement, beam
handling, connector engagement-disengagement, probe insertion,
Etc., might possibly only be accomplished with a bilateral force
reflecting system. A previous Martin Marietta simulation (Dec-
ember, 1974) was performed to compare unilateral rate control and
bilateral position control when attempting to perform force
related tasks. From the onset of the control law development,
it was realized that to provide a fair comparison of the two
systems, the unilateral rate controllers must have the dual
capability of: 1) commanding manipulator rates when the arm
was free to move and, 2) commanding manipulator forces when
the objective was to apply a force or torque to a grasped
object. For the rate controllers to succeed in performing force
related tasks, it was felt that the actual forces and torques
generated by the manipulator on its environment must be visually
displayed to the operator. To accomplish this, the information
must be obtained by actual measurements or computed from related
known parameters. Since actual neasurements are definitely
impractical, the control equations were designed to provide the
needed information which was displayed to the operator via three
force and three torque meters. The practicality of the rate
control approach was demonstrated in the earlier simulation and
verified further in the current simulation. The operator's
task was further simplified by providing him with optional features
such as the attitude hold mode and switchable control axes, to
be discussed in a later section.
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Figure IIF-10 SMA Degrees of Freedom
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b. Range-Azimuth-Elevation/Rotation Control Mode - Of
many different coordinate systems^that^can be utilized to con-
trol the manipulator arm, the current simulation will be based
on a spherical coordinate system which is referred to as Range-
Azimuth-Elevation (RAE) /Rotation control. Figure IIF-10 shows
the spherical coordinates r, 9, V used to define the wrist attach-
ment point; shoulder, elbow, aad wrist gimbal angles, and gimbal
rates are also depicted in the schematic. In this system trans-
lational and rotational motions are separated in that range, azimuth
and elevation of the wrist gimbal attachment point provides
translational freedom; rotational attitude control is achieved
by coupling the input controller on a one-to-one basis with the
three wrist angles ^ w (yaw), 9w (pitch), and Ow (roll). Auxiliary
coordinate axes are used in conjunction with the basic RAE/Rotation
control scheme. These coordinate axes are required to input com-
mands from each of several viewing cameras and to, on operator
option, facilitate pure translation of the terminal device with-
out incurring undesirable rotations of the terminal device/payload
assembly. Both unilateral rate and bilateral (force feedback)
position controllers can be used with the RAE/Rotation control
technique. Forward, side, and vertical motion of the hand grip
correspond to range, azimuth and elevation commands, respectively,
for the position controller.
OWe	 '
.r
HORIZONTAL
SRanB	 e = 2Lcr	 r= ei2_9	 Y. Where	 c
Elevation = e s +Y
Azimuth = 9s
!	 i	 i	 I	 I	 I
The simplicity of utilizing spherical coordinates is revealed
by the following equations relating gimbal and command degrees of
freedom.
r = 2L (cosine 9a/2)
B = 9 + 9 /2	 IIF-1
s	 e
SV=Vs,
where L denotes the length of the (equal- lengthed) upper or lower
arm segments.
b. Control System Flow Description - As previously noted,
the simulation can be operated using either unilateral rate or
bilateral position controllers. Figure IIF-11 illustrates the
RAE/rotation control scheme for the unilateral rate control mode.
In this mode, commanded translational rates(R, A, E) and rota-
tional rates	 9	 0 ) are compared with the actual trans-
lational and roWational raffis of tie manipulator arm. A rate
error signal is formed and related to manipulator-applied forces
and torques. Thus, when in contact with an object, no forces and
moments are produced unless the rate controller is deflected and
held. The magnitude of the applied forces and moments will then
be proportional to controller displacement. Force and moment
magnitude data are displaced to the operator. The translational
rate commands are related to the gimbal angles and gimbal rates
by:
9
R = (- L sin 2e ) Be
B
A = (2L cos2c) ^s
	
IIF-2
E _ (2L cos ^ ) (9 s + 2 9e)
Alternative to direct R, A, E commands, the coordinate
transformation T (Eq. 5, Figure: IIF-11),derives R, A, E values
in the base axis system from Cartesian Xc commands in the terminal
device coordinate system. The T transformation will also be used
when commands are initiated in the coordinate systems associated
with the two cameras located at the wrist assembly. Additionally,
this transformation used in conjunction with the Hawk commands
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(Eq. 9, Figure IIF-11) will provide fixed attitude control of the
terminal device. Hawk mode commands will be used so that the
operator can translate the manipulator in range, azimuth and ele-
vation without incurring terminal device rotations. To implement
Hawk mode control, the needed wrist gimbal attitude changes are
computed from knowledge of changes in the shoulder and elbow gim-
bal angles and rates. The computed values (Eq. 9, Figure IIF-11)
are then summed with the operator commands and applied to the
wrist actuators to maintain attitude hold.
In Figure IIF-11, the limiters L i , i = odd, control the mag-
nitude of the derived gimbal rate commands and thus prevent the
joint rates from exceeding designed values as the manipulator is
extended to the extremes of its operating volume. To prevent
permanent magnet demagnetization and commutation arcing result-
ing from excessive motor currents, limiters L i , i = even, are
provided to control the torque commands derived from large
error signals. These limiters, in conjunction with current limit-
ing on the drive power amplifiers, fully protect the do torquers
from exceeding any design parameter.
The gains Kl, K3 and K5 determine the translational control-
ler sensitivity and are operator-variable. Likewise, the gains
K7, Kg and Kl l set the rotational controller sensitivity and are
operator-variable. Gains K2, K4 and K6 vary the translational
motion servo stiffness and are adjustable from maximum values to
zero. The zero setting allows the shoulder yaw, pitch, and elbow
pitch gimbals to freely backdrive. Rotational servo stiffness
is similarly variable from maximum to zero, thus permitting the
wrist attitudes to easily backdrive and self-align. Filters
G f and Gi, i = 1, ... 6, are the tachometer ripple filters and
servo compensating networks, respectively.
To summarize, the prominent features of the control system
1. Simple equations, no matrix inversions needed.
2. Manipulator applied forces and moments visually displayed
to the operator.
3. Variable servo stiffness permitting "free" gimbal
motion.
4. Range, azimuth, elevation, and X, Y, Z motion control-
lable in the spherical base and terminal device cartesian
axis systems, respectively.
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are:
5. Easily servo compensated to accommodate large gain and
inertia changes.
d. Axis Alignment -- The operator has the option of selecting
up to three different control axis alignments to facilitate perform-
ance of the various subtasks. For example, when the operator is
doing gross translations such as moving a beam from the pallet to
a point near final alignment he will be observing an overall view
of the arm on his video monitor. Using a camera. mounted near the
manipulator shoulder, the operator will be most comfortable with
a coordinate system in which range is in and out, azimuths left and
right, and elevation up and down as viewed in the monitor. In
the simulation task where a beam is removed from a pallet and
the two ends are aligned in final position, two additional TV
cameras are employed, one looking in each direction along the long
axis of the beam. When the operator looks at one of these cameras
he prefers his coordinate system reoriented to originate at the
source of the scene---the left- or right-looking end effector
cameras. In addition, because of the precise motions needed for
final alignment, an "XYZ" system is preferable to the spherical
range, azimuth, and elevation system.
This feature has been provided by the control laws and the
operator has the option to select a control axis which corresponds
to his primary monitor scene. This option was exercised by the
three operators during the 90 data runs.
e. Attitude Hold - Attitude hold control refers to the
av toma tic full or partial attitude hold of the manipulator wrist
gimbals. With an aLtitide hold mode activated, the operator can
translate the manip ilr.tor in range, azimuth or elevation and the
wrist gimbals will b.: automatically driven such that the terminal
device does not change its original attitude. Figure IIF-12
depicts an initial manipulator position with respect to a fixed
work site followed by two final positions indicating how the
wrist attitude (one DOF shown only) changed with and without atti-
tude hold control..
To implement attitude hold control, the needed wrist gimbal
attitude changes are computed from knowledge of changes in the
shoulder and elbow gimbals. The computed values are then summed
with the operator commands and applied to the wrist actuators to
maintain the end-effector attitude in the desired position.
Range Attitude Hold -• Two types of attitude hold control
were use;i in the SMA simulation. The first technique, denoted
4Work Site
F
Probe
ceptacle
a. Initial Position
r L Arm	 /	 L
Probe
Wrist
b, Final Position with Attitude Hold Control
I
i^
C, Final Position without Attitude Hold Control
Figure IIF--12 Wrist Attached HoZd Mode Exam-Dl,e
"range attitude hold", was the simplest of the two methods in
that only the wrist pitch was affected. When a range translational
command was given, a drive to the wrist pitch was applied to pre-
vent an attitude change.
Full Attitude Hold - The second method was a "full attitude
hold" in that all three wrist gimbals were driven to prevent an
attitude change from a range, azimuth, or elevation translational
motion. The three hawk commands were determined by computing the
end-effector body rates, given the shoulder and elbow gimbal rates,
and then deriving wrist gimbal rates from these body rate values.
i
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5.	 Simulation Description
a.	 Tosk'^
1) Assemoly of Radio Astronomy Telescope - The actual
in-orbit task is shown in Figure IIF-13. It consists of attaching
eight 55-ft long beams to a center telescoping core. This core
is 8 ft in diameter and 45 ft long. It contains the telescope
electronics, propulsion and antenna feed. Prior to beam attach-
ment, the core is extracted from the cargo bay and placed on the
ShuctLe docking port with the Shuttle manipulator. Each beam is
then extracted from the cargo bay and attached, in sequence, to
the exterior of the core. The core must be rotated on the docking
module to allow the manipulator to reach each beam attach print.
This beam attachment task was simulated.
L
Dock i ng
!Module
Figure IIF-I3 Radio Astronomy Telescope Beam Placement with FIRS
The Shuttle manipulator is presently 50 ft long. Our SMA
has a 13-ft reach. The mockups are 1/4 scale to be compatible
with the 13/50 ratio between the SrIA and the Shuttle payload
handling systems. The mockups shown in Figure IIF-14 consist of a
portion of the Shuttle cargo bay, a center telescope core with a
female beam attachment mechanism, and a beam with a male attach-
ment mechanism. (The drawings for these mechanisms are shown
in Appendix C.) These mockups were positioned around the SMA to
i
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Figure !IF-14 Radio Astronomy Telescope SimaZation
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represent the actual Shuttle dimensions as closely as possible.
Video camera placement was one of the variable test param-
eters. Their locations were constrained to points within the
cargo bay where cameras can actually be located.
Two video cameras were utilized for this simulation phase.
There was no direct vision of the task by the operator. One camera,
located on the starboard cargo bay door hinge line, was mounted on
a pan/tilt unit. This camera viewed the overall cargo bay to
monitor the major beam translations. We utilized a 10 mm wide-
angle lens which provided a complete view of the beam as it was
translated. The view from this camera was also utilized during
the beam attachment phase. This provided a side view which gave
the operator closure distance and rate data. The ability to
increase the focal length of this camera is desirable and later
simulations should use a remotely-controlled zoom lens. The
actual zoom range will be determined by the physical dimensions
of the final RAT design and its location in the Shuttle. However,
based on our scaled mockups, a 10 to 50 mm zoom lens would be
desirable. We recommended that this camera be located on a pan/
tilt unit, mounted near the starboard cargo bay hinge lane, perp-
indicular to the beam attach point on the RAT core.
The second camera was located under the RAT beam and would
(operationally) be mounted on an end effector jaw. This position
allows a view of the lower two attachment pins, the female attach-
ment device and the standoff-cross alignment device. A 25 mm lens
was used on this camera. A light was initially attached to this
camera to illuminate the alignment standoff cross. This light
was removed, since we found external flood lights were adequate
and created less disturbing shadowing.
Initially, the beam attachment task was evaluated without
a standoff cross to aid alignment. We soon found that the beam
positioning and alignment task was quite difficult due to the
lack of visual areas, however, the operators were still in their
learning curve. A scaled, Apollo type standoff cross was mounted
below the attachment device. It was mounted so that when correctly
aligned, the male beam attachment pins were in turn aligned and
almost touching the female receptacle on the core. The attachment
mechanisms and the standoff cross are shown in Figures IIF--15
and IIF-20. Translational accuracies required for this alignment
were +.125, +.0312, and +.125 inch for X, X, and Z, respectively.
The attachment mechanism is made of steel. Initially the
glare off the unpainted steel made identifying the receptacle
11-122
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grooves difficult to see through the side mounted video systems.
The female attachment receptacle was painted matt black and a
portion of the front receptacle was painted white. The male
attachment receptacle, on the beam, was also painted black and
the alignment pins white. The paint scene, shown in figure IIF-18,
aided significantly in the final alignment task by providing
clearly definable contact surfaces.
The operators were initially used to examine and develop
various test setups. Various camera positions, manipulator
control modes, lighting, alignment aids, etc. were tried. This
allowed the operators to become completely familiar with the
simulation, allowed suggestions to be incorporatdd and decreased
the final learning curve time. The general task sequence is
shown in Figures IIF-15 thru IIF-21. 	 Translation and coarse
alignment were not a control problem. The video monitor mounted
on the cargo bay higne line generally provided adequate visual
feedback to the operator for these tasks. The full automatic
attitude hold control mode kept the beam attitude constant during
translations. Final alignment requires attitude and position
alignments to within + 1/16". This fine alignment is probably
more critical than would be designed into a space system. How-
ever, our total system provided operator control which allowed
this task to be successfully completed.
The final alignment task consisted of first aligning the
lower attachment pins with the receptacle and then translating
forward until the pins contact the receptacle. The end effector
camera is used to align yaw and roll attitude and Z position.
The side camera is used to maneuver the beam in pitch and X
position. Once the pins contact and alignment is verified, they
are then positioned to the bottom of the receptacle groove. As
the pins go into the receptacle groove, retainers are activated
which hold the bottom pins in place. The second phase of the
attachment is to pitch the beam up which rotates the upper
attachment pins into place where they are also retained. This
pitch maneuver could not be accomplished without setting the man-
ipulator wrist torques to zero, which allowed them to backdrive
as a +Z translation command was made. If the beam attachment
mechanism design, which is proposed in this study, is pursued
to a space application then its attachment characteristics will
probably impose a design requirement on the manipulator that
provides the operator with a selectable wrist torque output.
The antenna beam assembly task was broken into the following
subtasks for the simulation:
I1. Extract beam from cargo bay.
2. Translate beam to core attachment interface.
3. Position and align beam (male) attach mechanism at
core (female) attach mechanism.
4. Maneuver upper (2) beam attach pins into core receptacles
and verify placement.
S. Pitch beam to engage lower two pins and verify.
Data is discussed in Section G.
r
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Figure IIF-21 RAT AssembZy Simulation - Beam Attached
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2) Assembly of Microwave Power. Transmission System (MPTS)
The assembly of a total MPTS represents a massive in-space
assembly task. The one-kilometer transmission antenna structure
is composed of thousands of 60-ft long beams which are all attached
at their ends. This building block design contains assembly tasks
which are highly repetitious. There are two basic beams: a tri-
angular (horizontal) type which is 30 in. x 60 ft., and a square
(vertical) type which is 30 in. x 60 ft. Our assembly concept
utilizes a 70-ft. long (reach) mobile assembler (MA) for structural
assembly. This MA maneuvers along the structure, uses a 7 DOF
manipulator to build the structure and is controlled remotely from
the ground. The basic in-space task is to extract beams from the
docked beam pallet, translate them (up to 120 ft. distance) to their
proper locations, align and hold the end(s) until rigid attachment
is made. This concept is shown in Figure IIF-22.
Our mockups, shown in Figure IIF-23 are approximately 1/5
scale, sized by the 13/70 ratio between the SMA and the assembler
manipulator. The mockups are composed of 12 beam segments and
four cross-braces. This represents the upper segments of two
60-ft, squares. The rear square is made up of solid members to
simplify mockup construction. The forward square beams are con-
structed of tubular members which are properly scaled and each is
removable. Video cameras are placed on the corners of the beam
structure, to the right and left of the manipulator shoulder. This
corresponds to the actual design which locates these cameras on the
mobile assembler base. Each camera is mounted on a remotely con-
trolled servo-driver pan/tilt unit which will either auto-track
the manipulator wrist or be driven in a manual mode. These cameras
had 10mm lens. A second set of video cameras were mounted on the
manipulator end effector. These fixed cameras view each end of
the beam and airl in final alignment in task 1. Only one of these
cameras was used for task 2. The SMA was also axis-aligned for
these cameras. The SMA motions, remotely controlled from the SMA
control station, are axis-aligned with the video camera selected
for control. This feature automatically aligns the manipulator
translational motions with the video image seen by the operator.
Standard Apollo-type rate controllers were used to control the SMA.
This simulation series consisted of placing the two horizontal
(triangular) beam segments which make up the upper and lower end
caps of the antenna support structure. Task 1, Figure IIF-22(1),
was to extract the beam segment from the beam pallet, translate and
rotate the beam to the installation site, position and align both
ends and contact the alignment plates while maintaining alignment.
The second task, Figure IIF-22(2), was to install the triangular
beam which is located 90 deg to the task 1 beam. This task differs
significantly from task 1 in that the beam must be butted end to
end rather than an overlay type task.
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Figure IIF41 3 Microwave Power Transmission System Mockup
MPTS Assembly - Task 1
The actual simulation sequence for task 1 is shown in Figures IIF-24
through IIF-30. The task started with the beam placed in the pallet
mockup. The operation used the left shoulder camera to view the task
and align the manipulator control axis. This included the beam
extraction from the pallet, the major translation and the coarse align-
ment of the beam ends. The right shoulder camera was used to monitor
the beam location and followed the translation in an auto-track mode.
The operators generally translated the beam at approximately 0.5 ft/sec
actual (2.5 ft/sec scaled up), The "range" wrist attitude hold mode was
used during this phase. All of the operators learned this task quickly
and were able to complete this phase in approximately 2 minutes (aver-
age) or approximately 50% of the total task time. During the major
translation, the beam was rotated 90 0 in preparation for the alignment
phase. This rotation is shown in Figures IIF-26 and IIF-27.
As the beam was positioned over the ends of the existing beams,
Figure IIF-28, some indication of the manipulator extension in the "X"
direction. is required. Our control console contains joint angle meters
which display the angle (+) of each of the manipulators joints. The
shoulder and elbow pitch meters were marked when the manipulator was
extended adequately to allow the beam to be brought down into place at
the end of the existing beams. These reference marks were then used to
verify adequate extension. The shoulder cameras, Figure IIF-28, viewing
the opposite corners of the structure were used for the course beam
alignment.
During the fine alignment phase, Figure IIF-29 and IIF-30, the
operator switched to the end effector cameras and used the right facing
camera for axis alignment. This subtask time also averaged approxi-
mately 2 minutes and took approximately 50% of the total task time. Our
initial set-up placed the end effector cameras to the right and left of
the beam. This configuration was quickly abandoned since the views were
of opposite sides of the beam and presented some confusion to the oper-
ator when beam yaw motions were made. The cameras were placed in an
end-to-end configuration, Figure IIF-29 and viewed mirrors which were
located in the ends of the existing beams. These mirrors are located
on the centerline of the cameras visual field and positioned at a 450
angle which provides the operator with a scene looking straight down at
the tips of the beam being emplaced. A set of cross-hairs were mounted
under the mirrors. The beam ends contained the target cross with which
the cross-hairs were aligned. The beam was considered aligned when both
sets of cross-hairs were centered in the target cross. Figure IIF-30
shows the operator's video monitors at the point of final alignment. This
alignment required positional accuracies less than 1/8 in.
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A second approach was evaluated for final beam alignment. This
approach was evaluated subjectively, no actual operator performance
data was taken. This concept utilized the mirrors and cross-hairs,
however, a pin was installed on one beam end which was inserted into a
r(:ceptical on the existing beam end. This pin was located on the right
end and when inserted, provided a point at which the movable beam could
be pivoted into place on the opposite end by turning the wrist torques
to zero and simply translating: the opposite end into place. This tech-
nique eliminates the need to align two unattached beam ends at the same
time. Further evaluations are needed, however, at this point, an align-
ment concept similar to this would be recommended for an operational
technique.
No significant problems arose during the double ended beam place-
ment task. Detailed test results are discussed in Section 6.b.
^iPTS Assembly - Task 2
The second assembly task in the MPTS series is to translate, align
and attach a triangular beam which is assembled end to end rather than
an overlay type as was used in task 1. This task started at a position
midway between the pallet and the attachment point. Extraction from
the pallet was demonstrated in task l and, therefore, would have been
redundant for task 2. This beam segment was shortened to 4 ft. rather
than use the full length since the manipulator end effector grasp the
beam 2 ft. from the end to be attached. If a full beam was used, a
large offset would be created in the SMA wrist yaw gimbal. This would
be difficult to balance and would serve no purpose, since the video
camera views the short end which contains the attachment pins.
The manipulator shoulder video cameras were located in the same
position and had the same characteristics as were used in task 1. The
third camera was located under the beam, on the SMA wrist centerline
as shown in Figure IIF-31. This camera would be located, operationally,
on an end effector jaw. The camera used in the simulation contained a
10mm wide angle lens.
The major beam translation and course alignment was made by viewing
through the left shoulder camera, which tracked the end effector. The
operators chose to axis align with this camera and maneuver in the
"range" attitude hold mode. The translation and course alignment phase
were readily accomplished in less than one minute. As the beam was
rotated around into position, the operators selected the end effector
camera for the prime view and axis alignment. A standoff cross was
used initially for this task, but was abandoned when it was found that
the beam ends could be used more effectively.
The right shoulder camera was also used for final alignment. Figure
IIF-32 shows the operator's video monitor views during final alignment.
The right shoulder camera views dawn on the beam intersection, Figure
IIF-31, and provides the operator with X translation and yaw attitude
data. Beam pitch is monitored intermittently through the left shoulder
camera. The other beam axis are monitored through the end effector
camera.
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The female or receptical beam tube ends were flaired slightly to
provide a funnel effect. The male tube ends, on the beam segment
attached to the SMA, had rounded tapered ends to facilitate insertion.
These ends were painted black, with white tips, to increase the oper-
a	 ator's ability to distinguish the tips from the surrounding structure.
The total average run time ran approximately 2.8 minutes. Seventy-
five to 80% of this total time was used for the final alignment phase,
which averaged approximately 2 minutes. We anticipated significant
problems in aligning these beam ends prior to the actual simulation.
However, the task was not difficult if the capabilit;- to release the
manipulator wrist torques is available to the operator. The operators
flew the two bottom tips into the receptacles using the end effector.
camera. This alignment required positional accuracies of +_1/16 in.
The top tip was monitored through the right shoulder camera. As the
pins were inserted, a small misalignment would prevent one or two of
the pins from fully seating. By turning the wrist torques to zero,
an (X) translation. command would backdrive the manipulator wrist gim-
bals, which in turn coi«pletely inserted all three pins. The final
alignment phase is shown in Figure IIF-33 and 34. The operators video
view of this phase is s'iown in Figures I1-32 and 33.
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w6. Results and Recommendations
a. Test Subject - Three MMC operators (engineers) were used for the
simulation. These test subjects have had considerable prior experience
in the operation of the SMA and use of rate-type control systems. The
familiarity of these operators with the equipment allowed expeditious
selection of the optimum simulation confiburation while minimizing train-
ing time.
In each phase of the simulation, the task was repeated until one of
the operators reached an adequate point on the learning curve, and the
test setup--i.e., camera locations, attach mechanisms, SMA control systems
characteristics --were satisfactorily refined. The development of the final
test setups required approximately 20 runs per ,major task. After a satis-
%actory setup was achieved, the other two operators learned the final task
rapidly, requiring only 4 to 6 runs before their times stabilized. The
run times averaged 2 to 4 min. for each of the three assembly tasks. Initial
run times were from 8 to 10 min. The translation phases were readily learned.
The final beam alignment and/or attachment was more demanding on the operator.
x
	
	 b. Simulation Results and Discussion Summary - Tables IIF-4 through
IIF-12 show performance data summaries for each of the three operators,
while conducting the three simulated space assembly operations. Each of
these operations is broker into subtasks with associated performance data
shows:. As can be seen on the tables, the run times were fairly consistent
between operators S and J. Operator R did average longer times and greater
standard deviations; however, he had the least total experience on the SMA.
All cf the nume-ical data, shown in these summary tables, are averaged for
10 runs. A total of 90 data runs were conducted. The test crew carefully
monitored each run and all inadvertant beam contacts were recorded. There
were a total of five contacts, none of these were more than minor bumps
and none caused any damage. Operator S contacted the double -ended MPTS
beam once. Operators J and S each inadvertautly contacted the RAT beam
twice during the final attachment phase. "Phere were no inadvertant con-
tacts during the single-ended MPTS beam assembly.
The operators were allowed to select the reference (control axis) video
camera they wished as the task progressed. Each operator consistently
chose the same control and reference cameras and the automatic wrist atti-
tude hold mode without instruction. Similar translation and attitude
velocities were also selected, without instruction. These velocities appear
to be quite low, averaging generally below 1 ft/sec translation and 4-9
deg/sec attitude change. However, the task is physically sealed and
ratioed 1:4 for the RAT beam and 1:5 for the MPTS beams. Therefore, these
average and maximum translational velocities must be multiplied by 4 for
the RAT beam data and 5 for the MPTS data to derive the tip velocities ex-
pected for the operational case. This would establish major translation
tip velocities for the operational system at 2.5 to 5.0 ft/sec, which we
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Table IIF-4 Simulation-MPTS Single-Ended Beam Installation (Task 2 - Subject S)
r^
u.
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times
Att itude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vet. Vel. Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
• Translate Range Left 0.55 1p.3 On None Translation
beam segment Shoulder (0.58 1 /.0542 ) (9.71/7.22] task minimized
to installa- since it was
tion site identical to
double-ended
45.0 25%
beam
• Maneuver into
^
IDeam Coordinated
position ends attitude &
position
maneuver
• Coarse align Wrist camera
used for posi-
tion reference
• Close & fine Full Wrist 0.15 2.1 " Right shoulder
align camera used
^
for reference
• Contact & in- " " Zero " Minimum motion
sert align- 128.0 74% wrist of	 <1/8 in.
ment pins I torque required for
f
this task
• Verify in- - - - Right shoulder
sertion I camera pro-
vided adequate
view
Total Time 173 sec 1007.
Standard
Deviation 62 sec
NOTE: Except where specifie(', all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
Table IIF-5 Simulati.on-MPTS SingZe-Ended Beam Installation (Task 2 - Subject R)
HH
v,
P__
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average
	
% Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel, Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breadsown (sec)	 Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
o Translate Range Left 0.92 8.7 Full
beam segment Shoulder 1(1.10	 /0.77) 1	 2(8.6	 /7.2	 ) on
to installa-
tion site
54.3 26%
o Maneuver in- (	 "to position
o Course align " Stand-off Had trouble
cross determining
& beam 'L-axis
ends Alignment
o Close & fine 0.11 3.9 Same as above,
align also need high
contrast tips
on ends of
beams
o Contact & in-
`
" Full Beam
ends
Need high con-
trastsert align- 1154.7 74% on-off cues
ment pins
o Verifv in- " " " - - Need high con-
sertion trast cue s
Total Time 209 sec 1007,
Standard
I)eviation 38 sec
NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
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Table IIF-6 Simulation-MPTS Single-Ended Beam Installation (Task 2 - Subject J)
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected MaxTask Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
o Translate Range 0.73 11.0 On None
beam segment 1	 2(0.73	 /0.70 ) 1	 2(10.9	 /8.7	 )
to installa-
tion site
• Maneuver in- " " " Beam
to position 26 19% ends
• Course align if " Standoff cross
used initial-
ly,	 then
_
abandoned.
• Close & fine Full 0.14 3.6 Beam eads ade-
align quate for
alignment aid.
• Contact & in- Zero " Beam pitch had
sert align- I wrist to be moni-
ment pins torque tored & con-
trolled from
1 111.0 81% ` left shoulder
camera.	 Better
pitch cue needed.
• Verify in-
sertion
Total Time 137 sec 100%
Standard
Deviation 13 sec
NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
r
I	 Table IIF-7 Siraulation-MPTS Double-Ended Beam Installation (Task Z - Subject S)
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft /sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
• Extract beam Range Left 0.58 7.0 On None Beam was total-
from pallet Shoulder (0.72 1 /0.58 2 ) (6.91/6.12) ly deployed &
attached to
manipulator
• Translate " " " Range hawk
beam to in- allowed opera-
stallation for to yaw
site manipulator
shoulder for
major transla-
120 58%
tion
• Maneuver in- Elbow & shoulder
to position angle readout
desirable to
aid in determ-
ining manipula-
tor extension
in X direction
• Course align " " Existing Operator uses
beam both shoulder
ends cameras to view
oppop ite beam
ends
• Close & fine Full Right 0.17 2.0 " Align- Alignment aids
align 87 42/ wrist ment on beam ends
cross- are required
hairs
Table IIF-7 (ConcZuded)
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
o Contact & I Full Right 0.17 2.0 On Align- Alignments
verify wrist ment within +_1/16
alignment cross- in. were
hairs possible
Total Time 207 sec 100°1
Standard
Deviation 33 sec
NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
Table IIF-8 Simutation-MPTS Double-Ended Beam Installation (Task Z - Subject R)F
r+
U1
Pilot Se-
Task Times Auto Pilot Selected I lected Max
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
• Extract beam Range Left 0.83 10.0 Full None Operationally
from pallet Shoulder {1.221/0.802) (9.71/6,9 2 ) on would need
two cameras or
larger field-
of-view
• Translate
beam to in-
stallation
site 148.8
• Maneuver in- " " " " " " Operationally
to position
48% would need
wrist rotaticns
in camera co-
ordinatts
• Course align " " " " Existing Further research
beam needed on axis
ends polarity.	 Pilot
often used trial
& error, esp.
X-axis
• Close & fine Full Right 0.09 2.6 " Align- Same as above
align wrist ment
161.2 cross-hairs
• Contact & " Beams &
verify cross-
alignment 52% hairs
Total Time 310 sec 100%
Standard
Deviation 48 sec
NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity. 	 2. Average --ecorded maximum velocity.
Table IIF-9 Simulation-A1PTS Double-Ended Beam Installation (Task Z - Subject J)
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vet. Vel. Wrist Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
a Extiact beam range Left 0.83 10.0 Full None Zoom lens on
from pallet shoulder 1	 2/0.76 1	 2/7.6(9.4	 ) on shoulder(0.98	 )
cameras de-
sirable
o Translate " " " " Auto track
beam Co in- camera capa-
stallation 102 49% bility de-
site sirable
o Maneuver in- Manipulator
to position range display
needed for
exten3ion
o Course align " " " Existing Two shoulder
beam cameras needed
endF
o Close & fine Full Right 0.13 2.9 " Align- Considerable
align wrist ment trial and
106 51% cross- error
hairs
o Contact & "	 " " Present system
verify adequate but
alignment could be
improved
fotal Time 208 sec 100;
Standard
Deviation 56 sec
NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
Table IIF-10 Simulation-RAT Beam Installation (Subject S)
H
H
1
v,V
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot :elected lected Max
Task Times Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Joint Alignment Operators
Task Breakdoom (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft /sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
a Extract beam Full Left 0.46 4.0 All None Internal cargo
from cargo Shoulder i	 2(0.4b /0.38 ) 1	 2(4.0	 /3.3	 ) on bay cameras may
bayy
35.6 26%
be required
o Translate to
„ „ „ Shuttle tail
core presents a sig-I
nificant obsti-
cal for 55-ft
long beam
o Position & End 0.14 " Stand- Supplemental.
align at Effector off alignment aid
attach point cross required.	 Attach-
mint device not
adequate for
73.9 54% visual align-
ment
o Critical Attach- Requires minimum
align ment motion & stabiliza-
mech. tion of	 < 1/8 in.
o Contact lower " " " " Attachment device
attach pins must have non-
& position glare surface
in groves with high con-
27.4 20%
trast pins
o Rotate upper " " Shou1.- " Manipulator
attach pins der shoulder torque
& contact off release re-
L_
quired
..16._,.
Table IIF-10 (Concluded)
HH
a'
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Joint Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
o Verify - - 0.14 4.0 Shoul- Attach- Visual or
attachment 1	 2(4.0 /3.3 ) der ment electrical
off mech verification
required
Total Time 137 sec
Standard
Deviation 33 sec
NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
lation-RAT Beam Installation (Subject R)
Pilot Se-
Auto Pilot Selected lected Max
Task Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Joint Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids Remarks
o Extract beam Full Left 0.36 4.6 Full Operationally
from cargo Shoulder 1	 2 2(3.21/2,7
	 ) on need two camerasbay (0,27	 /0,24	 ) or larger field-52.7 341
` of-view
o Translate " " " Need two cameras
to core or larger field-
of-view
o Position & " End 0.23 " Heed high con-
align at effector trast between
attach alignment guide
point & mating pins
o Critical " 4.4 Same as above
align also need pure
80.6 52% I rotations not
v
coupled
o Cor.cact '' " " Same as above
Lcwer
attach
P1.L:s	 &
posi0on
in groves
21.7 14%* Rotate upper " " " Shoul- Turned off
attach pins der shoulder torque
& contact off very easy to
drive whole arm
with wrist
pitch torque
Table IIF-11 (Concluded).
Auto Pilot Selected
Pilot Se-
lected Max
Task Times
Attitude Control Max Transla- Rotational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Joint Alignment Operators
Task Breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids I	 Remarks
o Verify Bull End - 4.4 Shoul- Need high con-
attachment Effector der trast visual
off aids
Total Time 155 sec
Standard
Deviation 60 sec
H
H
t
M NOTE: Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
Table IIF-12 Simulation-RAT Beam Installation (Subject J)
r^H
rnr
Pilot se- I
Auto Pilot Selected lected Mai:
Task Times
Attitude Control. Max Transla- Notational
Average % Hold Axis tion Tip Vel. Vel. Joint Alignment Operators
Task breakdown (sec) Total Mode Camera (ft/sec) (deg/sec) Torque Aids I	 Remarks
• Extract_ beam Pull Left 0.40 2.6	 1 All None Additional
from cargo I Shoulder (0.44 1 /0.32 2 ) (2.51/2.12) on camera viewsbay may be required31 34%
• Translate to " " Same as above
core
r• Position & " End 0.25 Stand- Alignment aid
align to effector off required
attach cross
point
o Critical " " " " Attach- "Y" axis trans-
align 75. 6b% ment lation much more
mech. critical than
others
o Contact High contrast
lower attach target required
pins & posi-
tion in
groves
o Rotate upper TOTAL NOT
attach pins 115sec RUN
& contact Std _ _e_v.
31 sec
o Verify
at`achment
NOTE. Except where specified, all numerical data is average for 10 runs.
1. Recorded maximum velocity.
2. Average recorded maximum velocity.
Aiw_ W 	 __r
feel to be quite reasonable. The manipulator shoulder and wrist angular
rates will remain constant. The task times can also be expected to re-
main constant between the simulations and the operational case.
Both the MPTS single-ended beam and the RAT beam installation re-
quired positioning after initial contact with its mating surface. The
RAT beam connection required several motions to complete the latch sequence.
Our initial attempts to make these maneuvers with ` , ill wrist and shoulder
torques were unsuccessful. The operator had diff_ lty determining which
corrective action to take when contact forces built _p inadvertantly while
attempting an attachment. We found we could not make the RAT beam attach-
ment without setting the manipulator shoulder torques to zero and commanding
a wrist pitch. This pitched the beam attachment into place while back-
driving the shoulder into the desired orientation. This feature was
desirable, but not mandatory on the MPTS single-ended beam attachment.
As the simulation data was reduced an interesting phenomena was noted.
Each operator tended to make minimum impulse commands with the controllers
as the beam alignments became critical. These impulses were less than one
second in duration and were made in discrete axis only. No coordinated
motions were commanded when the operator used the impulse command mode.
During the final alignment of the double-ended MPTS beam, for example, 50%
of the commands were a minimum impulse type. This control characteristic
should be considered when developing the requirements for an operational
system since the controllers used in this simula ion are not optimized for
the impulse mode. An operational system could have ' ►e capability to
switch from the standard proportional rate type controller characteristic s-
to controller characteristics for an impulse mode during final alignment
c. Utilization of Manipulator Characteristics
system made use of the 12-ft Slave Manipulator Arm
scaled tasks. Because the SMA is a general purpose
are generally not completely utilized in any given
pose manipulator, such as the Mobile Assembler for
the 30 degree-per-second maximum joint angle rates
- The orbital assembly
(SMA) to perform size-
a tool, its capabilities
task. A special pur-
example, may not require
of the SMA.
Table IIF-13 shows the one-time maximum and average maximum joint
angle rates for comparison with the maximum rates of which the SMA is
capable. As can be seen in the table the actual rates rarely exceeded 30
percent of the design maximum and only once was greater than 50 percent.
The three Martin Marietta pilots therefore did not at any time utilize the
design maximum rates. Although the sampling is small with only three
participants, the rates used were so low that there is a strong indication
that a maximum rate of 10 degrees-per-second would be sufficient as a de-
sign maximum for the space counterpart--perhaps as low as 6 or 7 degrees-
per second for the two shoulder gimbals.
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Table IIF-13 Comparison of Maxim= Joint Angular Rates
H
1
Q^
W
1	 GIMBAL RATES DEGREES/SECOND
SHOULDER YAW SHOULDER PITCH ELBOW PI'T'CH WRIST ROLL	 WRIST PITCH WRIST YAW
u
,
H
C I  
H
H H	 I H H H H H
TASK PILOT _,	 t ra Z	 A r, Z Q	 -r d	 Q e -4 d Q i^. ,--t -I- A
Doub le-Ended J 6.911 5.3 30 7.2 5.2j	 30 12.9 8.8 30	 8.3 1 7.1 } 30 9.9 1 6.2 30 8.9 7.6 30
Beam R 9.2 6.6 10.7
 
f
5.6 1 i8.3 9.2 '10 6.8	 : 6 2.1 9.7 6.9
Attachment S 4.6 3.9 10.3 5.7k 16 9.3 9.7 6.1^ 8.0 2.7 6.9 5.9 1	 "I
Single-Ended J 6.0 4.1 6.11 10.9 16.7 9.7 8.3	 " 7.3 2.9 " 9.7 8.7
Beam R 8.1 5.0 5.4
3.6 1
	-4.2 I
f
8.6 5.3 7.2 6.9	 " 6.3 3.2 8.6 7.2
Attachment S 4.9 4.0 u ^'1 	 3.6, 2.9 !{	
n 7.0 5.6 n ^	 7.3 r n6.8I 9.7 5.6 n 7.4 7.1^ n
rr rr rr rr rr rrRAT J i	 1.8 0.6 3.3 2.3 : 2.0 1.5 2.5 2.1 2.0 1	 1. 2 2.4 1.7
Beam R 2.3 !	 1.8
11
2.2 1.6 2.9 2. 7
"	
3.1 2.5 3.2 1.8 2.0 1.6
11
Attachment S i	 4.2 2.8
'+
4.1 1	
rI
3.4 ! 5.8
1 
4.0
"	
4.0 3.3^	
t1
2.2 1.5 3.9 2.6
Table IIF-14 shows the range of gimbal angles used compared to the
maximum allowable angles. Both singly-occurring maximums and typical maxi-
mum (avg. max) excursions are given. These figures are compiled for the
double-ended beam and single-ended beam attachments separately as well as
in combination since both are performed by the Mobile Assembler (MA). The
third part of Table IIF-14 shows the overall range of gimbal angles needed
to perform the two tasks simulated. To determine the complete MA angular
criteria it will be necessary to define all the MA tasks including those
necessary for self-repositioning-
The fourth part of Table IIF-14 gives the corresponding angular dis-
placement maximums for the RAT beam assembly. This exercise is, of course,
only one of many tasks for the Shuttle RMS and should not be considered a
driving factor for the RMS design except that the RAT beam requirements be
included within the RMS operational envelope.
obviously, the angular displacement data is highly task dependent. It
is less dependent than the rate data upon the individual operator. Thus,
the figures in Table IIF-14 are averaged for the three operators.
In design of a manipulator, it is imp-)rtant to simulate physically or
with a computer, the maximum excursions of each gimbal. As a minimum, the
manipulator must encompass these maximum displacements. However, to accom-
modate unforeseen contingencies, the manipulator might best be designed
with as much over-range as possible. To aid in avoiding hazards such as
the base structure, simple microprocessor logic in the control system can
define forbidden zones into which the manipulator may not move.
d. Conclusions - We have demonstrated that the proposed, in-space
assembly technique, using a remotely controlled manipulator is feas_l-le.
We have shown that the beam assembly times are less than anticipated and
that thesa times can be reduced through the use of preprogrammed transla-
tion control modes. A simplified proportional rate control system was
successfully used. Not only was this control system found acceptable, but
highly desirable. This demonstration de-emphasizes the need for a compli-
cated manipulator control system such as used with a force feedback
(bilateral) position controller. The following manipulator characteris-
tics should be incorporated in the proposed mobile assembler system:
• Coordinated manipulator control motions are required for
these in-space assembly tasks.
• Manipulator control axis alignment with the video system
camera used for the prime visual feedback is mandatory.
•^ Manipulator shoulder and wrist torque output control is
required at the operator's console.
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Table IIF-14 Comparison of Maximum Joint Angle Displacements
GIMBAL ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT • DEGREES
'	 SHOULDER YAW i SHOULDER PITCH ELBOW PITCH	 WRIST ROLL ^ WRIST PITCH
V	 I	 tz.7	 I Cz7	 Cz7	 i
TASK	 a	 ^ i	
W I ' 	 ^ ! W	 E'	 w ^ 
	 ^ ¢	 Q^. ca	 r4	 -z r.. ca	 r4Q
Endede	
( +
	
155	 148 200 + 109 73	 150 . -27 1 -42	 10	 23	 11 130: 13
f
^ Beam _-- `	 --9	 -1 -2001 -7
	
1 I -75 ;-107 -82;-'160 -89; -63 -1301 -15
Attachment
j	 f
r1 	 Single-
F' Ended
	
+	 1	 95	 91 200, 49 47	 1501 -65 I -75 ; 10	 97 ; 52i 130j 21
Beam	 -	 41	 50 -200'	 5 : 16	 -75 s. -132 -124'-160	 711 -51I-130 -31
Attachment
Both	 +	 155	 148 t 200 109: 73	 150 -27 -42 1 10	 97' 52 130; 21
Above	 -	 =	 i	 ?	 i	 I
Tasks	 -9	 -1 s-200	 -7	 1	 -75;-132 -124 -160 -89 ; 63s-130 ' -31
Beam 	 I +	 2	 -71 200,1 86 76 1 1501 -61 -80' 10 -46 1
 -53 1 1"0 i 12
	
-{	 •Attachment	 —34	 —31i-200	 24 43	 —75 —109 —95 —160 —97 —$4''-130	 —9
WRIST YAW
U
Q^ -14
+-----
a
2 80 10: -2'	 200	 f
-4 -80 -107
108
-1011-200	 F
1011 2002	 80
-8	 ( -80 0; 25, 200 I
2 80 108 : 101! 200
-8	 I -80 -107!-101,-200
4 80 -60 1 -65! 200
-5 -80 -1001 -911-200
5
w
o A partial (range) and fully automatic manipulator wrist
attitude hold modes are required.
o Supplemental alignment aids, such as cross-hairs and
standoff crosses are required for final beam positioning
and alignment, The alignment aid technique used on the
operational system should be standardized throughout the
total assembly.
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III. ASSEMBLY OF RADIO ASTRONOMY TELESCOPE
A.	 REQUIREMENTS (TASK 1)
This chapter addresses the orbital assembly of a radio
astronomy telescope (RAT) which is 200 meters in diameter.
The 200-meter diameter structure was felt to be quite
representative of the many medium-size rigid structures of the
coming Shuttle era. Scientifically, this 200-meter diameter
parabolic antenna will be used to detect RF sources in the
celestial sphere in the 5 to 10 MHz band. It will be placed in
an 8,000 n mi altitude circular orbit of 0 deg inclination.
Figure IIIA-1 is a simple depiction of the satellite in an
operational condition. 7t will be rigid because this repre-
sents a more realistic example of assembly techniques. Unique
designs such as "LOFT" (Low Frequency Telescope) which feature
very lightweigft mesh that requires spinning for deployment and
maintaining operational shape have their own peculiar problems
and applications which are not general enough to warrant their
study on this contract.
Because a baseline design was not available from any pre-
vious work, we generated a baseline configuration and design
that was felt to be quite reasonable and straightforward and
used this to evaluate various assembly techniques. The design
will be described in Section B in terms of its relationship to
scientific needs of the antenna and the constraints imposed by
Shuttle, Tug and other operational conditions identified in this
section. This will be followed in Section C by a detailed des-
cription of various assembly approaches, their advantages and
disadvantages, and a preliminary comparison of them. We will
discuss these approaches qualitatively and identify the need
for higher performing support equipment and/or different and
more radical thinking in terms of configuration design.
Many of the dimensional requirements impacting the design
are directly related to the wavelengths of the band we are in-
vestigating. In this case, 30 meters to 60 meters are the
wavelengths (a) corresponding to 10 MHz and 5 MHz, respectively.
A major requirement is for the surface to maintain its
parabolic shape within an allowable tolerance. Standard antenna
pp,ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FnIW
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Support Subsystem
Figure IIIA-1 Radio AstronomN Telescope Concept
design practice dictates an allowable deviation of X /20 (1.5
meters). The mast height which supports the antenna feed is
equal to the focal length, chosen as 0.4D. This results in a
length of 80 meters. The feed width should at least be as
large as half the longest wavelength to be examined, hence 30
meters. Mast deflections of X/2 in the axial direction (15
meter ) and 1.5 m in the lateral direction are acceptable.
A significant effort was spent on the telescope antenna
specifications. From this analysis it was determined that
III-2
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eight ribs were needed to minimize the gain loss and from this
the allowable surface deviation was determined. It was seen
that leakage Through the wire mesh was a contributor to back
radiation (from earth). It was shown that 23 cm was the maxi-
mum grid spacing allowable to minimize this effect (10 cm was
used in our design). Grid wire diameter is determined by skin
depth requirements. Diameter should be at least 2 skin depths.
At 5 MHz, one skin depth is 1 mil for copper. Two mils of
copper grid wire was chosen.
A subsystem weight and power consumption analysis was per-
formed and demonstrated little effect on the overall design
(443 lbs and 34 watts). These estimates include RF cable runs,
radio telescope feed to in;,trument package, instrumentation re-
ceiver and data processing, SI DN S-band transponder (with
ranging and command decoder at 2 watt RF power input), two low
gain STDN antennas, and cabling to STDN antennas. All of the
items chosen for this estimate are available or will be in the
next few years.
Table IILt-1 is a list of some of the salient baseline
design characteristics.
Table I1IA-1 Basel.',ne Design Characteristics
Frequency Band: 5 MHz (X = 60 m) to 10 Mhz (a = 30 m)
Resolution: 21.0 deg to 10.5 deg
Allowable Surface Deviation: 1.5 meters
Grid Spacing: 0,1 meter
Pointing Accuracy: 1 deg
Mast Height: 80 meters
Feed Width: 30 meters
Wire Gage: 2 mils
Mast Deflections: 15 meters (axial); 1.5 meters (lateral)
(Operationally allowable)
Polarization: Dual Polarization Measurements
Attitude Control System: Chemical thrusters
Operational Requirements: Attitude Hold for 2 hr (Pointing
Mode)
Slow slew for 180 deg/day (Scan
Mode)
From these scientific requireme—ts and the knowledge that
the structure would have to be boosted with a Shuttle, a
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configuration concept was developed whereby telescoping beams
of 50--ft lengths could be compressed for launch and extended
outward to form a spoke-like configuration as seen in Figure
ILIA-2. A mesh material stretched over a wire support could be
attached to the spoke armature and form the antenna while not
exceeding unreasonable weight and volume. Subsystem impacts
had to be ascertained and an analysis was performed to size the
needed ACC jet thrusting level and location (this was based on
scientific needs and disturbance constraints). The choice of
jets was used to determine whe*her those loads at those loca-
tions would cause the surface smoothness requirement to be
threatened. This was shown to be no problem. Propellant tanks,
attitude sensors, electroni^.s, docking systems, and other repre-
sentative ;systems were chosen and evaluated as to their
practical impositions to the basic design and were shown not to
b2 limiting in any practical sense.
B.	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS (TASK 2)
This section describes the design effort of the study.
Detail design is not an end-product of this study. It is re-
qu-red only to that depth necessary for analyzing the assembly
process and maintenance requirements. However, insufficient
design depth could lead to unrealistic assembly or maintenance
approaches.
The main operational characteristics which affect the
structural design are: 1) the allowable surface deviation,
and 2) allowable mast deflection. These two things determine
the number of support ribs req uired to maintain contours and
stifrness requirements of the ribs and feed mast structures.
If these members are sized to accommodate orbital opera-
tional effects, they are relatively light and small. If the
members are required to maintain a reasonable shape for thrust-
ing by Tug, these members become much larger.
Obviously, from the standpoint of ease of assembly, it
would be ideal to assemble the antenna complete in low earth
orbit (LEO) where man and Shuttle will be normally operating.
After assembly and checkout, the antenna would be boosted to
high earth orbit (HEO). Thin is possible providing the antenna
does not exceed a total weivi . t of about 28,000 pounds, the
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IA-2 Radio Astronomy Telescope Assembly
(2) Star Trackers
P rope l la nt
(4) Temporary Thruster Packages
Temporary Propellant Tank —
(4) —thruster
Packager
Computer/Gyros
Receiver
Sig nal CondJTransmitterlData
Storage,
Hetrodyni ng Unit
Docking System
approximate tug boast capability for the 8,000 mile orbit. The
loading on the deployed antenna in this flight condition is
slightly over 0.4 g's. At this value, the 320-feet long ribs
would require beam thicknesses at the body attachment several
feet deep to bring rib deflections within reason. Beams of
this size would result in a total telescope weight far exceed-
ing the 28,000 poLnds.
For purposes of this study, only aluminum structures have
been considered for the telescope. Even if composite structures
were used to decrease the deflection to acceptable levels, the
total weight would still exceed the 28,000 lbs. It was assumed
that deflections exceeding about 50 inches would be unacceptable
as damage to the net would probably occur. Operational surface
deviations are not a consideration in this problem. Dynamic
problems with such flexible structures may pose problems at
boost cutoff as well.
All these conditions dictate that the structure must be
lightweight and at least partially folded to shorten the beam
length during the boost period.
In evaluating the problem of how small the beam can be,
the consideration of net storage space becomes important.
Figure IIIB-I shows the net storage concept for all beams. The
net reflector area over beams 1, 2, and 3, is small compared to
the net area covering beams 4, 5, and 6. Consequently, the
outer net area governs the minimum size for beams 4, 5, and 6.
Lets D, E, and F are on rollers. The rolled diameter is a re-
sult of 120 feet_ of net, .005 in. thick. Nets G, H, and 3 are
folded around the outside: of these beams due to their non-
rectangular shape when deployed. With the establishment of a
minimum size for beams 4, 5, and 6, beams 1, 2, and 3 can be
sized to accommodate the inner net. The beams also become
larger as they are nearer the supported end of the cantilever
beam. For purposes of this study, it is not necessary to pur-
sue the structural analysis further.
Because of the low frequency and large wavelength charac-
teristics or the antenna, 1.5 meter (4.9 feet) deviation from
the parabolic shape is allowed. Rib type structures generate a
series of flat sections which may be at nominal contour at the
rib and maximum error occurring midway between the ribs. (See
Figure IIIB-2.) This error can be substantially larger than
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Figure IIIB-2 200-Meter Radio Astronomy Telescope
the allowable surface deviation as it occurs in only eight
places and diminishes as the radius decreases. The baseline
design incorporates diverging beams at the midpoint thus pro-
ducing 16 outer beams. With the outer circumference divided
16 times rather than 8, the midpoint error drops frim 11 ft to
3 ft. This provides for considerable antenna gain improvement
over the 8 beam design. The beam sections of 55-foot length
need not be contoured as the surface deviation over 55 feet on
a 650-ft diameter parabola is very minimal.
Total deviation from nominal contour is affected also by
manufacturing tolerances and forces causing beam and net de--
fl.ections. The major contributor to beam deflection is the
small thruster package located at the midpoint of four of the
eight beams. By Locating them approximately 160 ft from the
antenna centerline, large torques are applied with small
thruster pulses and low gas usage. If the thruster is in the
range of one pound thrust, the beam deflection is small..
The Radio Astronomy Telescope was divided into three main
components.
1) Central mast/feed structure;
2) Contour beam assemblies;
3) Reflector net.
The study revealed each of the above components can be designed
very lightweight resulting in a low packaging density for
Shuttle cargo bay transport. This particular fact will ob-
viously affect any large structure requiring assembly in earth
orbit. For instance, any beam of high inertia-to-weight ratios
will have low density. In this case it was decided that the
only way to increase packaging density while maintaining effi-
cient structural design was to telescope and fold where possible
and utilize remaining open spaces for net stowage. This is the
philosophy of the beam design shown in Figure ITT-B-1. Un-
fortunately, as you fold and telescope parts, the complexity
increases. Moving parts with drive mechanisms become necessary
in many cases where large masses are deployed into place.
The length of the cargo bay limits the length of any
member to under 60 feet. Pi.',e the length of one rib is approx -
mately 325 feet, the beam folded in six sections is about 54
feet long.
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The central mast/feed structure presents the same problems
as the contour beams. The must and feed must be folded and tele-
scoped so that reasonable cargo bay storage can be achieved.
Net design is based on RF considerations. Two mil diameter
copper wire spaced 4 in. apart is the main. requirement for proper
reflectivity. Deployment of a woven net of these dimensions would
most certainly result in a tangled mess that probably would not
deploy regardless of what method of stowage is used. The addition
of a 1/2-mil layer of mylar over each side of the copper grid forms
a stable sheet which can be folded, rolled and manipulated without
fear of tangling. The mylar becomes a major part of the net weight,
but compared to the total antenna weight, it is not unusually high.
If 0.004-in. wire is used in the grid and two 1/2--mil sheets are
bonded in, the total thickness becomes 0.005 in. and many feet can
be rolled up and stored within a beam. The distances between the
beams are as much as 120 feet, so the roll diameter does become
significant.
The design as shown in this report shows eight mechanically-
deployed net-support ribs. These ribs require considerable mech-
anical equipment to effect deployment such as electromechanical
drives, cables, rollers, etc. If the means are available in orbit
to attach beam segments together, then the deployment mechanisms
would be replaced by more sample attach hardware. The same is
true for the feed mast structural assembly and the feed. On the
other hand, telescoping structure is an excellent way to increase
packaging densities. The 200-meter radio astronomy telescope can
be transported to low earth orbit in one Shuttle launch in the
telescoped and folded configuration shown here. If this design
was altered to a single member configuration, at least two and
probably three Shuttle flights would be required just to move the
construction materials to LEO. These questions constitute one of
the most important basis of this study, and will be pursued through-
out the remainder of the study for all structures.
To summarize, the structural considerations and transport
constraints imposed by Shuttle resulted in the antenna design
described here. Figure IIIB--3 shows two rib sections attached
to the central can. Figure IIIB-4 shows the net layout over
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the two rib sections. Figure IIIB--5 shows how these three beams
fit together and roll within the next beam. Note the stowage of
nets B and C. Beams 4 1 5, and 6 are folded together and all three
folded back over telescoped beams 1, 2, and 3. Some of the net
will deploy automatically as the beams fold out. Net which does
not deploy automatically must be physically pulled out of the
respective beam (some roll out, some fold out) and attached to
the opposite beam. Figure IIIB- 4 shows the net pattern over the
ribs. Even though they are shown. as separate blocks, they are
actually electrically connected together through their aluminum
beams. Note the circumferential wires located at the mid-diameter
and outer diameter of the ribs (Figure IIIB--3). These cables
will provide stiffness if forces are bending the ribs aft, in.
which case the cables become tensioned.
C. PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES (TASK 5), AND TRADEOFFS (TASKS 3
AND 4)
Surely all assembly in LEO or full assembly in HEO (manned
ii	 and unmanned) are logical and straightforward thought, while
partial assembly in LEO and final assembly in HEO is an obvious
combination of these. In-the first part of the study, we con-
sidered full assembly in LEO with Tug boost to HEO (Approach l))
full assembly in HEO without man (Approach 2), and full assembly
.	 in HEO with man (Approach 3). Partial assembly in LEO and par-
#`	 tial assembly in HEO were not analyzed since this introduces .
many possible combinations and presents no problems not encoun-
tered in the three approaches we analyzed.
j`
	
	
The following is a detailed description of each of the ap-
prvaches with the corresponding-thought patterns which predicated
l	 some design changes to match the configuration with the assembly
approach logistical problems. A comparison of the approaches
will be presented in part 4 of this section.
!i
1. Assembly A roach 1
a. Description - For this approach, all Radio Astronomy
t ` 160 n miTelescope assembly and checkout is completed in the 

I	 I	 I
Shuttle orbit (see Figure IIIC-1). This allows full use of the
Shuttle capabilities, such as man's presence for EVA and the
use of the MIS for assembly. Shuttle flight 1 takes the mast
assembly to LEO, and deploys and checks it out. The deployed
mast requires temporary attitude control thrusters and propellant
for stabilization between Shuttle flights. Shuttle flight 2 con-
tains the beam/mesh assemblies and a docking module. After
docking, the beams are emplaced with the RMS. After checkout,
the telescope is released and the beams totally deployed. Two
EVA astronauts, using MMUs for translation, will deploy the
tension cables and mesh panels. After checkout, the beams are
folded at the midpoints in preparation for Tug boost. Shuttle
flight 3 contains a Tug. The Tug is docked with the telescope
and boosted to HEO where the beams are hinged out, the total
telescope is verified operational, and pointed and released from
Tug. The Tug returns to Shuttle for return to earth.
b. Discussion - Approach 1 is the most straighforward
approach. It features total satellite assembly in LEO which
has many inherent advantages:
1) Assembly is in the vicinity of Shuttle. This
allows full use of all Shuttle capabilities as described pre-
viously and avoids the use of either a manned Tug or a
sophisticated, remotely controlled free flyer.
2) This approach affords the unique advantage of
complete checkout in LEO, thus avoiding the launch of a Tug
only to find the space system has a malfunction when in HEO.
Approach 1 also has a number of disadvantages due pri-
marily to the need for the Tug to boost the assembled satellite
to HEO. The basic Tug capability is discussed in Appendix A
where it is seen that the baseline thrust is 15,000 lbs which
imposes a significant load to the telescope structure. An
analysis was done to determine if an excessive deflection (oae_
that could be injurious to the structure) was indicated.
Analysis showed that the fully deployed satellite could not
withstand the 15,000 lb force,. which yielded .312 g's at thrust
tail-off.
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Two or three solutions presented themselves at this time:
1) refolding the deployed satellite into a more compact con-
figuration and using cables to increase stiffness, or 2) lower-
ing the thrust from 15,000 lbs to-'- 1 4,000 lbs which results in
a substantially lower maximum acceleration of .082 g's. Both
can theoretically lift the :5,000to 30,000 lb payload into the
proper 8,000 n mi orbit, although efficiency is lost as the
thrust levels get lower despite the impulse being virtually the
same. It was found that a refolding of the structure and use
of cables would satisfy the deflection requirement.
it is possible with beam redesign to increase stiffness
and reduce deflection, but the volumetric constraints exerted
on the design by Shuttle will result in a much higher weight
and one then finds the satellite weight exceeding the Tug maxi-
mum payload. One possibility here is to use two Tugs in tandem
for the boost to HEO. However, each Tug brought to LEO requires
one extra Shuttle and this represents a greet delta increase in
cost.
Deflection, however, is not the only problem. There may
be severe dynamical vibrations induced into the satellite due
to the Tug boost which may have an even more deleterious effect
than deflections. The analysis of these phenomena require a
major effort and is beyond the scope of this contract. In
addition, this design at present is just an example.
As the telescope is being boosted into HHO, the Tug's ACS
will be used to control the Tug/telescope combination in atti-
tude. This can become a problem since the Tug's gimballed
engine has only a 3 deg rotational capability. The e.g. of
the Tug/telescope combination must be maintained within a five
foot cone around the e.g. location (see Figure IIIC-2 for a
pictorial description of the refolded satellite being boosted
by the Tug). Analysis shows that this can easily be accomplished
based on the configuration at this time. (Figure IIIC-7 is one
example of several folding approaches being considered.)
It can be seen from this discussion that Approach 1 can
start to become unwieldy as the satellite grows in size and
weight and a general approach toward assembly in space dictates
the necessity for considering approaches 2 and 3.
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1. Shuttle Flight A
a. Cargo - ? x 60 ft center cart weight approximately 10,000
lbs which contains;
r Beam attach mechanism;
r 15 x 60 structural can;
r Docking mechanism;
r Tower and feed a .zsembly and deployment mechanism (stowed);
• Instrumentation ACS and temporary propulsion system;
a EOTS and two MMU's.
b. Deployment Sequence -
i` A-1. Achieve LEO.
A-2. Checkout RAT subsystems in cargo bay via umbilical(from orbiter payload specialist station) .
A-3. Deploy out of cargo bay with RMS.
A-4. Checkout temporary ACS.
A-5. Position radio astronomy telescope mast /can for de--
s:	 ployment.
A•-b.	 Deploy center mast and feed, using arbiter electrical
power,
A-7. Checkout and verify radio astronomy telescope subsystems
and solar cells via S-band antenna and feed network.
A-8. Disconnect power umbilical.
A-9. Position radio astronomy telescope mast for release.
A-10. Release RMS/radio astronomy telescope.
A-11. Back off orbiter.
A-12. Inspect radio astronomy telescope mast (visually) to
insure structural integrity and docking mechanism.
A--13. Verify subsystem operations and ACS attitude hold
capability.
2. Shuttle Flight B
I	 a. Cargo -
1
• Shuttle docking module, weight (TBD)3
• Eight beam/reflector mesh assemblies, 1500 lbs ea - 12,000
lbs total;
^,	 n Possible extra OMS kits, weight (TBD) and size CTBD);
• EATS;
i	 • HM;
r Propulsion packages (four), and two star trackers.
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b. Deployment --
B-1. Achieve LEO.
B-2. Rendezvous with radio astronomy telescope mast assembly.
B-3. Place radio astronomy telescope mast in fine attitude
hold.
B-4. Align Shuttle for docking.
B-5. Dock Shuttle with radio astronomy telescope, verify,
and deactivate [consider subsystem module exchange at
this time (checkout)] radio astronomy telescope, ACS.
B-5a. Connect and activate instrumentation and power umbil-
ical.
B-6. Activate RMSs.
B--7.	 Detach beam holddown(s), repeat for ea^h.
B-8. Attach RM5 to beam assembly at predetermined point.
B-9. Translate beam (#l) and align with attach point on
radio astronomy telescope center structure.
B-10. Attach beam end and verify.
B-11. Activate pyro-bolt attach mechanism.
B-12. Attach beam (#l) electrical umbilical, verify (could
be internal).
B-13. Repeat B-7 through B-12 for beams #2, 913 and A.
B-14. Attach structural cable (5), (2) from mast to beam
ends (55 ft). (Repeat for each beam.)
B-15. Rotate beam ends (Y segments) up to 90 deg for beams
1 through 4.
B-16. Using RMS, locate, attach to, and extend to next beam
reflector mesh (on first 55 ft segments only).
B-17. Repeat B-16 for beams #2, #3, and A.
B-18., Using 'RMS, detach holddown mechanism on beam structural
cross members and rotate member to align with adjoining
beam.
B-19. Attach latching mechanism on cross member end, verify
and activate pyro-bolt.
B-20. Repeat B-14 and -15 for beams #2, #3, and A.
B-21. Inspect and verify all assembly.
}	 B-22. Detach main instrumentation and power umbilical.
B-23. Activate and verify radio astronomy telescope ACS (pro"
pellant may require resupply).
B-24. Undock radio astronomy telescope from Orbiter.
B-25. Rotate Orbiter 180 deg (check CG offset problem). Could
hold with pMS.
0,
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B-26. Align Shuttle for docking.
B-27. Dock Shuttle with radio astronomy telescope, verify and
deactivate radio astronomy telescope A:CS.
B--28. Connect and activate main instrumentation and power um-
bilical.
B-29. Repeat B-6 through B--19 for beams #5, #6, V, and #8.
B-30. Detach main instrumentation and power umbilical.
B-31. Activate and verify radio astronomy telescope ACS.
B-32. Undock Shuttle from radio astronomy telescope.
B--33. Translate Shuttle to 'BBD m from radio astronomy tele-
scope and stabilize.
B-34. Activate each beam (8) to full extension. (one at a time).
B-35. Activate gyro--bobs at beam joints, all except at "Y"
hinge point.
B-36. Inspect and verify beam assemblies.
B-37. Activate and checkout MMU/BVA astronaut(s).
B--38. 'Translate MMU to radio astronomy telescope beam assem-
blies.
B-39. Position MMU to predetermined point on beam segments.
B-40. Astronaut grasp beam cable end(s).
B-41. Translate MMU to cable receptacle on opposite beam.
B-42. Attach cable end, tension, and verify.
B--43. Repeat B-36 through B-40 for approximately 32 struc-
tural/segments cables between the eight beams (may
require several resupplies for MMU propellant and
batteries).
B-44. Inspect and verify all attachments.
B-45. 'Translate MMU to Shuttle cargo bay, dock and resupply.
B--46. Activate two MMU/BVA astronauts and stem deployment
mechanism.
B-47. Translate MMUs to beam segments requiring mesh deploy-
ment.
B--48. Position astronaut/MMUs on each side of beam segments
(MMU not docked with beam).
B-49. Astronaut (1) positions stem mechanism on beam recep-
tacle.
B-50. Astronaut (l) activates stem and translates attachment
mechanism to opposite beam.
B-51. Astronaut (2) monitors alignment and attachment and
aids (as required).
B--52. Astronaut (1) retracts stem with reflector mesh segment
and attaches to beam.
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Astronaut (1) inspects and verifies mesh attachments
and electrical connections.
Astronaut/MMUs (1 and 2) translate to next beam segment.
Repeat B-46 to B-51 for 248 reflector panels (may re-
quire many MMU resupplies).
Translate MMUs to cargo bay, dock and resupply.
Translate propulsion packages (4) to radio astronomy
telescope from Shuttle cargo bay.
Dock or restrain MMU at "Y" intersection at middle of
beam.
Attach propulsion package (approximately 2 ft 2 and (TBD)
lbs) both structurally and electrically. .
Checkout and verify operation of thrusters.
Repeat B-55 through B-58 for three other thruster
packages.
Translate to Shuttle and pack up . twr.; star tracker
packages.
Translate to radio astronomy telescope and dock MMU
at "Y". intersection at middle of beam opposite beam
used for thruster packages.
Attach star tracker package (1), checkout and verify
(weight: (TBD) lbs; approximately 1 x 1 x 2 ft) .
Translate to beam 180 deg from package (1) and dock.
Attach star tracker package (2), checkout and verify.
t	 b	 d k stow and resu 1
j
1
9
i
1
i
Translate MMiJs o cargo ay, oc , 	 pp y.
Inspect and check out complete radio assembly tele-
scope assembly.
Via remote control,., activate internal beam joint drivers
to rotate.beam "Y" joints up 90 deg + and verify.oper-
ation.
Activate MMU and translate to upper radio astronomy
telescope assembly.
Attach eight.beam ends using temporary. attachment de- 	 j
vice.
Return MMU to Shuttle, dock, and stow.
Place radio astronomy telescope in standby mode and
verify.
B-53.
B-54,
B-55.
B-56.
B--5 7.
B-58.
B-59.
B-60.
B-61.
E
B-62.
I'
I	 B-63.
B-64.
B-65.
B-66.
B-67.
B-68.
B-69.
B-70.
B--71..
B-72.
B-73.
3. Shuttle Flight C
a. Cargo . -
a Tug, 15 x 35 ft, 60,000 lbs;
9 One (1) SOTS;
a Two (2) MMUs .
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b. Deployment Sequence
C-1. Achieve LEO,
C-2. Rendezvous with radio astronomy telescope and standoff
(TBD) m.
C-3. Checkout Tug in cargo bay.
C--4.
	
	
Checkout radio astronomy telescope and place in fine
attitude hold.
C-5. Activate RMS and deploy Tug,
C-6. Translate Tug to radio astronomy telescope docking
receptacle and align,
C-7. Dock Tug and radio astronomy telescope and verify.
C-B.	 Perform complete systems radio astronomy telescope/Tug.
C-9.	 Align radio astronomy telescope/Tug for boost, stabi-
lize and verify,
C--10, Back off Shuttle to (TBD) n mi from radio astronomy
telescope/Tug,
C--11. Boost Tug/radio astronomy telescope to HEO.
C-12. Verify orbit and make corrections if necessary,
C-13. Position radio astronomy telescope and stabilize,
C-14. Separate Tug from radio astronomy telescope and trans-	 r
late (TBD) n mi from radio astronomy telescope,
C--15. Activate and checkout radio astronomy telescope sub-
systems,
C-16. Translate Tug to LEO, rendezvous with Shuttle, RMS cap-
ture and stow in cargo bay.
C--17.Detach temporary beam holddowns (front Shuttle or ground) .
C--18.Activate 711 beam joint rotation devices simultaneously.
C--19. Verify beam joint locations.
C-20. Fire pyro-halts to lock beam joints,
C--21, Make final checkout and verification of all subsystems
and pointing and tracking systems.
2.	 Assembly* Approach 2
a. Descr. -t-ion - For this approach, all radio Astronomy
Telescope asse- i	 done in HEO without man present, except.
remotely from Lzu it the ground (see Figure IIIC-3). Shuttle
flight 1 contains the mast/feed assembly. It is met in LEO by
Shuttle flight 2, which contains a Tug. These are mated so the
Tug attitude control system can stabilize the entire package,
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Shuttle flight 3 contains the beam/mesh package and two EOTSs.
This assembly is attached to the orbiting Tug/mast and boosted
to HEO.
	
The beam package is separated from the mast and atti-
tude control is provided by the EOTSs. 	 The mast and feed are
deployed.	 The EOTSs translate and attach the separate beam as-
semblies.
	
The beams self-deploy.	 The EOTSs deploy the cables
and mesh.	 After operational verification, the EOTS docks with
the Tug and returns to LEO and Shuttle returns to earth,
b.	 Discussion - Approach, 2 has the inherent advantage
over Approach I of no potential deflections, vibrations or maxi--
mum payload problems. 	 This is due to the fact that the Tug will
boost up the individual parts all in tandem. 	 To do the assem-
bly in this way implies a much greater number of docking mech-
anisms during boost to HEO. 	 Another problem is that the assembly
must be done without Shuttle nearby to serve as a platform, or
lend help with an RMS. 	 It has the disadvantage of no LEO check-
out in that the system will not give any indication of its oper-
ational state until assembled in HEO. 	 The primary problem en-
countered, however, is the reliance on the free flyer and Tug
to perform all the assembly tasks that were done by man in Ap-
a
proach 1.
3.	 Assembly Approach 3
a.	 Description - For this approach, all Radio Astronomy
Telescope assembly is done in HEO with man present (see Figure
IIIC-4).	 Shuttle flights 1, 2, and 3 take the Radio Astronomy
Telescope/Tug to LEO.
	
Tug boost and beam assemblies are all
i conducted in the same manner as in approach 2.	 Because the
deployment of the cables and mesh may be very difficult to ac-
complish with an EOTS, approach 3 uses EVA astronauts in MMUs
. in HEO.	 This requires a manned Tug and a dedicated Shuttle
(4th) flight.
3
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b. Discussion - This approach is very similar to approach
2 but will require a manned EVA in HBO. This demands a manned
Tug (which at this time is still only a concept) and, in addi-
tion, there is a greater risk for EVA in HEO, beyond that assoc-
iated with EVA in LEO. The resupply and refurbishment problem from
the Tug is a major one and has yet to be addressed. Another dis-
advantage is the need for one extra manned Tug and one extra
Shuttle to boost it to LEO. This in itself represents a signifi-
cant difference in cost.
4.	 Assembly Approach Comparisons
The following is a comparison of the three approaches fea-
turing a cost and non-cost analysis.
The cost table (see Table IIIC-1) demonstrates that for a
constant satellite development cost which is almost always the
prime cost component, the delta costs are generally seen to be
in the Shuttle flight areas as well as in the special mechanisms
or specialized training areas. Support equipment of the standard
variety such as EOTS, MKU, and MSM are expensive and sophisticated,
but it is felt that these are going to be employed by many users
thus spreading the cost to one satellite down to a fairly low
figure.
Table IIIC--1 Cost Comparisons for Assembly Approaches (dollars
in millions)
1
Assembly
in LEO
in
2
Assembly in
HEO, unmanned
3
Assembly in
HEO, Manned
Shuttle Flights 20.0 20.0 30,0
Tug Flights 1.0 1.0 2.0
Satellite Development 56.1 56.1 56.1
Training 1.5 0.8 2.0
Shuttle and Tug Adapter
Mechanism 2.2 3.2 3.2
Subtotal 80.8 81.1 93.3
Support Equipment
•	 MMU
•	 EOTS
.	 MSM
A B A B A B
1.25
--
-
15.0
-
--
--
.32
-
-
48.4
--
1.25
.32
.9
15.0
48.4
135.0
TOTALS 82.05 1 95.8 81.42 1 129.5 1	 95.77 291.7
A = Assumes this equipment is used for maintenance of all
B = Assembly of Radio Telescope must absorb entire cost of
satellites;
equipment.
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Both the spread costs and the costs assuming full account-
ability to the space system are presented.
Shuttle flight costs of $IOM were used while Tugs were
assumed to be $IM for flight costs. The satellite development
price of $56.1M was generated from a computer program adminis-
tered by Bill Haldeman at 3SC. It considered a detailed
description of the gear, the fact that this was a new design
and not a modification of an existing approach, the kind of
materials being used, a schedule of design, development test,
qualification and fabrication of the first units and the level
of documentation that will be used during the Phase C program.
The training costs were generated by MMC, specifically
from our M-509 area where the people are quite familiar with
the necessary operations and the level of effort needed to
support this task. Shuttle and Tug adapter mechanisms costs
were scaled from the McDonnell-Douglas PUT study in which these
adapters were initially costed. Approaches 2 and 3 will re-
quire a number of adapters since the parts will be unassembled
during Tug boost to EEO and, of course, show a higher price.
The subtotals are very similar, with the basic differences
being in the number of Shuttles used.
It is in the area of support equipment that the costs be-
come large and somewhat subjective to deal with. MMUs used as
an EVA aid are presently being considered as support equipment
for twelve Shuttle payloads. The $15M cost for the D, DT&E
and the spread cost over 12 uses is shown in the table. The
HOTS and MSM costs which are quite large are shown, spread over
150 users whose payload and servicing operations can be handled
by these support equipment once developed.
The non-cost comparison of the three assembly approaches
is presented in. Table IIIC-2. These seven items were chosen as
the most representative factors to be analyzed due to their
contribution to overall mission success. They are quite
general but form a good basis to compare assembly approaches.
A subjective weighting scheme is shown which compares each
of the ueven items with respect to each other with the higher
values corresponding to the more significant items. A unit
rating is then assigned which numerically compares the three
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Table 111 0-2 Non-Cost Comparisons of Assembly Approaches for the
Radio Astronomy TeZescope
Approach I: -Approach 2 Approach 3
Assembly Assembly i-a Assembly in
in LEO EEO Unmanned EEO Manned
Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total
Weight Rating Rating Rating Rating Rating Rating
A.	 Man Safety 25 1 25 4 100 8 200
B.	 Assembly Reliability 20 2 40 5 100 4 80
C.	 Support Equipment Complexity 15 2 30 9 135 5 75
and Development Program
D.	 Equipment Safety 15 2 30 5 75 5 75.
E.	 Potential, Problems in 13 7 91 2 26 2 26
Transit
F.	 Mission Complexity 7 3 21 9 63 6 42
G.	 Mechanical Complexity 5 3 15 8 40 5 25
TOTALS--- 100 252 539 523
approaches for each item.	 A "1" is considered the-best rating.
is while a "IA" is considered the worst.
It is not surprising that approach 1 appears to be best
both from a. cost and non-cost aspect.	 The primary problem with
F approach I will be its difficulty in being boosted to EEO after
I	 ; assembly.	 it is felt that by refolding and using cables for
extra support, the.deflectionsfvibrations problem can be mini-
mized and the approach implemented.
f 5.	 Transportation
,
One of the major-difficulties encountered with assembly of
the Radio Astronomy Telescope centers . around the altitude in
which it is to be performed. 	 High earth orbit either manned or
.. unmanned is inherently a. problei .in . -that n.evv and sophisticated
i -
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hardware must be developed to support the many assembly re-
quirements. Low earth. orbit (Shuttle orbit) assembly offers
Many advantages from the standpo:Lnt of havingShuttle nearby
and the relative ease of incorporating manned functions. One
of its negative factors is the necessity for Tug boost after
the telescope is assembled which could cause structural pro-
blems due to its large size and high .thrust level.. The use of
the Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS), a very lots thrust
booster normally intended for high altitude utilization, was
considered, recognizing its time limitations, as.an alternative.
i	 to Tug. SEPS was shown to have sufficient thrust capability
(.206 lb) to boost a satellite to an 8,000 to 10,000 n mi orbit
if a number of aspects could be satisfied:
• Disturbances
j'
i;	 - Aerodynamic
Solar Pressure
'	 - Gravity Gradient
• Obscuration from the sun, by both the earth and
by the assembly itself
e Van Allen belt radiation degradation of SEPS
_i	 solar cells
Since it will be shown that the radiation flux seriously
degrades the SEPS solar panels, a discussion of the geometry
of the Van Allen belt is presented. Early.indicators identi-
fied a problem with the radiation flux and we strove to find
an orbit especially in the low .altitude region that would avoid 	 l
the problem areas. Figure 11 jC-5 demonstrates that the pre-
dominance of the flux is at_higher altitudes (1,000 to 8,000
miles) with peaks at 2,000 to 3,000 miles. But the South
Atlantic . anomaly represented.: by 10 6 flux contours.; at varying.
i	 altitudes shown in Figure TIIC-6 grows very quickly in size
once into the 500 to 1,000 mile range, demonstrating a_situa-
tion impossible to avoid by careful choice of orbital
parameters..
This discussion highlights,.the major.reason why SEPS can-
not be used to boost the.assembled telescope from,.low earth.
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orbit to any applicable higher altitude. The MAPSEPS* computer
runs demonstrated that under no circumstances could SEPS be con-
sidered as a boosting vehicle in these low altitudes. The
conclusion is a function of the NASA-LRC developed radiation flux
model which is used in the MAPSEPS program.
There was considerable thought given to possible alterna-
tives which would alleviate this problem area;
1) Better shielding of the solar panels to avoid
power degradation. Higher shielding of the
solar panels at this time was shown to be quite
heavy and not effective enough to minimize solar
panel damage to the point of utility.
2) Rolling the panels in to avoid troublesome areas
such as the anomaly at low altitudes loses its
effectivity due to the ubiquity of the radiation
particles at higher altitudes. It is also a very
difficult task to effect mechanically with any
reasonable reliability.
3) Nuclear electric propulsion, while outside the
scope of this program, appears to merit some
future consideration in its ability to provide a
similar low thrust over long periods of time very
efficiently. It suffers from none of the major
problems encountered by SEPS such as radiation
damage and shadowing, but may present other
problem areas such as contamination.
i
i'
MAPSEPS is a program developed by MMC for NASA-MSFC which,
among other things, can ascertain the amount of degradation
and shadowing experienced by a vehicle being boosted by solar
propulsion. It keeps track of the orbital parameters and
demonstrates the performance loss due to these limiting fac-
tors.. It has been used in this program to show SEPS
inability to help in low orb-it.
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IV. MAINTENANCE
A .	 xTRODUCTION
The objectives of the maintenance portion of this study were
to investigate, further develop, and assess technical and operational
concepts for the manned aad automated maintenance of seven satellites.
Two of these satellites were to be the subjects selected for the
assembly portion of this study (radio astronomy telescope (RAT) and
the microwave power transmission system (MPTS) antenna from the
solar power station). The MPTS was subsequently dropped from de-
tailed maintenance analyses because of Lack of sufficient data on
the antenna operational subsystems. Another satellite to be in-
vestigated was the Earth Observations Geosynchronous Platform
discussed in the NASA funded study, Geosynchronous Platform Defin-
ition Study (NAS9-12909). The remaining four satellites were to
be selected from the 17 geosynchronous satellites defined in the
1973 Shuttle Traffic Model, NASA TM X-64751, Revision 2.
Related studies and other supporting documents were to be
considered and used in this study to avoid duplication of effort.
in reviewing other studies, it became apparent that there are a
multitude of potential satellite configurations in regards to the
methods for locating replaceable units. It was therefore suggested
that a unique and desirable output of this maintenance study should
be the investigation of maintenance requirements from the standpoint
of different satellite serviceable configurations. Another desired
study result would be design criteria for a universal servicer
applicable to any of the satellite configurations studied and
capable of maintenance/replacement of equipment outside of a stand-
ard fixed location (such as solar arrays),
An additional task (Task 6) was to investigate the feasibility
of an on--orbit automated maintenance vehicle that can remain in
geosynchronous orbit for an extended time and perform maintenance
operations. The results of this task were compared to the other
maintenance approaches analyzed.
The study plan was revised to incorporate the previously dis-
cussed items. In general, the following steps were accomplished
in the maintenance portion of this study.
1) Select geosynchronous satellites to be studied.
2) Compile baseline data on each satellite to be ,studied.
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3) Reconfigure each satellite to a serviceable version
(where applicable). Each satellite was configured in
a different way, corresponding to various proposed con-
figurations from previous studies.
4) Prepare detailed procedures (scenarios) and analyze tech-
niques and requirements for various maintenance approaches.
5) Develop tradeoff data and compile advantages and disad-
vantages of each approach.
6) Develop $ervicer requirements for each of the satellites.
7) Develop the conceptual design requirements for a general
purpose universal servicer.
8) Determine need for simulations of various maintenance
tasks. (The decision was subsequently made that no
simulations of maintenance tasks was justified at this
time.)
9) Conduct analysis of on-orbit geosynchronous maintenance
vehicle.
For purposes of this study, the ground rules presented in
Table IVA-1 are assumed.
B .	 REQUIREMENTS AND SATELLITE SELECTION ('TASK 1)
Information was reviewed on the 17 identified geosynchronous
satellites (Table IVB-1) from the Space Shuttle Payloads Descrip-
tion (SSPD) documents l . Data were compiled on the satellite sched-
ules, quantities and sizes, mission equipment, and supporting
subsystems. Several of the satellites were eliminated from further
consideration because they were low cost expendable (LCE) items,
they were similar in configuration to other satellites, or insuf-
ficient data Caere available. from the remaining nine satellites,
presented in Table IVB-2, a judgmental selection was made of the
four to be analyzed in the maintenance study.
With concurrence of the NASA Contracting Officer's Repre-
sentative, the four selected geosynchronous satellites were:
lSuminarized NASA Payloads Descriptions, Automated Payloads,
i!	 Level A Data, MSFC, .duly 1974 and Payload Descriptions, Automated
Payloads, Level B Data, MSFC, July 1974.
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Table IVA-1 Ground Rules for Maintenance Studies
1. Maintenance is defined as 'restoration of functional capabilities or updating of system
capabilities. Verification checkout is included. Servicing is one form of maintenance.
2. The maintenance need (failure, equipment updating, consumables replenishment, etc.) is
identifiable at the ground and a maintenance mission may be effected.
3. The following support equipment is available:
a) Shuttle Remote manipulator System (RMS)
b) RMS with manned platform (arms controllable from platform)
c) Extravehicular Activity (EVA)
d) Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU)
e) Earth Orbital Teleoperator System (EOTS)
f) Servicer (attached to a mother vehicle)
g) TUG (unmanned)
h) Interim Upper Stage (IUS) (one way TUG)
i) Manned TUG
j) Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS) (considered only in the SEPS part of the study)
4. The design of the satellite and servicing device is assumed to be adequate from the stand-
points of docking, clearances, physical interfaces, simplicity, etc. to permiE the successful
completion of the maintenance tasks.
5. Any satellite subsystem for which failure may be reasonably anticipated, including appendages,
should be assumed to be replaceable.
6. Ground refurbishment assumes facilities to restore the satellite to the original ur better
(updated) functional capability.
7. Maintenance in the payload (P/L) bay may include manned troubleshooting, subsystem checkout
using orbiter equipment, and repairs with special equipment anticipated and launched on the
orbiter.
S. No consideration is given to combining orbiter flights to achieve full payload capacity.
Each maintenance missioa will be evaluated only for its exclusive requirements.
9. The satellite to be serviced is assumed to be in orbit, having been placed there by the
Shuttle/Tug.
10. Failures in support equipment are not considered.
11. Self-repair is another form of redundancy and is not considered.
12. The satellite must be docked to the servicing support equipment.
13. Tracking and Data Relay System (TDRS) satellites are available for relay of telecommunica-
tions.
14. Communications networks will allow real-time television of the workstation.
15. Communication -ith the satellite may be direct or through the IUS or TUG. The EOTS can only
communicate with `he Shuttle or TUG and not directly with the ground.
16. Electrical power to the satellite will be obtained from the TUG. or orbiter during servicing.
Satellite internal power will be off during servicing.
17. Electriral connections may be mated/demated during servicing. (Pin quantity is assumed
minimized using data bus methods.)
18. Fluid connections may be mated/demated by quick disconnect methods if needed.
,k
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• Disaster Warning Satellite (DWS)
• U. S. DOMSAT C (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite - TDRS)
• Intelsat
• Synchronous Earth Observations Satellite (SEOS)
These four satellites were selected because they offered a good cross-
section of characteristics of interest to the maintenance study. The
characteristics considered were:
• Weight and size of the satelliteis	 -
I	 • Type and size of appendages
• Variety of mission equipment
f '	 • Variety of supporting subsystems
• Mission peculiarities
• Potential maintenance contamination problems
Table TVB-1 Geosynchronous Satellites
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The following discussions present brief overviews of the
selected satellites. The reconfigured serviceable versions of these
satellites will be discussed in the Conceptual Designs section (IVC)
along with the EOGP and RAT.
Disaster Warning Satellite (DWS) - A view of this satellite
is presented in Figure IVB--1. Data on the DWS is taken from Dis-
aster Warning Satellite Study, TM X-68122, NASA--Lewis Research
Center, March 1971.
There will be two of these satellites in geosynchronous orbit.
They will relay disaster warning messages and bulletins from National
Oceanic Atmospheric Agency (NOAH) ground sites to the U. S. public.
The baseline satellite weighs about 1,284 lbs. The maximum operating
power is 7,000 watts (when one satellite must also perform the trans-
mission functions of the other satellite) . Electrical power is
derived from 900 ft2 of solar cells located in two solar arrays.
These arrays are rotated, by a sin,;Ie shaft, to always face the sun.
Cross field amplifiers are used for the antenna transmission power.
Heat is dissipated from these amplifiers, and other supporting
equipment through the use of heat pipes, external radiators, and
temperature controlled louvers. Eight cesium ion thrusters on
the body and at the solar array tips are used to maintain orbit
attitude and position.
U. S. DOMSAT C (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite - TDRS) -
A view of the TDRS is presented in figure IVB-2. This baseline con-
figuration is the second alternate configuration developed in the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System Configuration and Tradeoff
Study (Part II), NASA CR-13021$, Space Division, Rockwell International,
April 1973. This configuration was chosen since it most closely
corresponded to the Level A data presented in the 1974 SSPD.
There will be three of these satellites in orbit at the same
time (two operating, one standby) to provide forward and return
telecommunications links for low, medium, and high data-rate satel-
lite users in earth orbit. The baseline satellite weighs about
671 lbs. Electrical power is derived from solar arrays rotated to
always face the sun. Two hydrazine jet thruster quads are used to
maintain orbit attitude and position. Temperature of equipment
inside the body housing is primarily controlled by louvered
radiators.
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Intelsat - A view of this satellite (taken from the SSPD)
is presented in Figure IVB-3.
The Intelsat will provide large capacity communications
links for global commercial users and government agencies. The
baseline data reported the weight to be about 3,242 lbs. Con-
siderable mission equipment is required. Large solar arrays are
used to provide the high power requirements (4400 watts). Pas-
sive thermal control methods are used. Both hydrazine and cesium
ion thrusters are used for orbit attitude and position control.
Synchronous Earth Observations Satellite (SEOS) - A view
(taken from the SSPD) of this satellite is presented in Figure
IVB-4.
The SEOS will provide an R&D platform for multidisciplinary
investigations leading to operational earth observations programs.
It is estimated that the SEOS will weigh in the order of 3,300 to
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C.	 CONCEPTUAh DESIGNS (TASK 2)
The conceptual reconfigurations of the serviceable versions
of the selected geosynchronous satellites are presented in this
section. There was no baseline for the RAT. Therefore, the con-
ceptual design of this space system included considerations for
maintainable subsystems. The EOGP was originally designed for
servicing. These two satellite configurations are also summarized.
The designs of these serviceable satellites were onl7 car-
ried far enough to provide sufficient information to enable
investigating maintenance requirements. Design details were
purposely limited.
1.	 Disaster Warning Satellite (nTdS)
Views of the reconfigured serviceable DWS are presented in
Figure IVC-l. The weight summary is presented in Table IVC-1.
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iThe supporting systems equipment was rearranged as shown to
enable replacement of the modules by a servi.cer docked at the
anti-earth face of the . DWS. This servicing configuration was taken
from the Unmanned Orbital Platform Definition Study, SD73-SA-0122,
September 1973
A reaction control, wheel has been added for attitude stabili-
zation. Also, because of greater inertia, the body cesium ion
thrusters in the baseline were replaced by hydrazine thrusters,
which have greater thrust. The cesium ion thrusters at the array
tips were retained. It was necessary to move the solar arrays
storage canisters outboard to clear a docked Tug. This also
required separate drive motors. The solar array, liquid metal
slip ring assembly, drive motor, tip thrusters, and sun sensors
on eaca side are considered to be replaceable as a unit. The
antenna assembly, being mainly passive equipment, is assumed to
not be replaceable.
2.	 Intelsat
The Intelsat will provide large-capacity communications
links for global commercial users and government. agencies. Poten-
tial serviceable configurations and equipment requirements for
the Intelsat were discussed by the Communications Satellite
Corporation, COMSAT Laboratories at the Second Quarterly Review
at MSFC (January 1975) for the Integrated Orbital Servicing and
Payloads Study (Contract NASB-30$49).
	 Use of information from
that review, supplemented by data from the DSP Space Servicing
Study, Vol.. III, Supporting Studies, T0I1-0073(3421- 07) -I, The
Aerospace Corporation, August 1973, resulted in the hardware
requirements presented in Table IVC--2.
These requirements differ considerably from those in the
Space Shuttle Payloads Descriptions (SSPD) documents.
	 The weight
of this configuration will be 2,740 lbs.
	 Replaceable modules
total 2,016 lbs, with the largest modules being the solar array
i assemblies and the propulsion modules at 135 lbs each.
s^
Views of the reconfigured Intelsat are presented in Figure
IVC--2.	 The eight transponders are high heat producers, requiring
3.12 ft2
 each of radiator area on a north or south face to dissi.-
pate the heat.	 This required the transponder module shapes
presented.	 Other satellite configurat4,ans might be more compat-
ible with the requirements of the Intelsat, however this satellite
{ shape and .module installation methods. were chosen.to . conform .with
1
plans in the OAM study to investigate servicing of satellites'
Replaceable
Unit Module
Weight weight
Item Quantity (lbs) (lbs) Total
6 allz rcceiving antenna 1 20 20
4 GEz transmitting an- 2 55 110
tenna
11 GUz receiving antenna 1 35 35.
14 GHz transmitting an- 1 35 35
teana
Global coverage horns 2 9	 1 18
Solar array assembly 2 135 270
Panels (72 W each) 64
Boom and deployment 30
mechanism
Drive assembly 26
Baseplate and mechanism 15
Transponder B 75 600
Equipment 60
Baseplate 15
Receiver 2 48 96
Equipment 33
Baseplate 35
Telemetry and Ccmmunica- 2 40 80
tions
Equipment 25
Baseplate is
Attitudt Control 2 75 150
Equipment 60
Baseplate 15
Battery 2 65 130
Equipment Sn
Baseplate 15
Battery and Converter 2 75 150
Equipment 60
Baseplate 1S
Propulsion 4 135 $40
Equipment 120
Baseplate 15
Structure 506
Basic 224
Wiring 12
Module Tracks 24 220
Docking Frame 50
TOTAL 2,740
I
f
with different configurations. The configuration cl
on . the satellite configuration and module installatj
i ' proposed by The Aerospace Corporation in the DSP sti
Operations Analysis Stud 2.3 Payload Designs fog
Servicing, A`i~R-74(7341),..3.
r:
The proposed solar array assembly is a retrace
type array. For launch in the Orbiter payload (P/L;
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Figure .TVC--2 InteZeat Serviceable Configuration
solar arrays will be hinged near the module drive assembly. The
entire solar array assembly is assumed replaceable. No need is
foreseen for refolding the antenna at the base hinge for in-orbit
maintenance. However, the arrays would need to be folded to a
launch configuration should the satellite need to be returned to
earth for refurbishment.
The antennas and horns on the earth-pointing face are con-
sidered passive hardware and not replaceable. Earth pointing
sensors are inters ral parts of the attitude control modules.
3. Synchronous Earth Observations Satellite
Configuration data from the SSPD on the SEOS is summarized
in Figure IVC-3. Configuration data for the exploitative
serviceable version of the SEOS (derived in the Study of Payload
Utilization of Tug (PUT), MDC G5356, MDAC, June 197+) is summarized
in Figure IVC -4.
For purposes of this study the SEOS was reconfigured, as
shown in Figures IVC-5 and IVC-6, to incorporate the torroidal
module arrangement with radial module extraction. This module
arrangement was derived and presented in UOPD, Unmanned Orbital
Platform Definition Studv, SD73-SA-0122, Space Division, Rockwell
International, September 15, 1973. A c„aigh.t summary of the re-
configured serviceable SEOS is presented in Table IVC-3. The
reconfigured SEOS combines elements from both the PUT study and
the SSPD. The SSPD structure and thermal control weights were
used as the structure appeared similar to the reconfigured SEOS.
The mission sensors and data collection system were separated into
two modules to distribute the weight and the heat dissipation.
4. U. S. Domsat C (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite)
a. Baseline Configuration - Two tracking and'data relay
satellites (TDRS) will operate in geosynchronous orbit to provide
forward and return telecommunications links for low, medium, and
high data rate satellite users in earth orbit.
The baseline configuration presented herein is the second
alternate configuration developed in the TDRS Configuration and
Tradeoff Study (Part II) by Rockwell International. This config-
uration was chosen since it most closely matched the Level A data
presented in the July 1974 SSPD. The SSPD referenced the Hughes
Aircraft Co. TDRS study. However, the Hughes' study did not con-
sider the same mission equipment as listed in the SSPD and considered
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Telescope 1325
Sensors 350	 (1) 350
Data Collection System 57	 (1) 57
SUBSYSTEM EQU1.PlMU:
Structure and Thermal 640
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Attitude Control
Sensing 106	 (2) 212
Momentum Storage 10D	 (2) 20D
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Storage
Power Generation 71	 (2) 142
Solar Arrays and Shafts (2-Ext) 82.
Propulsion .(Wet) 171	 2 342
TOTAL (14) 3760
II
spin stabilization instead of 3-axis stabilization as stated in
the SSPD.
The follotaing mission particulars and general characteristics
apply to the baseline TDRS.
Launch - Shuttle to LEO, P/L--Tug deployed by RMS, checked
- f: out in LEO, P/L carried to geosynchronous orbit l
by Tug.E Schedule - Three satellites (includes one spare) launched
in 1983 and three (includes one spare) launched in
I` 1988.
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Mission Equipment:
Telescope 1325
Sensors and Data 2 204 407
Collection System
Subsystem Equipment:
Solar Array Assembly 2 112 224
Power Conditioner and 2 126 251
Storage Batteries
Attitude Control Systems 2 206 412
Earth and Sun Sensors
Momentum Wheels
Attitude Propulsion 2 171 342
Data Processing System 1 61 61
TT&C.
S-Band Transponder 1 85 85
S-Band Antenna
Structure and Thermal 540
Control
Docking Frame 50
TOTAL	 3697
4Inclination - 3 + 0.10
Longitude - 41 OW and 1710W
Design Lifetime - 7 years
Weight - 304 kg (669 lbs) launched
286 kg (630 lbs) expended
Dimensions - meters (feet):
Ascent / stowed - 5 x 2 diam (16.4 x 6.6 diam) approx.
Deployed - 10 x 11 x 3 (32.8 x 36.1 x 9.9) approx.
(See Figure IVC-7)
1 ftSolar Array Panel (2) 	 4-9.	 I
TDRSIGS Antenna	 ^2.5 ft
K u -Band Frequency
6.6 ft Diameter
8.4 ft
HDRIMDR Antenna
\Ku & S-Band
12.5 ft Diameter
(2 Required)
S-Band Beaconl-^ LDRIMDR Antenna 
Order Wire	 S-Band Array
10.8 ft
Figure IVC-7 Baseline TDRS
Mission equipment includes the following items:
- Two mechanically steerable 3.8-meter parabolic antennas
for communications with satellites in the S and Ku bands
at high and medium data rates (HDR/MDR).
- One mechanically steerable 2.0-meter parabolic antenna
for communications with ground systems (GS) in the Ku band.
'.
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- One 31--element array antenna for communications with
satellites in the S band at low and medium data rates
(LDR/MDR).
-- Eight TT&C backup Omni antennas.
- One S--band beacon/order wire.
Each of the 3.8-meter parabolic reflectors is formed by 12
rigid ribs of 1.5-inch diameter thin-wall aluminum tubes which
support and contour the elastic mesh surface. The mesh is con-
structed from 7-strand bundles of 0.7 mil Chrome 1-R wire knitted
into a wire screen. The mesh is plated with electroless nickel,
gold, and vapor-deposited aluminum. The reflector ribs are
restrained in the stowed configuration by a moment-resisting
joint with a preload maintained by a tensioned cable around the
rib tips. On deployment command, a redundant set of guillotine
cutters servers the cable. Deployment is accomplished by redun-
dant energy drive systems rotating a ball screw within a recir-
culating ball nut. The resultant linear motion of the ball nut
rotates each rib through an indivdual linkage to each rib. The
primary drive is a 5-inch constant torque spring motor. A back--
up drive system consists of two miniature torque motors driven
through a 60:1 ratio gear system. Latching in the deployed con-
dition is accomplished by driving the ball nut carrier and link-
ages through an over-center. A reverse torque of 8 inch-pounds
on the ball-screw is required to back drive the mechanism through
the latching toggle action. The antenna can be remotely stowed
during ground testing by reversing the current to the electric
motors. The deployment control unit, located at the base of the
feed support cone, sequences and controls the deployment and
provides telemetry to indicate deployment initiation, progress
and completion.
The 2-meter TDRS/GS antenna is of rigid construction and is
mounted to one solar array strut.. The entire assembly is rotated
90 0 for deployment.
The S-band array consists of 31 single-helix elements (29
receiving and 2 transmitting). Each element is a thin wall
dielectric material tube supporting a conductive material tape
wound in a helix on the tube outer surface. The elements are
assembled from the rear through holes in the face of the equip-
ment housing.
1
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The TT&C backup antennas are VHF Omni whips. One set of four
whips located radially around the rear of the equipment housing
is utilized during launch when the primary antennas are stowed.
After on-orbit deployment of the primary antennas, a TT&G backup
to the TDRS/GS Ku-band link is supplied by another set of omni-whip
antennas mounted around the rim of the S-band array antenna.
The S-band beacon/order wire is attached to the lower solar
array strut and is deployed into position as the strut is deployed.
The antenna is a 2-inch diameter helix mounted o. an 11-inch ground
plane.
The weight summary of the mission equipment is presented in
Table iVC-4.
The spacecraft body (see Figure IVC-8) consists of an inner
aluminum tapered cone, a transverse equipment shelf of aluminum
honeycomb and the outer body shell of aluminum honeycomb that
closes off and protects the internal equipment and houses the
thermal louvers. The center cone-shaped void was where the apogee
motor was installed for the configuration launched with a Delta
booster.
The equipment shelf is an aluminum honeycomb bulkhead
(1.5 inch thick with 0.010 inch face sheets) that provides the
primary equipment mounting surface. Insert panels bolted to the
main bulkhead are also used for mounting equipment. The structural
weight is 38.04 kg.
Electrical power is provided by solar arrays and by nickel-
cadmium batteries during eclipse. The solar arrays are deployed
on-orbit and are continually rotated to remain normal to the sun.
The arrays are curved for better packaging during launch.
Electrical system weights are:
f
Solar Array 26.1 kg
Panels (2) 15.1
Drive mechanism (2) 6.8
Linkage & fittings (2) 4.2
Power Conditioning& .
Distribution 22.1 kg
Charge & discharge 5.1
Central control & logic 2.3
Packaging 2.2
Shunt dissipators 1.1
i
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TC-4 Baseline TDRS
rsion Equipment Weight Summaru 	 ACS HORIZON SENSOR (2) 	 THERMAL CONTROL LOUVER PANEL /4)
OO
g^
' ^ b
4•
f--1
C
N
Ul
Weight (kg)
HDR/PWR System
No.	 1 receiver 4.5
No. 2 receiver 4.5
No.	 1 transmitter 6.4
No. 2 transmitter 6.4
Antenna (2) 34.7
Reflector 7.09
S-band feed 1.04
Ku-band fued .95
Control/Elec. 2.26
Gimbal 2.26
Rotary joints .95
Support strut 2.81
17.36
TDRS/GS System
Transmitter 9.6
Receiver 2.2
Antenna 7.5
Reflector 2.44
Ku-band feed .95
Gimbal 1.47
Control/Elec. 2.27
Rotary joints `39
7.52
S-Band Array System
Elements (31) 1.32
Receivers (19) 13.15
Transmitters(2) 6.40
FDM module .64
Local frequency reference 6.19
TT&C Omni Antennas (8) 8.6
S-Band Beacon/Order Wire
Transceiver 2.5
Antenna Helix .1
Miscellaneous
DC wiring 6.0
RF cabling and WIG 6.0
Frequency source 3.5
150.2 kg
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for t^e configuration incorporating --he S-band array.
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voltage	 2.3
Cabling	 9.1
Energy Storage	 20.1 kg
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The available solar array power (watts) is:
Equinox	 Solstice
I` I
Beginning of Life	 487	 436
End of Life	 417	 375
Power demands vary from 307 to 381 watts.	 If the power
demand exceeds that available, or is insufficient to charge bat-
teries in a reasonable time, some telecommunications service will
f' be temporarily reduced.	 Two 16-cell,	 12-amp-hour batteries will
I
supply th ,i power during eclipse. 	 They have a capacity of 460 watt-
E
hours.	 L.miting maximum depth of discharge to 60% results in
276 watt-hours of usable energy.
i.
Since all antenna beams are steerable, pointing accuracy
requirements imposed by the telecommunications are not severe.
Of greater importance is the need for accurate Knowledge of the
spacecraft attitude to establish a reference for pointing the
antennas for S-band. 	 Spacecraft attitude is maintained by
momentum bias/momentum transfer three-axis stabilization.
Attitude Determination Accuracy (Knowledge) -
Roll - 0.250
Pitch - 0.25 0
	!
k
Yaw - 0.250
I
Spacecraft Attitude Pointing Accuracy - + 0.58° 	 IJ Attitude Stabilization System Weight - 26.2 kg
Stationkeeping Accuracy - + 0.125 0 (corrections approx.
every 17 days)
Momentum Dumping Maneuvers - No more than once per day
Longitudinal Station Change - One of 65°, every 20 days
The reaction control system includes two jet thruster quads
of eight jets each and two N2H4 propellant tanks.with GN2 prey-
F
surant (see Figure ZVC-9).	 Initial thrust levels of 0.27 lb and
final thrust levels of 0.09 lb are predicted.	 Key features of
the RCS are:
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DUAL MI.
THRUSTER
(16)
I___ I	 _l	 I	 I _^
1) It operates in a blowdown mode (3.35 to 1).
2) Separate Gn .) fill/drain valves avoid loss of total pres-
surant if a :eak occurs in one tank.
3) Either propellant tank can be isolated.
4) Each thruster is equipped with a redundant (two seats in
series and two coils in parallel) propellant flow valve.
5) All maneuvers can be accomplished after any two thrusters
fail.
RCS weights (kg)_
GN 2 rill/drain (2)	 0.27	 {
Propellant tank ( 2)	 4.99
Latching valve (2)	 0.54
Propellant fill/ drain	 0.14
Filter, 155 abs 	 0.18
Pressure transducer ( 2)	 0.27
Temperature transducer, tanks ( 2)	 0.27
Temperature transducer, thrusters ( 16)	 0.18
Thruster (16)	 4.35
Wiring and lines 	 1.36
Thruster housing ( 2)	 0.68
Trapped propellant 	 1. 36	 i
Subtotal	 14.59
GN2	 0.27
.	 Propellant	 17.55
l
Total.	 32.4-
Exposed structure, arrays, antennas, etc., are passively	 {
controlled within design limits and gradients. Insulation is
applied to masts and feeds to maintain alignment.
Temperature of equipment inside the body housing is pri-
marily controlled by radiator/louver panels (see Figure LVC--8) .
Thermal control is supplemented by radiation windows (insulation
cutouts) Each louver panel in each quad . is 3:6 ft2 in area and
is capable. of 44,4 watts heat rejection for a panel temperature
of 300C when the solstice solar vector lies in the XY plane.
Rased on the power dissipation loads presented in Table IVC-5,
the additional heat dissipation required for the worst case quad
4. IV-28
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is 57.7 watts. The radiation window size required is 1.44 ft 
with no solar incidence. This size is assumed for each quad.
The high-heat-source transmitters are located directly at the
radiator panels. Thermal control system weights total 8.73 kg.
The total baseline TDRS weight summary is presented in
Table IVC-6.
The Rockwell International configuration of the TDRS incor-
porating the S-band array was discussed in the TDRS Configuration
and Tradeoff Study (Part II) to considerable depth. However, the
layout of the mission equipment and supporting subsystems was
not presented. Therefore, this reconfiguring was done as part
of the present maintenance study to derive a baseline configura-
tion for the TDRS. Results are presented in Table IVC-7.
b. Serviceable Configuration - The TDRS was reconfigured
to a serviceable version. The front view of the on-orbit con-
figuration is presented in Figure IVC-10. The Shuttle launch
configuration is shown in Figures IVC-11 and IVC-12. 	 Figure
IVC--12 also presents the layout of the supporting subsystem
modules. The module weights and power requirements ?re detailed
in Table IVC-8.	 All TDRS weights are summarized in Table IVC-9.
Replaceable units and their weights are itemized in Table IVC-10.
The following considerations were used in the derivation
of the serviceable configuration or were an outgrowth of this
configuration.
1) The stowed envelope should be compatible with the Shuttle
P/L bay. It was desirable to be able to stack 2 or 3
TDRSs, with a baseline Tug, in a single P/L bay volume.
2) The high heat producing subsystems should be located
on north-south faces for more effective heat dissipation.
3) The rectangular-matrix module arrangement presented in
the PUT study for the CSCSAT was selected.
4) The arrangement of equipment on the TDRS should be
balanced as much as possible for best CC location and
to reduce solar pressure and gravity gradient torques.
5) A docking frame, umbilical connector, laser radar reflec-
tors, and capture mechanisms were added. Docking points
on a 14-foot diameter were chosen to clear the 6-ft byj 10-ft
 module matrix.
0.25
3.00
40.60
5.30
9.10
8.00
2.00
1.63
3.00S 72.88
-.f
^i
Table IVU-S Lfaselsne TDRS
.Dissipation (Watts)
Quad 1.
Front side
Horizon sensor
Reaction wheel
'IDR )LTrR
TDRS/GS RCVR
KM RCVR
Sack side
Solar panel drive
MDR electronics
(i'ad 2.
Front side
0.25 Horizon sensor
3.00 Reaction wheel
52.00 TDRS/GS }^ 1R
5.30 TDRS Track RCVR
8.20 LDR RCVR
Freq.	 source
1.63 TDRS Track XMTR
4.00 Back side
Z	 14.38 Solar panel drive
ACS electronic
uad	 3. Ruad 4.
Front	 side Front	 side
Freq scurce 8.00 MDR RCVR
LDR RC%'R 9.10 LDR RCVR
LDR ).4TR 66.00 MDR XMIR
Horizon sensor 0.25 Horizon sensor
Reaction wheel 3.00 Reaction wheel
Back side Back side
ACS gyro 2.00 T&C
Pwr module 10.00 LDR RCVR
98.35 Pwr module
NOTE:
The RI study did no t_ update this table for the
configuration incorporating the S-band array.
TabGe IVC-6 Baseline TDRS Weight Surmary
8.20
9.10
52.00
0.25
3.00
10.50
9.10
c 10.00
L 102.15
Mission Equipment
HDR/MDR system
TDRS/GS system
S-band array
TT&C omni antennas
S-band beacon order wire
Miscellaneous wiring, cabling, etc.
Structure
Electrical Power
Sclar Array
Power conditioning & distribution
Batteries
Attitude Stabilization and Control
Stabilization
Reaction control
Thermal Control
Propellant and GN2
Total
Weight (kg)
56.5
19.3
27.7
8.6
2.6
15.5
38.0
26.1
22.1
20.1
26.2
14.6
8.7
286.0 Expended Weight
17.8
303.8 kg Launch Weight
(669 lbs)
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{Table M-8 Module Swwary - Servicmible TDRS
PowerWeight
(lbs) (watts)
Module 1 - S-Bend Array 30.9 34.0
Frequency source (2)	 8.0 16.0
FOP! module	 1.3 10.0
Local frequency reference	 13.6 B.0
Module 2 - LBR 16.8 68.0
Transmitter	 7.1 66.0
TT&C Processor
	
9.7 2.0
},• Module 3 - Solar Array and S-Hand Bcarwn 15.5 5.0
iSolararray drive	 10.0 3.0
I
Transceiver	 5.5 2.0
Module 4 - BDRINDA. 24.0 60.2
Receiver	 9.9 8.2
Trann^Atter 	14.1 52.0
Module 5 - ACS 23.5 9.0
.	 IV Horizon sensor	 5.5 0.5
Reaction wheel
	
10.1 6.0
Accelerometer
	
2.2 0.5
?'. Gyro	 5.7 2.0
Module 6 - RCS
,
35.7
Thtvster cluster 	 5.8
i-. Tank/hardware	 10.3
GN	 0.2
Propellant	 19.4
Pfodule 7 - Electrical 39.0 15.0
Battery	 22.0
E
Power control	 , 17.0 15.0
Docking Probe -
space
i
Modulo 9 - Electrical 33.6 5.0
Battery	 22.0
Power control	 11.6 5.0 1
ji
t Module 10 - RCS 35.7
Thruster cluster 	 5.8
E : Tank/hardware	 10.3
GN2	0.2
Propellant	 19.4 g
Module 11 - ACS 17.8 7.0
Horizaa sensor
	
515 0.5
}? Reaction wheel	 10.1 6.0 19
Accelerometer	 2.2 0.5
Module 12 - HOR/MDR 24.0 60.2
J Receiver	 9.9 8.2
Transmitter	 14.1 52.0
Module 13 - TDRS/GS 25.9 45.9
Receiver	 4.8 5.3
Transmitter	 21.1 40.6
Module 14 - LDR 11.1 74.5 t
^3
Transmitter	 7.1 66.0
TT&C Transceiver	 4.0 2.5
(? 11odule. 25 - Electronics 20.7 11.0
i TDRS /GS antenna	 5.1 4.0
HDRAMR. antenna	 10.1 4.0
;t
ACS module	 5.5 3.0
:s
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Table -TVC--9 TDRS Serviceable Version Weight Summary
Item Weight(lbs) Item
Weight
Module
1 30.9 Structure 190.0
2 16.8 Module enclosures 280.0
3 15.5 Docking frame 48.0
4 24.0 Interface connector 5.0
5 23.5 Wiring, etc (distributed) 93.0
6 35.7 HDR/MDR antennas (2) 66.4
7 39.0 TDRS/GS antenna 14.4
S-band array 31.8
9 33.6 S-band beacon 0.2
10 35.7 Omni-antennas (4) 2.6
11 17.8 Solar aspect sensor 3.3
12 24.0 Solar array 38.2
13 25.9 TOTAL 1127.1
14 11.1
15 20.7
1
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6) Lour of the TT&C o*nni antennas from the original booster-
launched version can be eliminated with Tug boost.
7) Because of the layout of the antennas and the small solar
array size, a single solar array was chosen. Differential
solar pressure would be slight.
8) The solar array, array drive, S-band beacon/ transceiver,
and solar aspect sensor would all be replaceable as a
single unit.
9) Because the antennas are directional and the drive
motors are subject to failure, the antennas should be
replaceable. The point of connection should be near
the drive motor/antenna vertex.
10) The total satellite weight is 1127 lbs.
11) The maximum weight of replaceable units is 746 lbs.
5.	 Earth Observations Geosvnchronous Platform
a. Configuration
NOTE: Configuration and systems requirements for the Earth
Observations Geosvnchronous Platform (EOGP) were
taken from the Geosvnchronous Platform Definition
S. tudy, SD73-SA-0036 (Contract NAS9-12909), Space
Division, Rockwell International, June 1973, as
directed in the Orbital Assembly and Maintenance
Study Statement of Work.
The EOGP is one of several geosynchronous platforms derived
in the RI studies. These platforms were developed with the idea
of gathering multiple functions into a few satellites to reduce
satellite traffic. The EOGP combines all earth resources, earth
physics, atmospheric, and meteorology objectives into one all-
purpose earth observation facility. Table IVC-11 presents a
list of the sensor functional acquisitions and the range of
observational capabilities.
The geosvnchronous platforms Caere developed with the
idea also of using a support ring containing that operational
equipment required to maintain the satellite in orbit. Equipment
was selected for the support ring that was common to and would
support the requirements for all platforms (with minor changers).
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Table 1-VC--11 Earth Observations Sensor Functional Sumnary
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PASSIVE MICROWAVE SCA N NE R x x x x X1 k I x , 1 x I x_
MULTISPECTRAL RADIOMETER Ix x I x x x x x. x x I	 I
AERONO,.1Y SPECTROMETER 1 x X, x j
SPECTRAL POLARIMETER I I x x I x,	 1xi
SFERICS DETECTOR r x x X 	 }
ABSORPTION SPEC7ROfv4ETER- Ix I I xr
CLOUD CAMERA i3-COLOR SCAN; 3 f i x t x
HIGH-RESOLUTION IR CAMEP.A x x X1 X1 I	 xi
ELECTRON/IONMONIT OR I	 Ix
LF-VLF TRANSCE IVER --^ --'- t	 i x
PARTICLE DETECTOR , ' x
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER IT x
PHOTOMETRIC CLUSTER , x
INTERFEROMETER/SPECTROMETER _ x
Ix
x
SCANNING/GRATING SPECTROMETER
EUV SPECTROMETER x
COSMIC DUST SENSOR_ x
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER ---^ -^-- x X1 I x x x X x Ix
SCATTEROMEPER RADIOMETER X x x x x x x x
MULTISPECTRAL SPECTROMETER x x x x x x
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rEquipment necessary for the particular mission experiment objec-
tives would be placed in separate equipment rings.
Views of the EOGP are presented in Figures IVC-13 and
IVC-14-.
^i
i
.I'
The major element of the facility is the 1.5-meter
Cassegrain-type telescope to provide the capability to meet the
resolution required for imaging from geosynchronous altitude.
The telescope will provide a footprint less than 100 miles and
resolution in the order of 100 feet. The telescope provides a
high-resolution capability for various IR and spectral optical,
electronic imaging sensors used for mapping, and resource and
pollution identification. Three large antennas provide the
desired high resolution for microwave scanning, and provide
boundary mapping, or surface and atmosphere temperatures, and
moisture delineation. Equipment rings are mounted fore and aft
on the 1.5-meter telescope barrel. The aft (-Z) equipment ring
is at the focal point of the telescope (behind the primary
optics) where various optical sensors are coupled to the tele-
scope light beam. Other sensors are mounted in this ring for
viewing ambient magnetospheric phenomena. Two forward equipment
rings house supporting subsystems (common support module) and
direct earth-viewing sensors. These rings also act as a sun-
shade for the telescope, which looks directly through the core
section. 'Three large dish antennas (30, 30, and 60 feet) and
a large (123 feet tip-to-tip) dipole antenna dominate the exter-
ior appearance. In addition, several smaller sensors are externall
mounted to provide for separation from the spacecraft or, as in
the case of the scan--platform assembly, to enable pointing
capability. A docking assembly is provided at both ends (+Z and-
-Z) to accommodate the servicing system for exchange of replace-
able modules.
The particular configuration derived for the platforms
(enclosed torroidal rings with internal module installation) was
based on the idea that this configuration would accommodate
shirtsleeve intravehic.ular (IVA) maintenance by installing hatches
and pressurization capabilities. This capability could be
attained after the platform is in orbit by docking hatch assemblies
at the existing docking ports.
A breakdown of the equipment and structural weights of the
EOGP is presented in Table IVC-12. 	 The total satellite weight
is 8,491 lbs. The power requirements are also presented in
Table IVC-12. The average operational power requirements are 1,896
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watts. Solar arrays sized for 2,000 watts are used to generate
electrical power. Heat is dissipated by the use of solid heat
pipes and variable conductance heat pipes. These carr) the heat
to radiators mounted on the external surfaces of the ecuipment
rings.
Table IVG-13 summarizes the weights and sizes of the
replaceable units. The total weight of all replaceable units
is 4,287 lbs. The standard size of the internal modules is
24 x 20 x 24 inches. Modules, however, may vary in size. Some
of the modules require a length up to 36 inches. Figures IVC-15
and IVC-16 present views of proposed modules and the standard
module attachment mechanism.
Special provisions for the rotating mirror assembly are
needed to permit extraction of modules in the aft equipment ring.
Standard module attachment mechanisms are proposed to enable
removal and temporary storage of this assembly prior to maintenance
in this area (see Figure IVC-14). After maintenance, the mirror
assembly (or a new spare) would be replaced. Guide pins in the
base would be used to assure precise alignment.
As seen in Figure IVG-14 for the present design, there is,
in some cases, inadequate clearances between modules during
extraction. Modules would have to be designed to assure adequate
clearances.
To accommodate shirtsleeve replacement of internal modules,
the RI study proposed schemes such as that presented in Figure
IVC-17 to seal openings in the equipment rings prior to pres-
surizing the satellite interior. The example presented showed
a method for motor actuating or manually cranking a cover to
close the RCS thruster port. On the EOGP there will be 9 places
that equipment extends through the pressure wall. In all cases
except the solar array booms, the RI method for sealing the open-
ing might be feasible. In the case of the solar array assembly,
this is not possible. The solar array and storage canister would
have to be removed externally. Further effort is needed to develop
the design requirements for the EOGP to permit pressurizing the
interior for shirtsleeve maintenance.
Investigations of maintenance methods and requirements for
shirtsleeve operations would be very similar to those for EVA
pressurized-suit operations. In either case, pressurized-suit
EVA would be required for maintenance outside of the satellite.
In either case, hand tools would be required to assist in unlatching
i
3
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Table IVC-13 EOGP Replaceable Units
Item Weight
(1bs)
Packaged
Dimensions
(inches)
Internal Replacement
Forward Equipment Ring Modules:
1. Radiometer-scatterometer electronics 90 12 x 12 x 15
2. Multispectral TV camera 110 6 x 18 x 24
3. IR camera 45 12 dia x 24
4. Aeronomy spectrometer-Michelson 43 24 x 16 x 24
5. Aeronomy s pectrometer-Ebert 58 24 x 16 x 24
6. Imaging camera 10 6 x 6 x 14
7. Spectral polarimeter 40 8 x 20 x 24
8. Absorption spectrometer 30 20 x 20 x 24
9. Cloud camera 14 9 x 9 x 10
10. Sferics detector 20 19 x 17 x 11
11. Data collection unit 11 18 x 18 x 6
12. Microwave scanner and radiometer elec- 107 12 x 12 x 24
tronics
Common Support Ring Modules:
1. Power conditioner 144 24 x 20 x 24
2. Reaction control system (RCS) 70 24 x 20 x 24
3. Solar Array Assembly* (SA) 270 24 x 20 x 24 int.10 dia x 66 ext.
4. Battery pack 392 24 x 20 x 24
5. RCS 70 24 x 20 x 24
6. Star trackers 30 24 x 20 x 24
7. Reaction wheels 75 24 x 20 x 24
8. RCS 70 24 x 20 x 24
9. SA 270
f 24 x 20 x 24 int.
10 dia x 66 ext.
10. Flight control electronics 44 10 x 22 x 18
11. RCS 70 24 x 20 x 24
12. Data processor electronics 60 11 x 14 x 20
Aft Equipment Ring Modules:
1. Spectrometer electronics 75 24 x 20 x 16
2. Spectrometer electronics 75 24 x 20 x 16
3. Multispectral radiometer 40 20 dia x 24
4. Multispectral spectrometer 175 20 x 18 x 30
5. IR camera 45 12 dia x 24
6. Multispectral TV 110 6 x 18 x 24
7. Multispectral IR scanner 200 24 x 20 x 30
8. Fluxgate magnetometer 58 8 x 8 x 24
9. VLF transceiver 27 20 x 20 x 24
10. Particle detector 130 12 x 12 x 36
11. Cosmic dust detector 21 20 x 15 x 19
12. Ion temp. and density sensor 13 12 x 6 dia
Above 6	 Rotating ?Mirror ,Assembly 10 TBD
External Replacement
Data Processor TT&C Antenna 10 10 x 36 dia.
Microwave Radiometer Antenna 150 120 x 30 dia.
Radiometer-Scatterometer Antenna 150 120 x 30 dia.
Microwave Scanner Antenna 310 120 x 30 dia.
LF-VLF Dipole Antenna 130 3 x 3 x 3
Scanning Platform 415 36 x 46 x 69
TOTAL 4,287
i
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the module attachment mechanisms. Manipulating and transporting
the modules would be somewhat easier in shirtsleeve operations.
Additional quantities of oxygen would be required for pressurizing
the satellite for IVA operations, however a comparable quantity
of oxygen would be required for EVA operations. Optical surfaces
could be contaminated by body products in either case; however, it
would be easier to L.ontrol this by EVA operations by ducting the
pressure suit effluent away from the maintenance area. The IVA
shirtsleeve maintenance approach will not be investigated in 	 j
detail in this study, however pertinent IVA comparisons will be
discussed, where applicable, in the EVA maintenance approach
discussed later.
6. Radio Astronomy Telescope
Replaceable subsystem modules on the radio astronomy tele-
scope will be located as presented in Figure IVC-18. 	 Two star
trackers (one with TT&C antenna) and four ACS propellant pods
will be located at "Y" joints on the antenna rib structure.
Remaining replaceable subsystem modules will be located in the end
of the central core. Three solar array assemblies are assumed.
Because of the small solar power requirement, the solar arrays
will be small and easily shaded by the central core. Use of
three small arrays will permit adequate solar viewing by the
cells of one or more of the arrays at all times regardless of
the various pointing directions of the telescope. If the
telescope net support material is opaque to solar radiation,
then the solar arrays at the bottom of the core could be in
shadow much of the time. In this case, additional arrays would
be needed on the mast above the net. Changeout of these would
be similar to that for the ACS modules. Weight summaries are
presented in Table IVC-14.
7. Satellite Conce tual Designs Summary
A summary of the weight and size characteristics of the
satellite replaceable units is presented in Table IVC-15.
f	 HC
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Table BC-14 Radio Astronomy Telescope Replaceable Modules Weights
Module Quantity
Unit
Weight
'(lbs)
Total
Weight
(lbs)
Internal -- Core
Power Generation 3 50 150
Solar array (75 watts)
Solar array drive
Sun sensors
Power conditioning
Storage battery
Data Processing System 1 60 60
Heterodyning Unit 1 120 120
TT&C System (with 1 90 90
directional antenna)
Momentum wheels and 1 120 120
electronics
External
ACS Propellant and 4 60 240
Thruster Pod
Star Tracker 1 15 15
Star Tracker with TT&C 1 35 35
Antenna
TOTALS 13 830
lbs
1!	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
Table IVC.-15 Summary of Replaceable Units
Volume of Largest
Baseline Weight of Total Spares Largest Module
Satellite satellite Total Spares (Assuming Maximum Module Envelope
Weight Weight Complement 0.05 ft3l(b) Number of Weight Dimensions
Satellite (lb) (Ib) (lb) (ft3) Modules (lb) (ft)
DWS 1,284 1,904 1,329 66.5 14 222 2x2x8.5
Solar Array
Assembly
TARS 669 1,139 758 37.9 17 77 2x6x9
Solar Array
Assembly
I ntelsat 3,245 2,710 1,986 99.3 22 135 2x4x7
Solar Array &
Propulsion 2x2X2
Module
SEOS 3375 -per 3,697 1,782 89.1 12 206 3.5x3x1.7
SSPD Attitude Truncated
3760 -per Control Pyramid
PUT Study System x2 Thick
EOGP NA 8,491 4,287 214.4 43 392 2x2x2
Battery Pack
415 3x4x6
External
Scanner
310 2.5Diax10
Antenna
Radio NA 27,000 830 41.5 13 120 1x2x2
Astronomy Momentum
Telescope Wheels &
Electronics
D.	 PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES (TASK 5)
1.	 Maintenance Apj2roaches
The following three maintenance mission approaches Caere ana-
lyzed for the subject satellites:
Approach 1 -- Maintenance in Geosynchronous orbit using Reusable
Tug/Servicer
Approach 2 -- Maintenance in Geosynchronous Orbit via EVA from
Manned Servicing Module (MSM)
Approach 3 - Maintenance in Shuttle orbit using Shuttle Remote
Manipulator System (RMS) and EVA
Approach 1 requires only one Shuttle/Tug flight to place a
servicer in geosynchronous orbit and return it. The following
operational steps are depicted in Figure IVD--1.
Approach 1 operational Steps:
1) Tug transfers servicer to satellite omit and docks.
2) servicer connects umbilical and deactkvates satellite.
3) Servicer performs maintenance activities by preprogrammed
direction or man--remote ground control.
4) iug orients assembly to ground pointing.
5) Servicer activates satellite.
b) Preliminary checks performed by ground controllers.	 j
7) Tug/Servicer separates from satellite.
S) Final satellite functional checks.
k	 i
9) Tug/servicer returns to Shuttle Orbiter.
The concept of using an Earth Orbital Teleoperator System (SOTS)
as the servicer in Approach l will be discussed in Section IV.D.1O.
i
j
Geosy nch ro nous 
Orbit	 2	 3 	 ^	 ^ 7o a(1)o 00
0(D
160 n in
Ground
Figure IVD-1 Alaintenance Mission - Approach 1
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Approach 2 requires two Tugs in tandem. The first Tug will
place the total assembly in an elliptical phasing orbit of about
160 x 7000 a mi. During the first orbit, the Tugs will separate.
At perigee, the first Tug will burn to return to the Orbiter. The
second Tug will burn into a transfer orbit to geosynchronous alti-
tude. The following operational steps are depicted in figure JVD-2.
Figure IVD-3 presents a view of an MSM concept.
Approach 2 0 erational Steps:
1) Tandem Tugs transfer manned servicing module (MSM) to
satellite orbit and docks.
2) Crewmen connect umbilical and deactivate satellite.
3) EVA crewmen perform maintenance activities.
4) Tug rients assemb ly to round pointing.
t
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5) Crewmen activate satellite.
6) Preliminary satellite checks performed by ground con-
trollers.
7) Tug/MSM separate from satellite.
8) Final satellite functional. checks.
9) Tug /MSM return to Shuttle Orbiter.
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Figure IVD-2 Maintenance Mission -- Approach 2
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Figure ND-3 Manned Servicing Module
sApproach 3 requires two Tugs; one to retrieve the satellite
from geosynchronous orbit and another to deploy the serviced satel-
lite. Larger satellites require 3 or 4 Tugs to retrieve and return
the satellite to orbit. The following operational steps are depicted
in Figure IVD-4. For maintenance at the orbiter, the RMS would be
used as a work platform (Figure IVD-5) or to transfer the EVA crew-
men and/or spares to the worksite.
Approach 3 operational Steps:
1) Tug retrieves satellite from Geosynchronous orbit (append-
ages folded).
2) Satellite/Tug docked to orbiter using RMS.
3) Maintenance performed using RMS and/or EVA.
4) Orbiter orients satellite to ground pointing.
5) Satellite activated and appendages deployed.
6) Satellite checks performed by ground controllers.
7) Satellite appendages folded.
8) Satellite transferred to loaded Tug delivered by second
orbiter.
g) Satellite delivered to geosynchronous orbit.
10) Satellite systems checks performed prior to Tug return
to orbiter.
The following sections discuss the mission budgets and require-
ments for maintenance of each of the subject satellites. Baseline
Tug boost capabilities are investigated in terms of the mass of
spare modules that can be carried to geosynchronous orbit and returned.
More specific missions are discussed later, wherein spares replace-
ment is based on predicted failure rates.
2. DWS Maintenance
a. Approach 1 - It is assumed the maintenance task,4 to be per-
formed are known. A servicer capable of the maintenance: tasks (modular
changeout, non-modular replacement, repair, etc.) is delivered to the
DWS orbit by the baseline Tug. The Tug/servicer assembly is docked
I	 to the DWS. The maintenance tasks are performed. The Tug/servicer
I	 is returned to the Shuttle orbiter and subsequently to the ground.
I{
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The general mission sequence and primary operations would be:
1) Tug/servicer transfer to DWS orbit.
2) Tug automatic rendezvous/docking maneuvers initiated.
• Solar arrays folded on DWS (ground command)
• Inhibit DWS RCS
• Docking completed
• Verify secure
3) Umbilical lockup (power, command, data, etc.).
4) Deactivate DWS systems.
5) Wait until residual reaction wheel momentum is removed
(2 hours). Tug maintain attitude control.
6) Perform nonmodular replacements or repairs using manipu-
lators/TV system under ground command.
7) Perform modular replacement using preprogrammed automatic
servicer, initiated by ground command.
8) Reorient assembly to functional attitude.
9) Deploy solar arrays. Power up DWS (except RCS).
10) Perform preliminary checkout.
11) When reaction wheel speed is up, undock Tug/servicer
separate to safe distance and loiter.
12) Activate DWS RCS.
13) Ground verify proper DWS functional operation.
14) Tug/servicer return to Shuttle orbiter.
Mission Details
Tug/Servicer Transfer to DWS Orbit--The Tug/Servicer will be
tilted from the Shuttle payload bay. Using Shuttle power, a com-
puter checkout routine will verify operation of the servicer. The
Tug/Servicer will then be deployed using the RMS. On separation
to a safe distance, the Tug fuel cells will be started, all Tug
and servicer systems activated, and functional operations verified.
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iAt the proper place in the orbit, the first main propulsion system
(MPS) boost burn will be initiated to place the Tug/Servicer in an
intermediate phasing orbit. After about one revolution, the MPS
	
f
will be fired to inject the Tug/Servicer into a transfer orbit with
the apogee at the geosynchronous altitude. At geosynchronous alti-
tude the MPS is again burned to circularize the orbit of the Tug/
Servicer.	 c
Proper selection of the burn points in the phasing orbits will	 z
place the Tug/Servicer near the DWS longitudinal location. The 28.5
deg plane change is accomplished by out-of-plane-vector pointing,
distributed at each burn. Most of the plane change is accomplished
at the geosynchronous circularization burn.
Table IVD-1 presents the mission budgets. The calculations
were based on AV budgets presented in the MSFC baseline tug docu-
ments. A weight of 1150 lbs was assumed for the Servicer and 1329
lbs for the maximum weight of spares to be installed. Table IVD-2
presents the weight breakdown of the Servicer.
Table ND-2 Servicer Weight Sumary
Docking Mechanism	 100
Manipulator and TV Arm	 400
Structure	 400
Adapter	 100
Subsystems	 150
1,150 lbs
Taken from Rockwell Geosynchronous Platform Definition
Study SD73-SA-0036, June 1973.
Tug/Servicer Rendezvous and Docking with the DWS--The rendezvous
and docking of the Tug/Servicer with the DWS will be accomplished
automaticall) for the most part. On acquisition of the DWS by laser
radar, the Tug/Servicer will initiate closure maneuvers. During the
last phases of this period, the ground controllers will initiate
commands to roll in the DWS solar arrays. Although the booins and
arrays should be designed to withstand docking loads, the precaution
of rolling the arrays she Id be taken to preclude excessive bending
stresses on the array booms in the event of inadvertent high docking
rates. Prior to docking, the Tug/Servicer will hole: close to the
DWS while the ground controllers verify the predocking configuration
by the use of TV. The DWS RCS will be inhibited at this time to
preclude any desaturation maneuvers at the time of docking. After
verification of proper DWS configuration, the ground controllers
will autho •.. :	 the final closure. On docking, signals from the Tug/
Servicer, v,.. telemetry to the ground, will verify capture-latch
closures.
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Table IVD-1 Approach 1 - DWS Geosynchronous Mission Budgets
Event
Duration
(Hours)
Inerts/Losses*
(Lbs)
APS
(Lbs)
MPS GV
(Ft/Sec)
Initial
Vehicle
Weight
(Lbs)
Shuttle Ascent and Tug Preseparation 8.0 24.0 58937
Tug Separation from Orbiter 2.0 10.0 8.6 58913
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n.mi.) 11.0 46.0 21.4 58894
Phasing/Plane Change Burn 0.13 4494 58827
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 5.0 17.4 43189
Inject into Geosynchronous
Transfer !Perigee Burn) 0.11 3672 43166
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.5 6.0 13.8 33534
fidcourse Correction 0.03 50 33514
Coast to 19,300 n.mi. Apogee 3.96 16.0 14.0 33377
Circularize at Geosynchronous
Altitude (Apogee Burn) 0.12 5826 33347
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 15.0 96.5 22339
On-orbit Maintenance and Checkout 13.0 52.0 8.0 22227
Phase at Geosynch for Nodal Grossing 11.4 45.0 11.2 22167
Deboost Burn 0.08 5840 22111
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 14798
Midcoursc Correction 0.01 13 14784
Coast to 170 n.mi. Perigee 4.2 24.0 8,i 14768
Inject into Return Phasing 0.05 3791 14736
Coast 1 Rev, in Phasing Orbit 3.0 18.0 7.8 11354
Circularize at 170 x 170 n.mi. Orbit 0.05 4243 11328
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter 4.0 32.4 8461
TGTA,.S	 62.6 I
	243.0	 246.8
*Boil off, fuel cell consumables 	 -
Returned Weight 8429
Propellant Consumed 49993 Tug dry weight 5150
Unused Propellant Capacity 196 Unusable residuals 576
APS Consumed 247 APS reserve 29
Unused APS Capacity 70 Propellant reserve 195
Servicer 1150
Used spares 1329
8429
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Prepare DWS for Maintenance--On docking, the servicer will
automatically engage an umbilical connector and deactivate the
DWS systems. The reaction wheel momentum will be removed in
about two hours by use of motor braking.
During this and subsequent periods, the Tug will maintain
attitude control of the Tug/Servicer D14S assembly. The attitude
will be such that adequate Tug communications poii.!_i.ng is main-
tained as well as DWS orientation for thermal control t o
 prevent
excessively low temperatures.
Perform Nonmodular Replacements or Repairs--These maintenance
tasks mould be performed first since failure of accomplishing these
tasks would be more likely than for modular replacements. If the
maintenance tasks were unsuccessful, at least the new spares could
easily be returned. Nonmodular replacements or repairs would only
be planned, however, if there was a high probability of success.
These maintenance tasks would require the use of servicer
functions not readily adaptable to automatic operations. The most
probable method would be manipulator arms, aided by television,
and under ground control. Because of transmission lags, even
though small, the use of manipulators in this situation would be
a slower process.
Typical tasks in this category are:
• Replacement of the solar array past some point toward the
end of the array boom. For the DWS, each solar array
replaceable unit includes the liquid slip rings, the drive
motor, the cesium ion tip thrusters, and the sun sensors
(see Figure 1VD-6).
0 Installation of a new furled antenna would be possible,
buC because of the passive nature of the antenna, would
not be a likely maintenance task.
• Reshape small structural members, antennas, etc., that re
bent during deployment and have caused a degradation in
system performance in such a manner that the cause could
be identified from data received at the ground.
A period of one hour per exchange of each solar array unit is
assumed in the functional timelines.
5
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Figure 1-VD-6 Disaster Warning Satellite-Serviceable
Perform Modular Replacements--The replacement of modules at
known locations and close proximity to the servicer would he per-
formed through preprogrammed commands, after an "initiate" command
from the ground. The Tug avionics computer could be modified to
be the controller on servicer maintenance functions. The specific
replacement procedures would be preprogrammed prior to flight for
modules known to need replacement. Any subsequent replacements
that may be required after checkout (and if the spares were onboard)
could be programmed from ground commands.
It would appear feasible that the ground controllers should
monitor the automatic procedures via TV to assure proper functioning.
Thermal distortions could cause misalignments such that the servicer
might not operate properly. The ground controller could intervene
and perform the operations by remote control at the expense of
time.
A time of 15 minutes per module replacement (12 DWS modules)
is assumed for the automatic mode, and 30 minutes per module for
the manned remote control mode.
r
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4Contingencies--In the event problems are encountered in success-
fully accomplishing the maintenance tasks, malfunctions occur that
jeopardize safety of equipment, or normal undocking is not possible,
the ground controllers will make real-time decisions on corrective
action. For example, if some maintenance is required which the docked
servicer might not be capable of but a subsequent one could perform
(depending on Shuttle/Tug availabilities), the decision might be
made to continue the planned tasks. The remaining maintenance tasks
would be accomplished with a subsequent mission. The subsequent
Tug/servicer would need less spares for the DWS, but the mission
could be combined with maintenance, delivery, or retrieval of some
other satellite. This would eliminate an additional mission totally
dedicated to the one DWS.
The single point failure: of a capture-latch failing to release
(or a similar failure) would prevent recovery of the Tug. Means
should be provided to mechanically (and/or by pyrotechnics) separate
the Tug at the servicer interface.
Reactivate DWS Systems--On completion of all maintenance tasks,
the solar arrays would be deployed and all DWS systems, except the
RCS, would be reactivated. The assembly would be reoriented to the
normal DWS pointing attitude. Preliminary checkouts would be per-
formed to verify DINTS mission performance. Since the disaster warning
network is separate from the NASA network, the National Oceanic
Atmosphere Agency (NOAA) personnel would perform the operational
checks in conference with the NASA Tug/SC controllers.
Separate and perform final Checks--When the reaction wheel
speed is up, the 'fug/servicer will unlock and separate to a safe
distance and the DWS RCS will be activated. The Tug will loiter
in dose proximity until all systems checks are verified by NOAA
,,ad NASA controllers.
Tug/Servicer Return to Orbiter--The deboost burn and return
to tie orbiter will be accomplished per the budget and schedule
presented in Table IVD-1. Final rendezvous and docking using the
RNS will be accomplished by the orbiter crew.
Discussion
As seen in Table IVD-1, the DWS maintenance mission, using a
1,150 lb servicer and carrying 1,329 lbs of spares, taxes the
capability of the baseline Tug. The propellant reserves were 195
lbs. The desired propellant reserve is 300 lbs. Of course, it
is unlikely that a total changeout of DWS replaceable units would
be needed, as assumed here.
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The mission timeline is presented in Table IVD-3. Because of
propellant limitations, no time reserve is available. Any time
delays would result in more cryogenic propellant boiloff and a
possibility of not completing the total maintenance functions. It
is noted that from about hour 10 to hour 66 (56 hours) in the mis-
sion, the Shuttle orbiter will be free to be used in other mission
operations.
Table IVD-4 details the communications paths during the mission.
During LEO operations, the TDRSS will be used. The STDN will be
used during geosynchronous orbit operations. No communications
incompatibilities are noted.
Table IVD-5 presents the electrical power sources. The Tug
has a capability to supply 600 watts to a payload. The power
required by the servicer or the DWS during servicer-controlled
operations shall be limited to 600 watts.
Table IVD-6 summarizes the various commands during the mission.
The capability is needed to control subsystem functions from the
ground via telemetry and from the servicer via an umbilical con-
nection.
The following capabilities are required because of this
approach to maintenance of the DWS:
DWS
1) Capability to roll in or deploy the solar arrays.
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the servicer.
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes).
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays.
5) Docking frame and latches compatible with the servicer.
6) Solar array booms capable of withstanding docking loads.
Servicer
1) Docking frame compatible with DUTS.
2) Servicing system controlled by commands from Tug.
3) Servicing system capable of preprogrammed changeout of
DWS modules and remote-control changeout of replaceable
units. The latter will incorporate the use of TV.
4) Umbilical systei.t capable of being connected to the DWS
to convey control commands and electrical power.
5) Backup means of separation in the event capture latches
fail to open.
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Time (hr)
8	 16	 24 32	 40	 48 56	 64 72
Shuttle Ascent to LEO & Checkout
Tug Separation
Tug Phase in LEO TVariable
Tug Ascent to HEO
DWS Reitact- Solar Arrays
DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous
Initiate Laser Search
Lock on and In itiate Closure
Standoff Maneuver
Inhibit DWS RC S
Inspect Docking Configuration
Authorize Fina! Closure
---Docki ng -- _
Verify Latching
_
Power Down DWS	 --- -- - ^ -- -^--- ------
_.- ____ _-
Nonmodular Replacements and Repairs
--Modular Replacements
Reorient to NOAA Point! ng Requirement ^_ _ __
_
_
Deploy Solar Arrays
Power Up DWS (Except RCS
--DWS Checkout — - — -
Tug Separation and Loiter
Activate
 DWS RCS
Final DWS Checks
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing (Variable)
Descent to LEO
Rendezvous - nd Dock with Orbiter
Orbiter Continue Mission
Table 1-VD-3 Approach 1 - DWS Mission Timeline
^^
S^
a^r^
^c
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Table ZVD-4 Approach 1 -- DWS Communications Paths
i
4t
rn
Servicer/
Tug To
DNS
Servicer/
Tug to
STDN/MCC
Serviner/
Tug to
TDRSS/MCC
MCC/STDN
to Tug/
Servicor
MCC/TDRSS
to Tug/
Sorvicar
HCC/STDB
to
Orbiter
MCC/TDRSS
to
Orbiter
HOAR
to MCC
to HOAA
MCC/STAN/
HOAA to
19xs
DwS
to
MOAA
Shuttle hecent to LEO & Checkout x x
Tug Saperatinn x x x x R R
Tug Fhaso in LEO x x x x x x
t	 Tug Ascent to IIEU x x
rWSN,otrart Solar Arrays x
+ +', ,K.Umted fax Rendezvous R
c1'vaota Laver Search x»Radar x
is=k-an and Initiate Closure R
Standoff Maneuver x
Inhibit WS RCS x
Inspect Docking Configuration R - TV R
Authorize Final Closure x
Docking x
Verify latching x
Power Down DNS x
Von-nodular Raplacenentn & hasairu x
,wear Replacements x
Fa'.Lent to 140AA Painting Requirement x x R
Deploy Solar Arrays x x
^aWSr Up DWS (Except RCS) x x R
IVS Checkout x x x x
Tug Separation and Loiter x R _
Activate US RCS x x
Final VIS Chacks x x x x
Tug Fhaso for Nodal Creaoing R x
Descent to LEO R x x x
Rendezvous and Dock with orbiter x x R
Orbiter Continua Mission x
aa•
k	
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ITable IVD-5 Approach Z - DWS Power Sources
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ORBITER TUG DWS
Shuttle Ascent to LEO & Checkout X
Tug Separation X
Tug Phase in LEO X
Tug Ascent to HEO X
X._.
DWS Retract Solar Arrays
DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous X
Initiate Laser Search X
Lock--on and Initiate Closure
Standoff Maneuver
Inhibit DWS RCS
Inspect Docking Configuration
X
X
X
X
Authorize Final Closure
Docking X
Verify Latching X
Power Down DWS X
Non--modular Replacements & Repairs X
Modular Replacements
Reorient to NOAA Pointing Requirement
X
X
Deploy Solar Arrays X
Power Up DWS (Except ACS) X
DWS Checkout X
Tug Separation and Loiter X
Activate DWS RCS X
Final DWS Checks X
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing X
Descant to LEO --. -- 
—T-
- X
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter X X
Orbiter Continue Mission X
a
a
I
fTaKe IVD-G Approach 3 - DWS ControtlCormrrands Sources
MCC TO
TUG/
SERVICER
MCC/NOAA
TO
DWS
TUG/SERVICER
TO
DWS
Shuttle Ascent to LEO & Checkout
Tug Separation
Tug Phase in LEO
Tug Ascent to HEO x
DWS Retract Solar Arrays X
DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous x
Initiate Laser Search X
Lock--on and Initiate Closure
Standoff Maneuver
Inhibit DWS RCS X
Inspect Docking Configuration
Authorize Final Closure x
Docking
Verify Latch Ing
Power Dolan DWS x
Non-modular Replacements & Repairs
Modular Replacements
Reorient to NOAA Painting Requirement x
Deploy Solar Arrays x
Power-up DWS (Except ACS) x
DWS Checkout x
Tug Separation and Loiter
Activate DWW RCS X
Final DWS Checks x
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing x
Descent to LEO X
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter
Orbiter Continue Mission
TuFZ
1) Provide computer preprogrammed control of the servicer
mechanisms.
2) Relay of remote control commands to the servicer.
3) Relay of data from the DWS to the ground.
4) Relay of data from the servicer to the ground or to the
orbiter during P/L bay checkouts.
b. Approach 2 - It is assumed the maintenance tasks to be
performed are known. A manned servicing module capable of the
maintenance tasks (modular changeout using EVA crewmen) is
delivered to the DWS orbit by the use of two Tugs. The Tug/MM
assembly is docked to the DWS. The maintenance tasks are per-
formed. The Tug/M.SM is returned to the Shuttle Orbiter and
subsequently to the ground.
The general mission sequence and primary operations would be:
1) MSM is transferred to the D14S orbit using two tandem Tugs.
2) Tug/MSM automatic rendezvous and docking.
3) Umbilical lockup with DWS (power, command, data, etc.).
4) Deactivate DWS systems.
5) Wait for removal of residual reaction wheel momentum (2
hours). Tug maintain attitude control.
6) Perform modular replacements or repairs by direct crew
EVA.
7) Reorient assembly to functional attitude.
8) Deploy solar arrays. Power up DWS (except RCS).
9) Perform preliminary checkout.
10) When DWS reaction wheel speed is up, undock Tug/MSM and
separate to safe distance and loiter.
11) Activate DWS RCS.
12) Ground verify proper DWS functional operation.
13) Tug/MSM return to Shuttle Orbiter. 	 i
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Mission Details
Tug/MSM Transfer to DWS Orbit--Because of the weight of a
manned module, a single Tug is not capable of delivering (and
returning) the MSM to geosynchronous orbit. The weight break-
down for the MSM is presented in Table I,VD-7.
Fable IVD--7 MSM Weight Sunmrar°y
Crew 400
EGLSS 500
Crew Systems 700
BPS 1,000
Expendables 700
Comm/data 150
Controls/displays 200
Structure 2,000
EVA Support Equipment 500
6,150
Taken in part from SD73-SA-003 64 and -5, Geosynchronous
Platform Definition Study, Rockwell. International, June 1973.
7
Tandem Tug delivery will be used. Two Shuttle flights will
deliver the servicing assembly to Shuttle orbit. A Tug and Tug/
Adapter will be deliverer in the first Orbiter. A Tug and MSM
will be delivered in the second Orbiter.
After preliminary checks using Shuttle systems, the two-man
crew will enter the MSM. Means of entry need to be studied further.	 Y
If an airlock transfer tunnel is used for shirtsleeve entry, some.
retraction mechanism would be needed. EVA entry might be more
feasible. After entry, the MSM would be pressurized for shirt-
sleeve operation and final systems checks would be performed.
The 'lug/MSM would then be assembled to the front of the
second Tug in the adjacent Orbiter, using the RMS. The tandem
assembly would then be deployed using the RMS. On separation to
a safe distance, the Tug fuel cells will be started, all Tug sys-
tems activated, and functional readiness verified. At the proper
place in the orbit, the first Tug Main 1Propulsion System (EPS)	 j
boost burn will be initiated to place the tandem assembly in a
160 x 7,000 n mi phasing orbit. During the first revolution,
the two Tugs will separate. At about perigee, the first Tug
will de--orbit to return . to. the. Orbiter and the Tug/MSM MFS will
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be fired to inject the Tug/MSM into a transfer orbit with the apogee
at the geosynchronous altitude. At geosynchronous altitude the MPS
is again burned to circularize the orbit of the Tug/nM. Proper
selection of the burn points in the phasing orbits will place the
Tug/MSM near the DWS longitudinal location. The 28.5 deg plane
change is accomplished by out-of-plane-vector firing, distributed
at each burn. Most of the plane change is accomplished at the
geosynchronous circularization burn.
Table IVD-8 presents the mission budgets. The AV budgets are
not optimized for most efficient Tug utilization, but the propellant
margin indicates the Tug boost capabilities are adequate. The
maximum spares weight of 1,329 lbs was assumed (see approach 1).
Tug/MSM Rendezvous and Docking--The rendezvous and docking of
the Tug/MSM with the DWS will be accomplished automatically for the
most part. On acquisi`ion of the DWS by laser radar, the Tug/MSM
will initiate closure maneuvers. During the last phases of this
period, the ground controllers will initiate commands to roll in
the DWS solar arrays (see approach 1 for discussion concerning
docking loads).
Prior to docking, the Tug/MSM will hold close to the DWS while
the MSM crew will verify the predocking configuration. The DWS
RCS will be inhibited by ground command to preclude any desatura-
tion maneuvers at the time of docking. Docking will be completed
automatically. However, the capability should exist for the MSM
crewmen to assume control of the docking maneuvers. On docking,
signals to the MSM will verify capture-latch closures.
Prepare DWS for Maintenance--On docking, the MSM crewmen will
engage an umbilical connector and deactivate the DWS systems. The
reaction wheel momentum will be removed in about two hours by use
of motor braking.
During this and subsequent periods, the Tug will maintain atti-
tude control of the Tug/MSM/DWS assembly. The attitude will be such
that adequate Tug communications pointing is maintained as well as
DWS orientation for thermal control to prevent excessively low
temperatures.
Perform Maintenance--The two MSM crewmen would now proceed to
the maintenance tasks by extravehicular activity (EVA). Because
of the limitations on work time from the crewmen, the time required
for EVA preps, and the time for post-EVA securing of equipment, two
EVAs were assumed for the maintenance tasks and a total time of 48
hours (including sleep periods) was assumed.
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Inerts * Initial
Event Losses APS MPS Veh#leDuration	 (lbs) (lbs) AV Weight
A	 I B(hours)	 A	 B (Et/sec) (lbs)
First Shuttle/Tug Launch and Wait 48.0	 144.0 120,574
Second Shuttle/Tug/MSM Launch 2.0
	 6.0 120,430
MSM Checkout 1.0
	
3.0 3.0 120,41£
Tug Mating 1.0	 3.0 3.0 121,412
Separation and Checkout 3.0	 10.0 10.0 10.0 120,406
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n mi) 11.i	 46.0 46.0 30.0 3,20,376
Phasing/Plane Change (2°) Burn 0,j5 5954 120,254
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 17.0	 20.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 79,875
Tugs Separate 79,815
Tug A Deboost for return 0.08 5950 15,797
Rendezvous and Docking 1-.0 32.0 10,493
Propellant Consumed, 45,683 10,461
lbs
Tug A	 Propellant reserve	 4,206APS used	 81
APS reserve	 29
Tug adapter	 200
Tug B Inject into Geosynchronous
Transfer (perigee burn and 2-1/2°
plane change 0.10 2133 64,018
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.5 6.0 14.0 55,284
Midcourse Correction 0.03 50 55,264
Cast to 19,300 n mi Apogee 3.96 16.0 14.0 55,036
Circularize and Plane Change (24°)
at Geosynchronous Altitude 0.12 5895 55,008
Rendezvous and Docking 6.0 24.0 97.0 36,676
On-Orbit Maintenance 56.0 224.0 40.0 36,555
Phase at Geosynch for Nodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 11.0 36,291
Deboost Burn 0.08 5840 36,235
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 8.0 24,251
Midcourse Correction 0.01 13 24,237
Coast to 170 n mi Perigee 4.2 24.0 8.0 24,211
Inject into Return Phasing 0.05 3791 24,179
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 18.0 8.0 18,631
Circularize at 170 x 170 n mi orbit 0.05 4243 18,605
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 32.0 13,897
i
i
J
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Moth crewmen would don suits, The MSM would be depressurized.
One crewman would perform the actual maintenance tasks. The second
crewman would transfer spares hack and forth from a station near the
EVA hatch, using Skylab--type transfer booms.
TaKe 1-VD-8 Approach 2 -- DTIS Geosynchronous W ssion Budgets
i
t!
TOTALS 232,0 1 451.0 82.0 242.0
i
Propellant Consumed, 49,558 Ibs Returned Weight 13,865
Propellant Unused Tug dry weigh*_ 5150
Tug B Capacity 631 Unusable Residuals 576
APS usad 242 APS reserve 29
APS unused capacity	 75 Propellant reserve 631
Spares 1329
*	 Boil-off, fuel cell consumables. TLSH** 6150
** No life support system depletion	 worst 13,865
return case
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EVA offers the greatest versatility for performing main-
tenance tasks, DWS equipment should still be grouped and installed
in replaceable modular units as much as possible. This simplifies
the tasks to be performed. In addition to modular replacements,
the EVA crewman could perform repair--type tasks, such as mechanical
fi
splicing and taping of noires, taping of holes or rips in the anten-
na, and straightening of bends in structures.
Contingencies --Commiunications will be maintained between
the crewmen and the ground at all times. In the event problems are
encountered in successfully accomplishing the maintenance tasks, mal-
functions occur that jeopardize safety of equipment, or normal un-
docking is not possible, the ground controllers will make real--time
F	 decisions on corrective action. For example, if some maintenance
is required which the on-orbit MSM might not be capable of, but a
subsequent one could perform depending on Shuttle/Tug availabilities,
the decision might be made to continue the planned tasks. The re-
maining maintenance tasks would be accomplished with a subsequent
mission. The subsequent Tug/MSM would need less spares for the DWS
but the mission could be combined with maintenance, delivery, or re-
trieval of some other satellite. This would eliminate an additional
mission totally dedicated to the one DWS.
The single point failure of a capture-latch failing to re-
lease, or a similar failure, could prevent recovery of the Tug.
Corrective action could probably be achieved by EVA; however, means
should be provided to mechanically {and/or by pyrotechnics} separate
the Tug/MSM at the DWS interface.
Reactivate DWS Systems--On completion of all mainten-
ance tasks, the solar arrays would be deployed and all DWS systems
except the RCS would be reactivated. The assembly would be reorien-
ted to the normal D14S pointing attitude. Preliminary checkouts
would be performed to verify DWS mission performance. Since the
disaster warning network is separate from the NASA network,.the
NOAA personnel would perform the operational checks in conference
1	 with the NASA Tug/SC centrol.lers.
Separate and Perform final Checks--When the reaction
wheel speed is up, the Tug/MSM will undock and separate to a safe
distance, and the DWS RCS will be activated. The Tug will loiter
in close proximity until all system checks are verified by NOAA
and NASA controllers.
Tug/MSM Return to Orbiter--The deboost burn and return
to the orbiter will be accomplished per the budget and schedule
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presented in Table IVD-8. Final rendezvous and docking using the
RMS will be accomplished by the orbiter crew. The MSM crew will
reenter the Orbiter cabin before Shuttle return to ground.
Discussion
As seen in Table IVD-8, the DWS maintenance mission, using
a 6,150 lb manned module and carrying 1,329 lbs of spares,
requires t-,,o tandem rugs. Considerable propellant reserve capa-
bility exists, however, permitting greater mission times and/or
Tug payload weight. Greater manned module life support consum-
ables could be accommodated to permit longer in-orbit time.
The mission timeline is presented in Table IVD-9. A period of
48 hours is assumed for the time to launch a second Shuttle after
the first launch. It is noted that the Shuttle orbiters will be
free to perform other mission operations except for the times of
Tug deployments and recaptures.
The most serious safety aspect of this approach is the possi-
bility of Tug propulsion failure and the resultant loss of capa-
bility to return the MSM to the orbiter. A rescue mission would
be required. This would require another Shuttle/Tug to be pre-
pared for launch. Assuming preparations for this third launch
are started after launch of the second Shuttle, the third vehicle
would be ready for launch before the geosynchronous maintenance
operations are complete. Assuming the propulsion failure to be
found when ready to deboost the Tug/MSM, the rescue mission could
be effected in a time approximately 48 hours past the time the MSM
would normally be returned to the orbiter. This would not require
an excessive amount of additional life support consumables and
fuel cell reactants. Provisions would be needed to permit undock-
ing the MSM from the disabled Tug and redocking to the rescue Tug.
Some attitude control capability would be needed to stabilize the
MSM from any undocking perturbations.
This approach would require man-rated Tugs and DWS. To be
compatible with EVA, the DWS would need tether attachment points,
foot restraints, hand--holds, and translation rails, Additional
D14S fabrication precautions would be needed to assure no sharp
edges and protrusions in areas of possible EVA.
Table IVD-10 details the communications paths during the mission.
During LEO operations, the TDRSS will be used. The STDN will be
used during geosynchronous orbit operations No communications
incompatibilities are noted.
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TIME (hours)
48 hours 16	 22	 48	 64	 80 96	 lit
Prat Shuttle/Tug Launch and Checkout
Second Shuttle/TuS;HSM Launch
MSM Checkout and Tag Mnting
~Separation and Phase in LEO (Variable)
--h±1
Ascent to HEO
DWS Retroct Solar Arrays
—
i
-- -^DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous ^—
x
Initiate Laser Search
Lack-on and Initiate closure
Standoff Maneuvers
Inhibit AWS RCS i
I
Inapect Docking Configuration !
ss^Docking
power Down VJS
- -	 —
EVA Preps and Maintenance (2 days)r
----
!'
Reorient to 11OAA Painting Requirements
-
-
-	 --
ES
Deploy Solar Arrays ±—
Power Up D145 (except RCS)
DWS Checkout
I 1 ^-
i 1
Tug Separation and Loiter w
—
Activate â145 RCS
Final DWS Checks In
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing (Variable)
-nascent to LEO
^- --- T
t	 ?-` --w	` 1
Rendezvous and peek with Or 	 - —
crew Exit
--- T---
Orbiter Continue Hission
8
.0bQ
b)
.Jig
G
Table ND-9 Approach '2 -- DWS Mission Timelines
.......
	 ...	 .
Table 1VD-10 Approach 2 -- DYIS Cormunications Paths
l wx,I	 g
to
DRS
MM/Tug
to
STDN/HCC
MSH/Tag
to
TDRSS/MCC
HCC/STDH
to
Tug/MSH
MCC/TDRSS
to
Tug/MSM
HCC/STDH
to	 -
Orbiter
HCC/TDRSS
-Po
Orbiter
HOAA to
HCC to
NOAA
HCC/STDH/
HOAA to
DWS
Ims
to
HOAR
First Shuttle /Tug Launch and Checkout x x
Second Shuttle /Tug/HSM Launch x x
MSH Checkout and Tug Mating 8 x x x x x
Separation and Phase in LP.O x x x x x }C
Ascent to E[EO x x x x
DWS Retract Solar Arrays x
DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous x
Initiate Loser Search x-Radar x
Lack=on nod Initiate Closure g
Standoff Maneuvers X
Inhibit DWS RCS x
--
Inspect Datking Configuratian x x
DaCking x
Poser. Da:m DWS x
_ —
nVA Preps and Maintenance (2 days) X x
Reorient to NOAA Painting Requirements x x
Dooley Solar Arrays x
Power Up DWS (except RCS) x
Df[S Checkout
-
x x x
r Tug Separation and Loiter - --^ x X - —
Activate VIS RCS x x
xFinal DWS Chocks x X
Tug Phase for Nadal Crossing x x
Descent to LEO
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter ^
_ x x x x
x x x
Crom Sxit
Orbikar Continua t[isaion
x
-_..___^._
x
^_,-_.
.
^E
Table IVD -11 presents the electrical power sources. The baseline
Tug has the capability to supply 600 watts to a payload, The power
required by the MSM during the maintenance operations shall be lim-
ited to 600 watts. In the event of Tug electrical power failure,
the MSM must be capable of providing battery power until the return
to the orbiter or until rescue is effected.
Table IVD-12 summarizes the various commands during the mission.
The capability is needed to control D14S subsystem functions from
the MSM via the umbilical connector and from the ground via tele-
metry. The capability to maneuver the Tug from the MSM is also
needed,
The following capabilities are required because of this approach
to maintain the DWS;
DWS
1) Capability to roll in and deploy the solar arrays.
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the MSM,
3) baser radar reflectors (corner cubes).
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays.
5) Docking frame, probe, and latches compatible with the MSM.
6) Solar array booms capable of withstanding docking loads.
7) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and similar aspects to minimize
hazards to EVA crewmen.
MSM
l) Docking provisions compatible with DWS.
r`
€t 2) Life support systems for 1VA and EVA.	 j
3) Umbilical system capable of conveying control commands and
electrical power to the DWS.
c 4) Backup means of separation from the DWS in the event of
? failure of capture--latches to open.
5) Capability to control Tug APS maneuvers.
6) Contingency life support and electrical power reserves,
7) Transmission of life support system status to. ground
th.rougli the Tug.:..
i
$) Attitude control capability to stabilize MSM for docking
with rescue Tug.
9) provisions for undocking/docking with the Tug in orbit.
Includes laser reflectors.	 i
10) Provisions for general flood lighting in the D14S subsystem 	 a
modules area and for portable lighting in other " maiuten-
ance. areas.
xv-so
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iTable IVD-11
	 Approach 2 - DWS Power Sources
Orbiter Tug DWS
XFirst Shuttle/Tug Launch and Checkout
Second Shuttle/Tug/MSM Launch g
11SM Checkout and Tug dating X
Separation and Phase in LEO g
Ascent to HEO X
D14S Retract Solar Arrays gi
%. DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous
1 Initiate Laser Search X
E TLo cic-on and initiate Closure
Standoff Maneuvers g $$1
Inhibit DWS RCS
Inspect Docking Configuration g
Dockine ; X
I Power Doran DWS X
^.' _ 1
EVA Preps and Maintenance (2 `days) g
Reorient to NOAA Pointing Requirements f g
Deploy Solar Arrays g
Power Up DI S (except RCS) gi
' DWS Checkout
i
X
Tug Separation and Loiter g
J Activate DWS RCS X
Final. D14S Checks X
'	 Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing X
I Descent to LEO g
. 
_	
__
R endezvous aad Dock ra tb Orbiter
_
X
_
Crew Exit g
Orbiter Continue Mission	 4
f
}
e
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MCC MCC/NOAH Tug/MSN
to to to MSM/Tug
TugINSM DWS DWS
First Shuttle/Tug Launch and Checkout
Second Shuttle/Tug/MSDI Launch
DI&M Checkout and Tug Mating
__ ._-
Separation and Phase in LEO
_	 ._...
Ascent to HEQ X
xD14S Retract Solar Arrays
DWS Reoriented for Rendezvous x
Xi	 Initiate Laser Search
Lock-on and Initiate Closure f	 X
Standoff Maneuvers
-	 - T
I	 x
Inhibit DWS RCS - x x
Inspect Docking Configuration v X
Docking x
Power Down D14S
EVA Preps and Maintenance (Z days) X
Reorient to NOAA Painting Requirements x
Deploy Solar Arrays x
Power Up DWS (except RCS)
D145 Checkout
Tug separation and Loiter x
Activate D14S RCS g f	 --
-Final DWS Checks X #
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing X !
Descent to LEO - X #
- -
i
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter -
Crew Exit
Orbiter Continue Mission j
Table .IVD-12 Approach 2 - DIVS Commands
- '^	 ^ - 	 -	 I	 ..'
^]) Provisions for transferring spares to and from maintenance
areas from MSM hatch.
Tug
1) Compatibility with manned mission (man-rated).
2) Relay of data from the DWS/MSM to the ground.
3) Relay of communications between crewmen and ground.
4) Relay of data and communications between the MSM/Tug and
the orbiter during P/L bay checkouts.
5) Provisions for docking with ;MSM in orbit. baser radar
capability with or without MSM attached.
Orbiter
1) Provisions for attaching airlock transfer tunnel to MSM
and retracting tunnel.
c. Approach3 - in this approach, the DWS is retrieved from
geosynchronous orbit by a Tug and returned to the Shuttle Orbiter.
Maintenance is performed at the Orbiter using the RMSS and EVA crew-
men. The DWS is then replaced in geosynchroaous orbit by another
Tug launched by another Shuttle.
The general mission sequence and primary operations would be; j
l) Tug transfer to DWS orba.t.
2) Inhibit DWS RCS and roll in solar arrays. {
3) 'fug automatic rendezvous and docking with the DWS.
i
is
9) Attach DWS to loaded Tug launched in second Shuttle.
10) Tug transfer DWS to geosynchronous orbit.
11) Ground verify proper DWS function.
12) Tug return to Shuttle Orbiter.
Mission Details
Retrieval of DWS--The rdtrieving Tug will be deployed
from the Shuttle P/L bay, activated, checked out, and launched to
the DWS orbit. Table IVD-13 presents the mission and AV budgets for
the r ,^ trieval mission.
The rendezvous and docking of the Tug to the DWS will be
accomplished automatically. During the last phases of this period,
the ground will command the solar arrays to be rolled in to mini-
mize bending loads on the array booms. On docking, signals will
verify capture-Latch closures. An umbilical connector will engage
the DWS and deactivate all DWS systems. The Tug will maintain at-
titude control for thermal control of the DWS and pointing for Tug
communications with the ground.
Deceleration -will approach 2 g's during the return to the
Shuttle. The SSPD calls for a maximum acceleration of 0.1 g when
appendages are deployed. However, the SSPD also indicates the
DWS would be transferred from LEO to HEO with appendages deployed.
In. this case, acceleration would be over 0.5 g. It is doubtful
that the: SSPD is accurate in these concerns. Regardless, the DWS
must be designed either to provide means for folding the appendages
(solar arrays and 19--foot antenna) prior to transfer, or be struc-
turally capable to accommodate acceleration of 2 g's. It is assumed
herein that the antenna is folded prior to transfer.
On rendezvous with the Shuttle Orbiter, the RMS would
dock the Tug and attach it at the P/L bay aft tilt table.
Perform Maintenance--Module replacements and repair tasks
would be accomplished by EVA crewmen. The EVA crewman would be
transferred to the DWS by the RMS. The EVA crewman would position
himself in foot restraints at the DWS work-site. Use of portable
foot restraints would alleviate the need for permanent restraints
on the DWS and save on satellite weight. Spare modules would be
transferred by the RMS from storage in the
{	 3
i.
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RetrieuaZ Mission Budgets
Event	 I
Duration
Hours
iaArCs/
Losses
Lba
APS
Lbs
rL'S
AV
Ft Sec
Initial
"vehicle
Weight
Lbs
i
Tug Separation from Orbiter 2.0 10.0 8.6 56625
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n.^.) 11.0 46.0 21.4 56608
Phasing/Plane Change Burn 0.13 4494 56541
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 5.0 17.5 41510
i
Inject into Geosynchronous
Transfer (Perigee Burn) 0.11 3672 41487
Coast to Midcourse Correction , 1.5 6.0 13.8 32229
plideourse Correction 0.03 50 32209s
Coast to 19,300 n.mi. Apogee: 3.46 16.0 14.0 32078
Circularize at Geosynchronous
Altitude (Apogee Burn) 0.12 5828 32048
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 16.0 96.5 21466
Phase in Orbit for Rodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 11.2 23257
Daboost Burn 0.08 5840 23201
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 15528
Pii.deourse Correction 0.02 35 15514
Coast to 170 n.mi. Perigee 4.2 24.0 8.1 15470
Inject into Return Phasing Orbit 0.05 3791 15438
Coast i Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 18.0 7.8 11895
Circularize at 170 x 170 n.mi. Orbit 0.05 4243 11869
Rendezvous and Dock With Orbiter 4.0 32.4 8866
TOTALS	 1 49.2	 1 192.0	 238.8
Propellant Consumed	 49265	 Returned Weight	 8833
Unused Propellant Capacity	 924	 Tug Dry Weight	 5150
APS Consumed	 239	 Unusable Residuals 576.
Unused APS Capacity 	 78	 APS Reserve	 29
Propellant Reserve 924
DWS Docking Frame	 250
DW5	 1904
8833
*Boilof€, fuel cell consumables
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P/L bay. The second FVA crewman would assist operations from a
position in the P/L bay. During the maintenance phase, communi-
cations will be maintained between the EVA crewmen and other crew-
men in the Orbiter cabin via RF. Communications with ground con-
trollers will be maintained through the Orbiter systems and the
TDRSS.
Functional Checkout--After the maintenance tasks are
completed, the DWS will be pointed at the selected spot on earth.
by Shuttle maneuvers. The DWS antenna and solar arrays will be
deployed and the DWS systems (except ACS) will be powered up.
(See Figure IVD-7).Functional checks would then be performed by
NOAA, personnel, in conference with NASA ground controllers. Be-
cause of the low orbit and the 2$.5 deg inclination of the Orbiter,
the functional checks will be performed on long passes over the
U. S. Some Shuttle maneuvering will be required to maintain the
proper DWS antenna pointing during the passes.
DWS Transfer to Second Tug--After all functional veri-
fication checks are completed, the D14S would be powered down and
the appendages would again be rolled in. When the second Shuttle/
Tug is launched and in the appropriate stationkeeping position,
the DWS will be transferred to the loaded Tug, using the RM5 from
both orbiters.
Transfer of DWS to Geosynchronous Orbit--The DWS would
then be tranferred to geosynchronous orbit and placed in the proper
longitudinal position. See Table IVD -14 for the transfer budgets
and schedule. The Tug would deploy the DWS and loiter in the
vicinity until final verification from NOAA that all systems are
functioning. The Tug would then return to the Shuttle Orbiter.
Discussion
As seen in the Tug budgets and the mission timelines
(Table IVD-15) no constraints on time or boost capabilities
are foreseen. The Shuttle at which DWS maintenance is per-
formed is free for other mission operations about 4-1/2 days
out of the nominal 7--day mission time. The second Shuttle
is free for other operations all of the time except for about
10 hours.
Table IVD-16 details the communications paths during the mission.
No communications incompatibilities are foreseen.
Table IVD-17 presents the electrical pottier sources DWS power
will be required from the Tug and Shuttle for the deployment and
folding of the appendages.
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Figure 1-VD-, 7 DWS Functional checkout Attitude
Event
Duration
Hours
Inerts/*
. Lasses
Lbs
.APS
Lhs
MPS
AV
Ft/Sec
Initial
Vehicle
Weight
Lbs
Tug Separation from Orbiter 2.0 10.0 8.6 58605
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n.mi.) 11.0 46.0 21.4 58586
Phasing/Plane Change Burn 0.13 4494 58519
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 5.0 17.5 42963
Inject into Geosynchronous
Transfer (Perigee Burn) 0.11 3672 42940
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.5 6.0 13.8 33358
Hi,deourse Correction 0.03 50 33338
Coast to 19,300 n.mi. Apogee 3.46 16.0 14.0 33202
Circularize at Geosynchronous
Altitude (Apogee Burn) 0.12 5828 33172
Coast and Orbit Trim 12.0 48.0 96.5 22219
Deploy DWS 1.0 4.0 40.0 22074
Phase in Orbit for Nodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 M2 20126
Deboost Burn 0.08 5840 20070
Coast to Mideourse Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 13432
Midcourse Correction 0.02 35 13418
Coast to 170 n.mi. Perigee 4.2 24.0 8.1 13380
Inject into Return Phasing Orbit 0.05 3791= 13348
Coast 
. 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 1.8.0 7.8 10285
Circularize at 170 - 170 n.mi. 0.05 4243 10259
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter 4.0 32.4 7663
t
TINE (hours)
16	 32	 48	 64	 60	 96	 112	 12B	 144
Slrottle Ascent to LEO and Checkout
Tug Separation
Tug Phase in LEO (Variable)
Tug Ascent to HIED
Tug Acquire M4S and Pock
Tug Phase for Nadal Crossing (Variable)
Descent to Ltd
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter
Perform Maintenance
Orient to Ground Painting k
Deploy Solar Arrays and Antenna
Power up WS (except ACS)
DWS Checkout
Fold Appendages
Power dman DIIS	
-
Transfer DNS to Loaded Tug
Tug Separation w•
Tug Phase in LED (Variable)
Tug Ascent to REO
Coast and orbit Trim n
Deploy Appendages
Poser up 014E (except RCS)
194S Checkout E♦
Tug Separation and Loiter
Activate DWS RCS' T I
Final MRS Cheeks
Tug Phase for Nadal Crossing (Variable) i--T^tl
Descent and back with Orbiter
- .- . .-
^i
E	 ^
CO
..	 tD
Tug
to
DWS
Tug
to
STEIN/MCC
Tog
to
TDRSS /MCC
MONSTII"1
to
Tug
MCC/TDRSS
to
Tug
MCC/STUN
to
orbiter
MCC/TDRSS
to
Orbiter
NOAH to
MCC to
NOM
. MCC/STAN/
MOM to
DWS
DWS
to
NOAL
Shuttla Ascent to .LEO and Checlwut - X x
Tug Separation x A X x
-TuaPhase in LEO (Variable) x x
..Tug Ascent to IMO x X x X
TuS Acquire DW5 and Dock X x X
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing X x
Descent to UO X X x x
Rendezvous. and Dock-utth orbiter x x x
perform Maintenance
x
Orient to Ground Pointing x x
_
Deploy Solar Arrays and Antenna X x
-Power up WS (except ACS) x x
.- Dris Check = g ut . x x x
Fold Appenddgcs x x
Pawer . diran MIS X x
Traesfer DWS to Loaded Tug H x x
Tug Separation X X
Tug.Phdbe in LEO (Variable) X x
Tug Ascent to ItEO x X X x
Coast and Orbit Trim X x
Dopluy Appondoacs x x X
Pallor up IRIS (except RCS) x x x x
^- MIS Checkout x x x
Tug Separation and Loiter x x
Activate MS RCS x
Finol WS Checks X X X
Tug phase for Nodal Crossing x x
Descent and sock with Orbiter x X X x
TaKe . VD-16 Approach 3 - DWS Communications Patois
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ii
i-
i
k
E
ii
Orba,ter Tug DWS
Shuttle Ascent to LEO and Checkout x
Tug Separation x
Tug Phase in LEO (Var i able) x
Tug Ascent to HEO x
Tug Acquire DI4S and Dock x
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing (Variable) x
Descent to LLO x
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter x x
Perform Maintenance x
Orient to Ground Pointing x
Deploy Solar Arrays and Antenna x
Power up DI4S (except ACS) x
DWS Checkout x
Fold Appendages x
Power down DNS g
Transfer DWS to Loaded Tug x
Tug Separation x
Tug Phase in LEO (Variable) x
Tug Ascent to HEO x
Coast and Orbit T:;iM x
Deploy Appendages x
Power up DWS (except RCS) x
DNS Checkout X
Tug Separation and Loiter x
Activate DWS RCS x
Final DIGS Checks x
TOS - Phase for Nodal-Crossing
	
Variable x
Descent and Dock with Orbiter x
I	 I
i
Table IVD -18 summarizes the various commands during the mission.
The capability is needed to control DWS subsystem functions from
the ground via telemetry and from the Tug and Shuttle systems via
the umbilical connection.
The following additional capabilities are required because of
this approach to maintenance of the DWS:
DWS
1) Capability to roll in and deploy the solar arrays.
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the Tug.
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes).
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays,
5) Docking frame probe and latches compatible with the Tug.
6) Solar array booms capable of withstanding docking loads.
7) Capability for multiple folding and deployment of the
19-foot antenna.
8) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and provisions for mounting portable
foot restraints.
Tug
1) Relay of data between the DWS and the ground.
2) Relay of commands and power from the Shuttle to the DWS.
3) Provisions for docking with the DWS,
Shuttle Orbiter
1) Provide portable foot restraints.
2) Provide portable lights.
i
i
Applications of the three maintenance approaches to the
other subject satellites were analyzed. Because of similar-
ities to. the DWS maintenance analysis, only differences in
the maintenance requirements for the following satellites
will be discussed.
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MCC
to
Tug
ZICC/NOAA
to
DWS
Tug
to
DWS
Orbiter
Crew
Shuttle Ascent to LEO and Checkout x
Tug Separation x
Tug Phase in LEO (Variable) x
Tug Ascent to HEO x
t Tug Acquire MIS and Dock x x x
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing (Variable) x
Descent  to Li0 x
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter x x
Perform Maintenance X
Orient to Ground Pointing x
Deploy Solar Arrays and Antenna x
Pofoor up DWS (except ACS) x
014 q
 Checkout x
Fold Appendages X
Power down DWS x
t Transfer DWS to Loaded Tug x
Tug Separation x x
Tug Phase in LEO (Variable) X
Tua Ascent to HEO x
Coast and Orbit Trim x
Deploy Appendaues x
Power up MIS (except RCS) x
MIS Checkout ^ x
Tug Separation and Loiter x
Activate DWS RCS x
Final MIS Checks x
Tug Phase for Nodal Crossing (Variable) x
Descent and Dock with Orbiter
	
x x
Event
Dure-
ties
Orr) I
inerts/ A
Losses
(lba)
APS
(lbs)
lips
AV
(ft/sco)
Initial
Vehicle
Weight
(]ba)
Shuttle Ascent and Tug Prtdepa-ntioa 3.0 24.0 5B,7R6
Tug Separation from orbiter 2.0 10.0 8.6 58,762
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n mi) 11.0 46.0 21.4 58,743
Phasing/Plane Change Burn 0.13 4494 58,676
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 5.0 17.4 43,076
inject into Geosynchronaus Trans- 0.11 3672 43,054for (Perigee Burn)
Coast to Midcourse Correctian 1.5 6.0 13.8 33,446
Hideourse Correction 0.03 50 33,426
Coast to 19,300 n mi Apogee 3.96 16.0 14.0 33,289
Circularize at Geasynchronous 0.12 3626 33,259Altitude (Apogee Burn)
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 15.0 96.5 22,280
On-orbit Maintenance and Checkout 13.5 54.0 8.0 22,168
Phase at Geosynch for Nodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 11.2 22,106
DabOost Burn 0.08 5840 22,050
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 14,757
Midcourse Correction 0.01 13 14,743
Coast to 170 n mi Perigee 4.2 24.0 8.1 14,727
Inject into Return Phasing 0.05 3791 14,69$
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 3.0 18.0 7.8 11,322
Circularize at 170 x 170 n ni Orbit 0.05 4243 11,297
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter 4.0 32.4 8,438
3 • Intelsat Maintenance
a. Approach 1 - The mission budgets for Approach 1 maintenance
of the Intelsat are presented in Table IVD-19. Based on a servicer
weight of 1,150 lbs, the Tug capability results in an allowable
servicing spares weight of 1,200 lbs, or about 60% of the total
replaceable modules weight.
TaUe M-19 Approach 1 - Intelsat Geosynchronous Mission Budgets
fTimelines, communications, power sources, and commands
requiredt for maintenance of the Intelsat would be very similar
to those for the FINS, No incompatibilities are foreseen. The
following capabilities are required because of this approach
to maintenance of the Intelsat:
Intelsat
1) Capability to retract or deploy the solar arrays;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the servicer;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame and latches compatible with the servicer;
6) Solar array booms capable of withstanding docking loads.
Servicer
1) Docking frame compatible with Intelsat;
2) Servicing system controlled by commands from Tug;
3) Servicing system capable of preprogrammed changeout of
Intelsat modules and remote-control changeout of replace-
able units. The latter will incorporate the use of TV;
4) Umbilical system capable of being connected to the Intelsat
to convey control commands and electrical power;
5) Backup means of separation in the event capture latches
fail to open.
Tug
1) Provide computer preprogrammed control of the servicer
mechanisms;
2) Relay of remote control commands to the servicer;
3) Relay of data from the Intelsat to the ground;
4) Relay of data from the servicer to the ground or to the
orbiter during P/L bay checkouts.
b. Approach 2
,
- Table IVD-20 presents the mission budgets for
this approach, The analysis is based on the first Tug boosting the
assembly into a 160 x 11,000 n mi phasing orbit. The approach
requires two Tugs but presents mare-than-adequate capability to
carry a full complement of spares (2,016 lbs) and support an on-orbit
maint.enance:period of over 56 hours. An MSM weight of 6,150 lbs
was assumed: M
t
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Z_XhKe IVD^-20 Appz7oach 2 - Intelsat Geosynchronous Mission ,budgets
I
Incrts/* Initial
Durant Losses APS ?11'S Vehicle
tion (lba) (lbn) AV Weight
Event (bra) ft/sec) (iba)A H A B
first Shuttic/Tug Launch and Wait 48.0 144.0 121,231
Second Shuttle/Tug/MSM Launch 2.0 6.0 121,087
1SM Checkout 1.0 3.0 3.0 121,081
Tug Mating 1.0 3.0 3.0 121,075
Separation and Checkout 3.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 121,069
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n mi) 11.0 46.0 46.0 30.0 121,039
Phasing/Plane Change (2 1 ) Burn 0.35 6800 120,917
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 5.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 75,751
Tugs Separate 75,691
Tug A Deboost for Return 0.08 6800 11,010
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 32.0 6,898
Propellant Consumed 	 49,279 6,866
lbs
Tug 
A	 Propellant Reserve	 910
APS used	 82
APB reserve	 29
Tug adapter	 200
Tug 8 inject into Geosynchronous
Transfer (perigee burn and 2-1/2°
plane change) 0.10 1489 64,681
Coast to Mdcourse Correction 1.5 6.0 14.0 58,385
Midcourse Correction 0.03 50 58,365
Coast to 19,300 n mi Apogee 3.96 16.0 14.0 58,127
Circularize and Plane Change (240)
at Geosynchronoue Altitude 0.12 5692 58,097
Rendezvous and Docking 6.0 24.0 97.0 39,280
on-Orbit Raintenance 56.0 224.0 40.0 39,159
Phase at Geosynch for Nodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 11.0 38,895
Daboost Burn 0.08 5840 38,839
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 6.0 25,992
Midcourse Correction 0.01. la 25,978
Coast to 170 n mi Perigee 4.2 24.0 8.G 253950
Inject into Return Phasing 0.05 3791 25,918
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing orbit 3.0 18.0 8.0 19,970
Circularize at 170 x 170 n mi orbit 0.05 4243 19,944
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 32.0 14,896
232.0 451.0 82.0 242.0
	
Raturned Weight	 14,864	 ITug1--. -
	
Ight	 5,10	 I
Unusable Residuals	 576
APB reserve-	 29
Propellant reserve 	 943
Spares	 2,016	 i
NS11** 	 6,1_50	 i
	
14,864	 a
1
i
-	
Again, all factors considered on this approach for the iatel.sat
are very similar to those for the DWS. The following capabilities
are required because of this approach to maintain the Intelsat;
a
4
1
Intelsat
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the MSM;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar-arrays;
5) Docking frame, probe, and latches compatible i4ith"the MSM;
6) Solar array booms capable of withstanding docking loads; 	 t.,
7) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions., and similar aspects to minimize
hazards to EVA crewmen.
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TOTALS
Propellant Consumed 49,222
Propellant Unused	 943
Tug B	 Capacity
APS used	 242
APS unused capacity	 75
*Boil-off, fuel cell consumables.
**No life support system depletion - worst
return case.
1I	 I	 I	 I I	 I
MSM
1) Docking provisions compatible with Intelsat;
2) Life support systems for IVA and RVA;
3) Umbilical system capable of conveying control commands
and electrical power to the Intelsat;
4) Backup means of separation from the Intelsat in the event
of failure of capture-latches to open;
5) Capability to control Tug APS (auxiliary propulsion) maneu-
vers;
6) Contingency life support and electrical power reserves.
7) Transmission of life support system status to ground
through the `fug;
8) Attitude control capability to stabilize MSM for docking
with rescue Tug;
9) Provisions for undocking/docking with the Tug in orbit.
Includes laser reflectors;
10) Provisions for general flood lighting in the Intelsat
system modules area and for portable lighting in other
maintenance areas;
11) Provisions for transferring spares between the maintenance
areas and the MSM hatch.
T.. u$
Compatibility with manned mission (man-rated); .
Relay of data from the Intelsat/MSM to the ground;
Relay of communications between crewmen and ground;
Relay of data and communications between the MSM/Tug
and the Orbiter during P/L bay checkouts;
Provisions for docking with MSM in orbit. Laser radar
capability with or without MSM attached.
Orbiter l
1) Provisions for attaching airlock transfer tunnel to MSM
and retracting tunnel.
i
c. Approach 3 - Tables IVD-21 and IVD--22 present the mission
budgets for the retrieval and delivery missions. From similarity to 	 {
the DWS maintenance, no incompatibilities or problems are foreseen.
The solar array mountings should withstand the Tug boost loads with-
out folding the booms. However, the capability should exist to
manually'tefold the array booms to a prelaunch configuration in the
event it is .desired to load the.satellite in the P/L bay and return
it for ground refurbishment.	 >	 '
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Evan
Rare-
Lion
Ecurn
Inertnl*
Lances
(Ibs) APB(1bay
Initial
IC'S	 •cbiClO
1	 dcight(f•	 (lbs)
Tug Separation from Orbiter 2.0 10.0 0.6
.--.
59,611
Morse in Shuttle Orbit (160 n mi) 11.0 46.0 21.4 59,392
phoning/plano chenge Rum 0.13 4494 59,325
Conat 1 Llay. in Phap ing orbit 3.o 5.0 27.5 43,553
Inject into GeDayathroetua
Traaofor (Perinea Bum) 0.11 3672 43,530
Want to Hldeourna Corrcetlen 1.5 6.0 * 73.8 33,016
IHdcaurne Correction 0.03 SD 33,795
Coast to 19,300 m ml Apogee 3.46 16.0 I4.0 33,658
Circularisc at Ceaaynihronaaa 0.12 5828 33,620Altitude (Apogee Bum)
blast and Orbit Trim 12.0 40.0 96.5 22,523
Deploy WS 1.0 4.0 40.0 22,379
Phnom In Orbit for Uodnl Cro p aing 11.4 45.0 11.2 19,625
Deboast Burn 0.00 5040 19,Sb9
Coast to Hidcoutoe Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 13,096
ILidenurae Correction 0.02 35 13,003
Coast to 170 n 71 Ycrigen 4.2 24.0 8.1 13.045
Inject into Return Phasing orbit 0.05 3791 13,01.3
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing orbit 3.D 18.0 7.8 10,026
Circularize at 170 x 170 n mf 0.05 4243 IO,Oco
Rcedecuroue and Dark with Orbiter 1	 4.0 32.4	 1 7.464
TOTALS	 I 70.3 1	 22 8.D	 f	 278.8 . 1
Propellant Cunnumed 48,757 Return ed - litht  7,437
Uaa$04 Prapalk t C272city 1,432 Tug dry unight 5,151)
ADS Ccns=d 279 0nuooble rcolduals 576
Unwed APB Capacity 38 APB reserve 29
propellant reaarve I,432
Backing rrata 250
7,437
ADolloff, fuel cell ceaoumcblcs
Table 1VD-21 Approach 3 -	 Table 17D-.22 Approach 3 --
InteZsat Geosynchronous Retrieval Mission Budgets 	 Intelsat Geoszynchronous Delivery Mission Budgets
AM It
H
i
1
Lb
f)0
TOTALS	 1	 49.2 1	 1924	 1 238.8
Propellant Copautxd	 49,764 Returned Vaight 9,141
Onuaed Propellant Capacity	 396 Tug Dry Weight 5,190
APS Canau=d	 239 Musable Residuals 576
Unused APB Capacity 	 78 APB Raservo 29
Propellant Rooerva 396
DotUrgi
 Frn= 250
Intelsat 2,7411
9,141
*Boileff, fuel call eannumabiaa
event
Durn-
tics
!lours
Inarta/*
Loosca
(lba) AM(lbs)
HPS
6V(ft/sec)
Initial
Vabiele
Vaight(lbs)
'lug Separation from Orbiter 2.0 I0.0 8.6 56,625
phase is Shuttle Orbit (160 n mt) 11.0 46.0 21.4 56,6a8
Phaoing/Plana Changa Rum 0.13 4494 $6,541
Conat I , Pay. in Phoning Orbit. 3.0 5.0 17.5 41,510
Inject into Ccasynebronaus 0.11 3672 41,487Transfer (Parigea Burn)
Coast to 11Ldecurae Correction I.S 6.0 13.8 12,229
L)idesurno Correction 0.03 50 32.209
Conat to 19,30D n ni Apogee 3.46 16.0 14.0 32,078
Circulurica at Ceasyaehraneua 0,12 5028 32,048Altitude (Apogee Burn)
Wdezvous and [fucking 4.0 16.0 96.5 21,466
Phase in Orbit for Vadal Creauin0 11.4 45.0 11.2 24,053
Daboant Byrn 0.08 5040 24.007
Coast to Hideourea Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 16,066
Hidcourua Correction 0.02 35 16,053
.Coanc to 170 n mi Parigam 4.2 24.0 8.1 16,006
_Inject into Return Phoning orbit 0.05 3791 15,974
Coast 1 Rev, la Phasing Orbit 3.0 18.0 7.8 12,308
Circularise at 170 x 170 n mi Orbit
1
0.05 4243 12,282
Rondo=oa and Deck with orbiter 4.0 12.4 9.I74
The following z)dditional capabilities are required because of
this approach to maintenance of the Intelsat:
Intelsat
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays several
times;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the Tug;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame probe and latches compatible with the Tug;
6) Solar array booms capable of withstanding docking loads
and Tug boost loads;
7) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and provisions for mounting port-
able foot restraints.
Tug
1) Relay of data between the Intelsat and the ground;
2) Relay of commands and power from the Shuttle to the
Intelsat;
3) Provisions for docking with the Intelsat.
Shuttle Orbiter
1) Provide portable foot restraints;
2) Provide portable lights.
4. SEOS Maintenance
a. .Approach 1 - As seen from previous calculations, only about
1200 lbs of spares (in addition, to a 1150 lb setvicer) could be
transported to and from: the SEOS, using a baseline Tug. This is
about 67% of the total complement of replaceable units.
No particular problems are foreseen from docking with the SEOS.
Depending on the type docking frame adopted, the solar array panels
may need to be stoned prior to docking. The telescope doors should
be closed by .remote . command prior to .servicer.rendezvous to minimize
telescope contamination from the Tug/servicer.
Timelines, communications, power sources, and commands required
for maintenance of the SEOG would be very similar to those for .the
DWS and Intelsat. No incompatibilities are foreseen. The following
capabilities are required because of this approach to maintenance
of the SEOS:
IV-99
SEOS
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays;	 1
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the servicer;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays; 	 [
5) Docking frame and latches compatible with the servicer;
6) Capability, through remote commands, to close and open
the telescope doors.
Servicer	 1
1) Docking frame compatible with SEOS; 	 I
2) Servicing system controlled by commands from Tug;
3) Servicing system capable of preprogrammed or remote-
control changeout of SEOS modules. The latter will
incorporate the use of TV;	 i
4) Umbilical system capable of being connected to the	 f
SEOS to convey control commands and electrical power;
5) Backup means of separation in the event capture latches
fail to open.
	
^	 5
ILIA
1) Provide computer preprogrammed control of the servicer 	 '	 j1
mechanisms;
2) Relay of remote control commands to the servicer;	 1
3) Relay of data from the SEOS to the ground;
4) Relay of data from the servicer to the ground or to the
orbiter during F/L bay checkouts.
i
b. A22roach 2 - This approach, as previously determined,
requires two tandem Tugs but has more-than-adequate capability to 	 1
carry a full complement of SEOS spares (1,784 lbs) and support
an on-orbit maintenance period of over 56 hours.
1
Again, all factors considered on this approach for the SEOS
are very similar to those for the DWS and Intelsat. The following
capabilities are requirad because of this approach to maintain the
SEOS:
SEOS
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays; 	 r	 3
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the MS14-;
E
	
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
i
r
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SEOS (Cont'd)
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame, probe, and latches compatible with the MSM;
6) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and similar aspects to minimize
hazards to EVA crewmen;
7) Capability, through remote commands, to close and open the
telescope doors.
MSM
1) Docking provisions compatible with SEOS;
2) Life support systems for IVA and EVA;
3) Umbilical system capable of conveying control commands and
electricalpower to the SEOS;
4) Backup means of separation from the SEOS in the event of
failure of capture--latches to open;
5) Capability to control Tug APS (auxiliary propulsion)
maneuvers;
6) Contingency life support and electrical power reserves;
7) Transmission of life support system status to ground
through the 'Pug;
8) Attitude control capability to stabilize MSM for docking
with rescue Tug;
9) Provisions for undocking/docking with the Tug in orbit.
Includes laser reflectors;
10) Provisions for general flood lighting in the SEOS system
modules area and for portable lighting in other maintenance
areas;
11) Provisions for transferring spares between the maintenance
areas and the MSM hatch.
is
Tug
is 1) Compatibility with manned mission (man rated);
2) Relay of data from the SEOS/MSM to the ground;
I 3) Relay of communications between crewmen and ground;
4) Relay of data and communications between the MSM/Tug
and the orbiter during P/L bay checkouts;
5) Provisions for docking with MSM in orbit. 	 laser radar
capability with or without MSM attached.
Orbiter
I'
1) Provisions for attaching airlock transfer tunnel to MSM
and retracting tunael.
1
i
i
y
t
c. Approach 3 - The baseline Tug, is not capable of retrieving
the 3697 lb SEOS from geosynchronous orbit to the Shuttle at 160
n.mi. It may be possible to raise the Shuttle to a slightly higher
orbit to decrease the Tug requirements. However, Shuttle Orbiter
maneuvering capabilities, as well as the Tug's, would be limited.
Therefore, it should be assumed that two Tugs would be required for
SEOS retrieval in this approach. One Tug is capable of delivering
the serviced SEOS back into geosynchronous orbit.'
For return to the orbiter for servicing, the solar array panels
would be stowed in the original launch configuration. Also the
telescope doors would again need to be closed by remote-cummand
prior to Tug rendezvous. For checkout of the SEOS in Shuttle orbit,
the SEOS would be deployed and separated from the orbiter prior to
opening the telescope doors, ''o minimize telescope contamination.
The doors would then be commanded closed, the SEOS retrieved, and
attached to the loaded delivery Tug.
The following additional capabilities are required because of
this approach to maintenance of the SEOS:
SEOS
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays and
telescope doors several timas;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the Tug;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame probe and latches compatible with the Tud;
6) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and provisions for mounting port-
able foot restraints.
ia
1) R?lay of data between the SEOS and the ground;
2) Relay of commands and power from the Shuttle to the SEOS;
3) Provisions for docking with the SEOS.
Shuttle Orbiter
1) Provide portable foot restraints;
2) Provide portable lights.
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5.	 TDRS. Maintenance
Maintenance considerations for the TDRS. are very similar to
those for the DWS.
	
Since the TDRS weight, as well as spares
weights, are less than the DWS, all mission budgets would be less
stringent for the TDRS.	 Other differences between maintenance
considerations for the TDRS and the DWS are:
1.	 No need to roll in the TDRS solar array prior to Tug docking.
2.	 Refolding the antennas, if required for Approach 3, would
i ' be easier to accomplish on the TDRS.
3.	 Checkout of the reserviced TDRS would perhaps be simpler
since the Tug could supply the electrical power (about 400
watts required).
4.	 The antennas (with the drive motor) would be replaceable
on the TDRS.
5.	 Pointing requirements for chc-ekout of the serviced TDRS in
Approach 3 should be easier to attain.
6.	 EOGP Maintenance
a. Approach 1 -- As seen from the mission budget calculations
for the Intelsat, only about 1,200 lbs of spares (in addition to an
1,150 lb servicer) could be transported to and from the EDGY, using
a baseline Tug. This would be about 28% of the total complement of
replaceable units. Two Tugs in tandem-launch would be needed to
transport a servicer with a greater spares weight.
Several considerations accrue for EOGP maintenance that did not
appear with the other satellites. Cautions must be taken during
rendezvous and docking to assure that the Tug/servicer does not
impact the long VLY antennas. These antennas are 33 feet to the
side and extend 44 feet to the rear and 22 feet to the front of the
EOGP. Prior to closure and docking at the rear, the gimballed scan
platform must be swung to a forward position. Prior to docking at
the earth side of the satellite, the large 30' and 60' antennas
	 j
would need to be refolded to minimize.potential impacts from the Tug/
servicer. Clearance between a docked Tug and these antennas, if
deployed, would be about 2 feet.
The EOGF configuration also results in new requirements for a
servicer, not like those for previous satellites studied. For the
EOGP, the servicer must reach into the satellite interior and
extract modules by a radial movement toward.the satellite pointing
centerline (see Figure IVD-B).
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Figiwe IVD-8 EOGP Module Replacement
Some additional Tug fuel and time will be required for maneuvers
to move the servicer from one EOGP docking port to the other. Also,
because of the greater number of modules on the EOGP, more module
replacements might be required on a maintenance mission to the EOGP.
This would tend to make the maintenance period longer than for other
satellites. Otherwise, timelines, communications, power sources,
and commands required for maintenance of the EOGP would be very
{
similar to those for the DWS and Intelsat. No incompatibilities are
foreseen. The following capabilities are required because of this
approach to maintenance of the EOGP:
EOGP
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays and the
large antennas;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the servicer;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame and latches at both ends, compatible with
the servicer;
6) Capability to remotely swing the gimballed scan platform
to a . forward location.
Seryicer
I) Docking frame compatible . with the EOGP;
2) Servicing system controlled by commands from Tug;
3) Servicing system capable of preprogrammed chang.eout of
EOGP modules or remote-control changeout of the replace-
able units. The latter will incorporate the use of TV;
E
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servicer (Conttd)
4) umbilical system capable of being connected to the EOGP
to convey control commands and electrical power;
5) Backup means of separation in the event capture latches
fail to open.
a
Tug
1) Provide computer preprogrammed control of the servicer
mechanisms;
2) Relay of remote control commands to the servicer;
3) Relay of data from the EOGP to the ground;
4) Relay of data from the servicer to the ground or to the
orbiter during P/Z bay checkouts.
aj
	:k	b. Approach 2 - As seen from the mission budgets preserited in
Table TVD-23, only about 2850 lbs of spares could be carried to and
from geosynchronous orbit (assuming tandem Tugs and a 6,150 lb MSM).
This is about 66% of the total replaceable-units mass. The calcula-
tions indicate a Shuttle payload weight, for the second launch, of
greater than 65,000 lbs. A better determination of the MSM weight
would be needed in this case to verify whether the spares weight
would be more limited.
i
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Table .IVD--23 Approach 2 - EOGP Geosynchronous Mission Budgets
Event
Dura-
tion
(hrs)
Inerts/ ,*
Losses
(lbs)
APS	 MPS
(lbs)	 AV
A	 B	 ft/sec)
Initial
Vehicle
Weight
(lbs)A B
First ShuttleiTug Launch and Wait 45.0 144.0 122,095
Second Shuttle/Tug/NS.1 Launch* 2.0 6.0 121,951
,11S11 Checkout 1.0 3.0 3.0 123,945
Tug dating 1.0 3.0 3.0 121,939
Separation and Checkout 3.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 121,933
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n mi) 11.0 46.0 46.0 30.0 121,903
Phasing/Plane Change (2°) Burn 0.35 6800 121,781
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 5.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 76,293
Tugs Separate
a 76,233
Tug A Deboost for Return 0.08 1, 6800 10,688
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 32.0 6,696
Propellant Consumed
	 49,480 ^
6,664
lbs
Fug A Propellant Reserve	 709 J
APS used
	 82
APS reserve	 29
Tug adapter	 200
Tug B Inject into Geosynchronous
Transfer (perigee burn and 2--1/2° I
plane change) 0.10 € 1489 65,545
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.5 6.0 14.0 59,165 j
Midcourse Correction 0.03 50 59,345
Coast to 19,300 n mi Apogee 3.96 16.0 14.0 58,904
Circularize and Plane Change (20)
at Geosynchronous Altitude 0112 { 5692 581874
Rendezvous and Docking 6.0 24.0 97.0 39,803
On-Orbit Maintenance 56.0 224.0 40.0 39,682
Phase at Geosynch for Nodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 11.0 39,418
Deboost Burn 0.08 5840 39,362
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 8.0 26,342
Midcourse Correction 0.01 13 26,328
Coast to 170 n mi Perigee 4.2 24.0 8.0 26,299
Inject into Return Phasing 0.05 3791 26,267
Coast l Rev, in Phasing Orbit 3.0 18.0 8.0 20,239
Circularize at 170 x 170 n mi orbit 0.05 4243 20,213
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 32.0 15,097
TOTALS 232.0 451.0 82.0 242.0
Propellant Consumed
	 49,885 Returned Weight 15,065
Propellant Unused	 304 Tug dry weight 5,150
Tug B Capacity Unusable Residuals 576
BPS used	 242 APS reserve 29
APS unused capacity	 75 Propellant reserve 310
Spares 2,850
6,150
*'Initial Shuttle p/L weight 65,637 lbs
,.*Boil-off,.fuel cell consumables. 25,065
***No life support 'system depletion - worst
return case,. i	 ..
Special provisions are needed during the EVA portion of the
mission to minimize contamination of optical surfaces. 	 These sur-
faces include the earth-pointing sensors in the forward equipment
ring, star trackers in the common support zing, mirrors inside the
1.5-meter telescope, the removable rotating mirror at the rear of
the telescope, and the receiving lens in the applicable modules in
the aft equipment ring.
Effluent from the PVA crewman would be the dominating source
of contamination.
	
Some methods of minimizing contamination would
be:
1)	 Completely closed-loop pressure suit;
2)	 Umbilical life support system recirculating all consumables
to the MS'M;
3)	 Use of a ducting system to collect and carry all effluents
away from the work areas.
In addition to effluents, consideration should be given to suit
design or pressure suit coveralls to minimize abrasion particles.
Another passible method to prevent optical contamination would
be covers for the equipment. 	 This would appear to be a less efficient
method because of the number of optical, surfaces and the need to
position the covers remotely.
	
For IVA shirtsleeve operations how-
ever, if this maintenance method were used, the remote-operated-covers
method might be .necessary. 	 Use of clean-room type clothing would
help, but might not alone be sufficient. i
Again, all factors considered on this approach for the EOGP are
vary similar to those for the DWS.	 Timelines may vary somewhat
during the maintenance period since in-orbit maneuvers will be made
to change the ISM to the other EOGP docking port. 	 Maximum quantity
of modules to be replaced is unknown since the spares weight is
limited.
j The following capabilities are required because of this approach
to maintain the EOGP: 
EOGP
=	
d
1)	 Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays and
large antennas;
2)	 Capability to swing the scan platform to a forward posi-
tion by remote commands;
f
3). Receptacle for.umbilical.a . t;achment from the MSM;
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4)	 Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
5)	 Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays and
other external. units;
6)	 Docking frame, probe, and latches compatible with the MSM;
7)	 Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and similar aspects to minimize
hazards to EVA crewmen;
8)	 Provisions for remote-controlled optics covers should IVA
shirtsleeve maintenance capabilities be instigated.
EVA Support SystemE 
1)	 Pressure suit and/or life support system methods for mini-
mizing effluents that would contaminate optical surfaces.
-	 MSM
1)	 Docking provisions compatible with EOGP;
-	 2)	 Life support systems for TVA and EVA;
3)	 Umbilical system capable of conveying control commands and
electrical power to the EOGP;	 l
4)	 Backup means of separation from the EOGP in the event of
failure of capture--latches to open;
5)	 Capability to control 'Pug APS (auxiliary propulsion)
maneuvers;
.	 6)	 Contingency life support and electrical power reserves;
7)	 Transmission of life support system status to ground
through the Tug;
!	 8)	 Attitude control capability to stabilize MSM for docking
with rescue Tug;
9)	 Provisions for unlocking/docking with the Tug in orbit.
Includes laser reflectors;
10)	 Provisions for general flood lighting in the EOGP system
modules area and for portable lighting i-i other maintenance
t	 areas;
11)	 Provisions for transferring spares between the maintenance
jiareas and the MSM hatch.
s
Tug 9
1)	 Compatibility with manned mission .(man-rated);
2)	 Relay of data from the.EOGP/MSM to the ground;
I	 3)	 Relay of communications between crewmen and ground; 	 sd
4)	 Relay of data and communications between the MSM/'Pug and
the Orbiter during P/L bay checkouts;
l	 S)	 Provisions for docking with MSM in orbit. 	 Laser radar
capability with or without ISM attached.
ii
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Orbiter
1) Provisions for attaching airlock transfer tunnel to MSM 	 !'
and retracting tunnel.
c. Approach 3 - Single baseline Tugs are not capable of retriev-
ing or deploying the EOGP. Therefore, it would require tandem Tugs
to retrieve the EOGP from geosynchronous orbit and it would require
tandem Tugs to deliver the serviced EOGP back to geosynchronous orbit.
This requires four Shuttle/Tug flights for a single maintenance mis-
sion.  Although this approach appears impractical on this basis, it
is possible that the use of a SEPS for inter-orbit transfers might 	 {
make the approach more attractive.
For return from geosynchronous orbit, all EOGP appendages (solar
arrays, antennas, and sensor booms) must be retracted to the initial
launch configuration.
Contamination of EOGP optical surfaces could be a problem during
servicing at the orbiter, depending on the extent of a contaminant
cloud about the orbiter. Optics covers, as discussed in Approach 2,
may be required.
The following additional capabilities are required because of
this approach to maintenance of the DWS:
EOGP
l) Capability of multiple retractions and deployments of the
EOGP appendages;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the Tug;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays, 	 j
antennas, and gimballed scan platform;
5) Locking frame probe and latches compatible with the Tug;
6) Redundant shutoffs, structural.safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and provisions for mounting port-
able foot restraints;
7) Remote controlled cptics covers.
i	 I	 I	 I	 I_	 I	 I
Shuttle Orbiter
1) Provide portable foot restraints;
2) Provide portable lights.
I
7. Radio Astronomy Telescope Maintenance
Maintenance of the Radio Astronomy Telescope will be investigated
assuming the three approaches considered for the other satellites.
However, because of configuration and orbit differences from the
other satellites, some variations to these approaches are needed.
a. Approach 1 - In this approach, an Earth Orbital Teleoperator
System (ROTS) attached inside the Tug docking structure (see Figure 	 :F
lVD--9) will be boosted to the telescope orbit. Once docked, the
ROTS will act as the servicer and through ground control will exchange
the telescope modules with spares carried on the Tug. The Tug would 	 rt
then separate and loiter near the telescope. The ROTS would then be
deployed from the Tug and flown to those telescope ACS and star tracker
modules needing to be replaced. The ROTS would dock on the rib struc-
ture (see Figure IVC-18). The teleoperator would replace the modules
with spares carried on the ROTS.
I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 I	 I
This potential need for a servicer that must move to various
locations on large-structure space systems leads to consideration
of the SOTS as the servicer for all maintenance missions. This
concept is discussed further in IV.D.10.
Based on previous calculations, it is obvious that the baseline
Tug is capable of transporting a 500 to 1,000-1b EOTS, 830 lbs of
spares, and associated docking hardware to the 8,000 n mi telescope
orbit and return. Based on similarities to previous satellites
studied, no incompatibilities or problems are foreseen with this
approach.
The following capabilities are required because of this
approach to maintenance of the radio astronomy telescope;
Radio Astronomy Telescope
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the Tug;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame and latches compatible with the 'fug.
EOTS Servicer
1) Docking provisions compatible with telescope ribs dock-
ing points;
2) Teleoperator controlled by commands through Tug while
attached to Tug;
3) Backup means of separation in the event docking latches
fail to open;
4) Provide stowage for spare modules.
i—U&
1) Umbilical system capable of being connected to the tele-
scope to convey control commands and electrical power;
2) Relay of remote control commands to the EOTS;
3) Relay of data from the telescope to the ground;
4) Relay of data from the EOTS to the ground or to the
orbiter during. P/L bay checkouts;
5) Provide docking points for the SOTS inside the telescope
docking frame;
6) Provide stowage for spare modules.
a
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Event
Duta-
tion
Ora)
Inerts/*
Losses
(lbs)
APS
(lbs)
MPS
AV
(ft/ sec)
Initial
Vehicle
Weight
(ibs)
Shuttle Ascent and Tug Preseparation 8.0 24.0 63,375
Tug Separation from Orbiter 2.0 10.0 8.6 63,351
Phase in Shuttle Orbit (160 n mi) 11.0 46.0 21 . 4 63,332
i^%;Jng/Plane Change Burn 0.10 3,400 63,265
1 Rev, in Phasing Orbit 2.0 4 . 0 15.0 50,074
$st. !ct into Geosynchronous Trans- 0.09 2,498 50,055
;ar (Perigee Burn)
coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 4.0 12.0 42,154
Midcourse Correction 0.03 50 42,138
Coast to 8 ,000 n mi Apogee 1.5 6.0 5.0 41,966
Circularize at Ceosynchronous 0.11 4,371 41.955
Altitude (Apogee Burn)
Rendezvous and Docking 4.0 15.0 96 .5 31,062
Oa-Orbit Maintenance and Checkout 13.5 55.0 8.0 10,951
Phase at Geosynch for Nodal Crossing 11.4 45.0 11. 2 WJ B9
Deboost Burn 0.06 4,385 10,833
Coast to Midcourse Correction 1.0 6.0 7.5 22,806
Midcourse Correction 0.01 13 22,792
Coast to 170 n mi Perigee 1.0 4.0 5.0 22,768
Inject into Return Phasing 0.04 2,619 22,759
Coast 1 Rev. in Phasing Orbit 2.0 4.0 6.0 19,008
Circularize at 170 x 170 n mi Orbit 0.05 37150 18,998
Rendezvous and Dock with Orbiter 4.0 32.4 15,297
TOTALS	 1. 60.9	 I 222.0	 1 2.28.6J
Propellant Consumed	 47,660	 Returned Weight
Unused Propellant Capacity	 2,529	 Tug dry weight	 5,150
APS Consumed	 229	 Unusable residuals	 576
Unused APS Capacity
	
as	 APS reserve	 29
Propellant reserve 2,530
Spares	 830
MSM**	 6,150
* Boil off, fuel cell consumables.	 15,265
**No life support system depletion assumed
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15,265
b. Approach 2 - Because of an drbit of only 8,000 n miles, a
single baseline Tug is capable of boosting a 6,150 lb MSM and 830
lbs of spares to the radio astronomy telescope and returning. Table
TVA-24 presents the mission budgets. Either EVA crewmen (with
manned maneuvering units (EMU) or EOTS's will be used to service
the external replaceable modules (star trackers and ACS pods).
The unused propellant reserve capacity shown in Table IVA-24
indicates this extra hardware weight could be carried.
Table IM-24 Approach 2 -- RAT Geosynchronous Mission Budgets
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The following capabilities are required because of this approach:
Radio Astronomy Telescope
1) Capability to retract and deploy the solar arrays;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the MSM;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystem modules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame, probe, and latches compatible with the
MSM;
6) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and similar aspects to minimize
hazards to EVA crewmen.
MSM
1) Docking provisions compatible with radio astronomy tele-
scope;
2) Life support systems for IVA and EVA;
3) Umbilical system capable of conveying control commands and
electrical power to the telescope;
4) backup means of separation in the event of failure of
capture-latches to open;
5) Capability to control Tug APS (auxiliary propulsion)
maneuvers;
6) Contingency life support and electrical power reserves;
7) Transmission of life support system status to ground
through the Tug;
8) Attitude control capability to stabilize MSM for docking
with rescue Tug;
9) Provisions for undocki.ng/docking with the Tug in orbit.
Include laser reflectors;
10) Provisions fnr general flood lighting in the system modules
area and for portable lighting in other maintenance areas;
11) Provisions for transferring spares between the maintenance
areas and the MSM batch;
12) Provide SOTS or MMU translation capabilities for servicing
external modules.
Tug
1) Compatibility with manned mission (man-rated);
2) Relay of data from the telescope/MSM to the ground;
3) Relay of communications between crewmen and ground;
4) Relay of data and communications between the MSM/Tug
and the Orbiter during P/h bay checkouts;
5) Provisions for docking with MSM in orbit. Laser radar
capability with or without MSM attached.
i
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Orbiter
1) Provisions for attaching airlock transfer tunnel to MSM
aad retracting tunnel.
c. Approac:	 - A single baseline Tug is not capable of retriev-
ing the radio astronomy telescope from the 8,000 n mi orbit. This
would require two Tugs. A single Tug could deliver the telescope
back to the 8,000 n mi orbit, however.
Other problems make this approach undesirable for the radio
astronomy telescope. Depending on the telescope structure and
assembly methods, Tug transportation may not be acceptable.
The following additional capabilities are required because of
this approach;
Radio Astronomy Telescope
1) Capability to retract and deploy the telescope beams/net
and the solar arrays several times;
2) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from the Tug;
3) Laser radar reflectors (corner cubes);
4) Replaceable subsystet.. nodules, including solar arrays;
5) Docking frame probe and latches compatible with the Tug;
6) Redundant shutoffs, structural safety factors, no sharp
edges or protrusions, and provisions for mounting port-
able foot restraints.
TIR
1) Relay of data between the telescope and the ground;
2) Relay of commands and power from the Shuttle to the
telescope;
3) Provisions for docking with the telescope.
Shuttle Orbiter
1) Provide portable foot restraints.
2) Provide portable lights.
8. Maintenance Approach Summary
The most significant results derived from the analyses of the
three maintenance approaches are summarized in Table IVD--25.
I
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APPROACH 1 APPROACH 2 APPROACH 3
SATELLITE SERVICER IN RED MSM IN HEO RMS/EVA IN LEO
DWS Solar arrays must be retracted. Two Tugs required. Solar array must be retracted.
Near Tug capability for full Sufficient capability for full spares Antenna probably must be refolded.
spares complement. complement. Two Tugs required.
Soli:	 arrays must be retracted. LEO pointing and checkout of antenna
more difficult and time consuming.
TDRS No need to retract solar array TwD Tugs required. Antennas easier to refold.
except for replacement. Sufficient capability for full spares Two Tugs required.
Sufficient capability for full i	 complement.
spares complement.
INTELSAT Solar arrays must be retracted. Two Tugs required. Solar arrays must be retracted.
Tug capability for 60% spares Sufficie:t capability for full spares Two Tugs required.
replacement. complement.
Solar arrays must be retracted.
SEOS Solar arrays must be retracted. Two Tugs required. Three Tugs required.
Tug capability for 67% spares Sufficient capability for full spares Solar arrays must be retracted.
replacement. complement. Optical contamination protection
Solar arrays must be retracted. required.
Optical contamination protection
required.
EOGP Tug.capability for 28% spares Two Tugs required. Four Tugs required.
replacement. Tug capability for 66% spares replace- All appendages must be retracted
Solar arrays must be retracted. ment. and again deployed.
Antennas and scanner platform Optical contamination protection Optical contamination protection
must be retracted. required. required.
VLF antenna creates caution dur- Solar arrays must be retracted.
ing rendezvous. Antennas and scanner platform must
Docking at both ends of satellite. be retracted.
Longer timeline because of more VLF antenna creates caution during
modules. rendezvous.
Docking at both ends of satellite.
Longer timeline because of more
modules,
RADIO Sufficient Tug capability for Single Tug required. Three Tugs required.
ASTRONOMY full spares complement. Sufficient capability for full spares Possibly could not return satellite -
TELESCOPE Free-flyer type servicer required complement. depending on configuration.
for star trackers and propulsion Free-flyer or MMU required for replac-
modules. ing star trackers and propulsion
modules.
These analyses also lead to the following general requirements
for maintenance of satellites.
General Requirements for Servicer
1) Docking provisions compatible with the satellite and
integrated with the Tug rendezvous and docking systems
(if docking is between the satellite and the servicer);
2) Servicing system controlled by instructions from prepro-
grammed Tug computer circuitry or by commands from ground
sources;
3) Lighting and TV aids for remote control module changeout;
4) Umbilical system for docking engagement to satellite to
convey control commands and electrical power;
5) Backup means of separation in the event of docking latch
failure to open;
6) Provide stowage provisions for replaceable spares;
7) Servicing system capable of reaching and exchanging all
replaceable units on the subject satellite;
8) Servicer end-effector compatible with the satellite
module latch mechanisms.
General Requirements for Satellites
1) Capability to retract appendages (solar arrays, antennas,
external experiments, etc.) that are not able to with- 	 1
stand docking impact loads or that may impact the docking
system (reasonable maneuvering space required);
2) Capability to command retraction of appendages (item 1)
by signals from remote sources (ground, orbiter, TDRS);
3) Capability to deploy appendages by remote command and
hardline link through the servicing system;
4) Capability for multiple deployment and retraction of
appendages for Approach 3 maintenance;
5) Laser radar reflectors (docking aids) and other docking
provisions compatible with servicing system;
6) Receptacle for umbilical attachment from servicing system;
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functions by remote control or through the umbilical from
the servicing system;
8) All functional systems (excluding such equipment as passive
antennas) replaceable as modules or self-contained units; 	 r
9) Module latch mechanisms should be compatible with capabil-
ities of servicer end-effectors or hand-held EVA tools; . .
10) For EVA maintenance, redundant fluid and mechanical shut-	 1
offs, structural safety factors, and elimination of sharp
edges and protrusions are required to minimize hazards to
EVA crewmen;
General Requirements for Satellites (Cont'd)
11) Capability of remotely commanding opening and closing of
covers on contamination sensitive optical equipment.
General Requirements for Shuttle/Tug
1) Provisions for Tug docking directly with the satellite
in Approach 3 and also in Approach 1 if the servicer is
separate equipment installed inside the Tug docking frame;
2) Tug computer and circuitry to provide preprogrammed instruc-
tions to the servicer (if applicable);
3) Tug circuitry to relay remote commands and power to the
servicer and/or satellite;
4) Tug relay of data from the servicing system and/or satel-
lite to the ground or to the orbiter during checkouts;
5) Backup means of separation in the event of docking latch
failure;
E) Provide external stowage provisions for large replaceable
units such as solar array and antenna packages;
7) Provisions for P/L bay stowage (including environmental
protection) of replaceable units for Approach 3;
8) Provide portable foot restraints and lighting in Approach 3;
9) Adapter for tandem Tug operations.
-
9.
	 Mission Shuttle Transportation System Requirements
This section develops the requirements for specific STS flights
to support the three maintenance approaches. Since the Traffic
Model only schedules the DWS, Intelsat, SSOS, and TDRS, only these
satellites will be considered in further maintenance approach com-
parisons and tradeoffs (Section IV.F).
Table IVD-26 presents the satellite schedules based on the Traffic
Model and SSPD. This schedule has many inconsistencies between oper-
ations and the satellite mean mission durations (MMD). This schedule
was revised in the Integrated Orbital Servicing Study (TOSS)
	 to be
compatible with servicing plans and to be more consistent (Table
IVD-27). Figure IVD--10 presents the locations of the satellites in
orbit.
Table IVD-28 summarizes the satellite replaceable units and
weights based on the reconfigured servicable versions of these
satellites, as derived in this study.
1 Integrated Orbital Servicing Study for Low-Cost Payload Programb,
Contract NAS8--30820, Martin Marietta Corporation for Marshall.Space
Flight Center.
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Table IVD.-26 Traffic MadeMssm Schedules
r^D 1
(YRS) 1981 1982 1983 E	 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
New Launch 1 1 1
Digs 5 Refurb 1
Retrieve I I
New Launch 2 3 2 2
INTELSAT 10 Refurb 2 3 2
Retrieve 1 1 2 3
New Launch 3 3
TDRS 5 Refurb
Qic Retrieve
New Launch 1 1 1 2 2 2
SEOS 8/5 Refurb
02 Retrieve 1
*SSPD data
Table IVD-27 TOSS Modified Traffic ModeZ (Serviceable Sate Uites)
AOT*
(YEARS) 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
Del 2
DWS 5
Sery 2
Del 2 3 2 2
INTELSAT 6
Sery 2 3 2
âe1 3
TâIL5 5
Sery 3
Del I I
SOS	 2
E:- Sery I 1 2 2
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Maintenance approaches will be analyzed in a manner similar
to that used in the Integrated Orbital Servicing Study (TOSS).
That is, the satellites are assumed serviced at the end of each
average operational time (AOT) period. The mass of modules replaced
is determined by calculating a parts factor (PF), which is based on
a combination of random failures and wearout. The calculations of
PP in the TOSS did not include the solar panels as replaceable units.
Therefore, and since these are considered replaceable in this study,
solar panels will be added to the PF calculations. The PF factor is
multiplied times the satellite weight to determine the module replaced
weights at the end of the AOT period. This .theme, when applied over
a long period, is comparable, on the average, to the replacement
schedules calculated later in the geosynchronous maintenance vehicle
analysis (Section IV.E), based on failure rates.
Table IVD--29 presents the predicted module replacement and return
weights for each satellite. Returned propulsion modules are assumed
empty of propellant.
Table IVD-29 Predicted Module Replacement Weights
PF
SATELLITE
WEIGHT
(lb s)
SOLAR
ARRAYS
(lbs)
REPLACEMENT
MODULES
(lbs)
PROPELLANT
WEIGHT
(lbs)
RETURNED
MODULES
(lbs)
DWS .28 1904 622 1155 128 1027
INTELSAT .31 2740 270 1120 264 856
TDRS .38 1139 77 510 39 471
SEOS .19 3697 224 926 188 738
Replaced modules could be returned to the ground for refurbishment
and subsequent use as spares. Spares costs would be reduced but STS
penalties would be paid. However, module design might completely change
over the program lifetime, malting the refurbished spares obsolete. To
discard replaced modules in orbit could create excessive space litter.
Both of these modes will be investigated for costs in Section N.P.
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'fable IVD-30 presents a breakdown of the missions required for
the Tug/servicer maintenance approach. The number of STS fli.ghrs is
governed by the Tug payload delivery and return. weights. The weights
given include an 1150 lb servicer. Tug in-orbit transfers between
satellites is limited to one per mission because of cryogenic boil-
off, fuel cell consumables, and APS usage for rendezvous. Longitude
phasing, between most of the subject satellites, will require about
2 or 3 days. Faster times would require excessive fsel consumption
(high AV requirement).
Table IVD-30 TUG/servicer Maintenance Missions
YEAn RETURN MODULES EXPENDABLE MODULES
Number Number
(Number of Weight Weight STS Weight Up Weight Down STS
Satellites) Up (lbs) Down (lbs) Flights (lbs) (lbs) Flights
DWS 1987 (2) 2305 each 2177 each 2 3460 total 1150 1
INTELSAT 1989 (2) 2270 each 2006 each 2 3390 total 1150 1
1.990 (3) 3 3390 (2) 1150 1
2270 (1) 1150 1
1991 (2) 2 3390 total 1150 1
1992 (2)* 2 3390 total 1150 1
TDRS 1988 (3) 2170 (2) 2092 (2) 1 2680 total 1150 1
1660 (1) 1621 (1) 1
SEOS 1985 (1) 2076 1888 1 2076 11-50 1
1987 (1) 2076 1888 ,l 2076 1150 1
1989 (2) 2076 each 1888 each 2 3002 (2) 1150 1
1991 (2) 1	 2076 each 1888 each 2 3002 (2) 1150 1
TOTAL STS FLIGHTS 	 19 11
l
With the manned servicing module (MSM) maintenance approach,
Tandem Tugs are required because of the 6150 lb MSM. However, the
Tugs have greater boost capability than single-satellite servicing.
Tandem Tugs can boost the MSM and spares for servicing at least two
satellites on each mission. Only one in-orbit transfer is permitted,
however, because of time penalties, as discussed before. Table
IVD-31 presents a breakdown on the MS11 servicing missions. All
three TDRS ` s can be serviced (as with the Tug/servicer) because two
of these are at one location (see Figure IVD-10). Considerations for
returning or discarding replaced modules have no effect on the number
of required STS flights. However, these two options will be costed
because of some potential cost savings from refurbishing returned
modules.
Table IVD-31 MSM Maintenance Missions
Year
(Number
of Satellites)
Weight
Up	 (lbs)
Weight
Down (lbs)
Number of
STS Flights
(Tandem Tugs)
DWS 1987
	 (2) 8460	 (2) 8204 (2) 2
INTELSAT 1989	 (2) 8390	 2) 7862 (2L2
1990	 (3)
_
_	 1991 (2)	 - ---
1992	 (2)
8390	 (2)
7270	 (1)
7862	 (2)
7006	 (1)
7862	 (2)
2
2
2	 -^
- 8390	 (2)
8390	 (2) 7862	 (2)
TDRS 1988	 (3) 7680	 (3) 7563	 (3) 2
SEOS 1985	 (1) 7076	 1) 6888	 (1) 2
1987	 (1) 7076	 (1) 6888	 (1) 2
_	 1989 (2) 8002	 (2) 7626	 (2) 2
1991	 (2) 8002	 (2) 7626	 (2) 2
TOTAL STS FLIGHTS 	 22
14
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As an option to ,Approach 3 (retrieval for maintenance at the
Shuttle orbiter), the mode of returning the satellite to the ground
for refurbishment will also be considered.
Table IVD-32 presents the breakdown of mission schedules based
on Tug capability to retrieve one 3400 lb satellite or deliver two
2600 lb satellites (approximately) and more without longitude separa-
tion. Retrieving more than one satellite on one Tug flight is not
considered. In the case of maintenance at the orbiter, it is assumed
that a short downtime is permissible for the DWS and TDRS and, there-
fore, maintenance on multiple satellites is performed simultaneously.
This permits redelivery with one Tug each. For ground refurbishment,
separate missions are assumed necessary.
Table IVD-32 Satellite Retrieval Maintenance Missions
Year Satellite
(dumber of Weight - Each Tug Flights Required
Satellites) (lbs) Retrieve Deliver
DWS 1987 (2) 1904 2 1	 2'
INTELSAT 1989 (2) 2740 2 2
L990
	 (3) 2740 3 3
1991 (2) 2740 2 2
1992 (2) 2740 2 2
TDRS 1988 (3) 1139 3 1	 3^
SEOS 1985	 (1) 3697 2 1
1987 (1) 3697 2 1
1989 (2) 3697 4 2
1991 (2) 3697 4 2
TOTAL STS FLIGHTS 	 43	 46'
"'Separate missions required for ground refurbishment because of the long
downtime.
10. Servicer Concept
The analysis of maintenance requirements for the radio astron-
omy telescope disclosed the need for a servicer that could maneuver
and dock at several places on the structure for maintenance. This
could be a very common maintenance requirement for future large-
structure space systems. The consideration of an EOTS attached to
a Tug and controlled remotely through the Tug systems appeared to
fit this requirement. Such a concept for a servicer for use with
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other satellites offers other advantages. Tx the SOTS manipulator
is compatible with the reach and task functions, the SOTS could
perform the Approach 1 maintenance tasks analyzed in this study.
If a single point servicing were called for, an unfueled SOTS
would be used ant' would remain attached to the Tug throughout the
mission. Use of EOTS would save most of the development costs of
a new servicer design.
Preliminary SOTS configurations were analyzed for compatibility
with the maintenance of the satellites considered in this study.
Figure IVD-11 shows the wrist reach envelope of the TOTS with an
eight foot manipulator. In this configuration, the SOTS is offset
towards the side of the Tug face. By rotating the satellite,
relative to the Tug, about the central docking mechanism, the
manipulator can reach modules 360 0
 around the satellite. This
type of configuration would accommodate most satellites.
A peculiar situation exists with the EOGP (see Figure TVD-12).
Here the servicer must reach modules located both inside the equip-
ment rings and modules installed outside. Since the EOGP is open
at both ends, the docking mechanism would need to be offset. in
fact, two docking mechanisms, as shown in Figure 1VD-12), would be
needed at each end to allow the 8-foot manipulator to reach all
modules.
1
i
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Figure IVD-11 SOTS Servicer Cross Section and Reach
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E. ON-ORBIT GEOSYNCHRONOUS MAINTENANCE VEHICLE (TASK. E)
The purpose of this task was to investigate the feasibility
of an on-orbit automated maintenance vehicle that can remain
in geosynchronous orbit for an extended. period of time and carry
equipment and spares to conduct mainteftance,-servicing, and re-
furbishment operations.
It is assumed that the vehicle is the RI version of the
Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS), with an attached
servicer. The servicer is assu7aed to contain docking pro-
visions and a servicing system. The following weights are
assumed:
SEPS 2967 lbs
Dry 2817.0
Trapped fluids 15.0
RCS propellant 135.0
2967.0
l
Seryicer 950 lbs
Docking Mechanism 100.0
Manipulator & TV Arm	 400.0
Structure 200.0
Adapter 100.0
Subsystems 150.0
950.0
Hg Propellant-Max	 2893 lbs
The SEPS, with full mercury propellant load, is capable
of 625 days thrusting time. The on-orbit operational capa-
bility is 3 years, based on solar array degradation. Nominal
thrust levels are 0.206 lb f with an Isp of 3000 seconds.
For longitudinal position changes (through elliptical-
orbit phasing) with low-thrust systems, such as the SEPS,
the following equations are used.2
I Taken from RI Geosynchronous Platform Definition Study
2 (SD73-SA-0036)
Based on equations from Propulsion Requirements __for Control-
lable Satellites, ARS Journal, T. N. Edelbaum, August 1961,
and information, from E. Dazzo, Rockwell International, Seal
Beach, California.
f
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AV = 4612.48 I
W
^p - 1 -	 r -'V
e 196527.
t = 0.1633 A? W
where:
0 Phase angle change, degrees
W Vehicle weight, lbs
AV Velocity change, ft/sec
Ap Mass ratio, Wf
Wi
t	 Time, days
(Assumes no shadowing or power degradation.)
Tables IVE-1 through IVE-4 presents the failure rate
calculations for the replaceable modules on the four types
of satellites. Tnese data are used to determine the prob-
able failure times and frequencies. Failure rates ( A )'`
(per module) are estimated based on information in the Aero-
space Corporation Operatio ns Analysis (Study 2.1), Pavload
Designs for Space Servicing, ATR-74 (7341)-3, .Tune 1974 (and
addendum, September 1974).
In addition to failure replacements (when whole numbers
are exceeded in the failure rate tables), it is assumed that
wearout items (solar arrays, power modules, ACS propulsion)
are replaced at the AOT period.
If a SEPS servicing assembly were kept in geosynchronous
orbit for a three-year period, it would need to contain module
spares to enable exchange of the modules expected to fail or
be depleted/degraded in that period. In addition, at Least
one spare is assumed avzilable for any unique module. Table
IVE-5 presents the spare allocations and servicing schedules,
using the SEPS for three 3-year missions.
* A given in hours to failure.
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-TOTAL UNIQUE
QTY QTY	 TOTAL TOTAL, FAILURES BY YEAR.:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10MODULE EACH EACH	 ^ QTY 109
Solar , s
Array 2 1	 2 36200 .4 .7 1 1.3 1.6
Assy
TT&C 2 2 4 32000 .3 .6 .9 1.2 I1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6
ACS 1 1 2 26800 .3 .5 .8 1.0 1 1.2 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2
ACS !
Propulsion 2 1 2 22800 .3 .5 .7 .9 1.1
Power
Module 1 1 2	 22400
I
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Amplifiers 2 2 4	 24000 .3 .5 .7 .9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
Filters 2 2
i
4	 24000 .3 .5 .7 .9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
Power 2 2 4	 8000 .1 .2 .2 .3 .4 .4 .5 .6 .6	 1.8
Monitor ;
1
!
:n 1982
' 5 years
Table IVE-2 Intelsat Failure Rates
Hc
wr
-
-
TOTAL UNIQUE TOTAL FAILURFS BY YEAR:
SATS * YEARSQTY QTY A x 10 9 , - E UIVALENT YEARS
2
Il
7 14 23
J 4
13^/
5
41
6
50 61
I8
70
MODULE
EACH EACH
SAT
TOTAL
QTY
EACH
SATSAT
Solar
Array 2 1 1-9 12100 .3 .8 1.5 2.5(	 3.4 1	 4.4 5.3 i	 6.5 7.4
Assy #
J-
Transponders i ^
8 4 8-36 12000 .3 .8 1.5 2.5	 `	 3.4 4.4 5.3 6.5 7.4
35 of 48 reqd
Power 4 4 4-36 33600 .6 2.1 4.1 6.8 9.4 12.0 14.7 17.9 20.3
Module
TT&C
2 2 2-18 21500 .4 1.4 I	 2.7 4.4 6.1 7.8 9.5 11.6 13.3
1 of 2 reqd
- -- - ^- - -- ---- -_ -.- ---
ACS
,
2 2 2-18 33400 .6 2.1 4.1 6.8 9.4 12.1 14.8 18.0 20.5
1 of 2 reqd
Receivers
2 2 2-18 12000 .3 .8 1.5 2.4 3.4 4.4 5.3 5.5 7.5
1 of 4 reqd
ACS
Propulsion 4 2 2-18 22800 .5 1.4 2.9 4.7 6.5 8.3 10.0 12.1 13.8
2 of 4 reqd
i
I t
 f
Launch Schedule: 2 in 1983
3 in 1984
2 in 1985
2 in 1986
(6 operational)
AOT 6 years
TOTAL TOTAL FAILURES BY YEAR:
QTY UNIQUE ,k x 109 EQUIVALENT SATS * YEARS	 YEAR
1 f
1
2 3
/3
4
/4
6 8Y6 10	 - 12 14 9EACHSAT QTYtACH TOTAL EACHSATMODULE QTY /
Mission 2 1 1-2 7000 .1 .2 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .9Equipment
Solar
Array 2 1 1--2 12100 .2 .3
Assy
Power 2 2 2--4 16800 .2 .3Module
ACS
2 2 2-4 25400 .3 .5 .7 .9 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.7 3.2
1 of 2 regd
ACS 2 2 2--4 22800 .2 .4Propulsion
Data 1 1 1-2 17000 .2 .3 .5 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1Processing _
TT&C 1 1 1-2 9100 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 1.0 1.2
Table 1VE 4 TDRS Failure Rates
TOTAL
QTY UNIQUE TOTAL
EACH QTY TOTAL A	 10g FAILURES BY YEAR:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9MODULE SAT EACH QTY
x
ALL SATS
S-band
Array 1 1 3 3900 .1 .1 .1 .2 .2 .3 .3 .3 .4
Electronics
LDR TX
& 1 1 3 30000 .3 .6 .8 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.4
TT&C #1
Solar Array
Assy & 1 1 3 54300 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.4 2.9 3.4 3.9 4.3
S-band Seam
HDR/rIDR 2 2 6 36000 .4 .7 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9
ACS #1 1 1 3 36600 .4 .7 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9
ACS #2 1 1 3 33600 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7
ACS 2 1 3 34200 .4 .6 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7
Propulsion
LDR TX #2 1 1 3 41400 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.6 2.9 3.3& TT&C
Power 2 2 6 67200 .6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.3Module
TDRS/GS 1 1 3 27000 .3
--5 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2
Electronics 1 1 3 2100 .1 .2 .2 .2 .3Module
Antenna
Antennas 2 1 3 18000 .2 .4 .5 .7 .8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5
TDRS/GS 1 1 3 18000 .2 .4 .5 .7 .8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5Antenna
Launch Schedule; 3 in 1983 (2 operati
AOT 5 years
NOTE: Number of trips and year serviced shown in parentheses.
I
i
i
i
9pjol
^'
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Table IVE-,5 SbPS 3--Year Missions, Spares Mocations and Servicing Trips
1983-1985 1986-1988 1989-1991
DWS DWS DWS
#Mod Item	 Weight# #xod Item Weft #Mod Item waiahw
2 SAA (2-85) 526 2 SAA (2-87) 526 2 SAA (1-91) 526
2 ACS propulsion 200 2 SAA (1-88) 526 2 ACS prop (1-91) 200
1 power 179 2 AGS prop (1-86) 200 2 ACS prop ( 1-91) 200
1 TT&C (1-85) 27 2 AGS prop ( 1-87) 200 1 TT&C 27
1 ACS (1-85) 130 4 Power ( 2-87) 716 1 CFA 90
1 CFA ( 1-86)
^- .
90 1 TT&C (1-89)-- 	 _ - - X27 - 1 Filter 10
1 Filter (1-86). i0 1 ACS (1-69)--- 13) 4 1053
1 Power Monitor 20 14 2325
10 1182
INTELSAT INTELSAT INTELSAT
3 SAA (3-85) 405 6 SAA (3-87) 810 9 SAA (2-89) 1215
6 ACS prop (2-85) 810 11 ACS prop (4-88) 1485 19 ACS prop (3-91)	 (3-90)
)
2565
4 Power (3-85) 260 8 Power (6-87) 520 24 Power (8-90) 1560
3 Transponders (3-85) 225 6 Transponders (2-87) 450 6 Transponders (2-90) 450
3 TT&C (3-84) 120 5 TT&C (3-87) 200 6 TT&C (3-90) 240
4 ACS (3-85) 300 8 ACS (6-87) 600 8 ACS (6-90) 600
1 Receivers ( 1-85) 48 3 Receivers (3-87) 144 3 Receivers (3-90) 144
24 2168 47 4209 75 6774
SEAS SEOS SEOS
#mod Item	 Weiaht#k #`Mod Item Weight# OMad Item Weight#
2
2
SAA
ACS prop } (1-84)
224
342
6
6
SAA
ACS Prop (1'86) 6721026 44 SAAACS Prop (2-90) 448664
1	 (2-88)2 Power	 .1 252 6 Power 756 4 Power 504
2 Mission Equip 408 2 ACS (2-91) 412
1 ACS ( I-86) - - - 206
-- ^-^ 
18 2454 1 Data Proc ( 1-91) 6l
1 1.--- Data Proc (1-87)-  661 ^ - - -_ ^ 15 2109
1 TT&C (1-90)-- - -'—
_
85
r r ^ _ _ _ - -,
11 1578
TDRS TDRS TDRS
2 SAA (1-85)	 (1-88)-L 154 1 SAA (1-86) 77 2 SAA (1-9G) 154
2 ACS Prop (2-85)
_
112 4 ACS Prop (1-87) 224 2 ACS Prop (2-91) 112
2 Power (2-85) 113 (2-SB) 2 Power (2-90) 113
1 S-band Electronics 51 4 Power (2887) 226 1 OR TX (1-90) 37
1 HDRAMR (1-85) 44 1 HDR/MDR (1-88) 44 1 HDR/11DR (1-91) 44
2 ACS (2-85) 70 2 ACS (2-88) 70 2 ACS (2-91) 70
1 LDR TX ( 1-85) 31 1 nit TX ( 1-88) 3i i LDR TX (1-91) 31
1 Electronics Mod. "1 L3 672 1 TDRS /GS (1-90) 46
1 LDR TX (1-86)- - ^ 37 2 HDR/MDR Ant. 66
1 'MRS /Gs (1-86)- --'-! 46 1 TDRS/GS Ant.,, 14
2 HDR/MDR Ant. (1-88)-1
_
66
-
15 687
1 TDRS/GS Ant, 14
17 779
Since there would be many modules involved in a 3-year
period, it would not be practical or even workable to carry
all spares along with the SEPS/servicer. An assembly, such
as that shown in Figure IVE-1, appears feasible and is proposed.
This assembly contains 1 or more spares tiers. Each tier would	 !
hold in the order of 24 spares modules. The SEPS/servicer
would carry along only the single tier needed for maintenance
of a satellite at some other longitude in orbit-. The remaining
spares tiers would be maintained at a "home base" longitude
(100°14 assumed) by a stabilization unit.
The stabilization unit is assumed to neigh 400 lbs and
each spares tier to weigh 200 lbs. 'Fables IVE-b, IVE-7 and
IVE-S present the analyses for using the SEPS/servicer to
service the subject satellites during the three 3-year periods.
The second and third missions require refueling the SEPS dur-
ing the on-orbit period, using the RI proposed SEPS refueling
unit.
The SEPS maintainance scheme would require 8 Shuttle/Tug
flights if the SEPS are not recovered:
3 Tandem Tug flights to put SEPS/ servicer/ spares in orbit,
2 Tug flights for refueling SEPS.
Recovery of the SEPS/servicers would require three additional
Shuttle/Tug flights. However, this would permit refurbishing
the SEPS/servicer for later missions. Costs for both options
will be investigated in tradeoffs, Section IV-F.
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On-Orbit
Servicing
Configuration
I
'i	 •Io
Spares
Modules
	
I^	 -T
Boog; -to-Orbit
_	 Configuration	 14 ft
2 ft
i
	
- Solar Array	 IM77	 ;' P	 ,Spares	 ila
M
W
SEPS Docking	 SEPS	 (4)
with Active	 Docki no
Spares Tier	 SEPS	 Probe
Spares	 ServicerTiers
Active Spares
Tier
^— Mar,ipuiator
Servicer
L Stabilization	 Docki ng
Unit	 P robe
Figure ZVE-1 SEPS/Servicer/Spares Assembly Configuration
Table .NE- 6 1983--1985 SEPS Mission
SPARES SATELLITES
	 SPARES
TIERS	SERVICED
	 MODULES WEIGHT SERVICING TRIPS FROM 100 014
 HOME BASE
1	 DWS/TDRS	 27	 1961	 DWS 2 to 940W, 2 to 1240W
TDRS 5 to 41oW, 4 to 171°W
1	 SEOS	 Ll	 1578	 1 to 1100W
1	 INTELSAT	 24	 2168	 7 to 610E, 5 to 1740E, 6 to 250W
WEIGHTS
SEPS	 2967
Servicer	 950
Pallet	 200
Propellant	 2893
i0L0
INITIAL.	 ONE WAX
	 ROUND TRIPROUND TRIPS
	 TOTAL
	
FINAL
TRIPS	 TO LONGITUDE: &A	 SPARES 14EIGHT -4V
	
WEIGHT
2-DWS	 2 x 940W	 6	 1961	 8971
	
119.3	 .001235
	 44.3	 7.2	 8926.7
1-SEOS	 2 x 110oW	 10	 1578	 8543.7	 157.8	 .00163	 27.9	 4.6	 8515.8
7-INTELSAT	 2 x 610E	 161	 2168	 9105.8	 613.3	 .0063	 807.4	 131.9	 8298.4
5-TARS	 2 x 41OW	 59	 1961	 8091.4 393.9	 .0041	 329.5	 53.8	 7761.9
2-DWS
	
2 x 1240W	 24	 1961	 7761. 9 	 256.5	 .0027	 82.4	 13.5	 7679.5
5-INTELSAT	 2 x 1740E	 86	 2168	 7886 .5 481.7	 .00498	 392.5
	
64.1	 7822.0
4-TDRS
	
2 x 171OW	 71	 1961	 7287	 455.3	 .0047	 274.3	 44.8	 7012.7
6-INTELSAT	 2 x 25OW	 75	 2L68	 7219 . 7	 470 . 1	 .00486 420.9	 68.7	 6798.8
	
2379.2	 388.6
^F
Servicing uses 2379# propellant 	 32
Servicing operations 421 days 	 daysservic-
ing,
Return SEPS weight 4431# (with Servicer)
AV = 6527 ft/ sec to 10,000 n.mi.
x P = .0654
Wp = 289.7
t = 47 days
Propellant margin 224k
SEPS/Servicer/Spares /Stabilization Unit
Launched to geo using Tandem Tugs
SEPS	 2967
Servicer	 950	 1st Tug 56637
Stab Unit	 400	 2nd Tug 56458
Pallets (3)	 600	 113095
Propellant 2893	 13517
Spares	 5707	 126612
13517#
IV-137
Table .IVE--7 1986-1988 SEPS Mission
	
SPARES	 SATELLITES	 SPARES
	
TIERS	 SERVICED	 MODULES 14EIG11T SERVICING TRIPS FROM Ion 0W HONE I3A3E
	
1	 DWS /TDRS	 27	 2997	 DWS 4 to 940W, 3 to 124OW
TDRS 6 to 41oW, 5 to 171OW
1 SEOS 18 2454 2 to 110oW, 1 to 1000W
1 INTELSAT 24 2109 4 to 610E, 4 to 1740E, 5 to 25oW
1 INTELSAT 23 2100 5 to 610E, 5 to 1740E, 4 to 250W
1983 DWS /TDRS 27 1961 DWS 1 to 940W, I to 1240W
Pallet TDRS 2 to 41011, 2 to 171OW
1983 SEOS 11 1578 1 to 1100W, I to 1000W
Pallet
INITIAL ONE WAY ROUND TRIP
ROUND TRIPS TOTAL
TRIPS TO LONGITUDE A 0 SPARES WEIGHT AV ^ Wi t W^p
4-DWS 2 x 940W 6 2997 10007. 112.9 .00117 93.6 15.3 93.6
6-TDRS 2 x 410 11 59 2997 9913.4 355.8 .00368 437.7 71.5 531.3
2-SEOS 2 x 1100W 10 2454 8932.7 154.3 .0016 57.1 9.3 588.4
4-INTELSAT 2 x 610E 161 2109 8530 . 6 633.7 .0065 446.5 72.9 1034.9
1-DWS 2 x 940W 6 1961 7936.1 126.8 .0013 20.8 3.4 1055.7
2-TDRS 2 x 41OW 59 1961 7915.3 398.2 .0041 130.3 21.3 1186.0
5-INTELSAT 2 x 610E 161 2100 7924. 657.5 .0068 537.9 87.8 1723.9
1-SEOS 2 x 110011 10 1578 6864.1 176.1 .0018 25.0 4.1 1748.9
3-DWS 2 x 124°W 24 2997 8258.1 248.7 .0026 127.5 20.8 1876.4
5-TDRS 2 x 171011 71 2997 8130.6 431.0 .0044 362.2 59.1 2238.6
4-INTELSAT 2 x 1740E 86 2109 6880.4 515.7 .0053 293.3 47.9 2531.9
SEPS REFUELED
5-INTELSAT 2 x 1740E 86 2100 9110 448.2 .0046 422 68.9 422.
1-DWS 2 x 1240W 24 1961 3549 244.4 .0025 43.2 7.1 465.2
2-TDRS 2 x 171OW 71 1961 8505.8 421.4 .00436 148.2 24.2 613.4
5-INTELSAT 2 x 250W 75 2109 8505.6 433.1 .0045 380.8 62.2 994.2
4-INTELSAT 2 x 25OW 75 2100 8115.8 443.4 .0046 297.6 48.6 1291.8
j '	 Return SEPS weight 5803
AV = 6527 ft/sec to 10,000 n.mi
/^p = .0654
I.
Wp = 3790
t = 62 days
i ;	 Propellant Margin 1507#
ORXGWAL PAGE
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QUA Y	 IV-138
Weight launched to geo using Tandem Tugs
SEPS 2967 NOTE:	 1 liia hardware is
Servicer 950 split uS, in two Shuttle
Stab Uric 400 Orbiters.	 Assembled in
Pallets (4) 800 Shuttle orbit when join-
Propellant 2893 ing Tandem Tugs. 	 Total
Spares 9660 P/L 130 , 765# is too much.
176700 SEPS propellant is off-
loaded::
_i
a
1.	
.
9268	 607.9	 .0063	 465.5	 76.0	 465.5
	
8802.5 623.8	 .0064	 340.2	 55.6	 805.7
	
7944.3 436.0	 .0045	 358.1	 58.5	 1163.8
	
8104.2 475.1	 .0049	 238.8	 39.0	 1402.6
	
7865.4 482.3	 .0050	 235.2	 38.4	 1637.8
	
7630.2 489.7	 .0053	 308.9	 50.4	 1946.7
	
7321.3 466.8	 .0048	 282.6	 46.1	 2229.3
	
7038.7 476.1	 .0049	 207.8	 33.9	 2437.1
	
6830.9 483.3	 .0050	 204.7 '33.4	 2641.8
Weight launched to Sea using Tandem Tugs
SEPS	 2967	 lst Tug 56637
Servi.cer	 950	 2nd Tug 56458
Stab Unit	 400	 113095
	
Pallets (5) 1000	 16905
Propellant	 965	 130000#
	
Spares	 10623
16905
2258
2258
1740
2258
2258
2258
2258
2258
2258
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
Table IVE-8 1989-1991 SEPS Mission
SPARES SATELLITES SPARES
TIERS SERVICED MODULES WEIGHT SERVICING TRIPS FROM 100 oW HOME BASE
i DWS/TDRS 24 1740 DWS 2 to 940W, 1 to 1240W
TDRS 6 to 41oW, 5 to 171OW
I SEOS 15 2109 2 to 110°14, 3 to 1000W
I INTELSAT 25 2258 3 to 610E, 3 to 1740E, 4 to 250W
1 INTELSAT 25 2258 4 to 610E, 3 to 1740B, 3 to 25OW
1 INTELSAT 25 2258 3 to 610E, 4 to 1740E, 3 to 250W
1985 DWS 27 2997 1 to 940W, I to 124"W
Pallet
1983
	 SEOS	 11	 1578	 1 to 1100W
Pallet
INITIAL ONE WAY ROUND TRIP
ROUND TRIPS TOTAL -
TRIPS TO LONGITUDE: a SPARES WEIGHT AV ,^(^ Wg t two
2-DWS 2 x 940W 6 1740 6822 136.8 .0014 38.6 6.3 38.6
6-TDRS 2 x 41OW 59 1740 6783.4 430.2 .0044 362.0 59.1 400.6
2-SEOS 2 x 1100W 10 2109 6790.4 177.0 .0018 49.8 8.1 450.4
3-INTELSAT 2 x 610E 161 2258 6889.6 705.0 .0072 300.9 49.1 751.3
1-DWS 2 x 94014 6 2997 7327.7 132.0 .0014 20.0 3.3 771.3
1-SEOS 2 x 110014 10 1578 5888.7 190.1 .00197 23.2 3.8 794.5
I-DWS 2 x 1240W 24 1740 6027.5 291.1 .003 36.3 5.9 830.8
1-DWS 2 x 1240W 24 2997 7248.2 265.4 .0027 39.8 6.5 870.6
SEPS REFUELED FULLY
4-INTELSAT 2 x 610E 161
3-INTELSAT 2 x 610E 161
5-TDRS 2 x 171OW 71
3-INTELSAT 2 x 1740E 86
3-INTELSAT 2 x 1740E 86
4-INTELSAT 2 x 1740E 86
4-INTELSAT 2 x 25oW 75
3-INTELSAT 2 x 25OW 75
3-INTELSAT 2 x 250W 75
Return SEES weight 4258#
AV = 6527 ft /sec to 10,000 n.mi
,4p = .0654
lip = 278#
t = 45 days
Propellant Margin 63#
D ^x^N^ ^^
POOR Q
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F.	 TRADEOFFS (TASKS 3 AND 4)
I	 1.	 Maintenance Costs
a. General - Cost estimates will be developed in this
sectio;i for the maintenance programs using the on-orbit geo-
synchronous maintenance vehicle (Section IV.E) and the three
maintenance approaches (Section IV.D).
It is assumed that there is no cost sharing of the Shuttle/
Tug flights. These launch and mission costs are assumed to be
$11.2M per flight.
It is estimated that there will be maintenance missions
to service 120 satellites (all serviceable satellites). There-
fore, all maintenance-related non-recurring costs will be
amortized over 120 servicings. There will be 20 servicings
(through 1992) of the four satellites considered in this
analysis.
The delta costs for developing serviceable configurations
of the DWS, TDRS, Intelsat and SEOS are estimated by the fol-
lowing:	
EstimatedQ J 0.1 X Expendable satellite RDTE costs X Complexity
Number of satellites	 Factor (CF)
These delta costs are for such things as retractable appendages,
docking aids, remote control circuits, and modular packaging.
Costs of the expendable versions are estimated based on various
sources and discussions. Table IVF-1 presents these delta costs
for all the maintenance concepts.
Certain costs arise from special needs an the Shuttle
and/or Tug to accommodate the maintenance approaches. Such
needs include comn:anications and data relay circuits, com-
puter control of the servicer, man-rating requirements, and
retractable airlock tunnel. Estimated delta costs for these
requirements are listed in Table IVF-2. The costs
i
1
i
Table IVF-1 Delta Costs for Serviceable Satellites
c
r
SATELLITE
(NUMBER)
RDTE COST
$M
.1 * RDTE
MAINTENANCE APPROACH COSTS PER SATELLITE
SERVICER MSM RETRIEVALNUMBER
SATELLITES CF COSTS,$rf CF COSTS,$M CF COSTS,$M
DWS
(3)
75 2.5 1.1 2.75 1.2 3.0 1.25 3.12
TDRS
(4)
50 1.25 1.1 1.38 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.625
Intelsat
(9)
90 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
SEOS
(2)
130 6.5 1.0 5.5 1.1 7.15 1.1 7.15
Ir
Table IVF-2 Delta Costs to ShuttZe/Tug
'dotal program costs will be estimated for the four satel-
lites so that the various maintenance-related costs can be
viewed in perspective to the total costs.
Satellite procurement and recurring costs are estimated
j	 in Table ZVF-3.
Table IVF-3 Satellite Procurement and Recurring Costs i
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b. On-orbit Geosyachronous Maintenance Vehicle - Cost
data for the SEPS are Laken from the RI SEPS studies (SD 74-
SA-0176). The SEPS development costs are assumed split be-
tween the planetary and earth SEPS, i.e., $42.35M each. Re-
curring cost of the SEPS is $22.9M. Refurbishment costs ar'U
$4.OM. It is assumed, as RI proposed, that the SEPS test
unit is refurbished for one of the flight units. Operational
costs are $21.2M for a full mission.
Data on the SEPS refueling unit are based on information
from W. Cooper, RI costs analyst on the SEPS studies. Non-
recurring costs are $1.25M and first-unit costs are $0.4x.
Two units are assumed for this program. Refurbishment costs
are assumed to be $0.12M.
Servicer costs are based on the RI Geosynchronous Plat-
form studies (SD 73-SA-0036-7). Non-recurring costs are
$54.OM and recurring costs are $14.8M. Refurbishment is
assumed to cost $2.OM.
Costs for the stabilization units and spares tiers are
estimated as $20M for non-recurring, $2.OM for unit costs,
and $0.5M operational costs.
Spares and replacement modules costs are based on a ratio
of the module weight flown. to orbit to the satellite weight,
times the satellite recurring costs.
A summary of the costs for the four satellite programs
using the SEPS 3-year maintenance scheme is presented in
Table IVF -4.
C. Tu /Servicer Maintenance - Costs for the four
satellite programs using the Tug/Servicer maintenance mode
are presented in Table IVE-.5.
The servicurs are assumed refurbished after each mission
at $2M each. Two servicer units are assumed procurred. Be-
cause of more flights, servicer costs are greater in this
mode.
Costs of the replacement modules are based on the ratio
of replaced weight to the satellite weight, times the satel-
lite recurring costs. These costs are reduced in the option
to return the modules. In this option, portions of the re-
turned modules are assumed refurbished and reused. For five
i
Table 1-VF-4 Program Costs for SEPS Maintenance Missions
COSTS,	 $M
OPTION lA OPTION 1B
RETRIEVE SEPS NOT RETRIEVE SEPS
Shuttle/Tug Maintenance Support Flights 123.2 89.6
Support Equipment:
SEPS 37.96 56.86
Refueling Units 0.58 0.58
Stabilization Units 5.8 5.8
Servicer 27.8 40.5
SEPS/Servicer Operations 21.2 20.7
Satellite
	 0 Costs 36.67 36.67
STS	 G Costs 1.43 1.04
Satellite RDTE 345.00 345.00
i
Satellite Procurement and Recurring 403.0 403.0
Initial Launch of Satellites 100.8 100.8
Spares and Replacement Modules 244.85 244.85
TOTALS $1348.29 M $1345.50 M
COSTS, $M
OPTION 2A OPTION 2B
RETURN MODULES EXPENDED MODULES
Shuttle/Tug flights 212.8 123.2
Servicer 72.9 56.9
Tug/Servicer Operations 2.85 1.65
Satellite d Costs 36.67 36.67
STS A Costs 3.33 3.33
Satellite RDT&E 345.0 345.0
Satellite Procurement and 403.0 403.0
Recurring
Initial Launch of Satellites 100.8 100.8
Replacement Modules 154.69 176.98
Contingency Spares 68.00 68.0
TOTALS $1400.04 M $1315.53 M
i
i
0
3
Table 1VF-5 Program Costs for Tug/Servicer Maintenance Missions
of the Intelsats and four of the SEOSs, half of the returned
modules are refurbished at 0.3 of the module procurement cost. 	 r
The other returned modules are assumed not refurbished. Be-
cause of the late time in the program, the designs may change 	 ?,
and/or the program might be about to expire (for those sate]-
;.	 lite models)., thus not justifyin.g . module refurbishment...
It is assumed that a certain quantity of contingency
Spares will be available but not used in any mission. A cost
of $68M was assumed to give a total.replacement and spares
module cost in the expendable module-mode which is comparable
to the cost of modules for the SEPS/servicer mode.
e
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COSTS, $M
OPTION 3A OPTION 3B
RETURNED AND EXPENDABLE
RET`MISHED MODULES MODULES
Shuttle/Tug Flights 246.4 246.4
MSM 73.61 73.61
MSM Operations 1.5 1.5
Satellite A Costs 40.1 40.1
STS A Costs 6.67 6.67
Satellite RDT&E 345.0 345.0
Satellite Procurement 403.0 403.0
and Recurring
Initial Launch of 100.8 100.8
Satellites
Replacement Modules 154.69 176.98
Contingency Spares 68.0 68.0
TOTALS $1439.77 M $1462.06 M
d. Manned Servicing Module Maintenance - Costs for the
MSM maintenance mode are presented in Table IVF-6.
Table 1-VF-6 Program Costs for MSM Maintenance Missions
i
3
1
I
I
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The costs for the MSM are based on data from the RI Geosyn--
chronous Platform studies. The other costs are generated per
previous discussions.
e. Satellite Retrieval Maintenance Mode - Table IVF--7.
presents a summary of costs for the four satellite programs
for th.: modes of retrieving the satellite for maintenance at
is	 the orbiter or returning it to the ground for re.furbisk.ment.
COSTS, $M
OPTION 4A OPTION 4B
MAINTENANCE AT ORBITER GROUND REFURBISHMENT
Shuttle/Tug Flights 473.0 506.0
Satellite A Costs 40.98 40.98
STS A Costs 1.67 1.67
Satellite p.DTU 345.0 345.0
Satellite Procurement 403.0 403.0
and Recurring
Initial Launch of 100.8 100.8
Satellites
Replacement Modules 154.69 154.69
Additional Ground 86.39
Refurbishment
Contingency Spares 68.0 68.0
TOTALS $1587.14 M $1706.53 M
i
It is generally felt that when a satellite is returned to
the ground for maintenance, more than just failed or depleted
modules will be serviced. General refurbishment, including
design update, will probably occur. Refurbishment costs are
assumed to be the replacement module costs of options 2 and 3
plus an additional 30% of the remaining satellite recurring
costs. Replaced modules are assumed tv be refurbished for
	 j
later use.
'	
a
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f.	 Cost Summary - Table IVF-8 summarizes the total pro--
gram costs for the four maintenance modes (with options). Al-
though there are several gross estimates in these cost analyses
that prevent specific conclusions, some general conclusions
can be made.
There would be little cost difference in the SEPS mainten-
ance mode whether the SEPS vehicle is recovered or discarded in
space. Perhaps the SEPS should be used to deorbit the stabil-
ization units / spares for disposal at the end of the particular
satellite program.
Table 1-VF-8 Total Program Costs with Maintenance
MAINTENANCE
MODE •. OPTIONS COSTS, $B
1. SEPS -- Three A. Retrieve SEPS 1.348
3-Year Missions B. Not Retrieve SEPS 1.346
2. Tug /Servicer - A. Return Modules 1.400
at AOT B. Expended Modules 1.316
3. ISM - at AOT A. Return Modules 1.440
B. Expended Modules 1.462
4. Satellite Retrieval - A. Orbiter Maintenance 1.587
at AOT B. Ground Refurbishment 1.707
Considerable savings in STS flights and net costs could
accrue from discarding replaced modules, with the Tug /servicer
maintenance mode. However, this procedure would create much
more space litter. This maintenance mode does appear to be
the most economical method of maintenance.
The manned servicing module (MSM) method of maintenance is
competitive with the other methods when more than one satellite
can be serviced on one mission. Previous analyses which assum-
ed single-satellite maintenance did not fully use the excess
capacity of the Tandem Tugs and resulted in 1,4 ^1, rrnnr^m nncic
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Retrieval of satellites from geosynchronous orbit for main-
tenance at the orbiter appears to be more costly relative to
the other methods. Return of the satellites to the ground for
refurbishment would be even more costly. However, this would
permit more thorough updating of the satellite technology and
capabilities.
2. Maintenance Mode Comparisons
a. Subjective Comparison - A comparative evaluation of
the three maintenance approaches (excluding the on--orbit vehicle
at this time) is presented in Table IVF-9. This table tabulates
weighted ratings of ten factors considered in evaluating the main-
tenance approaches. The evaluation factors are given a weight-
value designating their importance in the maintenance approach
considerations. Each factor is given a unit rating for each
approach, within a range of 1 to 10. The lowest value is con-
sidered the best. A value of 10 indicates a complete lack of
capability for that factor. Intermediate values are assigned
subjectively. The total rating of a factor is obtained by
multiplying the weight--value times the unit-rating.
Man Safety -- This factor considers the hazards to the
Shuttle crewmen caused by the maintenance approach. Hazards
involved in a nominal Shuttle mission are not considered. Ex-
periences from past space programs have identified hazards
and safety measures well. However, this must still be a strong
evaluation factor.
Equipment Safety - This factor considers the possibilities
of damage to the satellite equipment induced by the servicing
operations and equipment.
Satellite Mechanical Complexities -- This factor considers
those elements on the subject satellite that must function to
permit the completion of the maintenance mission, e.g. refold-
able antennas and solar arrays for return to Shuttle orbit
and/or the ground.
Servicing Approach Reliability - This factor considers
those items that affect the success of the maintenance tasks
such as aligning and mating module connectors and latches.
The capability to overcome structural/functional deviations
and general improvised repairs would be advantageous.
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Table IVF-9 Subjective Evaluations of Maintenance Approaches
H
1r
V^d
APPROACHES
1 2 3
SERVICER 14sm RETRIEVAL
UNIT TOTAL UNIT TOTAL UNIT TOTAL
EVALUATION FACTORS WEIGHT RATING RATING RATING RATING RATING RATING
A.	 MAN SAFETY 15 1 15 5 65 4 60
B.	 EQUIPMENT SAFETY 14 5 70 2 28 1 14
C.	 SATELLITE MECHANICAL COMPLEXITIES 12 2 24 5 60 9 108
D.	 SERVICING APPROACH RELIABILITY 10 9 90 2 20 1 10
E.	 MISSION COMPLEXITY 8 5 40 6 48 5 40
F.	 SERVICING SYSTEM COMPLEXITIES 7 8 56 8 56 2 14
G.	 CAPABILITY OF TUG TO PERFORM 7 7 49 2 14 1 7
MAINTENANCE MISSION
H.	 CAPABILITY OF RETURNING 6 10 60 10 60 1 6
SATELLITE TO GROUND
I.	 AVAILABILITY OF ORBI'''cR 4 1 4 3 12 6 24
FOR OTHER ACTIVITIES
J.	 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 3 6 18 8 24 2 6
TOTALS 426 387 289
NOTE: LOWEST VALUES '&RE THE BEST.
1Mission Complexity - This item considers the overall mis-
sion activites such as the quantity and complexities of the
Shuttle and Tug flights, ground support operations, and com-
munications and remote-control requirements.
Servicing System Complexities - This item considers sup-
port equipment complexities and reliability from the stand-
point of the possible failure to accomplish required mainten-
ance activities. For example, preprogrammed control of the
servicer is desirable but a backup remote-control capability
would maintain a high maintenance reliability at the expense
of time. Approach 2 PVA activities would be reliable but
the complexity of the MSM systems must be considered.
Capability of Tug to Perform and Complete Required Main-
tenance Mission -- This item considers the Tug and support
equipment performance capabilities. Limitations on Tug capa-
bilities would limit the stay-time in orbit. Contingencies
that extend or delay maintenance operations right result in
an abort before completion of the maintenance t,asRs.
Capability of Returning the Satellite_ to the Ground for
Refurbishment - This factor considers the advantage inherent
in approach 3 where a satellite is at the orbiter for main-
tenance and therefore could be returned to earth for depot
level maintenance without additional Shuttle transportation
costs. To redeploy the satellite in its operational orbit
requires an additional STS launch(s) in either case.
Availability of Orbiter for Other Activities -- This
factor considers the probability of the orbiter being used in
other Experiment activities while the maintenance activities
are in process. Certainly, while the maintenance equipment
is away from the orbiter, the orbiter can be used in other
activities. However, the particular orbit may not be compat-
ible with other experiments. This would be more disadvanta-
geous when several orbiters are used in the maintenance mis-
sion and are restrained to a particular locale. This item
is more of an economic factor because of possible payload
cost sharing but is evaluated subjectively because specific
missions cannot be defined at this time.
Development Programs - This factor considers the magnitude,
excluding the economics, of developing and integrating the
servicer, MSM, or any other support equipment peculiar to the
approach.
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b. On-Orbit Geosynchronous Vehicle Comparison - The
operation of the on-orbit maintenance vehicle would be sim-
ilar to the Tug/servicer maintenance mode. However, the
on-orbit vehicle would rate worse because of the need
for long duration reliability, the multitude of orbit
phase changes, and the overall complexity of supporting
equipment and mission operations.
3. Conclusions and Recommendations
In general, costs of the various maintenance options are
inversely prorvortional to the results of the subjective evalua-
tions. Manned maintenance operations appear to be more desir-
able in spite of some safety hazards. However, costs of manned
operations tend to be greater. The benefits of man in any
maintenance operation cannot be forecast in any analytical
evaluation. For instance, the need for manned repair capa-
bilities on Skylab could not be predicted but the value of
direct manned repair activities in those missions are now
known to all. in the maintenance of satellites, many compo-
nent failures can be predicted and mechanical means devised
to effect most repairs. However, manned participation in
maintenance activities become invaluable in those type of re-
pairs where unpredicted failures occur which call for on-
the-spot troubleshooting, inspections, and repairs of non-
module type hardware. In the case of the satellites investi-
gated in these studies, the following potential maintenance
activities would be more feasible or appropriate for manned
activities:
Repairs
nroken wires
Defective module attachment mechanisms
Bent/defective pin connections
Ripped/punctured antennas
Fluid system leaks
Frozen (contact weld) joints
Replace fixed sensors
Replace appendages not designed for changeou.t
Attach thermal control coverings
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iInspections
Electrical shorts
Bent or loose members
On-the-spot electrical circuit checks
Corrosion/wear points
The primary difference in the costs between the various
maintenance options is the costs of the Shuttle/Tug flights.
Boost vehicles and orbit-to-orbit vehicles of greater capacity
could make the manned maintenance modes more attractive. This
potential should be investigated in other studies.
x:
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V. FUTURE STUDY AREAS
Further studies are recommended to provide technical depth
in key elements and to assess potentially important areas not
analyzed in this study because of time and scope limitations.
1. Total Power Satellite Design - Perform an in-depth analysis
of the structural and assembly techniques for the total Satellite
Solar Power Station. This effort would be a continuation and
expansion of the Raytheon/Grumman analysis and design, combined
with the Martin Marietta MPTS design criteria. The study should
include developing a total support structure for the solar cell
array and the N,PTS, with techniques for assembly. These analyses
must be associated with a. definition of the logistics techniques
necessary to boost the components to HEO. Maintenance and con-
tingency modes should also be considered.
2. Packaging Density A_nal)rsis - Investigage ways to incre4se
the packaging density, of the structural components for large
space structures. The MMC concept of collapsable beams, in
pallets, fills the total volume of the shuttle cargo bay, however,
only 62% of the weight capacity of the shuttle is used.
3. Space Logistics Analysis_ - Analyze logistics techniques for
large space structures. Perform trade-offs on cost of boosters,
time to boost to orbit, weights to be boosted and the altitude
to which the structure is boosted. Derive ground rules for the
most effective space transportation system utilization as re-
lated to particular classes of satellite. Determine the impact
of the heavy lift shuttle orbiter on the concepts for structural
components and their boost to orbit techniques.
4. Structural Commonality - Analyze logistics, assembly, and
structural requirements for all proposed large space structures
to derive a common or universal base structure and assembly
approach. Evolve a building block approach which can be ex-
tended to meet the requirements of any of the large structures.
5. Manned Orbital Asse_mblg - Investigate the use of man as a
direct aid to HEO space system assembly and maintenance. Examine
the cost vs reliability of man's presence. Identify man's long
term needs in HEO, space station, crew cycling, transportation
costs, man rating costs and complexities of systems he would
interact with, etc.
6. Further MPTS Analysis - MMC has completed adequate analysis
to show the. feasibility of our proposed approach to the 14PTS
structural assembly. Further analysis and design are needed in
the following areas:
a. Mobile assembler
b. Structural dynamics
c. 'Thermal control
d. Remote welding and bonding
e. Pyrotechnics for assembly
f. Video systems and lighting for assembly
,,. Alignment devices
h. Maintenance of microwave transmission hardware
7. On-Orbit Fabrication Plant - To support on-going orbital
assembly programs, it may be advantageous to establish a manned
manufacturing facility in orbit. Transporting raw-stock building
materials to the facility, with subsequent manufacture of the
space.system structural, elements, would utilize the STS more
efficiently. Expended orbiter external tanks offer a potential
source of raw materials that could be used in the manufacturing
facility. These applications should be analyzed for potential
benefits to orbital assembly programs.
S. Low Earth Orbit Demonstration of Assembly Techniques - A
natural progression from the results of this study is the demon-
stration of assembly techniques in orbit. The first steps should
be the development and demonstration of assembly tasks critical
to any large space structure assembly. Such tasks include
fastening techniques,, alignment methods and hardware, orbital
dynamics and stabilization requirements, etc. Following this,
an actual assembly of a useful space syster ► would be a logical.
follow-on.
9. SEPS Maintenance Program Reliability - The use of an on-
orbit vehicle for continuous availability to perform replacement
maintenance on geosynchronous satellites appears to offer
economic benefits. However, the reliability of the propulsive
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vehicle and associated support equipment should be analyzed
further to determine the reliability of the systems over the
duration of the planned maintenance period. This study con-
sidered the use of a SEPS, a new spares pallet stabilization
unit, and SEPS refueling units in three-year maintenance periods.
10. Low-Thrust Boost Vehicles The use of low-thrust prop-al-
sine vehicles offers advantages for boosting large space struc-
tures to higher orbits. However, vehicles dependent on solar
energy, such as the SEPS, experience solar cell degradation in
low-orbit radiation environments and loss of propulsive power
when in earth shadow. Low-thrust vehicles not hindered by these
problems (such as nuclear propulsion types), should be investi-
gated for application to inter-orbit transportation.
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APPER.)IX A
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
As a part of Task 1, preparatory data were compiled on various
items of support equipment that might be used in the assembly and
maintenance tasks. Support equipment that is presently baseLined in
the Space Shuttle Program or is being considered is discussed.
1.	 Shuttle Orbiter
The orbiter (Figure A-1) provides a 15-foot diameter by 60-foot
long payload bay and can deliver and rendezvous a 65,000 lb payload
to (and retrieve 32,000 lbs from) a 160 nautical mile circular orbit
at 28.5 deg inclination (assuming a iCSC launch). Internal orbital
maneuvering subsystem (OMS) tanks provide the capability for 1000
ft/sec AV. The nominal on-orbit duration is seven days for a four-
man crew, but can be extended to 3C days with added mission exten-
sion kits, chargeable ro the payload.
Figure A-I ShuttZe Orbiter
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Maximsm design accelerations are:
I
e
1.
Landing	 1.50 g
Crash
	
46 g (11 millisecond duration)
Boost	 3.3 g (X-axis)
Design vibration 'Limits are:
0.06 g 2 /Hz at 75 to 300 Hz Q± 3 dB/octave roll-off)
2.	 Interim Upper Stage (IUS)
The IUS (Figure A-2) provides a third stage capability to the
Shuttle Transportation System (STS) for boosting satellites from the
Shuttle orbit to higher orbits. The IUS basically uses existing
U. S. booster vehicle hardware, but with additional development work
needed. The IUS is planned for use in the 1980 to 1984 time frame.
Two IUS operational modes are considered:
4
a. Expendable version for delivery-only operations with no
rendezvous or TV and data storage capabilities;
b. Reusable version using a Tr^nstage with a kick stage.	 j
Figure A-2 Interim Upper Stage
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Comparative data of the two versions are:
Expendable Reusable
Thrust, lbs 16,000 16,000 and 15,000
for kick stage
1sp , sec 311 311, Transtage,
288, kick stage.
Payload to synchronous 5,700 3,900
orbit, lbs
Size, ft 10 diameter x 19.1 long 10 diameter % 25 long
Weight (loaded), lbs 36,823 42,128
Weight (dry), lbs 4,407 5,312
iNI
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3.	 Tug
The Tug (Figure A-3) provides a third stage capability to the
STS for boosting satellites from the Shuttle orbit to higher orbits
and/or retrieving satellites. The Tug is considered for use in the
post-1984 time, Because the Tug was used more extensively in this
study, more emphasis was placed on understanding the Tug capabilities.
The following data and information were extracted from Baseline Space
Tug Configuration Definition, MSFC 68M00039-2 and Baseline Space Tug
Fli ht Operations, MSFC 68M00039-3, July 1974.
For geosynchronous missions the Tug will be used to 1) transfer
a spacecraft (SC) from the Shuttle and deploy it in geosynchronous
orbit, 2) deploy and retrieve (also multiple deploy) SC, or 3)
retrieve SC from geosynchronous orbit.
The Tug transfers from the Shuttle orbiter (160 x 160 n.mi cir-
cUlar earth orbit at 28.5 0 inclination) to geosynchronous orbit
through the following steps (see Figure A--4):
1) As the Tug ,pproaches a mode (ascending or descending), it
ignites anc optimally transfers onto a phasing orbit. The
phasing orbit is designed to allow the Tug to arrive at a
specified target longitude in the synchronous orbit. Incli-
nation is reduced the optimal amount during each burn.
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Spacecraft	 Components
AdapterAPS
	
RL-10-I IB Engine
Rea cta nt
!4.7 ft
	 LH2	 L02
He
	
Umbilical
-	 ----- 30 ft
Fuel Cell (Typical)
-	 Figure A--3 Tug
2) After coasting for approximately one revolution
phasing orbit, the Tug performs the second mane
place it on a transfer conic with an apogee nea
synchronous altitude.
3) After coasting to apogee, the vehicle circulars
final orbit and deploys a SC or initiates rende
docking with a SC.
Similar maneuvers are performed for return to the o
Tug returns to a 170 x 170 n.mi. orbit above the orbiter
dezvous and docking is initiated. (See Figure A-5.) Fi
and docking is achieved by use of the orbiter RMS.
The Tub weight breakdown is summarized in Table A-1
Main. Propulsion System (MPS) - The characteristics
are:
Maneuver
Full	 Thrust
	
Thrust	 (Pump Idle)
Steady State Thrust, lb. 	 i5,000	 3,750
Specific Impulse, sec.	 456.5	 434.7
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MANEUVERS AND FVENTS	 .I
NOW SPACE TUG O SPACE TUG DEPLOYEDt	 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
	
AND CHECKED OUTO PHASING MANEUVER
0 GEOSYNCHRONOUSTRANSFER Mt.NEUVER
Figure A-4 Space Tug Geosynchronous Ascent Prof,,;Ze
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COURSE CORRECTION POINT
DIMDUL
i
MANEUVERS
nN10- SPACE TUG
	 Oj GEO-SYNCH DEBOOST
O PHASING ORBIT INSERTION
SHUTTLE ORBITER	 3O GEOMETRY 4DJUSTMENT
O CIRCULARIZATION (CDH)
Figure A-5 Space Tug Geosynchronous Deboost Profile
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FDESCRIPTION WEIGHT (LB) DESCRIPTION	 WEIGHT (LB)
STRUCTURE 197: UNUSABLE RESIDUALS 576
Body Shell 914 Trapped Propellant 150
Fuel Tank & Supports 425 Trapped Cases 330
Oxidizer Tank & Supports Z43 Fuel Bias 65
Thrust Structure 29 Hydraulic Fluid 5
Mounting Structure 100 Ai—S Trapped 19
Payload & Umbilical Interface 263 Trapped Water 7
BURN OU'T' W EIGHT (w /a APS Reserve) 5726
PROPULSION 1346 BURN OUT WEIGHT wIAPS Reserve (varies 5755
Engine 442 with mission) Deploy only	 29
Feed, Fill, Drain & Vent 256 (Dual deploy 4 1 Retrieve,451
Pneumatic & Press 234 EXPENDABI ES 547
Hydraulic 63 LOX Boitoff 130
Propellant Loading & Measuring 50 Fuel Boiloff 165
APS 30I Start/Stop 77
Fuel Cell Reactants 175
THERMAL CONTROL 441
PROPELLANT RESERVES 300
Active Thermal Control 70
Fuel Tank Insulation 90 USABLE PROPELLANTS 50,177
Oxidizer Tank Insulation 40 LHZ 7127
Insulation Purge 200 LOX 42,762
Passive Thermal Control 41 APS 288
FIRST IGNITION WEIGHT 56,779
AVIONICS 421
ORBITER INTERFACE
 RFACE ACCOMMODATIONS 1900Navigation Guidance and Control 154 (includes contingency)
Data Management 158 Adapter Structure 676
Communications 72 Propulsion 178
Measuring System 92 Dump Press 126
Electrical Power and Distribution 4I0 Avionics 470
Rendezvous & Docking 35 JSC Fittings 450
1001a GROWTH CONTINGENCY INCLUDING 468 GROUND LIFT-OFF 58,679
FAS'T'ENERS
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 5150
O
b
9tV
Table A-1 Tug Detailed Weight Breakdown
A-S
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The tank head idle (THi) mode is used to provide for engine/
feed line chilidown and thrust to settle propellants in the main
tanks. The pump idle mode is used as needed for small AV maneu-
vers.
Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) - The AFS provides the required
impulse to position the Tug during coast periods and perform transla-
tional maneuvers as required for rendezvous and docking. The systems
employ four clusters of six thrusters each mounted at 90 0 intervals
around the Tug. Each thruster gives 25 lbs. thrust. The steady
state specific impulse is 230 sec. and the pulsing specific impulse
is 160 sec.
Tug/SC Docking_ - The current baseiined SC docking system is
fully automated and consists of:
1) Docking mechanisms on the Tug and SC
2) Auxiliary propulsion system
3) Laser radar
4) Corner reflectors on the SC
5) Control software
6) Override television monitor function
The current accuracy requirements for the baseline design of
the Tug and the SC relative rates and alignments are:
radial misalignment
misalignment angle
longitudinal closure
lateral closure
angular closure
1.0 ft.
5.0 degrees
0.1 - 1.0 ft/sec.
0.3 ft/sec.
0.5 deg/sec.
Most of the docking methods and requirements are under study.
Onboard Guidance and Navig=ation (M) Software - The guidance
software will have the capab-ility to maintain a stationkeeping
position with respect to a target SC and issue those commands
necessary to achieve docking with the target SC. The navigation
software will provide laser radar scanning data to the guidance
software during the stationkeeping and docking maneuvers for pat-
tern recognition and :otation rate determination of the target SC.
The onboard navigationtsoftware will have the capability to process
TDRS data needed to achieve an onboard navigation update and accept
a navigation update from the STDN for those orbits that are out-
side of the TDRS capability.
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Onboard Flight Sequencer - The onboard flight sequences shall
be the main onboard flight computer control logic in which all on-
board events are initiated by the sequencing logic and all external
(Orbiter or ground) commands to the Tug shall be processed through
this sequencing logic. The onboard flight sequencer shall perform
the following functions:
1) Contains the nominal onboard timeline of events and sets
up the required time bases for achieving the mission.
2) Passes the control to the appropriate subsystem to execute
the events of the timeline.
3) Receives the ignition times and propulsion system modes
(APS, tank head idle, pump idle, and mainstage thrust)
selected to execute the desired maneuver from the guid-
ance software and generates the necessary discrete signals
to activate the propulsion.
4) Generates the discrete signals necessary to activate the
navigation alignment sequence in that particular naviga-
tion subsystem.
5) Receives and processes the data from the TARS system and
passes the data on to the navigation system.
6) Receives navigation updates from the STDN and routes it to
the navigation system.
7) Accepts time corrections to the nominal sequence of events
from the guidance software system.
8) Accepts signal from the ground to inhibit a planned power
flight maneuver.
R) Accepts signals from the ground for target updates and
1	 alternate missions.
10) Accept- signal from the ground or guidance software system
to start the laser radar.
11) Accepts signals from the ground to start TV system and
execute sunning patterns.
12) Accepts signals from the Orbiter or ground to generate
those discrete signals necessary to activate the safing
system.
13) Accepts signals from the Orbiter or ground to execute;
attitude pointing.
14) Accepts caution and warning signals and generates the
necessary signal discretes to take the appropriate Tug
systems actions.
Mission operations - To minimize overall operational costs of
the STS, the Shuttle orbiter will be used to conduct other activi-
ties in low-earth orbit (LEO) while the Tug is away. Separate
operations teams era employed. The Tug operations team will have
responsibility for the Tug when separated from the orbiter. The
primary Tug functions will nominally be onboard automated, with
ground command for malfunction diagnosis, contingency operation,
and preplanned functions for which real time analysis is required.
The Orbiter crew will have the prime responsibility for moni-
toring Tug systems which are crew-safety related. The Orbiter crew
will have the responsibility for the deployment of the Tug/SC via
the Orbiter deployment system and crew operated manipulators.
After Tug /SC release from the Orbiter and the Orbiter retire-
ment to a safe distance, the Tug /SC ground operations team will
verify systems readiness for intial Tug burn and will initiate
configuration of the stage and propulsion systems for mission
accomplishment. After Tug mission completion, the Tug /SC opera-
tions team will be responsible for placing the Tug/SC in the
rendezvous orbit and performing Tug/SC systems and propellant tank
safing in preparation for Orbiter recovery.
f; ^i
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The Orbiter crew will then have the responsibility for the
recovery and stowage of the Tug/SC. This will include the per-
formance of the required Orbiter rendezvous terminal phase
maneuvers (closing, braking and stationkeeping); the visual
acquisition and physical capture of the Tug/SC; the fitting of
the Tug/Orbiter interface connections (mechanical, electrical.,
and fluid); stowing the Tug/SC in the Payload bay; and the final
evaluation/preparation of Tug/SC systems for entry.
During the time the Tug /SC is attached to the Orbiter the Tug/
Shuttle operations teams will coordinate all mission activity which
will have a direct influence on crew activity or Orbiter operations.
Commands to the Tug and the FC will originate in the appropriate
control facility and will be : a:ited through the Shuttle Operations
Center (SOC) for uplink to thf4 ;'U'tbiter command s3 itam ^7nd subsequent
to the Tug or .SC. Tug and St; ,6^d. will be downlinked through the!
Orbiter Telemet. ,ystem and will. be separated at the STDN/TDRSS
ground station fav transmission to thn appropriate operations facil-
ity.
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During the period when the Tug/SC is not attached to the Orbiter
the interface requirements change. The Orbiter is no longer a
through put device for the Tug/SC comman,6 and telemetry. The crew
has no responsibility for Tug operations, and the coordination with
the Orbiter control center is essentially that of an exchange of
information, e.g., ephemeris data. The Tug and SC systems data
from the Tug are routed directly to the respective control centers
from the TDRSS and STDN ground stations. Nominal and contingency
commands are generated and initiated from the respective control
centers; however, any commanding that may affect the operation or
status of both vehicles must be coordinated prior to execution.
There is no requirement at this time for coordination between the
Shuttle and SC centers for this or subsequent mission phases. From
Tug deployment through SC deployment and retrieval, the Tug is
essentially independent of the Orbiter and utilizes a direct communi-
cations from the STDN/TDRSS to the Tug Operations Center (TOC). The
TOC will continue to be independent of the SOC with the exception of
the coordination interface (may require some data exchange) until
Tug retrieval where again the Orbiter will provide all communications.
After the Tug/SC has been released and is in the vicinity of 	 j
the Orbiter (i.e., could potentially pose a hazard to the Orbiter)
the Orbiter center will provide the status of the Orbiter in rela-
tion to the Tug. The Tug center will inform the Orbiter center of
the status of Tug on-orbit systems configuration and will maintain
the Tug in a safe mode until the Orbiter has retired to a safe dis-
tance.
In order to effect Tug/SC and Orbiter rendezvous, intercepter
mission planning will be necessary. The required targeting and
orbital parameters must be developed and concurred in by both centers.
Prior to Orbiter capture of the Tug vehicle, the Tug center will
accomplish vehicle safing and will notify the Orbiter center that
terminal rendezvous and retrieval may begin. The Tug center will
monitor Tug retrieval and will assist, should unforeseen difficulties
arise during this operation.
i`
	
Data Network - The network for Tug operations will consist of
the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) complemented by
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) with a ground
terminal station at White Sands, New Mexico. Data transmission to
and from the STDN and TDRSS is through the NASA Communications Net-
work (NASCOM), a global network providing operational ground
communications support.
^,-l1
Communications - The communications system consists of
airborne electronically steerable S-band phased array (AESPj
system, secure command decoder, and general purpose televis
camera. For rendezvous and docking a laser radar is used.
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The STDN is a worldwide complex of stations used to provide
communications with both manned and unmanned spacecraft. Present
plans are for STDN to consist of no more than eight stations witb
three basically for deep space support, two for launch support,
and two or three more for special applications. The TDRSS will
have two relay satellites at geosynchronnus orbit 130 degrees apart
with a third satellite spare on operational standby as a backup.
Real time operational control and scheduling of the networks
are provided by the Network Operations Control Center (NOCC)
located at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt,
Maryland.
The STDN and/or TDRSS will be the prime network during the
Tug operations that will provide tracking, telemetry and command
support. This service will provide coverage of orbital opera-
tions for orbits below 5000 KM, for which the TDRSS will be the
prime support system. For higher altitude orbits the deep space
STDN stations will provide the primary support, with STDN con-
tinuous coverage from approximately 6500 KM. Both subnets will
complement each other when required in providing full support.
The NASA Tug missions will be supported by the NASA networks.
The DOD Tug missions will be supported by the DOD networks. At
this time there is no interface between these two networks.
Network support will basically be S-band with Ku-band utilize,a
for special wideband data support. Full capabilities for S-band
and Ku-band will exist through TDRSS subnet and several STDN
sites (in addition to their full S-band capability) will be
configured for Ku-band. The INASA Tun Onboard Communication
Systems will be compatible with both the STDN and TDRSS.
Each STDN site will have full S-band capability with several
prime sites configured for Ku-band. Each TDRSS satellite will
have dual feed S-hand/Ku-band 3.8 meter parabolic antennas plus
a multi-element S-band array antenna, used primarily to relay
communications to the Tug and payloads. A 1.8 meter parabolic
Ku-band antenna will be used primarily For ground terminal trans-
missions.
0 ^
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The AESPA system is a totally integrated S-band communica-
tions and tracking system that combines the functions of trans-
mitting and receiving. The system performs the same function as
a transponder and its associated antenna systems, but in addition
can provide ranging and position location information. The AESPA
can point and track a signal within a 120 0 cone normal to the
array surface. The AESPA can handle both PCM telemetry and
video data transmission simultaneously in a transmission mode
and command and telemetry data in the receive mode.
The television camera system is a general purpose television
system that employs both remote controlled pan and zoom of the
camera system for observation. Future developments in technology
are expected to provide a system that performs in both low level
and normal lighting conditions.
A laser radar acquisition range of 50 n.mi. is assumed for
SC retrieval operations.
1
i
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Electrical Power System (EPS) - The Tug electrical power is
furnished from two fuel cells, each rated at 2.0 KW with a 3.5
KM peak. Each fuel cell will be capable of supplying the total
load. An auxiliary battery rated at approximately 25 amp-hr
is provided to supplement for inrush current required for motor
loan] and to provide a means of powering up the fuel cells. It
will also provide a fail-operate, fail-safe system. The esti-
mated average power requirements for the Tug are 967 watts. An
additional 90 watts are required for radar and TV during rendez-
vous and docking. In addition, 600 watts is allocated for
supply to an attached SC. The steady-state voltage regulation
will be 28 VDC (nominal). The Tug power system will not furnish
voltages other than 28 VDC nor will it furnish any AC power. SC
or equipment requiring AC power or voltages other than 28 VDC
will need to supply these by means of built-in inverters/converters.
The fuel cells will not be started until Tug is released
from the Orbiter. Power for the Tug and S/C will be provided by
the Orbiter during the ascent phase. After release from the
Orbiter the SC will receive power from the Tug.
Thermal Control System (TCS) - Passive and active TCS are
employed to control Tug temperatures while the Tug is in any
attitude.
Autonomv - The autonomy level of the various flight systems
of the Tug are presently undefined. The following are the current
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baselines for pertinent areas:
Shuttle Rendezvous - Automatically accomplished by onboard
computation of G&N. All rendezvous to be coplanar
with Shuttle, including abort. Beacon optional for
Shuttle contact.
SC Rendezvous - Automatically accomplished by terminal phase
guidance with cooperative target. Event telemetry
(secure) monitoring.
SC Deployment and Monitor - Location, initialization, spin-
up and release performed automatically. Prior to
deployment, Tug monitors go/no go 5C status. Thru
puts SC telemetry to ground.
SC Docking - Accomplished automatically with target passive
or not actively evasive. Event telemetry (secure)
monitoring.
Mission Performance and Sequence - Two of the Tug geosyn-
chronous missions will be (1) the delivery of multiple payloads
to orbit, and (2) the delivery of a payload or payloads to orbit
and retrieval of another payload or payloads. If in either of
these missions, the payload longitudes should be different, then
orbital phasing will be requiz•ed to establish the correct longi-
tude for each payload. The simplest phasing scheme consists of
two equal, but opposite burns, separated by a coasting interval.
If the desired longitude is behind the Tug, then the Tug would
perform a burn to raise the seiai-major axis of its orbit above
geosynchronous altitude (geosynchronous altitude would be
perigee of this orbit). This would create a differential orb-
ital rate between the Tug and desired longitude which would cause
the longitude to "catch up" to the Tug. The Tug would then
circularize back to the geosynchronous orbit when it reached
perigee of its phasing orbit. If the desired longitude is
ahead of the Tug, then the Tug would lower its semi-major axis
below geosynchronous altitude.
The delta-velocity required to phase is a function of the
number of revolutions in the phasing orbit and whether the phas-
ing is posi.tive . (Tug behind (west) of desired longitude) or neg-
ative (Tug ahead (east) of desired longitude). Figure A-6
shows delta velocity as a function of positive phase angle for
1, 2, and 3 revolutions in the phasing orbit. Figure A--7
shows the same data for the negative phase angle. Figure A-8
'" ^	
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CAP POOR QU
EVENT	 TOTAL
INITIAL	 APS	 INERTS DURATION	 TIME	 AV
EVENT	 WT tbs)(lbs)	 LOSSES	 (Hrs)	 (Hrs)	 (F/S1
I	 Tug Separation from Orbiter 	 58,655	 8.6	 10.0	 2.0	 Z. 0
2	 Phase in Shuttle Orbit	 58,836	 Z1.4	 46.0	 11.0	 13.0
3	 Burn into Phasing Orbit	 58,769	 -	 -	 0.13	 13.13	 4494	 j(Full thrust)
	 i
4	 Coast in Phasing Orbit, One	 43, Z71	 17.5	 5.0	 3.0	 16.13
.evolution
5	 Inject into Geosynchronous	 43, 248	 -	 -	 .11	 16. Z4	 3672
Transfer ITank head idle +
full thrust)
	 i
6	 Coast to I : !course Correction	 33.678	 13.8	 6.0	 1.5	 17.74	 +i
7	 Midcourse Correction (Tank head	 33,658	 -	 -	 .03	 17.77	 50
idle + pump idle)
8	 Coast to Geosynchronous 	 33,536	 14.0	 16. 0	 3.96	 21.73
9	 Circularize at Geosynchronous 	 33,506	 .12	 21.85	 5826(Tank head idle + full thrust)
10	 Coast and Orbit Trim	 Z2, 529	 102.7	 56	 12.0	 33.85
11	 Deploy First SC (1, 000 lbs) 	 22. 370	 31. 5	 -	 1.0	 34.85	 j
12	 Inject into Phasing Orbit (Tank	 21, 338	 -	 -	 .05	 34.90	 480	 i3 
head idle + pump idle)
13	 Coast in Phasing Orbit	 Z0, 623	 13.7	 105	 28.0	 6Z. go
14	 Circularize at Geosynchronous	 20.504	 -	 -	 .05	 62.95	 480
(Tank head idle + pump idle)
15	 Deploy Second SC { 1, 000 lbs) 	 19.816	 37.7	 6	 1.0	 63.95 i
16	 Inject into Phasing Orbit (Tank 	 18,772	 -	 -	 .04	 63.94	 258
head idle + pump idle)
17	 Coast 1. 5 Revolutions in Phasing	 18,426	 14.7	 146	 39.0	 102.94	 j
Orbit	 !	 #
18	 Height Adjustment Burn	 18, 266	 -	 -	 .01	 .103.00	 10 4{Tank head idle)
19	 Coast in Adjusted Phasing Orbit 	 18, Z51	 11. 1	 49	 13.0	 116.00
20	 Phasing Orbit Circularization	 18, 19i	 -	 -	 .04	 116.04 	 258
iTank head idle + pump idle)
21	 SC Rendezvous and Retrieval	 17,856	 96.5	 15	 4.0	 I20. 04(1200 lbs)
22	 Phase at Geosynchronous for	 18,944	 11.2	 45	 12.0	 132.04
Nodal Crossing
	 E	 - A
s.
23	 DeboostBurn ('Tank head idle	 18,888
	 -	 -	 .08	 132.12	 5840
+ full thrust)
	 f
24	 Coast to Midcourse Cnrrection 	 12,686
	 7.5	 6	 1.0	 133.12
25	 :Midcourse Correction (Tank	 12,673
	
--	
-
	 .01	 133.13	 13
head idle) 
	 I
26	 Coast to 170 n. r i.. Perigee	 12.659	 8.1.	 24	 4.2	 137.33 i
27	 inject into Return Phasing (Tank	 12.627
	
.05	 137.38
	 3141	 i
head idle + full thrust)
28 .	Coast I : R.evolution.in Phasing	 9,751	 7.8	 18,	 3..0	 . 140.35
-	
f	
_29	 Circularize at 170 n. mi. (Tank	 9,725	 .05	 140.43
	
4243	 q
head idle + full thrust)
30	 Rendezvous with Shuttle
	 7,280	 32.4	 4.0	 144.43
ISC = 1200 lbs, propellant .:
reserve - 276 lbs}
Figure A-9 Typical Mission Sequence for a Dual DepZoyment, Single Retrieval
Geosynchronous Mission
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shows the time required as a function of phase angle for both
the positive and negative phase angle cases. If the phase angle 	 Y
is +400 , then from Figure A-8, the delta-velocity required is
256, 120, 79 M i=S for 1, 2, and 3 revolutions, and from Figure
A-8, the time required would be 0.9, 1.9, and 2.9 days. If the
phase angle is -400 , then from Figures A-7 and A-8, the delta-
velocity required is 204, 108, 73 M/S, and the time required is
1.1, 2.1, and 3.1 days for 1, 2, and 3 revolutions in the phasing
orbit. Figure A-9 presents a typical sequence for a dual deploy-
merit, single retrieval geosynchronous mission.
4.	 Earth Orbital Teleoperator Systems
The EOTS would be used for in-space assembly, maintenance,
and repair of satellites. The SOTS is presently not baselined
but laboratory models have been developed and there is an on-
going concept development program. The SOTS will be approximately
4 ft diameter by 6 ft long in size. Operational range from
the Orbiter will be 1 to 2 miles. The propulsion translation AV
capability is 2000 ft/sec. The SOTS would use two TV cameras
and manipulators with a 6 to 8-ft reach. (See Figure A-10).
Figure A--10 Earth OrbitaZ TeZeoperator System
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5.	 Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU
The MMU provides a self-contained propulsion capability to
translate an extravehicular astronaut to and from worksites.
The concept was proved in the Skylab M509 experiments. The MMU
will be about 30 x 40 x 50 in. in size and weigh about 150 lbs.
Cold gas (3000 psi N 2) capabilities are 50 ft/sec AV, but could
be 300 ft/sec with hydrazine propulsion. The thrust levels are
5 lbs maximum. The automatic attitude hold capability is 4 ft-
lb torque. The maximum flight duration before resupply is 6
hours (based on battery charge). (See Figure A-11.)
s
Figure A-11 Manned Maneuvering Unit
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6.	 Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
The RMS provides capabilities for payload handling and
deployment, satellite capture, and satellite maintenance. The
RMS is baselined on the Orbiter and is in concept development
status. The RMS will have G degrees of freedom plus end effec-
tors. During operation, both TV and operator's direct vision
will be used. The RMS has a 50-ft total length and can provide
10 to 50-lbs tip forces. The maximum Shuttle payload (15 x 60
ft and 65,000 lbs) can be handled with the RMS. A second optional
RMS would be chargeable to the payload. (See Figure A-12.)
Manipulator (Payload,:.'
option) „
Television Monitors
Shuttle
Translation
Controller
Grab Type
End Effector
ir
Shuttle
Rotational
Controllers
	 Controller
Figure A-12 Remote Manipulator System
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7 .	 RMS Work Platform
The RMS work platform would be 	 ' to position extravehicu-
lar crewmen at worksites. This item i. -esently only a concept
and is not baselined. The platform woulu be about 76 x 45 x 42
in. in size. Accessories provided would be astronaut restraints,
lights, manipulator controllers, and tool stowage. (See Figure
A-13.)
Manipulator Arm	
Spare Part Stowage
EV Life Support System
[ 	 \	 4!
Manipulator Controls—
Foot Restraint
Worksite Stabilization
Figure A-13 RMS Work Platform
8.	 Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS)
The SEPS (Figure A-14) is a long-duration propulsive device
for transferring payloads between higher orbits. The SEPS is
not presently baselined, but severa.l components have been tested
and the concept is being studied. Thrust is obtained from nine
mercury ion engines with characteristics of 0.206 lb thrust at
3000 sec I sp . Electrical power for the engines is derived from
solar arrays (25 KW initial capacitv). With the arrays folded,
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the SEPS is 10 x 15 ft in size. The dry weight is about 2800
1bs and mercury propellant weight is about 2900 lbs.
Payload
Docki ng
Docking Mechanism	
Mechanism
f ,..
Support Structure
•f	 ^
^ta C'	 ^	 •^
(9) 30-CMf^
	
,/^
	
Payload
Th rusters
Figure A•-14 Solar Electric Propulsion Stage With Typical Payload
9. Pressure Suit and Life Support
The status of pressure suits for the 1990 era is unknown.
For purposes of this study, the Skylab A7L-B and ILC developmental
suit data will be used. For these 4 psi suits, a 3-hour oxygen
prebreathing time period is required. Of this time, 1.5 hours
may be used for some of the EVA preparations. An additional. 0.5
hr is required for final preparations. The allowable EVA dura-
tion is 6 to 8 hours. Post-EVA doffing and stowage time is
estimated as 1.5 hours. (See Figure A-15.)
10. Manned Tug Module
The manned tug model (Figure A-16) is a preliminary concept
that would permit manned maintenance, inspection, and assembly
operations in higher orbits. The manned module would be about
8 ft long x 15 ft in diameter. The module would permit an
orbital stay time of 5 to 7 days for four crewmen. Total weight
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2E
35.0 in.
5 in.
Crewman
69-112 in.
Tail
r
i
Iii
i
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Figure A-15 Extravehicular Pressure Suit and Life Support
of the advanced Tug with manned module is estimated at 80,000
lbs (greater than Orbiter launch capability). Estimated weight
(in lbs) of the manned module, from the Geosynchronous Platform
	
Definition Study (Rockwell International) , are:	 ii
Stowage Tiers	 i
1	 2	 3
Docking Mechanism	 100	 100	 100	 #
Primary Structure	 800	 900	 1000
Secondary Structure 	 1450	 1750	 2050
Subsystems	 3000	 3000	 3000	 .
Tug Adapter	 250	 300	 350
TOTAL (Lbs)	 5600	 6050	 6500
i
E
1
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iCrew
Compartment
storage Compartment
Do	 t Advanced Tug
Figure A--16 Manned Tug Module
'	 11.	 Data Reference Information
The following table gives the primary sources used to
1 establish the above support equipment data. 	 ^
Support Equipment	 PrimaKX Source_
Solar Electric Propul 	 Feasibility Stu2j of a Solar Electric
sion Stage
	
	
Propulsion Stage for Geosynchronous
Equatorial Missions, NASAB-27360, North
American Rockwell, February 1973.
Pressure Suit and Life	 Skylab data and ILC experimental suit
Support
	
data.
Manned Tug Module
	
	
Geosynchronous Platform Definition Study,
SD73-SA-0036, Rockwell International,
June 1973; and NASA discussions.
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1. Orbit/Launch Vehicle Tradeoff Studies and Recommendations
2. Instrument Constraints and Interface Specifications
3. Design/Cost Tradeoff Studies
4. Management Approach Recommendations
5. System Design and Specifications
6. Space Shuttle Interfaces/Utilization
7. Systems Definition Summary
Earth Observatory Satellite System Definition Study Grumman September 1974
ReQor t
1. Orbit/Launch Vehicle Tradeoff Studies and Recommendations
2. Instrument Constraints and Interface Specifications
3. Design/Cost Tradeoff Studies
4. Management Approach Recommendations
5. System Design and Specifications:
Part 1: Observatory System Element Specifications
Part 2: Ground System Element Specifications
6. Space Shuttle Interfaces/Utilization
7. EOS System Definition Report
Earth Observatory Satellite System Definition Study, General Electric Space
Division 74SD4240 through 74SD4247 September 1974
Report
1. Orbit/Launch Vehicle Tradeoff Studies and Recommendations
2. Instrument Constraints and Interfaces
3. Design Cost Tradeoff Studies and Recommendations
4. Low Cost Management Approach and Recommendations
5. System Design and Specifications
Volume 1, Baseline System Description;
Volume 2, EOS-A System Verification;
Volume 3, General Purpose Spacecraft Segment and Module Specifications;
Volume 4, Mission Peculiar Spacecraft Segment and Module Specifications;
Volume 5, Specification for EOS Operations Control Centex;
Volume 6, Specification for EOS Central Data Processing Facility
(CDPF);
Volume 7, Specification for EOS Low Cost Readout Station.
6. Space Shuttle Interferences/Utilization
7. EOS System Definition Report
Microwave Power Transmission System Studie s, Contract NAS3-17$35, Monthly
Technical Progress Narratives, Raytheon Company, for NASA Lewis Research.
Center:
Fourth Monthly, October 11, 1974;
Fifth Monthly, November 0$, 1974;
Sixth Monthly December 06, 1974.
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Microwave Power Transmission System Studies, Fourth Engineering Review.
Contract NAS3-17835, Raytheon Company for Lewis Research Center, December
12, 1974.
Microwave Power Transmission Svstem Studio g . Mechanical Svstems and Flight._
Operations, Contract NAS3-17835, Grumman Aerospace Corporation for
Raytheon Company:
Task 1, Preliminary Design, September 30, 1974
Task 2, Concept Definition, MPTS-R-002, December 12, 1974
Concep t Definition and Svstems Analvsis Studv for a Solar Electric Propulsion
Stage, Contract NAS8-30920, Space Division, Rockwell International, Feb-
ruary 3, 1975:
Volume I, Executive Summary, SD74-SA-0176-1
Volume III, Earth Orbital SEPS Analysis and Design, SD74-SA-0176-3
Geosynchronous Platform Definition Studies, Space Division, Rockwell
International, June 1973
Volume I SD73-SA-0036-1 Executive Summary
Volume II SD73-SA-0036-2 Overall Study Summary
Volume III SD73-SA-0036-3 Geosynchronous Mission Characteristics
Volume IV SD73-SA-0036-4 Traffic Analysis and Systems
(Part 1)	 Requirements for the Baseline Traffic
Model
Volume IV SD73-SA-0036-4 Traffic Analysis and Systems
(Part 2)	 Requirements for the New Traffic Model
Volume V	 SD73-SA-0036-5 Geosynchronous Platform Synthesis
.Volume VI SD73-SA-0036-6 Geosynchronous Program
Evaluation and Recommendations
Volume VII SD73-SA-0036-7 Geosynchronous Transportation Requirements
Servicing the SDCS-II With the STS, Final Report, 25687-6009-TU-00
(SAMSO TR 75-135), TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, California,. March 1975.
Assessment of On-Orbit Servicing of Synchronous Orbit Spacecraft, Contract
NAS8-30285, G. D. Gordon, Communications Satellite Corp., COMSAT Laboratories,
December 1973.
Integrated Orbital Servicing Study_ for Lora-Cost Pa load Programs, Contract
NAS8-30820, Martin Marietta Corporation,.
First Quarter Meeting Material used at MSFC, September 1974
Mid-term Presentation Material used at MSFC, January 1975
	
i
Third Quarter Presentation Material for MSFC, April 1975
Integrated Orbital Servicing and Payloads Study, Contract NAS8-30849, Second
Quarterly Review, Communications Satellite Corporation, COMSAT laboratories,
January 1975.
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